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Our technology is so
advanced, it’s easy to use

ith Turbo Pascal” we
K x / invented fast compil—

ers, and followed that
technological breakthrough
with Turbo Prolog", then Turbo
Basic”, then Turbo C.” Building
these fast compilers is not an
easy task. It was and is “the lit—
tle guy” taking a giant step.
And having transformed Ian»
guages with our new superfast
compiler technology, we’ve
turned the same power loose
onto our Business products
like SideKick” and Reflex”:The
Database Manager.

“ SideKick continues
to influence not only
the utilities market but
the entire software
industry.

William Urschel, PC World I!

When Borland was founded
4 years ago, the software
industry technology level was
about C— on a scale of A to F.
Which was and is a perfect
opportunity for a technology—
driven company like Borland.
Call us “techies,” but we’re
developers, technicians, tinker-
ers who know how to make
programs run faster, do more,
be more and let you fully use
the hardware power you’ve
paid for.

At Borland, Price is one
thing, but Technology is
the main thing

here’s no sense in the
I “price being right” if the

product is wrong. A use-
less product is something you
can’t give away. Technical
excellence and superiority
always comes ahead of Price.
Always has. Always will at Bor—
land. Our technical leadership
began when we invented fast
compilers and hasn’t been
matched since.
Bl-IIZGBW'

Turbo Pascal: The world-
wide standard

ascal was asleep before
Pwe transformed it with a

technical shot in the arm.
Our unique ability to create
spectacularly fast compilers
was the driving force behind
Turbo Pascal’s worldwide
success.

It For the IBM PC, the
benchmark Pascal com—
piler is undoubtedly
Borland International’5
Turbo Pascal.

Garry Ray, PC WEEK 1!

Turbo Basic: BASIC raised
to a new power

e’ve raised BASIC
K x / from the dead with

our recent high-speed
Turbo Basic. Of course, Micro—
soft will try to sell you their
“QuickBASIC,” but we think
you’re interested in “fast,” not
“quick.” Because we’re a
smaller company, we had to
make Turbo Basic the “best
BASIC deveIOpment environ-
ment ever written.” Otherwise,
we’d be out of business. We try
harder.

“ Borland Interna-
tional’s Turbo Basic is
unquestionably an out-
standing software
product
Giovanni Perrone, PC WEEK 1!

II Turbo Basic is a
compiled BASIC. This
gives it execution speeds
that leave standard
interpretive BASICS like
BASICA and GWBASIC
in the dust.

William Zachmann
COMPUTERWORLD I!

Turbo Prolog: The natural
language of Artificial
Intelligence
Turbo—charging Prolog

was an enormous chal-
lenge. Creating a devel-

opment environment on an
ordinary PC that would rival
those found on dedicated AI
workstations like Sun and
Apollo was deemed impossi-
ble. Enter Turbo Prolog. Exit
the rest.

II Turbo Prolog has
one of the mostpower—
ful user interfaces ever
seen in a software
development system.

Tom Swan
Programmer's Journal ,,

“ Ifyou’re at all inter-
ested in artificial intelli-
gence, databases, expert
gistems, or new ways 0f
thinking aboutpro—
gramming by all means
plank down your $1 00
and buy a copy of
Turbo Prolog.

Bruce Webster, Byte j]

Turbo C: Perhaps the
most powerful profes-
sional development
environment ever written

e’ve brought tomor-
row’s technology to

Turbo C, which is so
fast that it makes the rest look
like dead Cs. We’ve given
Turbo C a revolutionary user
interface making it a wonder—
ful productivity booster. And
in keeping with our commit—
ment to open architectures, we
are even offering our users the
opportunity to license the
source code to Turbo C’s run-
time library.



“ Turbo C does loo/e lilee
Wbat We’ve All Been
Waiting For: a full—
featured compiler tbat
produces excellent code in
an unbelievable
burry. . .
. . . moves into a class all
its own among full-
featured C compilers. . .
. . . Turbo C is indeedfor
tbe serious developer. . .
One becle of a buy—at
anyprice.

Michael Abrash
Programmer’s Journal

{I Borland Internation—
al’s Turbo Pascal, Turbo
Basic and Turbo Prolog
automatically identify
tbemselves, by virtue of
tbeir “Turbo” forenames,
as superior languagepro-
ducts wz’tb a common pro—
gramming environment.
Tbe apellation also means,
to many PC users, a
“must bave” language. . .

‘. . .To us, Turbo C loo/es
lilee a coup for Borland

Garry Ray, PC Week I]

Reflex: The Database
Manager

ith Reflex, we brought
K x / new eyes and under-

standing to spreadsheets
with unheardof graphics, Charts,
plots and analysis. And just as we
do in our language products,
we’ve added our Reflex Work-
shop", a “business toolbox”
which gives you everything you
need to set up and run more
than 20 different kinds of
business.

BH lléBW

‘1 Reflex actually im—
proves on 1-2-3 in several
respects.
William Casey, PC Tech Journal I]

[I Reflex and Reflex
Worlesbop may be tbe
best bargain in software
today. Higbly recom-
mended.

Jerry Poumelle, Byte ”

Eureka": The equation
solver for Scientists,
Engineers, Students and
Professionals

ureka is as much a step
E forward in equation solv-

ing as spreadsheets have
been for accounting and plan-
ning. Using Eureka with your PC
gives you high performance in
desktop engineering. A must!

[I Eurelea is fast, and
simple to use.

Michael Miller, InfoWorld ]]

Sprint’: Bringing all that
technology together

ord Processors? There
are a lot of good ones

around. WordPerfect",
WordStar” 4.0, and MieroSoft’
Word are good products. But to
compete, we had to build a bet-
ter product. And using some of
the technology we pioneered in
our fast compilers, we set out to
build the best professional word
processor ever written.

We spent a lot of time listening
to word processor users. Finding
out what they liked, and what
they really didn’t like about the
programs they were using.

We looked at all the features of
current word processors and fig-
ured out how to make them bet-
ter. That’s how we designed
Sprint: The Professional Word
Processor, which you’ll soon dis—
cover is faster, easier, smarter
than the rest, and probably the
most powerful word processor
ever written. Sprint is well worth
the wait—and you won’t be wait-
ing long.

“ Sprint: Tbe Word
Processor is a many—
splendoredpacleage.

Ken Greenberg, PC World ]]

Why it’s good for you that
Borland’s in the business of
Business

t Borland, small is actually
AJeautiful. Either Joy or Anne

or Dyane will answer the
phone—but don’t get fresh,
because they’re all happily mar—
ried. Call Borland and you talk to
an actual human being who
doesn’t give you the big corpo-
rate runaround, but the right
extension number. You’ll get
help, whether it’s tech support,
questions about new products, or
whatever. (We’ve always had a
60—day money—back guarantee, so
we don’t get too many calls
about that.)

When you’re small, you try
harder, so what we’ve done is
just that.



+ Bofland E e
has to be a

Whole lot better
because our
pompet1t10n
1s a whole lot

blgger
so we have to try harder. Out-think them, out—smart them, out-

pace them, out—perform them—because we obviously can’t
out-spend them.

What that means to you—which is all that really matters—is that
you now have access to the world’s fastest compilers, because we
were forced to invent them to compete with the giants. We may be
smaller than they are, but we’re absolutely, positively not slower
than they are.

a t Borland we’re competing with giants like Microsoft and Lotus,

In the long run what really counts is technological excellence.
Bl-llZéBW



Borland Software: Technical superiority,
innovation and high performance

aw? ants are me any“:
Turbo Pascal
Numerical
Methods
Toolbox"
High-performance,
statevOf-the—art
numerical routines
for Turbo Pascala
programmers. A
must for Scientists,
Students and
Engineers!
Only $99.95

Turbo C®
It’s the fastest,
most powerful,
full-featured C
compiler at any
price. It’s the one
you’ve been
waiting for!
Only $99.95

1|“a 9....

\... I‘ I!!! “395:mm“

All Eorlltnd products are trademarks or registered
Lmdcmarls of Borland International, Inc. or
Borland/Amlyrial, Inc. Other brand and product
names are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective holders. Copyright 1987 Borland
International BI~1126BW

Turbo Prolog
Toolbox"
The new collection
of efficient, “smart”
tools for use with
our highly-acclaimed
Turbo Prolog,® the
natural language of
Artificial Intelligence
only $99.95

7%

Turbo Basic®
It’s the high-speed
BASIC you’d expect
from Borland. A
complete develop-
ment environment
including an amaz-
ingly fast compiler,
interactive editor
and trace debugging
system. Compatible
With BASICA
Only $99.95

[“BEflm“ SBWIW "WW...
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Eureka:
The Solver"
The innovative,
easy-to-use
equation solver. A
must for Scientists,
Engineers, Archi-
tects, Financial
Analysts, Students,
Educators and
other Professionals
Only $99.95

w m“Amflmnmw'
.111: “MW"

For [he dealer nearest you
or to order by phone call

(800) 255-8008
in CA (800) 742—1133BORLANDIN T r H N A r r U N A L /n Canada (800) 237—1136

4585 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE SCOUS VALLEY. CA 95066 (408) 438-8400 TELL-"X: 772373
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The most
lliant breakthrough

in SQL technology
since SQ .

XQL offers all
the performanceand
reliability you’ve come to
expect from Btrieve, includ'
ing LAN support, fault
tolerance, comprehensive
documentation and expert
technical support for trouble—

free software deyelopment.
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Software Tools
For Programmers & Non-Programmers

Get ‘State of the Art’ performance
and save valuable time with these

high quality utilities!

Opt-Tech Sort":
Opt-Tech Sort is a high performance Sort/MergelSelect
utility. it can read, sort and write a file faster than most
programs can even read the data. Example: 1,000
records of 80 bytes can be read, sorted and a new file
written in less than 10 seconds (IBM XT). Opt-Tech Sort
can be used as a stand-alone program or called as a
subroutine to over 25 different programming languages.
All the sorting, record selection and reformatting facilities
you need are included. A partial list of features includes:
The ability to process files of any size. Numerous
filetypes are supported including Sequential, Random,
Delimited, Btrieve, dBASE l| & ill and many others. Up
to 10 key fields can be specified (ascending or descend-
ing order). Over 16 different types of data supported.
Powerful record selection capability allows you to specify
which records are to be included on your output. Record
reformatting allows you to change the structure of your
output record and to output special fields such as record
numbers for use as indexes.
MS-DOS $149. * NEW iv Xenix $249.

a NEW * a NEW*
VERSION 0n'LIne Helpm VERSION

On-Line Help allows you to easily add ”Help Windows”
to all your programs. On-Line Help is actually two help
packages in one. You get BOTH Resident (pop-up) and
Callable Help Systems.
The resident version allows you to add help to any
system. Your Help System is activated when the “Hot
Keys" that you specify are pressed. You can then chain
between help windows in any manner you desire.

The callable version allows you to easily display help
windows from your programs. A simple call to the help
system makes the window appear. The original screen
is automatically restored when the help window is
cleared. On-Line Help is callable from over 20 different
languages.
You have full control over the help window content, size,
color and location.
MS-DOS $149. Demo $10. (applytoward purchase).

Scroll & Recallw
Scroll & Recall is a resident screen and keyboard
enhancement. It allows you to conveniently scroll back
through data that has gone off the top of your diSplay
screen. Up to 27 screens of data can be recalled or writ-
ten to a disk file (great for documenting systems opera-
tions). Also allows you to easily recall and edit your
previously entered DOS commands without retyprng.

Scroll & Recall is very easy to use. It's a resident utility
that's always there when you need it. MS-DOS $69.

Visa, M/C, AMEX, Check, Money Order, COD
or Purchase Orders accepted.

To order or to receive additional information just call
and receive immediate highly qualified attention!

Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 678 — Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

K (702) 588-3737 /
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A new generation of debugging is
here! Nowhere else can you
invest less than $1000 and get the
power of the new Periscope III
board’s hardware breakpoints and
real-time trace buffer! The same board
works on both PC- and AT-class
machines, so you don’t have to buy two
boards just because you have two com-
puter systems.

Now almost anyone doing serious
software development can afford the
most powerful debugging tool available
short ofa $10,000 in-circuit emulator!

Imagine the competitive edge this
gives you when you’re developing com-
mercial software. Think of the time
you’ll have to devote to new develop—
ment instead of debugging current
software.

lMake real-time software solid.
You can track down bugs in time-
sensitive systems that can only be
found when you’re running your pro-
gram at full speed.

lSave lots of debugging time. You’ll
find those uninitialized pointers, inter-
mittent errors, and other subtle bugs
that would take too long to find with a
software-only debugger,

laptimize your code. Using the bus
cycle information saved in the real-time
trace buffer and Periscope’s high-
resolution timer, you can find and
eliminate the bottlenecks in your code.

IExplore your system. When you
need to understand what’s going on in
your system, you can examine it
thoroughly with Periscope III.

ll-‘eatures to whet your appetite.
Periscope III is the most comprehen-
sive, flexible, and easy-to-use product of
its kind! Here are just a few of its
features:

0 Set hardware breakpoints on up to 16
ranges of memory and I/O ports
0 Qualify breakpoints with data values
and a real-time pass counter
0 Don't worry about zapping the
Periscope software—the 64K of write-

PERI
uickly and thoroughly debug your soft-
ware with this new reaI-time hardware

breakpoint debugger: You’ll be amazed at how
easily you track down the most elusive bugs!

‘ as

SC P
t

Periscope 0M

The new Periscope ll/ board is extremely
powerful, yet easy to use. Debug your pro-
gram at full speed with its hardware break-
points, then examine what’s happened in
its large real-time trace buffer. You don ’t
have to worry about zapping Per/scopes
code, because it's in write-protected HAM!

E“ :idrnmev 1’65:nIn“ Vtrsmal Compute!

protected RAM protects it from runaway
programs
0 Capture the last 8K bus events in the
real—time trace buffer while your pro-
gram is running at full speed; specify
that the buffer capture only trigger
events, if that‘s all you need to see
° Display the real-time trace buffer in
any of three formats; position the trig-
ger event at the top, center, or bottom
of the buffer

lProtect your investment. Order
Periscope with confidence because it’s
a proven product—it does its job and
does it well. Periscope’s been on the
market for over two years and it keeps
getting better. The only debugger ever
chosen Product of the Month by PC
Tech Journal, Periscope is used daily by
thousands of developers who depend
on its flexibility and robustness.

'Under our 30-day money-back
guarantee, you get your money back if
Periscope doesn’t perform to your
liking. There‘s a full one-year warranty
on the hardware.

You get technical support and your
first software update free of charge. We

The

PERISCQPE
Company, Inc.
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notify you of subsequent
updates for which there’s a
nominal charge, currently
$20.

Once you learn Periscope’s
commands, you can easily
use any model. Only when
extra commands are needed
to deal with model-specific

hardware (there are an additional dozen
commands in Periscope III) are there
any differences.

You can always trade up to another
model of Periscope for the difference in
price plus a small fee, currently $10.
With the release of Periscope III, there’s
a model that fits virtually every
developer’s needs and budget.

Can you afford not to try
Periscope?

Ask current users about Periscope’s
price/performance. They tell us that
Periscope pays for itself in a matter of
hours, and that they can’t live without
it!

Periscope III includes a board
with 64K of protected program
memory, hardware breakpoints,
& a real-time trace buffer; a break-
out switch; software; a ZOO-page
manual; & a quick-reference card,
all for $995 (8 MHz) or $1095
(10 MHz).
Note: Periscope 111 works on the IBM
PC, XT, & AT, the Compaq 286, and
other 100% compatible machines.
Please call to confirm compatibility
with your machine. ‘
Other models of Periscope include:
Periscope I (Board 8: Switch) . . $345
Periscope II (Switch) ......... $175
Periscope II-X (Software only) . 3145

ECall toll free
1-800-722-7006
for more
information
or to order.

14 BONNIE L E
ATLANTA. GA 3
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Introducing
the Hercules InColor Card. -

It runs more software at a higher resolution
than any other colorgraphics card.

he Hercules® InColor” Card offers
everything you’d expect from a

high resolution color graphics card
from Hercules — and more.
Compatibility: The InColor Card is
compatible with the thousands ofpro-
grams that run on our monochrome
cards.
Color: The InColor Card gives color
capability to Hercules-compatible
software like 1-2-3® and AutoCAD?
Resolution: The InColor Card’s resolu-
tion of 720x348 is the highest ofany
widely supported standard
RarnFont: The InColor Card has our
unique RamFont mode — in color.

Better graphics.
Hercules is known for bringing high

The InColor Card ’3 RamFont mode gives Lotus 1-2-3
apop-up graphics window and lets you view nearly
twice as much spreadsheet data—all infull color

resolution monochrome text and
graphics to programs like 1-2-3® and
AutoCAD?

Now the InColor Card gives you
the same high resolution 720x348
graphics in up to 16 colors using an
IBM® Enhanced Color Display, multi-
sync monitor, or equivalent.

That’s the highest resolution ofany
widely supported graphics standard.

And no other color graphics card
allows you to move back and forth
between color and monochrome sys-
tems without changing drivers.

Runs more software.

All Hercules-compatible text,
graphics and RamFont software runs
on the InColor Card in black and
white, or at least two colors.

And many popular programs like
1-2-3, Symphony,® AutoCAD and
Microsoft”Windows that use graphics
or RamFont, run in full color:

More powerful RamFont.
RamFont is a new mode developed

by Hercules that gives your software
the ability to display multiple fonts at
lightning fast speeds.

RamFont transforms advanced
word processors like Microsoft Word
from slow to text-mode fast.

Technical word processors like
Lotus Manuscript“ use RamFont



to display onscreen the text you want
to print.

Even 123 uses RamFont to almost
double the size of the spreadsheet
picture.

And now, with the InColor Card,
you get an enhanced RamFont with
3,072 programmable characters in up
to 16 colors.

All the way up to 12,288 characters
in four colors.

With the InColor Card’s RamFont,
no program should run out of speed,
color or fonts ever again.

What the InColor Card
could mean to your company.

The InColor Card allows you to run
a program in color, and then move to a
Hercules Graphics Card Plus and run
the same program in monochrome.

Without changing drivers.
Compatibility between the InColor

Card and our monochrome card allows
you to network around one standard —
Hercules. At last your PCs will have
compatible graphics, in color or mono-
chrome. ,

Remember; only the InColor Card
has color-to-monochrome
compatibility, high resolu-
tion text and graphics,
and the power of color
RamFont.

Call 1-800-532—0600, or
1—800-323—0601 in Canada,
Ext. 511 to find out more
on how the Hercules
InColor Card can
improve your software.

Hercules Computer Technology, 2550 Ninth St, Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Tblex: 754063 Fax: 415 540-6621 Trademarks/Owner: Hercules, InColor, RamFont/Hercules; Lotus, 1-2-3,

AutoCAD gets the same high resolution 720x348
graphics as ourfamous monochrome cards—only
now infnll color on an IBMEnhanced Color
Display.

Features ofthe Hercules InColor Card
- Hi-res text with 9x14 character size in up

to 16 colors with attributes
- 720x348 Hercules graphics in 16 colors

selected from 64 color palette
- Special RamFont mode displays 3,072 pro-

grammable characters in 16 colors with
attributes, up to 12,288 characters in 4 colors

. Runs Hercules-compatible graphics soft-
ware in b&w or any two background colors

- Designed for use with the IBM Enhanced
Color Display, multisync monitors, or
equivalents

- Software diskette includes font editor,
sample fonts, and Hercules utilities

. Parallel printer port
- Two year warranty

..........

. 7 :77 77—:77777’777~...-m.“nu-u.” -7--7.- ________

The New Hercules InColor Card.

Symphony, Manuscript/Lotus; Microsoft/Microsoft; AutoCAD/AutoDesk; IBM/IBM

CIRCLE NO. 242 ON READER SERVICE CARD



wHo YA GONNA CALL?
BUGBUS'I'ERS!

This is how
PROBE displays
real-time trace
data. Trace
information
includes C source
code, assembly
language and
data which was 99m UBIYX

read or written 78 (uni-J. Hark" Ill. Salary = 1m;

during instruction $17: MU moor» m (REFER!
execution. 8am ' 8962
PROB_E software [ m]. HOml1].” : 8836

s‘mPl‘fies ”'5 Egg-me 49 as as 72 79 as as aa—rr rr at as 22 an 54: an *Henru...

PROBE knows all
about your local
and complex
variables. You can
display and
change an array
of structures as
easily as shown in
this display.

0? -— ((unter) for next plga)
may}: CODE OPERAH'WSJ — (any other key ta exit. turn)

(.Ptr-J. Husker (1!. 19 = 199:

635175 nw muons m Imrrm
— asczaarez m: m [tflfilaltfl99178 H00 _ C?

“x

display by tossing - 3381 l- -Z.i

out prefetched but
unexecuted ,

[.ni1.uonrri11.asz —
LPTBLBOWIHJALRBY
[.mi.uoxmr11.m = C?

= 8811

= 98818660 PROBE’s menu
window means

{.Pl'lllJNRmm-mn” you do not have toinstructions. zlm{.m1.HORKIIllll.ZYBCOLOR

lgn ASH
Lag FLOat 60 ll' . lNlt llflerp

'3 RT '-'

Bl’ BYte COHpare CONsole DElete Dir Ma ECho Ellit macro Nal
t Llst
:g;

look up debug
commands in the
manual. Entering

Til the command
on: "Elm HODule “We “Oll— ’: name shows you

Rt
Load 1.001) All

. H C 9 ' '7 command syntax.

“Real-time source-level debugging of very large programs simply can’t be done
without Atron’s AT PROB .” Ed Oates, Director ofPC Software Development, Oracle Corporation

C compilers is that they’re providing more symbolic
debugging information than ever. The bad news is you

can’t fit your program, a software debugger and that monster
symbol table into memory - at least at the same time.

The great news is that Atron’s AT PROBETM hardware-
assisted software debugger not only has l-MByte of onboard
memory for debugger and symbol table, but it now supports
local variables and complex data types.

The AT PROBE is a debugging tool that plugs into your PC
AT and monitors everything the processor is doing. In real
time.

REAL TIME DEBUGGINE.
SOOIEB 0B LATER, You KNOW YOU’D. NEED IT.

The AT PROBE’s hardware—assisted breakpoints trap on
reading, writing, executing, inputting and outputting. On
single or ranges of addresses, including particular variable
values. All in. real time. For a mere software debugger to
attempt this, a 1 minute program would take 5 hours to
execute.

OPTIMIZEII CODE - GOOD, BAD AND UGLY
The good news is optimizing compilers generate

very tight code. The bad news. The time to debug
optimized code is inversely proportional to the quality
of the optimizer. Figuring out how in the world you
ended up somewhere gets ugly, fast.

T he good news with your new Microsoft 4.0 or Lattice*

*Soon to be supported. Copyright © 1987 by Atron. AT PROBE is a trademark of Atron. IBM and Oracle own numerous registered trademarks

With AT PROBE’s real-time trace capability, program
execution history is saved on-board, in real time. Once a
hardware trap has occurred, PROBE displays the program
execution in detail, including symbols and source code. Real-
time trace can show you how out-of—range pointers got that
way. And there’s really no other way to debug interrupt-driven
code.

AT PROBE OPTIMIZES THE OPTIMIZED
When the job of bugbusting is done, your. AT PROBE

becomes a performance analyzer. So you can have both
reliability and performance. So you can send only the best
software into the field.

CALI. TIIDAY FOR YOUR FREE BUGBIISTIIG MAIIIAI.
Nine of the top ten software packages were debugged using

Atron tools. Our complete tutorial on state-of—the—axt bug-
busting is yours, free. Full of examples and illustrations, it
will show you how to become a bugbuster yourself.

a5 Call today. Bust bugs tomorrow.

BUGBIISTERS
A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.

20665 Fourth Street 0 Saratoga, CA 95070
408/741—5900

CIRCLE N0. 203 ON HADER SERVICE CARD
Adv. by TRBA.



DIRECTIONS WILL FASTIE

Neural Overload 1
You’re going to need more memory anfimy;
you might as well start collecting it now.

got into an interesting frame of mind
the other day, thinking about how I

used my PC in its pre—hard-disk days.
Somehow I managed to run every-

thing in 256KB, allocating the' remaining
384KB to a RAM disk—~my first drive C:.
1 had this down to a science; my two-
diskette boot procedure got DOS run-
ning and then copied whatever was on
drive B: directly to the RAM disk using
Tall Tree System’s JET program. This
was all in a batch file, of course. -

I also had a complete set of batch
files for unloading C: or putting a differ—
ent set of programs on it. The type of
process determined whether programs
or data files lived on C: and therefore
whether unloading the RAM disk simply
meant deleting the current contents and
overWriting or updating a diskette with
new files. Thus, I ran the word proces—
sor from C: and sometimes could even
keep the documents there, too. By con
trast, loading the C compiler passes
from diskette turned out to be faster
when reading and writing source and
temporary files in RAM.

It took some time to develop a
consistent, organized strategy for han-
dling a diskette-sized RAM disk. My hard
disk,-on the other hand, was a model of
simplicity. Having both programs and
data so readily available without having
to swap diskettes was a boon. I quickly
forgot all about RAM disks.

Of course, forgetting about RAM
disks was not hard to do. With the ad-
vent of hard disks came programs that
actually needed more than 256KB,
sometimes approaching even 640KB.
With all of main memory gone, not
much room was left for RAM disks.
They were no longer an option.

A few companies, most notably. Tall
Tree, offered expanded memory prod-
ucts that allowed RAM disks that were
megabytes in size, and a few companies
offered less general—purpose RAM con-
figured as a mass-storage device. This
allowed those who truly needed RAM-
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disk performance (software developers,
for example) to get it. ‘

However, not until the emergence
of the Loms/Intel/Microsoft Expanded
Memory Specification (EMS) and its
cousin, the AST/Quadram/Ashton—Tate
Enhanced EMS (EEMS), did a basic
method of providing more than 640KB
of memory become standardized. With
multiple vendors supplying boards
meeting the specification for either EMS
or the superset EEMS, software develop-
ers could enhance their programs to
exploit additional memory resources.

While many users have found the
extra memory necessary for large
spreadsheets under Lotus 1-2-5 or faster
compile times with C, I would wager
that most expanded memory boards
have been used to fill out the bottom
640KB when the machine comes with
512KB or less; the rest of the memory
goes begging. With the new generation
of machines coming standard with
640KB or 1MB, more'memory may not
seem necessary at all.

HOGGING MEMORY
Don’t believe it. There are good rea—
sons to start buying memory now so
that you will have a suitable collection
for the future.

Because the EMS provides a de
facto standard for the industry, software

developers can shoot for the moon, and
many already have. Lotus, not surpris-
ingly, was one of the first, adding ex-
panded memory support in release 2 of
1-2-3. The EMS lets the data grow
beyond the 640KB limit with a barely
noticeable performance hit. Lotus is not
the only software provider that has re—
vised its product to expanded the data
storage capacity. It is a quick way for
vendors to enhance their products.

WordPerfect Corporation, for ex-
ample, has exploited the memory for
different reasons. WordPerfect and Plan—
Perfect (WP’s spreadsheet program)
never had a data limitation to begin .
with because the programs virtualize
data to the disk. However, WP ships a
product called the Library, which in—
cludes SHELL, a context-switching man-
ager. SHELL uses EMS to allow more
programs to be in memory at the same
time; it swaps even non-WordPerfect
Corporation programs between main
and expanded memory.

Microsoft Windows version 2.0 ex-
ploits EMS, EEMS, or IBM’s XMA (Ex—
panded Memory Adapter) by allowing
each program running under. Windows
to have slightly more memory, a differ—
ing amount depending on the type of
board (up to 128KB more with EEMS).
The Windows strategy allows both data
and code in the extra memory. Even
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DIRECTIONS

though Windows uses swapping, it is
highly desirable to avoid swapping as
long as possible by getting more pro-
grams in main memory. Of course, ad—
ditional EMS memory or standard 80286
extended memory can be used as a
RAM disk for swapping. These solutions
are still not terribly fast, but they are
better than swapping to hard disk.

Other programs, such as Living
Videotext’s Ready!, are terminate—and-
stay—resident programs that are almost
entirely resident in EMS and even exe-
cute there. Imagine loading a program
10 times bigger than Borland’s SideKick
but having it live entirely outside the
base memory. Executing in EMS is not
very simple, however, so only a few
products are in this category.

Even now, applications and envi—
ronments are demanding greater quan—
tities of memory. PC Tech journal's
technical editors have machines with
about 4MB of EMS or EEMS memory;
this is the only way to be sure that a
software product under evaluation can
be operated to its full 'extent. In some
cases (expert systems, for example),
even more memory is required; Gold—
Works, an expert system building tool
from Gold Hill Computers, Inc., wants
5MB of standard, extended memory.

When products like these are in
use, the amount of memory can still be
limited. Looking ahead just a bit reveals
that memory systems of 4MB or so are
going to be very important.

DISK CACHING
IBM, of course, opened the floodgates
when it decided to make disk-caching
software a standard component of every
Personal System/2 machine. IBM based

its competitive performance analysis of
the PS/Z line on machines operating
with the cache. Compaq quickly re—
sponded with caching software for its
80386 and 80286 machines because, ob-
viously, it did not want its machines to
appear slow in comparison to IBM. You
can expect every vendor of desktop sys—
tems, even Apple, to respond in kind.

Disk caching is a technique of us-
ing memory to hold often-used portions
of disk files to improve disk access
times. Memory is needed to achieve this

- performance improvement and, usually,
more is better. In our own tests of the
PS/Z family and of other machines with
caching, PC Tech journal used a 256103
cache. IBM-supplied PS/2 software sup—
ports up to 512KB of cache.

If the performance comes only
with cache, everyone is sure to want it,
and that means more memory. If I were
a memory board manufacturer, I would
be jumping for joy and building cache
software to go along with every X’I‘ or
AT board that I sold.

MEMORY FOR 05/2
The memory requirement for cache
pales in comparison to the amount re—
quired for IBM’s newly announced
Operating System/2.

05/2 Standard Edition requires, at
minimum, 1.5MB of RAM. This estimate
includes the operating system, the Pre-
sentation Manager, and room for a rea-
sonable mix of applications. Even so, it
is about three times more than DOS
plus Windows requires today.

But wait! There’s more! 08/2 Stan-
dard Edition requires 2MB in order to
use the compatibility box. I assume that
many people will, indeed, wish to take

CQWG UP=1PS/2.::f _ . , _
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advantage of this facility, so 2MB is
probably the bottom line.

But wait! OS/2 Extended Edition
requires 3MB! Presumably, the addi—
tional megabyte is for the data manage-
ment and communications facilities that
are built into that version of 08/2. As—
suming some of us do not opt for [EMS
solution to these problem areas, other
vendors will surely offer substitutes re—
quiring similar quantities of RAM.

Do you think you are through at
3MB? Not quite. If you still need EMS
(there is reason to think, even in an ex—
tended memory environment, that EMS
provides some useful function), that
adds to the total. And how about cache?
Oh, and RAM disks are always faster
than hard disks and, therefore, very use-
ful for many of us. 4MB? 5MB? More?

This is just for computers sitting on
our desks. Local area network servers
or other dedicated machines will want
loads of memory, too. Servers on
80286—based machines with 3MB are not
unheard of today, so we can expect
much larger ones to come.

COLLECT THEM ALL
A friend of mine recently expanded his
home PC to include a hard disk. He
also needed to upgrade his memory
from 256KB and asked me to suggest
solutions to both problems. For mem-
ory, I'suggested an EMS board with
512KB; although this was more than he
needed, it filled out the first 640KB and
left a bit for use as general expanded
memory. The board, however, still has
sockets for another 1MB. Even at the
512KB level, convincing my friend of
the long—term benefit of this strategy
was not easy, especially as other, less
expensive memory solutions were star—
ing at him in the same mail—order ad.

Buying large memory systems
today may seem extravagant. Whether
or not the requirement exists today, it
is certainly the case that vast amounts of
memory are going to be required for
the software applications of tomorrow.
Memory-eating data management appli—
cations are on the rise at a very rapid
pace, and more and more machines are
getting networked, another memory
consumer. Integrated environments,
such as WP's SHELL program, Quarter-
deck Office Systems' DESQview, The
Software Links MultiLink Advanced, and
Microsoft Windows, are becoming more
popular, especially in light of IBM‘s
acceptance of Windows as the 05/2 Pre-
sentation Manager. '

In short, you just can’t have too
much memory on hand. W
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'10 Important Reasons
C Programmers Use

ile Manager
1 . It’s written in C.
Clearly the growing language of
choice for applications that are fast,
portable and efficient. All of
db_VISTA’s source code is written in C.

2 . It’s fast— almost 3 times faster
than a leading competitor.
Fast access that comes from the
unique combination of the B—tree
indexing method and the “network” or
direct “set” relationships between
records. A winning combination for
fast performance.

3. It’sflexible.
Because of db_VISTA’s combination
of access methods, you can program
to your application needs with ultimate
design flexibility. Use db_VISTA as an
ISAM file manager or to design
database applications. You decide
how to optimize run—time
performance. No other tool gives you
this flexibility without sacrificing
performance.
db_VISTA is also well behaved to
work with most any other C libraries!

4. It’s portable.
db_VISTA operates on most popular
computers and operating systems like
UNIX, MS-DOS and VMS. You can
write applications for micros, minis, or
even mainframes.

5. Complete Source Code
available.
We make our entire C Source Code
available so you can optimize
performance or port to new
environments yourself.

6. It uses space efficiently.
db_VISTA lets you precisely define
relationships to minimize redundant
data. It is non-RAM resident; only
those functions necessary for opera-
tion become part of the run-time '
program. ‘ '

' 7. Royalty free run-time.
Whether you’re developing applications
for yourself or for thousands, you pay
for db_VISTA or db_QUERY only
once. If you currently pay royalties to
someone else for your hard work, isn’t
it time you switched to royalty-free
db_VISTA?

db_VISTA"
Features

6 Multl-user support allows flexibility to run on
local area networks .

9 File structure is based on the B-tree indexing- .
method

0 Transaction processing assures multi-user
consistency .

9 File locking support provides read and write
locks

o SOL-based db_QUERY is linkable
0 File transfer utilities included for ASCII,

dBASE optional ’
o Royalty-freerun-time distribution
0 Source Code available
9 Data Definition Language for specifying the

content and organization ofyour files
0. Interactivedatabase access utility
0 Databaseconsistencycheck utility

File Management Record
and File Sizes

0 Maximum record length limited only by acces-
sible RAM

0 Maximum records per file is 16,777,215 .
6 Maximum file size limited only by available disk

storage
0 Maximum of 256 index and data files
9 Key length maximum 246 bytes
0 No limit on number of keyrfields per record
0 No limit on maximum number of fields per

record
OperatingSystem

V &CompilerSupport ,
o Operating systems: MS-DOS. PC—DOS,

UNIX, XENIX, UNOS, ULTRIX, Microport,
VMS

O C compilers: Lattice, Microsoft, IBM, DeSmet,
Aztec, Computer Innovations, Turbo C, XENIX
and UNIX

a. SQL-based db_QUEnY'“
Add our new C-linkable, SQL—based,
ad hoc query and report-writing
companion product to provide a
simple relational view of your
db_VISTA applications. Without '
compromising speed.

9. Free tech support.
60 days of free technical and application
development support for every Raima .
product. Of course, extended support
and training classes are also available
at your place or ours.

10. Upward database
compatibility
Start out with file management in a
single-user PC environment—then
move up to a multi-user LAN or a VAX
database application with millions of
records. You’ll still be using db_VISTA.
That’s why so many C programmers
are choosing db_VISTA.

But don’t just take ourword
for it.

“Raima’s customer support and documentation
are excellent. Source code availability and
royalty-free run-time is a big plus."

Dave Schmltt, President
Lattice, Inc.

“db_VISTA has proved to be an all-round high
performer in terms of fast execution, flexibilityand
portability, and has undoubtedly saved us much
time and development effort."

John Adelus, Hewlett-Packard
Office Productivity Division

30-day Money Back Guarantee!
Try db_VISTA in your environment
for 30 days and prove it to yourself. If
not completely satisfied, return it for a
full refund.

Price Schedule
db_VISTA db_QUERY

$ 195 $ 195
s 495 s 495
$ 495 $ 495
s 990 s 990

I] Single user
El Single us‘er w/Source
[:1 Multi-user
Cl Multi—user w/Source

NEW:
C] VAX Multi-user $ 990
C] VAX Multi-user w/Source $1980

Order Now.

$ 990
$1980

' Put db_VISTA to work in your
application program. Ordering is
easy—simply call toll—free. We’ll answer
your technical questions and get you
started. Call today.

Call Toll-Free Today!
1 (son) db-RAIMA

(800/327-2462) or
206/828-4636

E
RAIMAT”
CORPORATION

3055 - 112th NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 USA
(206) 828-4636 'Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW
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,For- the programmer with unlimited potential and limited
, resources, Logic-soft offers you some new surroundings.

As the world’s largest direct distributor of PC products,
we have a vast selection of both hardware and software

0m leading manufacturers, all at competitive prices.
s, peripherals, development tools, utilities, appli-

cation software and programming languages...every-
thing you’ll need to create the ultimate programming
environmg‘ntia

, . . tit/hat really makes us special: free overnight
u e ivery, custom leasing programs, free on-site main-
tenance contracts on most systems, customer support,
version guarantees on software and technical support
(even experts need help once in a while).
Surround yourself with the benefits of Logicsoft, and
we’ll program you for success.
Compilation complete.

We welcome MasterCard, VISA. American Express. (no surcharge) (3.0.0., money order, check or PO's (please call
for price verification) - No sales tax on orders shipped outside N.Y. State - Please add 2% for insurance and handling
($3.00 minimum) (int’l orders add'l) » We do not bill until we ship. All products covered by mfg‘s warranty. Defective ‘
merchandise may be returned for repair or exchange only. Due to variety of product, we do not guarantee compatibil-
ity. Any goods returned for credit are subject to a 10% restocking charge. All prices and policies subject to change
without notice.

“FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY — available on orders totaling over $100. Shipped UPS. FREE, if under $100 (within
Cont. US). Due to weight restrictions, printers and monitors & some misc, bulk items are also shipped UPS.
FREE.

THIS MONTH'S FEATURES
TRUE BASIC
The Language That‘s True To Its Name. $95.
Cited by BYTE magazine as “Superior to Microsoft BASIC,"
this feature-laden structured language is fast and easy to
use. It includes a full selection of control structures, exter-
nal procedures which can be compiled into libraries, com-
plete matrix algebra and a user-friendly full screen editor.
Perfect for the programmer whose work demands a
dynamic, big-featured language that's simple to utilize.

BTRIEVE & BTnIEVEIN
A Royalty Reprieve With Btrieve. $21 9.

. Thanks to royalty—free Btrieve, you can take full control of
all file creation, writing, reading, indexing, insertion, dele—
tion, searching, etc., While also taking control of your
profit margins. Through “ore—imaging," Btrieve removes
incomplete changes from files when opened. And by build-
ing function call “commands" into any language, you can
use Btrieve with MS BASlC, MS Quick Basic, MS COBOL,
MS Pascal, MS FORTRAN, MS Macro Assembler and MS
C Compiler. it has mainframe specifications and also
comes in a “N” version that supports network applications,
All this, and don't forget. it’s royalty free!

e TOOLS
The C Stands for "Convenient." $89.
A tool for the serious software developer, C Tools contains
a large number of procedures and functions written pri-
marily in C and supplied in sobrce code. These include:
functions to translate strings using a table, flexible conver-
sations on a string, removing whitespace, changing case,

' etc. Also. contains a general BIOS gate (letting you write
other program function‘s calling BIOS interrupt routines),
as well as a broad range of general utility and graphic
interface functions. C Tools is the all~purpose utility colleca
tion for C language programming. »

c TOOLS 2
The 2 Means "To The Last Detail." $69.
C Tools 2 is the perfect companion to C Tools, augmenting
it with a full spectrum of general~purpose utility‘functions
including: stackabie/removable windows that can accept
user input, full control of available memory, interrupt serv-
ice routines ior resident applications, screen handling
(including EGA 43-line text mode support 8. Direct screen
access), string functions and convenient access to the
advanced features of DOS. A must for any C programmer.



Microsoft QuickBASIC 3

Hardware

Laptops
TOSHIBA T1100 + ................$1,695,
ZENITH Z-181 ................... 1.629.

Monitors
AMDEK COLOR 600 ................. 335.
NEC MULTISYNC ................ $579.

Printers
HP LASERJET SERIES II ............. $1,949.
EPSON 286E ................... 479.
EPSON FX 86E .................. 339.
EPSON LO1000 ..................‘ 679.
NEC P660 ...................... 489.
NEC P760 ...................... 679.

Graphics Cards

....Mi<‘er_9$9“ COBOL QQmPilerUsér‘s'Goidé” ’

.\

Text EditoEA
BRIEF (2.0) ..... __ .......... Low Price Call
KEDIT ......... “:x.
VEDIT PLUS .......‘ ............ 125.
File Managers .
BTRIEVE ............ “E ........ $219.
DBASE Ill PLUS ...........
DATAEASE ............... . . . 439.

Screen Design "x.
CURSES ................... $ 99,
0 VIEW MANAGER ................ . 189,
c WINDOWS ....................\109.
2 VIEW ....................... 1‘75,
Graphics
GSS GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT ......... $369.
GSS KERNEL SYSTEM .............. 369.

MICROSOFT

Fortran . g,
MICROSOFT FORTRAN . . ........... $269.
RYAN MCFARLAND FORTRAN ‘; .......... 379,

Other Languages & Utilities
CLIPPER ............ '......... .
MICROSOFT COBOL ....... ' ......... 425.
MACE UTILITIES ........
MICROSOFT PASCAL ......
RYAN MCFARLAND COBOL . . .
SIDEKICK ..............
SUPERKEY .............. ‘~ ...... .
TURBOPASCAL........,...;\ ..... 65.
TURBO PASCAL NUMERICAL TOOLBOX \ ..... 59.

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD PLUS. . . .' ..... 195. HALO (ONE LANG.) ................. 219, LOG'CLEASE'VIDEO 7 VEGA DELUXE .............. $359. ~ ., Allows affordable low monthly payments, helps elimi-
Communications "Inate equipment obsolescence, offers outstanding llexi~

Modems
HAYES 1200 ................... $389.
HAYES 12008 .................... 359.
HAYES 2400 .................... 585.
HAYES 24008 .................... 529,

Multifunction
AST SIX PACK + 384K .............. $209.
AST SIX PACK PREMIUM .............. 199.
INTEL ABOVE BOARD/AT 512K ........... 449.

Software

ASYNCH MANAGER (C) ............... $115.
GREENLEAF COMMUNICATIONS .......... 125.
PTEL ........................ 115.
SOFTWARE HORIZONSPACK 3 ........... 119.
Utility/Libraries
C TOOLS PLUS ...................$125.
C TOOLS ..................... 89.
C TOOLS 2 .................... 69.
0 FOOD SMORGASBORD ............. 99.
C UTILITY LIBRARY ................ 139.
(180 Ill ....................... 179.
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS .............. 135.
Development Tools

bility plus possible tax benefits. 24 hr. lease approval
by phone (on orders over $1000). ,

FnEépN-srrE SERVICE —
With the purchase or lease of most systems you.
receive 90 days of free service at your facility. Over 96
authorized service centers to serve you throughout the
US. with an average 4 hour response 'Ilme, ‘

X

DAN BRICKLANDS DEMO ............. s 65.Assemble”; & Debuggers PLINK as PLUS .................. 325.
CODESMITH 86 ................... $109. PRE‘C """"""""""""" 155' “
MACRO ASSEMBLER (MS) ............ 89.
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EVEN MORE POWER
AND FLEXIBILITY

BRIEF 2.0
Users and industry press alike have-

unanimously proclaimed BRIEF as
the best program editor available
today. Now, the best gets better.
with the release of BRIEF 2.0.

Straight from the box. BRIEF offers
an exceptional range of features.
Many users find that BRIEF is the
only editor they‘ll ever need, with
features like real, multi—level Undo,
flexible windowing and unlimited
file size. But BRIEF has tremendous
hidden power in its exclusive macro
language. With it, you can turn BRIEF

(Ssggltgtflf'g‘TM
541 Main St.
Suite 410—?
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(617) 337-6963

into your own custom editor con-
taining the commands and features
you desire. It‘s fast and easy.

Jerry Pournelle. columnist for BYTE
magazine summed it all u by saying
BRIEF is. “Recommende . If you
need a eneral purpose PC program-
ming e itor, look no further." His
point of View has been affirmed by
rave reviews in C JOURNAL.
COMPUTER LANGUAGE. DR.
DOBB'S JOURNAL, DATA BASED
ADVISOR, INFOWORLD AND
PC MAGAZINE.

ok at these
Main Features:
. All new up; and th

lthumentatéognF Macro

One user stated ”BRIEF is one of
the few pieces of software that I
would dare call a maste iece."
Order BRIEF now and fin out wh .
BRIEF 2.0 is just $195. If you alrea y
own BRIEF. call for upgrade
information.
TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-821-2492
(in MA call 617-659-1571)
As always, BRIEI= comes with a
30 day money-back satisfaction
guarantee.

expreSSlO

a. . e Cursor,
e edltlng ,gqrsa/nd parameters).

mmlng ,anguageS-

. Edit many .
. File size llm'te

Requires an IBM PC or compatible with
at least 192K RAM.
BRIEF is a trademark ol UnderWare. Inc.
Solution Systems is a trademark of Solution Systems.
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DECODING CODE
The article “Multilevel Debugger" (Mark
S. Ackerman, March 1987, p. 90) was sew
riously marred by a confusion among
the concepts of “assembler," ”machine,"
and “object" code.

Assembly language, assembler
code, and so on are generic terms re~
ferring to languages with certain charac-
teristics. These are machineoriented
languages that allow symbolic refer-
ences not only to the opcodes of in-
structions, but also to their operands.
They commonly include not only state
ments for generating constants and indi-
vidual instructions, but also some sort
of macroinstruction facility.

Object code, the output of a lan-
guage translator (compiler) is not nor-
mally assembly language. In many com-
pilers that can generate assembler code,
the object code is difficult to read (full
of nonsymlmlic offsets), and does not
resemble an assembly language pro-
gram written by a human being. In the
case of an assembler, object code is
normally machine code, along with
control information, in a format deter-
mined by the soft rare (both the com-
piler and the linker).

Machine code is the actual code
that is executed by the compiler. Its
characteristics are determined by the
computer architecture.

The “assembly language listing”
produced by many compilers is really
machine language in disguise. Although
some compilers (for example, IBM’s
l’l/l Optimizing Compiler) can produce
excellent object listings, this is an ex-
ception, especially in the microcom-
puter world. The majority of PC compil-
ers might as well have thrown away
their symbol tables when they produce
object-code listings. These listings are
normally full of calculated offsets
instead of variable names.

Rumors to the contrary notwith-
standing, DEBUG is not appropriate for
programs written in assembly language.

an 1987

Even though the software exists to re-
tain the symbol table in the object code,
DEBUG is not able to read the symbol
table. In fact, DEBUG is a machine-level
debugging tool. In addition, it does not
allow the assembler programmer to do
source-level debugging.

SYMDEB is not much better. Its
symbol—table support is limited to those
symbols declared GLOBAL. I hope that
CodeView offers source-level debugging
for the assembler programmer, but use
of the term “assembly level" for com-
mands that clearly are not assembly
level leads me to doubt it,

Several features should be available
in any software that is billed as a
source-level debugger. If I am patching
a C program, I want to patch it in C, not
in object code. I already have text edi—
tors to search my source code: a regu—
lar-expression search of storage would
be tnuch more useful than the same
search of the source file.

Finally, why was no mention made
of CodeView‘s unfortunate limitations?

Seymour]. Metz
Annandale, VA

Admittedly, the terms ‘assembly" and
”object” have been used when ‘machine
code” might have been more appro-
priate. Hou 1et ter, as the article shows,
CodeView’s assembly language listing is
not machine language in disguise. In
photo 2 (on page .92 of the CodeView
article), the line p_space = NULL is
shown translated to MOV

_space, 0000. To the left of this trans-
lation is the machine code 850000,
which translates to a 'nonsymbolic MOV
SI, 0. 1n the photo, only the reference to
ébuf/O] is shown 110715]WlbOllCfl/lj’. (In-
cidentally, references to structure mem-
bers also are not symbolic.)

On another point, DEBUG and
.S‘I'iliDEB can be quite suitable for de-
buggit 1,1 assembly language programs.
Virtually all assemblers generate listings
that include machine code. No real

change is made in the abstraction the
programmer sees: instructions, registetts,
flags, and memory locations.

CodeView does lac/e some useful
amenities such as source code patching.
An interpreter or incremental compiler
should undoubtedly pt‘oz'ide them, but
CodeView is a debugger, not a pro-
gramming enttironment. The 640KB
limitation ofDOS also comes into play
when considering what features to add,-
the 200KB size of the current product
already precludes debugging large pro-
grams. Finally, the limitations ofCode-
View were mentioned throughout the
article and they were summarized in
the next-to-last paragraph.

—1)M

SURPRISING RESULTS
After reading your review of PC acceler-
ators boards (“Speed Infusion, Part 1,”
Ted Mirecki, February 1987, p. 126), I
felt it important to correct some mis-
conceptions about our company's Sur-
prise! accelerator board.

Surprise! works in a totally unique
way to accelerate the PC. First, the bus
speed is increased not by running the
bus at a higher speed, but by eliminat-
ing the fourth state of the processor bus
cycle. This is why BUSI’ERF gives a
reading of 32-percent speed improve—
ment. Second, the wait ,states added to
the Surprise! board‘s 9.54—MHZ proces-
sor allows its processor to run at a
higher speed for a reason. Running the
processor at 9.54 MHz greatly reduces
the amount of time the system bus has
to wait for the processor on execution-
intensive work, such as jumps, calls,
pushes, pops, multiplies, divides, and so
on. This shows up in the boards excel-
lent performance compared with the
other boards when running real appli-
cations. Remember, also, that the other
boards in this survey achieve their
speed by shortening state times, and
therefore access times, thus increasing
the risk of errors.

15
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I also take issue with some specific
statements made in the review. Mr
Mirecki says that Surprise! falls ”at the
bottom end of the performance scale
among these competitors.” Disregarding
BUSPERF, which has very little relation—
ship to the performance of normal pro-
grams, the Surprise! performs at least
average in a normal PC, as shown in
your tables, except when using the 8087
numeric coprocessor (which I address
below). Also, we did not understand
why the reviewer should find it

“strange” that the V20 on the Surprise!
board is soldered, not socketed. The
V20 is a reliable chip and soldering is a
more reliable way of installing a chip
than socketing. And, the problem with
Lotus 1-2—5, Microsoft C, and Lattice C
refusing to acknowledge the presence
of the 8087 at any speed was present on
early boards, but it has been corrected.
The 8087 will work with Surprise! in
the slow mode.

The article also states, ”Surpris-
ingly, Maynard claims that in many ap-

You already have MicroSoft’s
CodeView.“ And you’ve seen our
ads for the Atron hardware-assisted
software debuggers. Right? You
know, the Atron Bugbusters? We
make the debugging tools used by
9 of the top 10 software developers
in the PC market. Now, with our
new MiniProbeTM shortcard, you
can use your familiar watchpoints
and tracepoints in real time.
Without learning new debugging
technology.

Only $395 puts
you info world-
cluss debugging.

With real—time watchpoints and
tracepoints, a one—minute program
will run in one minute. Not 50
hours (the difference between
software-only debuggers and
hardware—assisted debuggers is a
3000-to-l increase in efficiency).
And if the program bug you’re
trying to find has anything to do
with interrupt activity, it might
never occur when you’re debugging
with CodeView alone.

But with the Atron MiniProbe,
you can trap events like reading
and writing to memory or an 10

'I'l'IE A'I'RON BUGBUS‘I‘ERS
BRING HARDWARE BREAKPOIN'I'S

'I'O MICROSOFT'S CODEVIEW

© I986 by Atron. a division of Nonhwest Instrument Systems, Inc. MiniProbe” Atron. CodeView" MicroSoft.

device. This solves the most
common debugging problem: Out—
of—range pointers which overwrite
the program code or data. Often,
the overwrite is different after each
new compile of the program.

The MiniProbe can also set a
hardware breakpoint over a range
of memory locations, helping to
trap uninitialized pointers. And
MiniProbe has a crash-recovery
switch box, which lets you regain
control of a frozen system.

So now Ilia! you don't
have lo learn a new
debugger, Ille only Illing
keeplng you from
debuggln like the pros is
$395. An our phone
number: 408/741-5900.
Call today. Busl bugs, and
records, lomorrow.

'l'l'lE DEBUGGER COMPANY
20665 Fourth Street. OSaratoga, CA 95070

TRBA
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plications. . .a V20 running at 10 MHZ
can outperform an 8087 running at 5.
This is patently untrue.” Maynard does
not make such a claim. We do state that
“there are some 8087 applications in
which running the Surprise! by itself in
the fast mode will be faster than run—
ning the application with the 8087 and
Surprise! in the slow mode." We go on
to admit in the same document that
some functions run with the 8087 “at a
speed that Surprise! cannot match." We
stand by these statements. Spreadsheets
with little or no floating-point arithme-
tic, trigonometric functions, and logar-
ithmic functions typically will run faster
with Surprise! on and the 8087 off. Fi-
nally, we would like to point out that
the price of the Surprise! board has
been reduced to $149.95.

In summary, we were upset by
what we feel was an unfair comparative
review of our product.

Maynard K. Knapp, president
Maynard Electronics

Casselherry, FL

The Surprise! is indeed unique in the
way it approaches accelerating the PC,
and it represents a sizable engineering
effort. The point I tried to malee is that
the results are not commensurate with
this eflort, especially with the high price
as compared with the other accelerators.
I apologizefor stating that Surprise!
falls at the bottom end of the perfor-
mance scale,- I meant to indicate that it
had the lowest price/performance ratio
of those reviewed. Of course, this is
changed by the price reduction—which
came after the article went to press.

As was plainly stated, BUSPERF was
never meant to be a benchmark: of real-
worldperformance, but a measuring
toolfor averaging bus transfer times
over a longer timeflame than could be
measured by a logic analyzer.

1 found it strange that the V20
microprocessor on the Surprise! was sol-
dered because, in the vast majority of
microcomputers that I have seen, the
microprocessor is soc/eeted. As a matter
offact, the very existence of most accel-
erator boards, Surprise! included, de—
pends on the ability to remove the origi—
nal microprocessorfrom the PC.

As far as compatibility with the
8087 goes, the reported results were ob»
tained with a replacement unit that was
received after we notified Maynard of
problems with the original unit. We
could only assume that this second one
was the latest version. Subsequent tests
with yet another unit have confirmed
that an 8087 is used when Surprise! is

PC TECH JOURNAL
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Board-level best. Do you recog—
nize these boards? Look under
the hood of your IBM“ PC, XT
or AT? With sales of SiXPakPlusf

function boards
exceeding 2 mil—
lion, you can bet
most IBM Personal
Computers are
enhanced by AST.

Think ofus every

your IBM PC.
Hundreds ofsolutions to enhance

time you need more memory,
more 1/0, graphics or modems
for your PCs, XTs, ATS, and yes,
especially the new IBM Personal

Rampage“R and Advantagel” multi— System/2T” AST enhancements
contribute to a
more productive
overall office
environment.

First in a series
of system solu-
tions. Waste no

time trying to match compo—
nents to create a complete sys—
tem. You can purchase, plug in
and operate AST’s integrated
workstation solutions in no time.

All of our products meet our
strict guidelines for industry com—
patibility, but advanced architec—
ture and innovative technology
transform AST computing solu-
tions into something more.

You get more performance



Memory
MultrfuncUon

Laser Printers
LANs

Personal
Computers

Total Solutions

With so many different standards and daily advancements in the personal
computer industry it becomes a superhuman responsibflity to stay informed.
And yet, you must, in order to select the best products for your company
and your own personal computer.

What’s the solution? Rely on one company—
AST Research. With a solid track record for
quality and performance among a full-range ,
of computer solutions for the IBM PC, X1", Al“
and Personal System/2, AST has earned a name
that assures satisfaction.

You Guessed It!
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the expertise to AST.
Our terminal emulation prod—

ucts lead the industry in pro—
viding unique, cost—saving ways
for your PCs to be linked with
minicomputers or
mainframes. And
our simple—to—
install networks
with advanced
operating system
features appeal

to both first—time and sophisti—
cated users.

Bridging the computer
gap with DEC” and Appleq‘
enhancements. AST crosses

industry bound—
aries to bring
Apple and Digital
Equipment Corpo—
ration (DEC) users
the same expe—
rience and com—

Connectivityfl” IBM, Apple and
DEC computers.

mitment to quality we give to
the IBM world.

In addition to manufacturing
industry—specific enhancements,
AST offers products that bridge
normally incompatible technol-
ogies—like MS—DOS coprocessor
boards that allow Macintosh
users to run IBM applications soft-
ware and terminal emulationpack—
ages allowing IBM PCs to com—
municate with DEC computers.
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from the AST Pre—
mium/286T“ AT—
compatible personal
computer, with its
10 MHz processing
speed and true, zero wait—state
operation. You get more exten—
sive printer and plotter emula—
tions and faster, high—quality
output from the AST TurboLaser.“‘
And more software and complete
system compatibility from the

Complete system solutions based on
the AST—Premium/286.

first desktop
publishing solu—
tion for the IBM
world, the AST
Premium Publisherf“

Compatible connectivity.
Buy communications solutions
today that you can continue to
expand and use tomorrow AST’s
complete line of micro—to—mini,
micro—to—mainframe, gateway
and local area networking solu—

7‘m7’mlzzscr

tions provide total compatibility
with industry standards. Plus, a
common, user-friendly interface
throughout AST’S communica—
tions products allows you to mix
and match AST products in
order to create a custom solution.
So, if SNA, BISYNC, 5251, 3270,
LU6.2PU2.1, Gateways, NetWareIM
Token Ring Network, IEEE 802.3
and other communications
specifications worry you, leave



Showing up in first place, worldwide. It’s no
accident that AST products continue to win over
the hearts and minds of editors and customers
alike. AST’s track record for quality is hard—earned.

It begins with 1,150 employees throughout the
world singularly committed to product excellence.
It continues with state-of—the-art research and
development, manufacturing and worldwide
corporate facilities encompassing a quarter of a
million square feet. And it's carried on by a wide
network of dealers, OEM partnerships, distributors,
training personnel and service centers always at
your service.

Whether your business requires a single board,
or complete system, you’ll find AST Research is
the single solution for powerful computing. Call
us today at (714) 756-4700. Or fill out the coupon
below and mail it to AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton
Ave., Irvine, CA 92714—4992.

Mmarkuspmdum worldwide-la Empe421'” 1568 4350; In the FarEur 1311:8532 0499 9113; in Canada an: (416) 826-7314. .4512 AST Iagp, Rampage and SixmkPlus registeredandAS'I'Premium/ZSG,
CwnAmW ;

System/2 trademark International Business Machines Corp. NeIWme trademark Novell Inc. Comm'ghf ©1987 AST Research, Inc. All rights "sewed.
Advantage, mumASTPmm'um Publisher trademark: AST Researrh, Inc. DEC " ' Digital
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Clarify and document your source listing and get
an “organization chart” ofyour program’s structure

with two NEW utilities from Aldebaran Laboratories, for C, BASIC,
Pascal, dBASE,® FORTRAN and Modula-Z programmers. '

“Occasionally, a utility
comes along that makes a
programmer’s life much
easier. SOURCE PRINT
is such a program.
It contributes to the
programmer’s job by _
organizing code into a
legible format‘and by

TMSource Print
organizes your source code; simpli-
fies debugging, and makes documen-
tation a snap! It lists one or more
source files with informative page
headings and op-
tional line numbers,
while offering
invaluable features:

The Index
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(Cross«Reference
list) saves you time
by showing exactly
where variables are
used and where functions, pro-

C
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Index

helping to organize the
documentation and
debugging process.”

— PC Magazine
Sept. 16, 1986

Source Print and Tree Dia-
grammer both have easy-to-use
menus with point—and-shoot file

, selection, and let you search for
files containing a given string.
For IBM PC and compatibles
with 256K. '

Join thousands of program-
mers who are working more
efficiently using Source Print
and Tree Diagrammer. Order
these indispensable tools today.
We ship immediately, and
there’s no risk with our 60—day
money-back guarantee. Order
both and save. Only $125.00.

’ 800-25 7-5 773 Dept. 37
In California:

800—25 7-5 774 Dept. 37
MasterCard, VISA, American
Express, COD. Add $5 for
shipping/handling.

or see your local dealer!

Source Print and Tree Diagrammer are
trademarks of Aldebaran Labs. dBASE is
a trademark ofAshton Tate. Prices subject »
to change without notice.

u-au- um:an a u dul-vl‘ln-n-u mum values may be assigned to
variables are shown, making it easy to track down that
mysterious value change. ‘

Structure Outlining solves the problem of hard-to-
see nested control structures by automatically drawing
lines around them. '

Automatic Indentation of source code and listings
reduces your editing time and ensures indentation accuracy.

Plus . . . Source Print generates a table of contents
listing functions and procedures. Keywords can be printed
in boldface on most printers. Multi-statement BASIC lines
can be split for readability. Functions and procedures can
be drawn by name from one or more source files to form a
new file. '

Tree Diagrammer“
shows your program’s overall organization at a
glance. Ordinary program listings merely display
functions, procedures, and Subroutines sequen— '
tially, but do not display the relationships be—
tween theseroutines. Our revolutionary new
Tree Diagrammer automatically creates an
“organization chart” of your program showing the
hierarchy of calls to functions, procedures, and
subroutines. Recursive calls are indicated and
designated comments in the source code
will appear on the chart.

IteeDiagrammer helps you organize your
program more logically. And you’ll be amazed at
how easy it is to debug when you $5500
see how your routines interact.

wluc - mi. nu, "I!us: mum. .v-lulill muamt-cum 'llllfllll‘l. ("on

v i
an mum»:1... .n
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Aldebaran Laboratories 3339 Vincent Rd. Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 415—930-8966

YES ! RUSh me E] Source Print @ $75.
U Both $125. Ship/Handling $5. For CA add 6% tax
Name
Company
Address
City State
El Check enclosed Cl VISA E] MasterCard E] American Express
Card # Exp. Date
Signature Phone #

Cl Tree Diagrammer @ $55. __.__.‘_..._._
Total

Zip
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running in slow mode. In any case, of
27 real—world spreadsheet applications
that I tested, 24 ran faster with the 8087
at 5 MHz than with the Surprise! at 10
MHZ; thus, I stand mt my contention
thatfor this type ofapplication, a
slower numericprocessor is preferable
to a faster general microprocessor. Hav-
ing Surprise! run with the 8087 at high
speed would be a great improvement.

The problems with Surprise! cited in
the review were its high price, incompa-
tibility with some DOS utilities such as
PRINT ECHO, and an inability to use a
8087. The correction of two of these
problems makes the Surprise! a much
more desirable product than it was at
the time of the review.

—TM

LIBRARY RESOURCES
Your review of dBASE III compilers was
very good (“Dialects of dams," Ted Mi-
recki, April 1987, p. 46). I have been us-
ing Clipper for some time to develop a
multiuser database system that we run
on our Alloy PC/Slave system. Earlier
versions of Clipper did not support
multiuser access and we had a great
many problems until I discovered a lit-
tle library called NETLIB. NETLIB is an
add-in library for Clipper, produced by

a company called Communications Ho-
rizons. It added multiuser functions to
Clipper long before Nantucket did and
solved my problems admirably.

Even with the new version of Clip-
per, I still must use NETLIB since Clip-
per supports only those networks that
use the standard DOS calls. Nonstan—
dard networks, such as Multilink or the
Alloy Slave network ATNX, do not use
these DOS calls, and the Clipper net—
work functions simply do not work.

Art Mena
Rockwell International

Downey, CA

GENERATION GAP ,
I find it strange to see in this magazine
recommendations for using the 80286
rather than the 80586 for the next PC
software generation.

Even though the 80286 can address
16MB in protected mode, it still deals
with 64KB segments, which I find dis-
turbing when working with my 640KB
PC/XT compatible. That some word pro—
cessors can handle a maximum 64KB of
text is a nuisance. Far more disturbing
were my attempts to compile two C
programs that I had compiled and run
successfully on my old Kaypro II (with
the Aztec C compiler running in only

64KB RAM). The deSmet C compiler
found both compiling tasks too big. I
bought a Datalight C kit (with the large
memory model) and tried again, only to
get the same result—both compilation
tasks aborted with messages about the
program being too big. It seems that
one 64KB data segment during compila-
tion was too small.

If 80286 software tries to use mega-
bytes of RAM, it will use a large number
of segments, each able to cause myster-
ious crashes when its 64KB limit is ex-
ceeded. This nightmare of segments
would only cause a migration to 68000-
based microcomputers.

The solution is a new microproces-
sor,’software-compatible with the 80386
and pin—compatible with the 80286. PC/
AT owners simply replace their 80286
with the new chip to get 16MB of the
problem-free linear addressingyand the
8088 software generation can be fol-
lowed by an 80386 software generation.

Olav Naess .
Nam—Data

Bergen, Norway

PC Tech Journal dow not suggest the
use of the 80286for the next software
generation. Rather, we suggest that the
considerable hardware investment in

\
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Vitamin C Difference

With Vitamin C, your applications come
alive with windows that explode into view!
Data entry windows and menus become a
snap. Vitamin C's open ended design is
full of "hooks" so you can ”plug in” spe-
cial handlers to customize most routines.
Of course, Vitamin C includes all source
code FREE, with no hidden charges. It
always has.

Create windows with one easy function.
Vitamin C automatically takes care of com-
plicated tasks like saving and restoring the
area under a window.

Options include titles, borders, colors,
pop-up, pull-down, zoom—in, scroll bars,
sizes to 32k, and more. Unique built-in
feature lets users move and resize windows
at run-time!

Flexible dBase-like data entry and display
routines feature protected, invisible, re-
quired, and scrolling fields, picture clause
formatting, full color/attribute control, selec-
tion sets, single field and full screen input,
and unlimited validation via standard and
user definable routines.

VITAMIN C
It's goodfizryour system!

High Level Functions

Standard help handler-provides context
sensitive pop-up help messages any time the
program awaits key strokes. So easy to use
that a single function initializes and services
requests by opening a window, locating, for—
matting, displaying and pagingthrough the
message. .

Multi-level Maclntosh 8: lotus style
menus make user interfaces and front ends
a snap. Menus can call other menus, func-
tions, even data entry screens quickly and
easily.

Text editor windows can be opened for
pop-up note pads and general purpose
editing. Features include insert, delete, word
wrap, iustify, cut, paste, search, and more!

With VCScreen and Vitamin C working
together, you’ll reach a new level or produc-
tivity you can’t reach with a function library
alone!

VCScreen speeds development even more!
The interactive screen editor actually lets you
draw input, output and constant fields,
headings, boxes, lines, even a window for
your froms to run in.

VCScreen generates readable C source
code ready to ”plug in” to your application
and link with Vitamin C.

\

WEE WWW“
Guarantee

Better than a brochure. More than a demo
disk. If you're not satisfied, simply return the
package within 30 days and receive a full
refund of the purchase price.
Vitamin C .................. $225.00

Includes ready to use libraries, tutorial,
reference manual, demo, sample and
example programs, and quick reference
card,- for IBM PC and compatibles. Specify
compiler and version when ordering.
Vitamin C Source .............. FREE“

*Free with purchase of Vitamin C.

VCScreen ................... $99.95
Requires Vitamin C and IBM PC/X77ATor true
compatible.
Shipping $3 ground, $6 2-day air, $20 over-
night, $30 overseas. Visa and Master Card
accepted. All funds must be U.5. dollars
drawn on US. bank. Texas residents add
7% % sales tax.

(214) 416-
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" = from Biggie?
Turbo C TOOL

Magic is easy with Turbo c TOOLS
in your bag of tricks. New Turbo C
TOOLS” from Blaise Computing is a?
library of compiled C functions that
allows you full control over the com-
puter, the video environment, and the
file system, and gives you the jump on
building programs with Borland’slnew
C compiler. Now you can concentrate

merited source code so that you can
study, emulate, or adapt it to your speci—
fic needs;,Blaise Computing’s attention
to detail, like the use of function protov ,
typing, cleanly organized, header files ~
, . and acOmprehensive,‘fullyeindexed

. manual, makes Tu-rbo’ C
TOOLS the-Choice for "

‘ experienced
, ' software

on the Creative parts of your programs, ,
The library comes with well-docu-= L

i make magic!

cated, bullet—proof capabilities n _
in today’s programming en‘vironmehflf ,
includingremovable- windows, “si - i
kickable.” applications, and genera
interrupt service routines Written in

‘ The funCtions containediin'Turbo G
TOOLS are carefully Craftedto supple-
ment Turbo C, exploiting its strengths ;
without duplicating its library funCtio s ,

_ As ajresu‘lt you’llget functions writte,
-, :predOmi‘nantly‘ing C, that isolate hard—

_ ware ndependence 7,, and are small and _,

TOOLS an Odiesthe full spectrum .
fgen ral'purp05eutility functions‘that are ' , -

day’s applications Someof- the j r,Too-Lsa‘
_rable,':that Lave, ptiOna borders andacursor __ ,
_memory,'and that "an; accept Juser 'npu '

port it) ,
applications We ho
DOS C, A aors

- im‘ resident util-
, e with-Turbo C TOOLS,-

R, CT’LVIDEO, ACCESS» fOr
', dé'sufpportfor'allmo’nitors. -

n addition to Turbo C TQOLS,_CBlaise
computing-Inc. has, a full linerofsup:
'pOrt prOducts for Microsoft, Lattice

I and Datal‘ightC,MicrOsoft Pascal -‘ ,
and Turbo Pascal; Call
today for details; and -rYES‘-1w§§‘ss_ , _. _ 56

ED‘glOmSe 56“ a
reside“? ‘

gigs shi99‘“g‘$
L , s ‘7 ‘ _

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
Name'. _

a City? L ‘ ,
a visAo MC?"

2560 Ninth Street. Suite 316 Berkeley. CA 94710 (415) 540-5441‘
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Fast &
lurious

The new Condor Editor gives you
the powerful features you need to
speed up programming and appli-
cations development on your lBM
PC/XT/AT or compatible.

With the Editor you’ll soarthrough
your programming tasks with the
flexibility of:
I Multiple integrated windows
I Split-screen editing
I Editing up to 15 files

concurrently
I One-step keyword file search

across entire directory
I Programmable macros
I Access to DOS commands and

external programs without
leaving The Editor

And there’s more Buy Condor 3,
the power relational database man-
agement system for people who
aren’t power users and we’ll send you
Condor's feature-packed Editor, a
$129.95 value, absolutely free so
you can make dbms development
tasks even easier.

Or, if you simply want the ultimate
in text editing power right now, order
your copy of The Condor Editor with
a 30-day money-back guarantee for
only $129.95 by calling 313-971-8880.

The new Condor Editor. Setting
the industry standard in text editing
capabilities.

1490 Eisenhower Place,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
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LETTERS

80286—based systems (about 3.5 million
units installed to date with millions
more on the way) be matched by oper—
ating systems and applications software
that can exploit the 80286’5features.

It is rumored that Intel will intro
duce an 80386 chip compatible with
the 80286pin-outs. Given Intel’s past
history (chips such as the 8088 and
80188), the rumor is easy to believe, al—
though we have been unable to confirm
it. Personally, I am hopefulfor such an
elegant upgrade path.

—WF

SOUNDING OFF
The SOUNDS program published in
”Creating Sound with the Timer" by
Augie Hansen (Programming Practices,
February 1987, p. 173) contains a seri—
ous flaw. A user who is unlucky enough
to run SOUNDS just before midnight
will be left with a PC that is hung,
sounding a continuous tone, and not re-
sponsive to Ctrl-Break. This occurs be-
cause the delay and getticks functions
incorrectly handle the clock overflow
that occurs at midnight.

It is apparent that Mr. Hansen does
not understand the BIOS time—of—day
(TOD) service. He assumes that the
BIOS read clock functions will return a
nonzero timer overflow flag in AL on all
of the calls after midnight. In fact, it re-
turns a nonzero overflow flag only on
the first call after midnight, and returns
zero for all other calls. This means that
getticks returns TICKS_PER_DAY once,
just after the clock has overflowed at
midnight, and returns zero on the next
call. If the delay function has computed
at then value that is greater than
TICKS_PER_DAY, the delay loop will
be never ending.

It would be possible to add code
to delay to detect Overflow of the clock
and adjust the then value. This would
fix the hang problem but introduce a
new one: DOS would not know that the
clock had overflowed (getticks swal-
lowed the only nonzero overflow flag
of the day) and would not increment its
date. Files and reports created subse-
quent to this would be stamped with
the wrong date until the user manually
incremented the date or rebooted the
PC. Because of this problem, I recom-
mend that programs never call the
BIOS get time function. A program that
needs to read the clock should either
call the appropriate DOS function, or
read directly from the BIOS data area at
40:6C. (It should also take suitable pre—
cautions against timer interrupt in the
middle of the read).

I find it very disturbing that a pro—
gram with such a serious flaw would
find its way into an award—winning mag—
azine. Did Mr. Hansen test his program
around midnight? Did you at PC Tech
journal test the program? I know that
you did not test the typeset version be-
cause it contains additional errors, both
syntax—lack of blank lines to separate
target lines in the makefile, and seman-
tic—need to cast (outregs.x.cx << 16)
to (long) in getticks.

I know that you cannot guarantee
to publish only perfect programs. Per-
haps you should consider requiring
your contributors to submit a formal
test plan and test report along with
their programs so that you could judge
whether the testing already done was
sufficient to meet your standards. Then,
if you re—executed the test plan against
the typeset version of the program, you
would be able to give your readers a
high degree of confidence in the pro—
grams that you publish.

Robert D. Vavra
Roseville, MN

Mr. Vavra has described a problem with
the getticlesfunction that my testing
failed to detect. Although I did extensive
testing of the SOUNDS program to chec/e
machine independence of delay periods
and various boundary conditions re—
lated to the TOD clocle overflow, I never
experienced the machine loch-up and
shortened delay periodproblems that
are described by Mr. Vavra. Further test—
ing revealed the reason.

My testing of the overflow detection
and compensation was done on an
ATéT PC6300 (running DOS 3.1),
which maintains the time—of—day differ—
ently than the IBM PC. (I did not lenow
this at the time I wrote the program.)
On the IBM, when the time is set using
the TIME command, the TOD count in
the BIOS data area is set to a number
of timer ticks that represents the oflset
since the previous midnight. The
PC6300, on the other hand, maintains
a count of timer tic/es that have oc-
curred since the machine was turned
on. The value is unaflected by the TIME
command, and both the time-of-day
and date values are handled indepen-
dently of the BIOS TOD count,

The moral of this story is that re—
gardless ofhow compatible a non-IBM
microcomputer may appear, programs
designedfor use on the PC should be
tested on real IBM PC hardware.

The solution here is relatively sim-
ple. I merely replaced the original
getticks source code with that shown in
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WINDOWS FOR DAT ’”

The first choice
of professional

C programmers
“Windows for Data is the best

programming tool I’veever used.
. It’s the most flexible I’ve seen. ‘

Whenever I’ve wanted to do something,
I’ve been able to find a way.”

Professionals choose our tools because
they are designed, crafted, and supported
for professionals. Here at Vermont Creative
Software, we understand that performance
and pleasure in programming derive
from more than a long list of functions.
Windows for Data provides: ‘
PROFESSIONAL FLEXIBILITY;
Our customers repeatedly tell us how
theyve used WFD in ways we never imagin-
ed — but which we anticipated by designing
WFD for unprecedented adaptability. Vir-
tually every capability and feature can be»
modified to meet special needs. You will be
amazed at what you can do with WFD.
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE: .
Screen output is crisp and fast. Windows,
menus, and data-entry forms Snap up and
down from the screen. WFD is built upon
and includes Windows for C, the win-
dowing system rated #1 in speed and
overall quality in PC Tech Journal (William
Hunt, July 1985).

PROFESSIONAL RELIABILITY:
An unreliable tool is worse than no tool at
all. VCS products are known in the industry
for their exceptional reliability. Ask anyone
who owns one.

PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTA-
TION: Over 600 pages of documentation
provide step-by-step explanations for each
major application, a reference page for each
function, listings of functions alphabetical-
ly and by usage, and a fully cross-referenced

Steven Weiss,
Stratford Systems .

index. Extensive tutorials and demonstra-
tion programs assist learning.

PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL
SUPPORT: The same expert program-
mers that develop our products provide
prompt, knowledgeable technical support.
PROFESSIONAL PORTABILITY:
High-performance versions of VCS
products are available for XENIX,
UNIX, and VMS, as well as DOS. No
royalties on end-user applications.

OUR CHALLENGE AND
. GUARANTEE

If you have an application where no
other tool can do the job, try Windows
for Data. If it doesn’t help you solve
your problem, RETURN FOR A FULL
REFUND. YOU MUST BE SATISFIED
Ask forFREE DEMO DISKETTE

Vermont
Creative
Software

21 Elm Ave.
Richford, VT 05476
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT
Tel.: 802-848-7731

Prices: PCDOS‘ $395; XENIX, VMS, UNIX Call.
‘PCDOS specify C compiler.

wINDows FOR DATA
for DOS, UNIX, VMS

The complete windowing data entry, menu,
and help system that does the hard job
others can’t — we guarantee it!
Pop-up data entry windows; field types for
all C data types, plus decimals, dates, and
times; auto conversion to and from strings
for all field types; system and user supplied
validation functions; range checking; re-
quired, must-fill, and protected fields; free-
form movement; multiple-choice field entry;
scrollable sub-forms. Branch and nest win-
dows, forms, and menus.

Complete context-sentitive help system
with pop-up windows and scrollable text.
Pop-up, pull-down, scrollable, and Lotus-
style menus.

NEW FOR DEBUGGING: Exclusive
VCS Error Traceback System auto-
matically identifies the location and
cause of program errors. Eliminates the
need to code error checks on all function
calls! VCS Memory Integrity Check-
ing helps catch those hard-to~detect,
memory-corruption errors.

NEW FOR ERROR HANDLING: In-
stall your own error handler to be called
whenever a function detects an error.

NEW FORM LAYOUT UTILITY sim-
plifies forrn design.
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ISN’T IT A PITY. . .
LETTERS

Everything Isn’t As
Accommodating As
c-tr-eem/ r-treem

FILE HANDLER

Performance and Portability
For all the time you devote to developing
your new programs, doesn’t it make sense to
insure they perform like lightning and can be
parted with ease? ‘

c-tr‘ae: Multl-Key ISAM Functions
For Single User, Network, a. Multl
tasking Systems
Based on the most advanced B+ Tree routines
available today, c-trae gives you un-
matched keyed file accessing performance and
complete C Source Code. Thousands of protes-
sianal C programmers are already enjoying
c-trae’s royalty-free benefits, outstanding
performance, and unparalleled portability.

Only Faiem provides single and multi-user
capabilities in one source code package,
including lacking routines for Unix, Xenix, and
DOS 3.1., for one low price! In addition,
c-trea supports fixed and variable record
length data files; fixed and variable length key
values with key compression; mulfiple indices
in a single index file; and automatic strafing of
file descriptors.

r-cr-ea: Multi-Ftle Report Generator
r-tr-aa builds on the power of c-trae
to provide sophisticated, muIfi-Iine reports.
Information spanning multiple files may be
used for display purposes or to direct record
selecfion. You can develop new reports or
change existing reports without programming
or recompiling and can use any text editor to

REPORT GENERATOR

create or modify» r-trae report scripts
including the complete report layout. At your
opfion, end users may even modify the report
scripts you provide.

Unlimited Virtual Fields; Automatic File
It'llVBl'Sfll
r-trae reportscripts can define anynumber
of virtual fields based on complex computational
expressions involving applicafion defined data
objects and other virtual fields. In addition,
r-trea automafically computes values
based on the MAX, MIN, SUM, FRO, or AVG of
values spread overmultiple records. r-trae
even lets you nest these computational func-
tions, causing files from different logical levels
to be automatically traversed.

Unlike otherreportgenerators, r-traa allows
you to distribute executable code capable of
producing new reports or changing existing
reports without royalty payments, provided the
code is tied to an application. Your complete
source code also includes the report script
interpreter and compiler.

HOW TO Order
Put FairOom leadership in programmers utilities
to work for you. Order c-trea today for
$395 or r-traa for $295. (When ordered
together, r-trae is only $255). For VISA
MasterCard and Q.0.D. orders, call 314/445-
6833. Forc-traabenchmarkcomparisons,
write Fairmm, 2606 Johnson Drive, Columbia,
MO 65203.

R
g «H Complete C Source Code & N0 Royalties!
vita.

Xenix is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. Unix is a registered trademark at AT&T.
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the accompanying listing. The new ver-
sion directly queries the BIOS TOD
count in the BIOS data area and then
stores the result in count. It also keeps

#include <dos.h>
#define BIDS DATA SEG 0x40

fine lttE

long
getticksO

/" set up pointer to BIDS TOD counter */
FP_SEcrlp) = BIOS_DATA_SEG-
swarm =‘ truergbmr; _.

Zeros iron mm W;
while (1) (

count = 'lp;
if ('lp == count)
, break

/* adjust clock roll-over, if needed '/
total = (count < total) 7 count

+ TICKS_PE DAY : count;. , “5.5.33.3 .. .,.. c

an accumulated count called total in
a static variable. When the TOD value
wraps bacle to 0 at midnight (or when—
ever the TOD count overflow occurs on
a given machine), a day’s worth of
timer tic/es is added to the raw count to
get the new accumulated count.

Ifgetticles attempts to read the
TOD count at exactly the same time
that the timer interrupt (INT 1CH) oc-
curs, the delay period could be altered
by a corrupted reading. Myfirst attempt
to solve the problem involved writing
an interrupt-immune data-copyfunc—
tion (a replacementfor the movedata
function in the Microsoft runtime li-
brary) in assembly language, but I
wanted to provide a solution coded en-
tirely in C. Mr. Vavra suggested compar—
ing the results of two successive reads of
the TOD count using the movedata
function to ensure a valid reading.

My revised version ofgetticles sets
up afarpointer using FP_SEG and
FP_OFF macros contained in the dosh
headerfile. It reads the TOD counter
twice in quick succession, compares the
results, and, if necessary, repeats the
process until the results are equal. The
job done by getticles could be handled
within delay to eliminatejunction-call
overhead, but I kept getticks separate
because it has other uses.
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LAN REPORT 6

LAN Communications.
An Expanding IAN Connectivity Picture.

nitially, personal computer
LANs were a means of

sharing departmental PC
resources. Early LAN connec—
tivity products were designed
to meet the needs of the indi-
vidual workgroup.

But today’s information
structures require LANs to
integrate easily into a wide
variety of external computing
resources. In fact, LANs are
quickly becoming the focal
point for many corporate-wide
computing systems. Connectiv-
ity has become a primary issue.

As LANs become central to
corporate information systems,
users have a critical need to
connect LANs with other
LANs, and to connect LANs
with a full spectrum of host
computing systems. And not
only must LANs provide a
variety of high-performance
connections, but they must
often provide these connections
over a broad geographic area.

Novell is prepared to meet this new
level of needs through the NetWare
series of LAN Communications prod-
ucts. Using industry-proven protocols
and communications standards, Novell
provides LAN communications in
three key areas: 1) local and remote
LAN bridges, 2) host gateways, and
3) remote PC connections.

Local and Remote LAN
Bridges.

Through NetWare Bridge Software,
users can link all departmental LANs
into a single, comprehensive internet-
work, that could encompass as many
as 17 brands of network media. Users
can communicate with any file server
on the internet, regardless of which
network they are logged into or what
hardware they are using.

For LAN5 that require remote bridge
connections, NetWare’s Asynchronous
Remote Bridge provides connections to
remote LANs at speeds of up to 19.2K

”Not only must LANs provide a
variety of high-performance

connections, but they must often
provide these connections over a

broad geographic area.”

baud. To the user, the remote LAN
connection appears just like a local
bridge.

And the NetWare X.25 Remote
Bridge allows users to connect with
multiple remote LANs, all over the
world, and to share data at speeds up
to 64K bps. The X.25 Bridge includes
its own advanced routing capabilities.
NetWare X.25 Remote Bridges can
connect any variety ofNetWare LANs,
using either dial-up or leased line
connections, through private or public
data networks such as Telenet or
Tymnet.

Host Gateways.
NetWare host gateways provide

high-performance connections to a
variety of local or remote computer
systems. NetWare Asynchronous
Connection Services (NACS) allows
NetWare LANs to connect to. a wide
variety of asynchronous resources. The
NetWare X.25 Gateway allows a
network to run terminal emulation for

©Novell, Inc. World Headquarters, 122 East 1700 South, Provo, Utah 84601 (801) 379-5900
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either 32 or 256 sessions, over a
single port connection.

And not only can the X25
Gateway connect a LAN to a
company’s local host computers,
but it can provide remote gateway
connections for many popular host
resources through public data
networks.

Novell’s LAN gateway prod-
ucts also include CXI’s LAN-to—
mainframe connections, emulat-
ing both IBM 3270 and 5250
systems. These highly advanced
LAN gateways can operate either
locally or remotely, supporting
as many as 64 sessions and
operating at speeds up to
64K bps.

Remote PC Connections.
NetWare’s communication

services allow remote personal
computers, through the NetWare
AnyWare software package, to
have access to a NetWare LAN
just as if they were local. This

service supports as many as 12 concur-
rent sessions, using one local work-
station on the LAN for the duration of
each remote connection.

Putting It All Together.
Today’s advanced LAN capabilities

make it feasible for NetWare users to
connect entire corporations, over broad
distances, through LANs. Novell’s
LAN Communications series of prod—
ucts is designed to make your network
expansion easier.

For specific information on LAN
Communications products, order
Novell’s LAN Communications Report
by writing Novell, Inc., or calling
l-800-LANKIND.

For more information, callfrom your
modem 1-800-332-0012 (0—1200 band,
8 bit, no parity, I stop bit) and enter the
access code NVLRCPI when prompted.
(In VA call 703-476-5255)
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LETTERS

I extend thanks to Mr. Vavra for
bringing the problem to my attention
(andfor taking the time to discuss my
proposed solutions)._

—Augie Hanson

The missing blank lines to which Mr.
Vavra refers were, unfortunately, re-
movedfrom MKEFILE in the edit pro-
cess. PC Tech Journal regrets the error.

Mr. Vavra’s suggestion that authors
submit a test plan of theirprograms is a
good one. We are working to put such
a plan into eyfect.

—_]A

PROFILE OF A PROFILER
With regard to Ralph G. Brickner’s re—
view of the Profiler in the February
1987 issue (“Execution Profilers for the
PC, Part 2,” p. 166), I would like to
thank Mr. Brickner for an excellent arti—
cle. He presented a fair assessment of
the execution profilers on the market.
However, he did leave out some facts.

First, the Profiler by dwb Associates
includes the source code to the prod-
UCL We feel that a tool of this nature
can be of higher value to a programmer
if it can be tailored to individual needs.
A makefile is included to show how the
product is built.

Second, although Mr. Brickner has
valid points about the desired function—
ality of an execution profiler, the Pro-
filer has been through eight revisions in
three years to incorporate functions and
changes to the product as requested by
our sophisticated users.

Lastly, the example of the Profiler’s
output is not a fair assessment of the
product’s abilities. Mr. Brickner shows a
partition map of the default values of
the Profiler. If he had set up the parti-
tions using the .MAP file as he did with
the other products, the histogram
would have given meaningful results.

jefir B. Erwin, president
dwb Associates

Portland OR

Mr. Erwin is correct that the Profiler
offers source code, and it is the only
reviewedproduct that does,- however,
the code is not supplied with the soft—
ware. Instead, the user must return a
request letter (that is included with the
package) to receive the source code.

As noted in the article, 1 did at—
tempt to set up the partitions using the
.MAPfile of the example program. When
I attempted to reload the previously
savedpartition limitsfrom disk, the re-
sult was an error message that said "In—

valid hex number in partitionfile. ” The
documentation gave no hint about the
problem or its solution. Thus, 1 simply
presented its default display.

—Raloh G. Brickner

ERRATUM
In the Product Watch on “Diskit 2 Plus”
and “Durapak” (Peter G. Aitken, May
1987, p 197), in table 2 on page 205,
the unit for effective transfer rate under
ATDISK should be milliseconds/KB (ms/
KB). Thus, a smaller number would in—
dicate a better result. WE]

COMMENT AT WILL
All letters to the editor should be
directed to Editor, PC Tech journal,
Suite 800, 10480 Little Patuxent Park—
way, Columbia, MD 21044. Corre—
spondence also can be submitted
over MCI Mail to PCTECH.

Although PC Tech journal can-
not publish all letters received, every
effort is made to answer as many as
possible. Please keep letters brief
and to the point, and include name,
mailing address, and telephone num-
ber; when a letter is lengthy, a
diskette is appreciated. l
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Anty/Prolog. Not for the meek. But Arity/
Prolog® is for you...if you hunger for the power to create
sophisticated programs right on the IBMG’ PC. Everything
from weather prediction. and process control systems to
database design and medical diagnostic software.

It’s for you if you’re already building programs on the
PC and now want to do things you’ve never done any-
where but on a VAX‘“ or mainframe. And it’s for you if
you’ve read all about the new programming technologies
and are ready to start coding.

Whatever your need, Arity/Prolog offers a total
development environment including Arity/SQL and
Arity/Expert. It even has an open architecture so you
can work with other languages and software packages.

So if you’re ready to boldly face the future of program-
ming now; write for more information and an Arity power
mask: Arity, 30 Domino Dr., Concord, MA 01742. Or
call 1-800-PC-Arity (in MA 617-371-1243). /
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From the Forrest J Ackerman [magi-Movie Archives

We’re pleased to announce XRAY68KTM software, which allows advanced
assembler or C-level 68020-target debugging from your PC, VAX or

workstation. While you’re waiting for your target hardware availability,
XRAY68K will fully simulate the 68020. After you have a living target,
XRAY68K and an ICE* (in-circuit emulator) will let you find bugs that

can only be found in real-time.
Our quality and customer support have become the industry cross-
development standard. What other company has the confidence to

actually publish all fixes and EC05 for all products, for everyone
to see? Whatever the host processor, whatever the target

system, Microtec is committed to cross-development software.
From pSOS to VRTX to MS-DOS to UNIX to VMS. From

assembler to C to Pascal to Fortran. From Motorola to
DEBUGGI“G 0" Intel to Hitachi to Zilog. From IBM to DEC to HP to

Apollo to Sun. From crossassemblers to
crosscompilers. From debuggers running on

YOUR Pc VAX OR hosts that are simulating target systems to the
I advanced in-circuit emulators from HP, TEK,

Atron, Applied, Sophia, ZAX andWORKSTATION BEFOR ,, today at (800)551-5554 or
(408)733- 2919 in California. SoYou EVEN HAVE A tomorrow.68020 TARGET SYSTEM 7/ eggs?

.l
3930 Freedom Circle 0 Santa Clara, CA 95054 0 800-551-5554 or 408-733-2919 in California

*ICE" Intel. XRAY68K is a trademark and Microtec is a registered trademark ofMicrotec Research, Inc. © 1987 by Microtec. The other companies mentioned
own numerous registered trademarks. Adv. by TRBA
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\7 David Sthulman
ndix Aerospace

I From. tand—
pointof ease of
use, concurrency
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.- ffParadox 2.0 should make 1987 the
\ ~. year of the network.”

John F. McMullen
McMuIlen & M

Bob, ,
Mercalfe
3Com.
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,5 “It answers our wish list, “The multimer capabilities
g; providin a painless way to -_ are transparent. It adapts to '_

‘ , ‘ - d3 n '_ _ 'ingle to multiuser
) y » '

Bar” L. Smither WAquitaine

©1987 Ansa Software. Paradox is a registered trademark ofAnsa Software. Lotus is a registered
trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton—Tate.



concurrent events

_, Record locking is
incorporated into; the
interface so the user
doesn’t have to worry

bout it." '

arrySttauss
.Microtec Planning

"The great thing is , 1
that'it does moreof , 7'
thefietwork thinking
forfyouf’ 7 ’

Michael Addice
Aveco Computer
8 es ‘

Introducing Paradox 2.0. More power for single
users, unparalleled power for multiple users.

New Paradox°5 2.0 puts the power of the
emerging database standard into every—
one’s hands. Single users and multiple
users. Now everyone you work with
can share data in a way that no other
multiuser PC database can offer.

For single users, Paradox 2.0 im—
proves the standard that Paradox 1.1 set
for ease of use, speed and power.

For multiple users, Paradox 2.0 offers
that same performance plus the un—
equaled ability to edit, browse, query,
sort and report a file concurrently—to
get information in real time.

Same time, same network

Our multiuser capabilities work like an
airline reservation system, where people
share and update information constant—
ly. Without getting in one another’s
way. This transparent, concurrent data
sharing lets users do things that are im—
possible in other PC databases.

For example, other databases often
lock entire files, or lock records to make
data below inaccessible.

Paradox 2.0, on the other hand, lets
users edit, browse, query, sort and cre’
ate reports in the same file at the same
time. Records lock automatically, telling
others the user’s name, and leaving data
below accessible. When revisions are
made, the changes appear on all screens
in real time. All without the speed loss
that plagues most multiuser databases.
With all these features, Paradox helps
more people get more done.

Program notes

Paradox 2.0 is a powerful tool to develop
both single and multiuser applications

PARADOX

that let your users concentrate on solv~
ing problems.

You get a lot to work with. Our Lotus"—
like interface is easy for users to under—
stand. And our artificial intelligence
hides the program’s complexity.

On top of this, we’ve added en—
hancements. A “Zoom” command in
queries pinpoints data faster. More re!
port options are available. Record
capacity is two billion. And EMS and
EEMS speed processing of the largest
applications. So users get programs
that are both powerful and simple.

We’ve made your life easier, too.
Paradox has always had a decisive pro—
gramming advantage over dBASE? cut—
ting development time and costs by up
to two—thirds. Now, you get even more
power, with 48 new Paradox Applica—
tion Language commands and funCe
tions; sample applications and a data
entry toolkit—many for multiuser de—
velopment. Paradox 2.0 even lets you
use your choice of editor as if it were
part of the system.

Eyewitness report

Study these current events and it’s not
surprising that American Airlines,
First Boston, Mass Mutual and others
are standardizing on Paradox. Not for
one reason, but for many.

To get the firsthand story, call 1—800—
4474700, Department 255. Just ask for
information and the location of an
Ansa dealer, who can give you a free
Paradox 2.0 demonstration diskette. In
the U.K., call 01580—4766. To attend a
PAL development seminar, call Lante
Corporation at 312236-5100.
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Nobody ever said programming PCs was

supposed to be easy.
But does it have to be tedious and time—

consuming, too?
Not any more.
Not since the arrival of the remarkable new

The ultimate productivity tool for program on the left
es Which is designed to save you most of the

em. I PUB VOluént at our time you’re currently spending searching through-- of cross-referenced a a y a1 th b k d 1 th h 1f b. Replaces most mapu e 00 s an manua_s on e s e a ove. .
_ \ fingertips I 'th a few Simple The Norton On—Lme Programmer’s Gu1des

w searches WI I Includes are a quartet of pop—up reference packages that do
\ keysngillgftor creating the same things in four differ-

Com ent anguages.
your own databases' Each package consists of
IAlso available In two parts: A memory-resident
versions for , C instant access rogram.

‘ And a compre ensive, ,
cross-referenced database
crammed with just about ‘
everything you need to know to program in your
favorite language. >

And when we say everything, we mean
everything. . . _

Everythmg from informanon about language
Designed for the IBM" PC. PC«AT and DOS compatibles. Available at most software
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This, you’re probably
thinking, is rec1sely the
kind of thinking that pro-
duced the classic Norton
Utilities.”

And you’re right
But even Peter Nor-

syntaX to a variety of
tables, including ASCII
characters, line draw-
ing characters, error
messages, memory
usage maps, important
data structures and . , .

more. A Guides reference summary Summary data exfldnds on EEIIHEan t think Of every-
HOW mUCh more? screen (shown in blue) pops up {In rwmmmd into extenswc detqil.

W611, the databases to” ”f’Ziziéiifii’li$§J§;15”.”’k”’g A"git-53’iiiiffifr’ZIZW“d“ WhiCh is Why there’s
for BASIC, C and Pas— a built-in compiler for
cal give you detailed listings of all built-in and creatin databases of your own.
library functions. An why all Guides databases are compatible

While the Assembly database delivers a com- with the instant access program in your original
plete collection of DOS service calls, interrupts package.
and ROM BIOS routines. So you can add more languages without spend-

You can, of course, find most of this informa— ing a lot more money.
tion in the books and manuals on our shelf. To get more information, call your dealer or

But Peter Norton—Who’s written a few books Peter Norton Computing.
himself—figured you’d rather have it on your And ask for some guidance.
screen.

In seconds.
In full-screen or moveable half—screen mode. a r m
Popping up right next to your work Right

where you need it COMPUTING
dealers. or direct from Peter Norton Computing, Inc. 2210 Wilshirc Blvd. #186. Santa Monica, CA 90103. 213-453-2361, Fax 213-453-6398. MCI Maili l’NCI (11987Petcr Norton Computing
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TECH RELEASES

Developmentsfor the systems professional

Nora/ion. Inc, .\' I’ttrrul 1.700 tax/mm] modem Apricul KEN-i 386171)"! Apricol Compulen‘

—
SYSTEMS

The RDS 3000 workstation from MAD
Intelligent Systems, Inc. is a 80386-
based unified hardware and software
system for integrating artificial intelli-
gence technology with conventional
computing. The RDS 3000 includes
MAD‘s proprietary software Relational—
Lisp, a powerful extension to Common
LISP. RelationalLisp provides AI tech-
niques for expert system development
and the ability to access relational data—
bases. The RDS 3000 workstation runs
UNIX V3 and DOS; it includes X—Win—
dows as well as several implementations
of Common LISP. Along with the Intel
80386, the RDS 3000 is designed with an
AT—bus architecture, eight expansion
slots, and an 85MB hard disk. It can be
configured with up to 16MB of RAM.
Prices start at $16,000 depending on
workstation memory configuration
MAD Intelligent Systems, Inc, 2950
Zan/eer Road, San 1056, CA 95134;
408/943-1 7] I
CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A 32-bit microcomputer that has a small
footprint (161/: by 1358 by 53/4 inches) is
available from American Mitac Corpo-
ration. The MPC 3000 has a I6-MHz
clock speed and incorporates the 80386
chip set from Chips 8: Technologies. An
on—board diskette drive controller, serial
and parallel port, realtime clock, en—
hanced keyboard, eight expansion slots,
and 1MB RAM are standard. Prices start
at $2,500 based on configuration.
American Mitac Corporation, 3385 Viso
Court, Santa Clara, CA 95054;
408/988—0258
CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A 16—MH2 PC/AT compatible based on
the Intel 80386 is offered by PC Dis-
count. The speed of the Noble 386 is
keyboard selectable at either 8 or 16
MHz. The machine comes standard with
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a 1.2MB diskette drive, 21 40MB hard-disk
drive, an enhanced keyboard, a socket
on the system board for an 80387, and
1MB RAM (expandable to 4GB). $5,999.
PC Discount, 2758 Bingle Road, Hous-
ton, 7X 77055; 713/984-1177
CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The 80386 arena has been entered by
Apricot Computers. Using a Phoenix
ROM BIOS and Intel’s 80386, the Apri-
cot XEN-i 386 features one 1.2MB 51/4-
inch diskette drive, 1MB of RAM, and a
choice of 21 30MB or 45MB hard-disk
drive with an average access time of 25
ms (milliseconds). XEN-i 386/30, $9,995;
XEN-i 386/45, $10,995.

A multiuser version, the Apricot
VX features a 16-MH2 Intel 80386 and
support for the 80387. It comes with a

Apricol V.\’ nut/timer iju'tem

single 1.2MB 5V4-inch diskette drive, and
as many as four drive subsystem units
can be connected in a daisy chain to
provide a maximum drive capacity of
1.868 per system. A choice of 70MB,
157MB, and 268MB hard—disk drives are
available together with a 125MB Vt-inch

tape back-up unit and an optional
800MB Ski-inch write once, read many
(WORM) optical cartridge for archiving.
It is available with either Apricot Net-
work or XENIX 80386. Prices range
from $17,995 to $24,995.
Apricot Computers, Inc, 4 Director
Court, Suite 105, Woodbrz’dge, Ontario,
Canada ML 325; 416/851-8511
CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

—
CONNECTIONS

An enhanced version of The Major
BBS, a multiuser bulletin board system,
has been released by GALACTICOMM,
Inc. Added features of version 3.0 in-
clude a file-upload option, a system—
statistics display for the sysop (system
operator), an XMODEM downloadable
demonstration package, with direct log-
on capability at the operator console, a
sysop chat feature, and enhanced docu-
mentation. In addition to its existing 16-
modem card, GALACTICOMM has added a
4-modem card, the BREAKTHROUGH
Model 4, which provides full multiuser
support for The Major BBS. BREAK-
THROUGH provides voice synthesis capa-
bility as well as dual»tone multifre—
quency (DTMF) input decoding and full
300/1200 bps (bits per second) modem
functions. The Major BBS, $59; BREAK—
THROUGH Model 4, $1,988; voice synthe-
sis, 838 per channel.
GALACTICOMM, Inc, 11360 Tara Drive,
Plantation, FL 33325; 305/4 72—9560
CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A three-ounce, 300/1200—bps (bits per
second) modem has been introduced
by Novation, Inc. Measuring 4V4 by 23/4
by 58 inches, the Parrot 1200 offers
compatibility with the Hayes AT com-
mand set, full-duplex operation, asyn—
chronous data format, built—in automatic
self test, touch—tone or pulse dialing,
and automatic answer. It also has ana-
log, local digital, and remote digital

PC TECH JOURNAL
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loop-back testing Options include
adapter, cable, and software. $119.
Nouation, Inc., 21345 Lassen Street,
Clmtswortb, CA 91511; 818/998-5060
CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Texas Instruments (TI) has made
available the IEEE 802.2 Logical Link
Control (LLC) for its TMS380 Token
Ring LAN Chipset. The TMS38O is a
VLSI (very large scale integration) chip
set with IEEE 802.2 LLC. The chip set
was the result of a joint development
project of TI and IBM. IEEE 802.2 has
been selected by IBM for the Token—
Ring Network, by several major com-
puter OEMs, and by the International
Standards Organization for Open Sys-
tem Integration (OSI) LAN protocols.
Because connection-oriented LLC proto-
cols now can be handled on the
TM8380, the host system is freed from
time-consuming operations, such as se-
quencing, acknowledgments, link ses—
sion control, and automatic retries. The
TM8380 LLC Evaluation Kit is de-
signed for developers and users of
token-ring adapters for the PC who wish
to evaluate the LLC software. License fee
for IEEE 802.2 LLC and Adapter Handler
Emulator software, $24,000; LLC soft»
ware (quantities of 5,000), $13 each,
TM5580 chip set (quantities of 100),
$115 each; TM5580 LLC evaluation kit,
$802; PC adapter card with LLC, $1,750;
PC/AT adapter card with LLC, $1,750.
Texas Instruments, Semiconductor
Group (SC-723), P. O. Box 809066; Dai-
ias, TX 75380; 800/232-3200, ext. 700
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A LAN for workstations in small- to mid-
sized businesses has been introduced
by Computer Pathways, Inc. The 3.6
million hits per second (mbps) Grape-
vine LAN links as many as 50 IBM PCs
without requiring a dedicated file
server. Grapevine remains resident in
the RAM of each user's PC, yet con-
sumes less than 128KB of memory.

JULY 1987

Grapevine can communicate as far as
4,000 feet over coaxial cable or twisted—
pair wire. All network functions can be
performed from within an application.
Grapevine is called up with a single key-
stroke and provides full on-screen infor-
mation, such as the names of the print—
ers and the number of jobs in each
print queue. Users can send electronic
mail and transfer files from within an
application by using a single keystroke
to reveal pull-down menus containing
options for sending, receiving, or stor-
ing. Evaluation kit, $9.95; one-month
rental for two—station system, $195.00;
Grapevine, $595 per station (not includ-
ing wiring or cabling).
Computer Pat/aways, Inc., 19102 N.
Cree ’ Par/away, Bot/9e11, WA 9801 I ;
206/487-1000
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A data communications software pack—
age for the PC, Carbon Copy PLUS
from Meridian Technology, Inc.,
combines PC-to-PC remote control, PC-
to-host terminal emulation, and Kermit
and XMODEM file transfer protocols,
The PLUS version has all of the remote-
operation and control features found in
the original Carbon Copy, plus addition—
al remote control features, the ability to
emulate a full complement of terminals
for access to on-line databases, compati-
bility with Crosstalk script files, and sup—
port of Kermit and XMODEM protocols
for file transfer. In terminal emulation
mode, Carbon Copy PLUS emulates a
number of asynchronous terminals, in-
cluding 21 DEC VT-SZ, DEC VF-IOO, Tele-
video 920, and IBM 3101. It supports
IRMA remote emulation boards and has
40 programmable function keys, a
scrollable look-back window with retro-
active capture, an on-line emulator con—
figuration menu, command language for
script-file creation, automatic script-file
execution, and a point-and-choose
scrollable call table, which is alphabet-
ized and indexed. In remote-control

mode, Carbon Copy PLUS can link two
PCs over an asynchronous dial—up link
or direct serial connection enabling the
two PCs to act as one. $195.
Meridian Technology, Inc., 1101 Dove
Street, Suite 120, Neujoort Beach, CA
92660; 714/476-2224
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An enhanced version of Waterloo
PORT, an advanced LAN program by
Waterloo Microsystems Corpora-
tion, is available. Version 2.4 provides
improved speed and has full NETBIOS
and foreign-language keyboard support.
PORT runs all application programs
written for DOS and can be used to in—
terconnect stand-alone PCs or to con-
nect PC networks to minicomputers and
mainframes, as well as to provide inter-
networking between LANs, both locally
and remote. Coaxial, twisted-pair, and fi-
ber-optic cables as well as the IBM Ca-
bling System can be used as transmis-
sion mediums in a Waterloo PORT PC
LAN. In addition to a standard keyboard
interface, PORT provides an optional
icon»based user interface. $1,695.
Waterloo Micron/stems Corporation,
3597 Par/away Lane, Suite 200, Nor-
cross, GA 30092,- 404/441-9252
CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Shipment has begun on version 11.8
of PCBoard, a remote bulletin board
software package from Clark Develop-
ment Company. PCBoard 11.8 contin-
ues to provide complete support for the
9600—bps (bits per second) dial—up mod-
ems, including two full-flow protocols
(Imodem and Ymodem—G), which take
full advantage of built-in hardware error
checking and provide high throughput
rates without software slowdowns.
PCBoard can act as a host for other soft—
ware applications; the system operator
can install many standard programs so
that the users of the bulletin board can
run them via modem from a remote lo-
cation. PCBoard offers complete net-
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working support; it functions properly
under any network software that sup,
ports DOS 5.0 (or later) file—sharing
conventions. Additional features include
enhanced color graphics capabilities,
download file protection, file imports
and exports from message bases, full 8.
bit file transfer protocols including
XMODEM, CRC XMODEM, Ymodem
CRC, Imodem, and Ymodem-G, and
complete conference support with sepa-
rate messages, bulletins, files, and script
questionnaires. PCBoard can store as
many as 10,000 messages on line at
once. Price range from $79.93 (standard
version) to $999.93 (concurrent network
support of 99 nodes).
Clarle Development Company, [10. Box
71565, Mlmav, ll'l'84107;
801/964—6692
CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVTCE CARD

A dedicated network workstation has
been announced by 3Com Corpora-
tion. The 3Station, an IBM-compatible
80286-based Ethernet workstation that
can be integrated with PCs on a net-
work, features four graphics adapters.
1MB of main memory (that can be up-
graded to 4MB), and Ethernet. Overall
dimensions (14 by 14 by 5 inches) in-
clude a channel on the bottom of the
unit for routing and collecting the ca-
bles. The 5Station also includes an en»
hanced keyboard, power cable, BNC
connector, and users guide. $1,895.

Also announced were TokenLink
and Ethel-Link II, two products that ex-
pand 5Com‘s existing network interface
line. TokenLink is the entry-level follow-
up to TokenLink Plus, a high-perfor—
mance adapter with an 80186 and
236KB of on-board RAM. EtherLink II is
the successor to EtherLink, the industry-
standard IEEE 802.5/Ethernet connec-
tion for PCs. These boards satisfy the
connectivity requirements for the IBM
Personal System/2 (PS/2) Model 50, as
well as the PC, PC/XT. and PC/AT. An
Ethernet adapter to support the Micro
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Channel architecture is under develop-
ment for the other PS/2 models. Both of
these adapters feature software-selecta-
ble DMA (direct memory access) and in-
terrupt channels, allowing a network
manager to adjust an adapter's parame-
ters from the keyboard without disasA
sembling the host machine. TokenLink
Plus adapter, $895; TokenLink, $650;
EtherLink II. $495; EtherLink, $495;
TokenLink Software Starter Kit; $55,495.
5Com Corporation, 3163 Kgfer Road,
Santa Clara, CA 950528145.-
408/562-6400
CIRCLE 306 ()N READER SERVICE CARD

Two wiring products, the Codex 4320
LAN Hub and the Codex 4303 Trans-
ceiver, have been released by Codex
Corporation. The Codex 4520 LAN
Hub is an 8-to-I LAN port-sharing device
that features Codex's collision»avoidance
technique, The Codex 4520 IAN Hub
cascades to support a total of 64 LAN
ports or, when implemented as a stand-
alone LAN, as many as 4,096 IAN ports.
The Codex 4505 Transceiver connects a
LAN device to baseband coaxial cable
and features a compact design. Both the
4520 and the 4505 support Open System
Integration (081) levels 1 and 2 for
Ethernet and IEEE 802.5 equipment.
4520, $1,093; 4503. $270.
Codex Cotporan'on, 20 Cabal Blvd,
iIIaILs/ield, MA 02048—1 195’;
61 7/_)’64-2()()0
CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD

—
PERIPHERALS

An 80586 coprocessor that plugs into
the PC/XT or PC/AT to give developers
the power of a technical workstation in
a DOS environment has been devel-
oped by A.I. Architects. The 386
HummingBoard uses an Intel 52-bit
80586 rttnning at 16 MHz or 20 MHz, an
optional 80587, a high—speed cache
memory for zero—wait-state operation

and from 2MB to 24MB of parity-pro»
tected, dual-ported RAM. 08/386, a pro
prietary DOS~extension operating sys-
tem, allows applications to run in pro»
tected mode on the 80586 while the
host systems microprocessor concur-
rently handles I/O. Full 52-bit language
support for C, Pascal, assembly lan—
guage, FORTRAN, and LISP is available.
thus many applications can harness the
power of the 80586 simply by being re-
compiled. Prices start at $5,000.
A]. Architects, Inc, One Kendall .S‘t/uare,
Suite 2200, Cambridge, MA 02139,-
6 I 7577-8052
cmcua 317 ON READER smvrcr: CARD

A 12~MHz memoiy board with 12MB of
extended and expanded memory has
been developed by American Micro-
nics, Inc. The Elephant-12 can run
with zero wait states in a one—wait-state
machine. Using programmable array

Iz‘ltytlttlnl- [2. American .Illcmnitzv' IJ'IlIIIZ IIIL‘IHUIj' lmanl

logic (PAL) chips, this board automati-
cally detects upgraded memory in sock»
ets, thus the board is configured only
once. The PAL chips also provide built-
in security protection. With OKB, $695;
2MB, $2,495: 12MB, $11,495.
American Microm'cs, Inc, 1785’] Sley-
par/e Circle, Suite C, lrz'z'ne, CA 92714;
7]4/2612428
cmcuz 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A multifunction board for 80286 applica-
tions with high memory and I/O re-
quirements is offered by Profit Sys-
tems, Inc. Using either 256KB or 1MB
modules (or any combination of the
two) on-board memory of the Elite 16
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News about the Microsoft Language Family

MICROSOFT LANGUAGES NEWSLETTER VOL. 2, NO. 7

New Microsoft® QuickCT“
Compiler Provides Easy C

Programming Through Total
Integration

Many of you have been
waiting for a $99 C compiler
designed to help get your
programs running quickly.
Microsoft QuickC Compiler
Version 1.0, being released in
the third quarter of 1987,
comes with a completely inte—
grated development environ-
ment allowing you to edit, compile and debug
your programs without ever leaving QuickC.

The key features of QuickC include an in—
memory compiler, an integrated source—level
debugger, an in—memory MAKE utility and a full—
screen editor. A supplied graphics library with a
Wide range of screen-control functions allows
you to take advantage of the extensive graphics
capabilities of the IBM® Personal Computer. A
stand—alone MAKE utility, completely compat—
ible with the in—memory MAKE, is provided.
QuickC includes a LIB utility for creating, organ— -
izing and maintaining object module libraries
and a LINK utility for combining relocatable
object modules into an executable program.
Write Bug-free C Programs More Easily with the

Microsoft QuickC Integrated Debugger
Microsoft QuickC has an integrated source-

level debugger that lets you see exactly what your
program is doing. This makes writing bug-free C
programs easier than ever before. Borrowing
from the CodeViewTM debugger technology in
Microsoft C, the QuickC debugger lets you pin—
point errors by stepping through the source code
while it executes, using animate, trace, or single—
step mode. Set, examine and clear dynamic
breakpoints to stop execution as needed so you

_ contents of both local and
3% global variables and see them

change as your program exe—
cutes. Use the screen—swapping

« feature for screen-intensive
applications, switching
between the source code and
program output as you
debug. Best of all, when the
bug is fixed just hit the <F5>
key and your program com-
piles and runs until the first
breakpoint is reached.

In-Memory Compiling and Editing
Speed Up Programming

ln—memory compilation makes Microsoft
QuickC extremely fast: On an IBM PC AT, it com-
piles and links at 7,000 lines per minute. It can
catch up to 26 errors during a single compilation,
allowing you to fix all problems before recom—

. piling. During recompilations, the in—memory
MAKE utility saves you additional time by creat—
ing the MAKE file for you and recompiling only
the changed modules.

At the end of a compilation, the editor helps
you by placing the cursor at the point of the first
error and subsequent errors. It also speeds the
correction process by providing detailed infor-
mation about the nature of each error.

The compiler’s integrated full-screen editor
includes a broad range of helpful functions,
including Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo, Search and
Replace, Overtype, and Insert. A“hotkey” allows
you to toggle between two program modules
when editing multiple—module programs. And
there’s context—sensitive, on-line help to answer
your C language and library questions.

For more information on the products and
features discussed in the Newsletter, write to:
Microsoft Languages Newsletter 16011 NE 36th

can take a closer look at
what your program is doing.
And find out how you got to.
a particular point in your
program by backtracing
within the stack to check
past history. The Watch
Window lets you observe the

Microsoft Pascal

Latest DOS Versions:
Microsoft C Compiler
Microsoft COBOL
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft Macro Assembler

Microsoft QuickBASIC

Way, Box 97017, Redmond,
WA 98073—9717. Or phone:
(800) 426—9400. In Washing—
ton State and Alaska, call
(206) 882—8088. In Canada,
call (416) 673—7638.
Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks
and QuickC and CodeView are trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark oflntemational
Business Machines Corporation.

4.00
2.20
4.00
4.00 ‘
3.32
3.00

Look for the Microsoft Languages Newsletter every month in this publication. "m0”
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can be increased from 512KB to a maxi-
mum of 16MB. Expanded memory is
supported with true 16-bit data transfer.
High-speed AT—compatible systems are
supported at speeds of 6, 8, 10, or 12
MHz. Both 6—MH2 and 8-MHz zero-wait»
state systems are supported. One paral-
lel port is standard and two [IS—232 ser-
ial ports are supported. AutoRAM soft-
ware is included for automatic installa-
tion, flexible memory and I/O configu-
ration, and expanded memory support.
With 512KB RAM, $695.
Profit Systems, Inc, 501 50 Telegraph
Road, Bimzingham, All 48010,-
313/647-5010
CIRCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Four printer models have been en—
hanced by IBM Corporation The IBM
Proprinter II is an upgraded version of
the IBM l’roprinter. It features a 9-wire,
dot—matrix technology, all-points-ad-
dressable (APA) graphics, doublehigh
characters, near-letter-quality (NLQ)
switch, tear-off assist, set-up mode, and
quiet mode. It prints at 240 cps in Fast-
font mode, 200 cps in data-processing
(DP) mode, 120 cps in emphasized
mode, and 40 cps in NLQ mode. $549.

The IBM Proprinter X24 and
X124 (wide-carriage version) uses 24-
wire, dot—matrix technology and accom-
modates the full IBM PC character set.
The printers' speeds are 240 cps in DP
mode and 80 cps in NLQ mode. Both
printers feature switches to select NLQ,
quiet mode, pitch/font selection, and
push-button controls to select con-
densed text, oversized characters, em-
phasized print, forms load assist, store
settings in memory, zero slash, and re-
set. X24, $799; XL24, $1,049.

The IBM Quietwriter 111 printer
offers executive—quality print at 120 cps
and NLQ print at 192 cps. The printer
also provides high—resolution APA
graphics. The sound level is 45 decibels
while printing. This printer supports
eight on-line fonts. Four fonts are built
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in, and additional type styles are avail-
able through optional plug-in cartridges
or optional font download features.
Other options include a dual-drawer
sheet feed and envelope handler.
$1,699; bidirectional pinwheel forms
feed, $99; one-drawer sheet feed, $350;
dual~drawer sheet feed, $849; sheet—feed
adapter kit, $355; envelope handler, $299,
IBM Corporation, Infonnation Systems
Group, 900 King Street, Rye Brook, N)
10593; 800/426-2468
CIRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A combination accelerator/Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) has been
created by PC Technologies, Inc. The
286 Rainbow Plus combines a 10—MHz
80286 accelerator with 16KB cache
memory, a high-resolution EGA, and a
clock/calendar with battery back-up. A
daughterboard is available with a paral~
lel port and a Microsoft InPort mouse
interface. The accelerator has a socket
for an optional 80287, and external
switch for 80286 or 8088 operation, and
a hot key to enable or disable cache
RAM at any time without rebooting.
$945; daughterboard, 3550.
PC Technologies, Inc, 704 Airport 31ml,
P. O. Box 2090, Ann Arbor, MI 48106:
800/821—3086,- in Michigan,
313/996-9690
CIRCLE 321 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Up to 8MB of additional memory in a
single slot is possible with JustRAM
(Model MSC 4940), a memory expan~
sion module for the PC/AT. Introduced
by Monolithic Systems Corporation,
JustRAM provides either 4MB or 8MB of
additional parity-checked memory; it
may be used as conventional, expanded,
or extended memory. The board oper-
ates at 12 MHz with wait states or at 8
MHz with zero wait states. Users of
other operating systems that address
memory directly (such as XENIX), can
access a full 16MB of conventional
memory with two boards. On-board

switch settings allow DOS users to se-
lect I/O addresses and give them the op-
tion to back-fill conventional memory
from 512KB to 640KB. Switches allow
XENIX users to set the starting address
and capacity. Using 256KB RAM chips
soldered in a zippertlike arrangement,
JustRAM consists of a 4MB motherboard.
A mezzanine RAM array board provides
another 4MB. The motherboard can op-
erate independently of the mezzanine
array board. _IustRAM, $1,495; mezzanine
board, $1,195; 8MB combination mod-
ule, $2,690.
Monolithic Systems Connoration, 84 In-
zterness Circle E, Englewood, CO 801 12,-
303/790- 7400
CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE CARI)

A coprocessor board for the PC bus that
features Texas Instruments TM832020
has been released by Symmetric Re-
search. The 5 million instructions per
second (mips) chip computes 16-bit by
I6—bit multiples in one clock cycle, mak-
ing it ideal for computationally intensive
graphics and numerical applications.
The TMSfiZOZO board can be completely
populated with the full 256KB of mem—
ory addressable by the 32020, and is
mapped into one 64KB PC segment.
This allows for fast data movement on
and off the board. Included with the
package is a monitor/debugger that fea-
tures breakpoint execution and disas-
sembly, a utilities library for controlling
board execution from C and a number
of application programs. With 52KB
RAM, $900; with 256KB, $1,100.
Symmetric Research, 15 Central Way,
Suite 9, Kirkland, WA 98033;
206/828-6560
CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

A stand-alone relational database man-
agement system (DBMS), Professional
ORACLE from Oracle Corporation
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It shakes desktop publishing
a piece of cake!

_,Tal,l/:_Tree Systems »-
intrddUCes another
breakthrough in desk“
top publishing with
JLASER PLUS. \X/e’ve
combined a 2 MB-
EM femory board,
and an interface. to.’
both a Canon®—based
laser printer and ,
scanner. JLASER PLUS
increases the perfor—_
ma Ce of both devices
an gives you a low: ‘
cost solution to the
limitations you’ve been
experiencing with
th
Ca

Furthermore, the
same memory that is
made available to
your printer and scan-
ner is also available for
all your other conven—
tional appliCations.
You get system mem—
ory, expanded LIM
memory, extended
memory in an AT—type
machine, RAM Disk, ,
and print spooler ——
all in a single slot!

Supporting JLASER
PLUS is a host of soft—
ware packages, such
as PC Paintbrush +

I'Dr. Halo DRE

_, .~_Ventura Publisher from
xerox, Page‘iBuilder

V'SoftCraft, inc, and
egistered trademark of Canon, inc. All software packages listed are trademarks of their respective companies

I JIASH! PLUS
“illiwmlviimliou ,
inn-dam

Ometiwfié
l NT, XT.i)r AT 5!
compulrr
i Canon-lmni 3 l

1 (21mm “41301

from Media Cyber—
netics, LaserGL from . .
Software Express, many more

to be announced
_ lt‘takes a techno-
from White Sciences, logical innovator like
Le Print from Le Baugh
Software, Fancy Font
and Fancy Word from

Tall Tree
Systems to

provide a major
advancement like

JLASER PLUS. And
we don't stop at

performance. We also
deliver value, which is
truly icing on the cake,
TALL TREE SYSTEMS
2585 E. Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
1415) 493-1980
Telex: 9102404041
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takes advantage of the protected mode
features of the 80286 and 80586 without
waiting for IBM's announced Operating
System/2 (OS/2). Professional ORACLE is a
complete implementation of ORACLE ver-
sion 5.1 and is compatible with ANSI
SQI. (structured query language) stan-
dard as well as IBM's SQL-based DBZ.
Using the protected mode of the 80286
and 80386, Professional ORACLE’s DBMS
kernel executes above the 640KB limit
of DOS, allowing application programs
and ORACLE tools to occupy as much as
500KB of standard memory.

Another product from Oracle is
LANserver ORACLE, a dedicated, distrib-
uted multiuser DBMS for 80286 and
80386 PC LANs. The LANserver ORACLE
kernel and data reside in one PC and
can be accessed by applications and ORA»
CLE tools running elsewhere on the LAN.

Networkstation ORACLE allows
PCs to become true distributed applica-
tion processors. The database can be ei-
ther ORACLE or IBM DBZ; it can reside on
a minicomputer or mainframe and can
be connected by asynchronous, 3270
coaxial, or Ethernet lines—all transpar—
ent to the application program running
on the PC under Networkstation ORACLE.
Professional ORACLE, $1,295; COBOL pre-
compiler option, $393; network option,
$395; LANserver ORACLE, $2,495, Net-
workstation ORACLE, 33695.
Oracle Corporation, 20 Davis Drive,
Belmont, CA 94002; 800/345-5267; in
California, 415/598—8000
CIRCLE 325 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A relational DBMS (database manage-
ment system) from Caltex Software
Ltd. boasts mainframe-level capabilities.
D—The Data Language supports data
input, data manipulation, and data pro-
cessing techniques. Characteristic of re-
lational databases, data are entered and
stored naturally, and all queries are
made equally probable. Through a D
developed scenario of Isolate-Arrange-
Report, D isolates data into collections,
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arranges the data according to the user-
specified criteria, and reports the data in
a user-defined form. D allows importing
of files from dBASE n, (lBASIZ 111, UNIX
ASCII, DOS ASCII, and DIF. $550.
Caltex Software Ltd, 3131 Turtle Creek
Blvd, Suite I I0], Dallas, 7X 75219;
2]4/522-9840
CIRCLE 327 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A database library, db/LIB, is available
from Ingram Software. The library is a
set of assembly language procedures
that give any Microsoft QuickBASIC ap-
plication full relational database man—
agement capability. $99.
Ingram Software, Vertical Marketing Di-
vision, 900 W. Walnut Street, Compton,
CA 90220; 818/985-5383
CIRCLE 326 ON READER SERVICE CARD

—
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
An operating system that is compatible
with DOS has been announced by Wen-
din, Inc. A selfbootable, multiuser,
multitasking DOS replacement, Wen-
din-DOS supports all DOS commands
and will run virtually all DOS applica-
tions. Based on the software architec-
ture of the VAX/VMS operating system
kernel, Wendin-DOS supports options
such as multiuser shells. Wendin-DOS
can automatically configure itself to sup-
port additional terminals through the
TERMINAL command. A swapping fea-
ture allows more applications to run
than can fit into memory. Wendin-DOS
offers compatibility with any version of
DOS via the VERSION statement. $99.
Wendz’n, Inc, P. O. Box 3888, Spokane,
WA 99220-3888; 509/624-8088
CIRCLE 335 ON READER smvxcr CARD

With validated Ada compilers available
for 80286 and 6800 computer architec-
tures, Alsys, Inc. has announced an
Ada compiler that exploits the protected
mode on the Compaq Deskpro 586. The

Alsys 386 Ada Compiler runs under
D08 31 and supports protected mode,
allowing Ada applications to break the
640KB barrier of DOS. Direct access to
as much as 16MB of main memory is
supported. $3,095.
Ain't»; Inc, 1432 Main Street,‘ Walt/9am,
MA 02154; 61 7/890—0030
CIRCLE 329 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An automatic knowledge acquisition sys4
tem has been released by Intelligence-
Ware. Capturing the knowledge of an
expert through interactive interviews,
Auto-Intelligence distills the knowl—
edge, then automatically generates an
expert system. Rules are automatically
generated. The expert systems gener—
ated by Auto—Intelligence can be exe-
cuted with an inference engine and
modified or embedded in other applica-
tions. Expert systems generated by Auto‘
Intelligence are royalty—free. $990.
lntelligenceWare, Inc, 9800 S. Sepal-
zieda Blvd, Suite 730, Los Angeles, CA
90045; 213/41 7-8896
CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

From TurboPower Software comes
Turbo Optimizer, a series of three
programs that make Turbo Pascal pro-
grams smaller and faster. By removing
unused parts of the Turbo Pascal run-
time library, the Turbo Compactor typi-
cally reduces medium-sized programs
by 7K8. The Object Optimizer makes
Turbo Pascal programs run as much as
30 percent faster by removing unneces—
sary instructions from compiled pro-
grams. The Object Librarian enables the
storing of compiled versions of often-
used procedures in an object library.
$75; with source code, $125.

TurboPower Software also has re-
vised T-DebugPLUS, the company’s
symbolic runtime debugger for Turbo
Pascal. Version 1.04 allows Turbo Pas-
cal programmers to debug code in over-
lzys and to access CPU registers and
memory. Other improvements include
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Oncmn’s
HAMQIIEST 50/60
ms YOU nun
BIG-TIME APPLICATIONS
on IBM’S PS/2.

If you try to use an IBM Personal
System/ 2 for serious computing, you’ll
be disappointed. Because its 1 Mega-
byte of RAM is only a fraction ofwhat
you really need.

But now, Orchid’s RamQuest 50/60'”
fills that need. It lets you use all
the high-performance programs you
already know how to run. Without
learning new software.

THE _;RA_M_IEICATIONS
OF 2 MEGABYTES.

RamQuest 50/60 adds 2 Megabytes
of RAM to your PS/2—and gives you a
clear growth path for future expansion.
So now you can conduct larger Sym—
phonies. 0r break out of small Frame
works. And run 1—2—3 as though it
were ONE-TWO—THREE.

PLLIS FASTER EMS MEMORY.
RamQuest 50/60 conforms to both

the extended memory and Lotus"/
Intel/Microsoft“ Expanded Memory
Specifications—letting you access as
much memory as your system allows.

’ fiamOumISU/bonulvadem

And since our EMS is hardware—
implemented, you can address huge
memory workspaces, and run programs
faster.

RAMQUEST 50/60 SPECIAL FEATURES
Type: IBM I’S/Z Model 50/60-compatible

memory card
2Megabytes ofRAM
EMS and Extended Memory
standards

Productivity RAM Disk, Disk Caching,
Tools: PrintSpooling
Software: Lotus 12-3 V2.0; Symphony V1.1;

Capacity:
Standards:

Compatibility: Microsoft Windows; D'amework ll

ALL THIS, AND
PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS TOO.
RamQuest 50/60 features produc~

tivity tools that can boost the efficiency
ofyour PS/Z dramatically. These
include RAM Disk, Print Spooling and
Disk Caching software—utilities that
free up your computer. So you can keep
on working while they handle slow
devices like disks and printers.

THE FIRST PS/2 MEMORY CARD,
AVAILABLE TODAY.

Orchid’s RamQuest 50/60 is the
first card from a leading supplier to add
this much power to IBM’s new series

IO/rhdhrmnnlogy PS mm vmowsmm» run,»
Laverne/thou munuIaUmEnno olhr‘v pie/dun "um-i um

of personal computers. And you can
get it without having to wait.

Orchid has been designing high-
quality PC enhancements for years,
including several generations of mem~
ory cards. So you can be sure the
RamQuest 50/60 uses proven technology.

Which explains why we continue
to be a leading supplier of add—0n solu»
tions for personal computers. For details
on our full line of memory, accelerator,
graphics and network cards, contact
your local dealer or Orchid ’lbchnology,
45365 Northport Loop West, FYemont,
CA 94538; (415)683-0300;
TLX 709289.

' amines: 50/60”
MEMORY CARD FOR

IBM PS/2 MODEL 50/60

ORCHIDIEUROPE‘, LTD,
UNIT 9A, lNIEC-Z
WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS.
RG24 ONE.
GREATERITAIN.
TEL 0256479898
TLX 946240.
REF l9023380
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Gold I Iill Computers, Inc. 13‘ GoldWorks expert system tool 'l'l ’tOxmi/l.) interactive debuggerfront Visual Age

easier customization of the debugger
and a new MAKELST utility that creates a
commented disassembly listing of Turbo
Pascal programs. $60; upgrade, $10.
TurboPower Software, 3109 Scott‘s Val-
ley Drive, Suite 122, Scotts Valley, CA
95066,- 800/538—8157, ext. 830; in Cali-
fornia, 800/672-34 70, ext. 830 (orders),-
408/438—8608 (information)
CIRCLE 331 ON READER SERVICE CARD

From Gold Hill Computers, Inc.
comes GoldWorks, a building tool for
developing and delivering knowledge-
based expert systems on the Intel
80286- and 80586-based microcomput—
ers. GoldWorks is a hybrid tool, com«
bining a knowledge base; an inference
engine that can reach conclusions using
forward, backward, and goal—directed
forward chaining; a multilevel, Open ar-
chitecture that provides developers with
two programming and debugging envi-
ronments based on their level of experi-
ence; external interfaces to Lotus 1—2-5,
dBASE, and C; a screen toolkit for the
quick design of end—user application
screens; and on-line tutorials and help
system. GoldWorlcs breaks the DOS-
imposed 640KB barrier and can address
up to 15MB of memory on the PC/AT,
14MB on the Compaq Deskpro 386, and
up to 24MB on Gold Hill‘s 386 Hum-
mingboard, a 80386—based, plug-in
board. GoldWorks also runs on the IBM
Personal System/2 models. $7,500.
Gold Hill Computers, Inc, 163 Harvard
Street, Cambridge, MA 02139,-
61 7/492-2071
CIRCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A software library that implements an
8MB virtual-memory work space under
DOS for programming in C is being of—
fered by Sapiens Software Corpora-
tion. The library, Sapiens V8, requires
no hardware support for virtual mem—
ory. The algorithm employed is a least-
recently—used, demand—paging system.
Each page contains lKB of data and is
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organized into 128 64—bit words. The
workspace is word addressable via a
32-bit structure containing page and ad-
dress of the word. Macros and functions
are provided to use this addressing
schema. Swapping begins only when a
predetermined number of pages have
been allocated. This can be set at initial-
ization from 1 to 64 pages. The work
space can be configured from 1MB to
8MB. Each megabyte requires 8KB of
physical memory. Included with Sapiens
V8 is a set of libraries to assemble and
use a virtual stack and heap. $300.
Sapiens Software Corporation, P. O. Box
7720, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-7720;
408/458- I990
CIRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A high—speed, source-code debugger for
Turbo Pascal has been released by
Visual Age. Based on CodeSmith-86
(the company’s high-level assembly lan-
guage symbolic debugger/disassembler),
TURBosmith runs as an invisible shell
around the user’s copy of Turbo Pascal,
simply creating a new menu item on
Turbo’s main menu. The debugger pro—
vides four window types for different
views into the Turbo Pascal code. TURBO-
smith’s Variable View Window allows
viewing and changing of variables while
a highlighted source-code statement is
being executed, thus allowing a step
through the program. $69.
Visual Age, 642 N. Larcbmont Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA 90004; 800/732-2345;
in California, 213/534—4202
CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Designed to support the standard ANSI
language, BlackStar “C” Function Li-
brary is available from Sterling Castle
Software. BlackStar ”C" is intended for
Microsoft C 3.0 and 4.0, and Lattice C
3.0; it is adaptable to other C compilers.
Among its 275 functions are device
handlers for screen, graphics, keyboard,
printer, and mouse; it also features in-
terrupt, string, menu, date, time, and

system functions. To optimize speed
and memory usage, some functions are
written in assembly language. 3599.
Sterling Castle Software, 702 Washing-
ton Street, Suite 1 74, Marina del Rey, CA
90292; 800/722—7853; in California,
213/306—3020
CIRCLE 334 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Prolog II artificial intelligence pro»
gramming language from ExperTelli-
gence, Inc. is available for the PC. Ex-
perProlog II features the ability to im-
plement infinite trees, or cyclic struc»
tures and the ability to freeze a predi-
cate until all desired parameters are in-
stantiated. First introduced for the Apple
Macintosh, the ExperProlog 11 source
code is PC compatible. $395.
EaperTe/ligence, Ina, 5‘59 San Ksidro
Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93108,-
805/969- 7871
CIRCLE 336 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A program has been developed by
MDS, Inc. to create context-sensitive,
on-line help screens for applications.
HELP/Control consists of three parts:
HELP/Generate, a help-screen compiler
that reads screen definition files and
writes the runtime help file; HELP/Run-
time, a runtime module that interfaces
to C (Microsoft and Lattice), BASIC
(IBM), Pascal (Microsoft and Borland's
Turbo), FORTRAN, COBOL (IBM and
Realia), and assembly languages; and
HELP/Popup, a stand—alone, application—
specific help system. A separate utility is
included to document dBAsE (Ashton
Tate) and Lotus 1—2-3 applications. $125;
HELP/Runtime source code, $125.
MDS, Inc, 160 Fox Street, PO. Box
123 7, Portland, ME 04104;
207/772-5436
CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD fill—Ema

The material that appears in Tech Releases is
based on vendor-supplied information. These
products have not been reviewed by the PC
Tech journal editorial staff
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Getlbur ands on
ISGITECH $99
MOUSE
with Plus Software $119

Purchase our
best selling
LOGITECH
Serial or Bus
Mouse and Plus
Package with

EDITOR’S CADD, Paint
CHOICE and Publisher

software at very affordable prices.
Each package is a complete solu—
tion that gets you the results you
need right now.

$189

iiiE
}

:Jtt:El

CADD
Solution
Our Mouse, Plus Software and
LOGICADD (Generic CADD 3.0
plus DotPlot). Everything you
need to turn your PC into a full
featured CADD workstation. It’s
the complete solution for dimen—
sioned line drawing and CADD.

Paint
Solution $149
Our Mouse, Plus Software and
LOGIPAINT (PC Paintbrush) .
With 11 type fonts and a 16 color
palette, it’s the paint set that’s used
by professional and beginning
users alike. LOGIPAINT files
move easily into both LOGICADD
and Publisher documents.

Publishing
Solution $179
Our Mouse, Plus Software and
PUBLISHER Software (PFS:
First Publisher). It’s the complete
package that makes it easy to pro-
duce high—impact, professional
looking documents.

Generic CADD is a trademark of Generic Software. PC Paintbrush is a trademark of 2501‘! Corp. PFS: First Publisher is 21 trademark of
Software Publishing Corp.
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To place a credit card order
call our special toll—free number:

800-231-7717
Call toll-free in California:

800-552-8885
none-cc...-cocoooooo-ono-

YES!
LOGICADD Package

I want the
LOGITECH Mouse solution!

$189
D w. Serial Mouse and Plus Sofitmre
D w. Bus Mouse and Plus Software
LOGIPAINT Package $149
[:1 w. Serial Mouse and Plus Sofnmre
l] w.’ Bus Mouse and Plusy'Sofiwure
PUBLISHER Package $179

‘ {:1 w. Serial Mouse and Plus Software
Cl w. Bus Mouse and Plus Software
Add $6.50 for shipping and handling, California
residents add applicable sales tax. Prices valid
in U.S. only.

C] VISA 1:! MasterCard E] Check Enclosed
Total Enclosed $

Card Number Expiration Date

Signature

Name

Address

City Slate

Zip

LOGITECH
LOGITECH, Inc.

Phone

805 Veterans Blvd..Redwood‘Ci, CA 94063
Tel: 415365-9852

In Europe:
LOGITECH SA, Switzerland

Tel: 41-21—879656 - Telex 458 217 Tech Ch
In Italy:

Algol-Logitech spa‘39»2—2 |5-5622
ooonce-cocooosco-ooe-uooo.
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Hundreds Of members of th’
manufacturers, developers «



and yet" vpendors ,share CO ,
' and integratedesktop works

_ _ _ Standalone iSsu ‘ ’ '
_ ng hard are and software r ,

_ ues we’ll be tackling:
‘ _ , compu _ ,, , data, and applicationsare widely‘distributed. IBM has

some theoretical, announced and planned solutions—APPC, LU 6.2, 5AA, SNA,
’ nd 05/2 extensions—+butwhat ar users and vendors doing right now to make

he connections? Wh ' blue sky" ' ' :whatfs real world? " _, .
th ,kSto} H, . .-' ‘ u " -

s, 1/2 inch diskette. 9. Database Management; on LANs.
_ Land on individual
tamanagenaent cap . “ties—rivaling mul-

_, _ , , _\ n‘frames. In fact, LANrand DBMS product
li‘mitations'have greatly duced theépotential poWer of networked data manage—
ment applications, What can you doright now to maximize DBMS performance?

ts will eliminate performance roadblOcks?

"i The (Desktopibas‘ed DBMS as Productiony'jDatabase.
I‘Most PC-based data/file—management software in user hands is lightly used, if at

Panelists will include members of both the vendor and
User community’chosen, for technical [competence andreal

orldexperience profeséiona'ls likeryou» Here’s “a, partial
* list of panelists already committed to participating in thechine equipped wrt

have an ideal platform for a host of workstation applications?

'- Steve IkardfMgr. Ad "nced Systems Grp., Wells Fargo'B k "
I‘Laurie Antonell, Dir. Systems, and LANS, Merrill Lynch/Capital Mkts. Div.
0 Mike Johnson, PC Systems Mgr., PC Systems Support Grp., Transok, Inc.

‘ 'tQLSr ' R&D, t & Whinney
From Manufacturer/Publisher Organizations:'
0 Philippe Kahn, Pres, Borland lntl.

’0 Div-Vice Pres;, Product Architecture,
5

c Alan Ashf Presaord Perfect Corp.
6 Steve Ballmer‘, Vice Pres, Microsoft Corp.
0, Craig Burton, Vice Pres_.-Mktg., Novel!
O” Safi Qureshey, Prest &_CEO, AST Research , _
0 Chuck Hickey, Presw Microport Systems, Inc,"

. ,_ , - i Peter (label,- Pres, Anty '
ptable performance from a local area network involves muchmore 0 Nat Goldhaber, Pres., Centram Corp. '

than hooking. up the cables and inst, lling the network softw re. CarefulfyLAN ' ‘
rs,

and the; extent towhic'h gatew L.» are ‘ ‘
'/Con‘sU/~tant Organizations: _

, ’ce-P, interconnect
0 Rick Watki s, Co—FoUn er, Accelerated Learning Center, :”

[—____.__._______.____.__.___.__..._..._._.___._. ______-'_ ______

So join us in San Diego September 23, 24, and 25 at the Sheraton Harbor
Island—We’ve got a lot to talk about.
You’ll be in good company; you’ll learn a lot, and you’ll get
to do it all at the delightful Sheraton Harbor Island on San
Diego Harbor. We’ve negotiated special room rates. We’ll
also provide a lot of food, fun, and fireworks, (intellectual, of Title
course).

Last Name First Name

|
|
|
l
|
|
l
I Company
I El Yes, I’ll be there El Please send me more info.
| Registration Fee $495 ($395, if registered by July 30)

l
l
l
|
I
|
l
l
I

El Check Enclosed Address

El Charge my VISA D Mastercard
Acct. No. Exp. Date City

State Zip Code
Make Hotel Reservations at Sheraton Harbor Island by Call—
ing (619) 291-2900. Ask for the Special PC Tech Journal ( )
Rate. Any Further Questions? Call Marti Cunha at (301) 740- Phone
8300. Return coupon to Marti Cunha, PC Tech Journal, Suite
800, Little Patuxent Pkwy, Columbia, MD 21044. Signature
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EDITOR LUS
BASIC FREE fully functional DEMP disk!

Stunning speed. Unmatched performance. Total flexibility.
Simple and intuitive operation. The newest VEDIT PLUS
defies comparison.
Other editors just don‘t offer this wide a range of features:

Sp ag h e t t i #1 PROGRAMMABLE VEDIT

- ‘Oft the cuff’ macros - Execute DOS commands
- Built-in macros - Configurable keyboard layout
- Keystroke macros - ‘Cut and paste’ buffersin de ’1 t9 d, S tr u C t u re d . Multiplefile editing - Undo line changes
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Powerful “Automatic Programming” Tools
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The novice or power programmer, can easily add these professional features.
I Screen Builder ‘ "
I B+ Tree
I EZ Screen Pop-up Windows
I Help Message System

Programmers at Work is a fascinating collection of interviews with industry
leaders like Jon Sachs. Wayne Ratliff. Dan Bricklin. and Bill Gates. “Prefaced
by a short biography and including program doodles and samples of source code.
each interview examines the forces. the events. and the personality traits that have
influenced the programmers" work."
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BASIC Development Tools”I (BDTW) is
compatible with the newest. fastest compilers.
including Microsoft QuickBASlC“1 and Borland
Turbo Basic.” In BDT you have four powerful
aids that can be used separately or together.

Screen Builder System translates the painted
screen image into BASIC code which then can be merged in your program.

B+Tree Data Manager is a very fast data file index system providing both
direct and sequential access to data. Complete source provided.

EZ Screen Pop-up Window Manager. written in assembler. easily inserts
menus. windows. notcpads. Saves a portion of the screen to/from a buffer.

Help Message System allows the creation of context sensitive help messages in
your application program,

With BDT you have four of the most popular programming aids for $89
Includes two diskettes and 220 page manual.
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JOHN T. COCKERHAM

The Mouse-EGA Interface
The IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter register interface allows
proper screen handling in response to mouse activity.

rograms that use the mouse while an IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) operates in high—resolution

graphics display modes (EH, FH, and 10H) must manipulate
the EGA registers in response to user actions, such as moving
the mouse or pressing the buttons After the program pro-
cesses the mouse event, it must restore the registers to their
state before the event. Because the EGA registers are write—
only, the state of the registers when the event occurs cannot
be easily determined. Therefore, the EGA interface portion of
all currently available mouse drivers maintains images of the
EGA’s registers, called shadow maps.

The shadow maps provide a central repository for data
reflecting the EGA’s state. The EGA register interface inter—
cepts all regular BIOS-video calls (interrupt 10H) that change John T. Cockerham, MD, is a cardiologist at The Children 's Hospital
the video-display mode, and it also updates the shadow maps

'AII = FOII (READ SINGLE REGISTER)
Input Output
BH = 0 - ~ BL = Data-
BL = Pointer for pointer/data chips
DX = Port number (see table 2)
AH = F1H (WRITE SINGLE REGISTER)
Input
BH = Data for pointer/data chips
BL = Pointer for pointer/data chips

Data for single registers
DX = Port number (see table 2)
AH = F211 (READ CONSECUTIVE REGISTER RANGE)

"Input ‘ - Output
CH = Starting pointer value ES:BX = Filled with 1—byte
CL = Number of registers - entries for range

\ DX = Port number (see table 2) ' '
ES:BX = Table _
AB = F3H (WRITE CONSECUTIVE REGISTER RANGE)
Input
CH = Starting pointer value
CL = Number of registers (>1)
DX = Port number (see table 2)
ES:BX = Table of 1—byte entries for range
AH = E41! (READ REGISTER SET)
Input
CX = Number ofregisters
ES:BX = Table of records
Bytes 0 and 1 = Port number (see table 2)
Byte 2 = Pointer value
8e 5 = Filled in by read

accordingly. However, it does not intercept the video—service
call that sets the color palette (AH = OBH). Recording the
color palette in the shadow map requires using the write-
register—set function (AH = FSH),

When setting hardware registers to change the EGA’s
state, the program calls interrupt 10H specifying the appro-
priate interface function in AH after loading the appropriate
valuesin the other CPU registers (as listed in table 1). Table
2 shows the possible values for the port—number parameter
required by most of the functions. Care must be taken with
the values passed to the interface because it performs no vali—
dation before writing the value to the EGA hardware.

in Boston and is on thefaculty ofHarvard Medical School.

AH = FSH (WRITE REGISTER SET)
Input I ‘ ‘ , ‘1
CX = Number of registers
ES:BX = Table of records
Bytes 0 and 1 = Port number (see table 2)
Byte 2 = Pointer value
Byte 3 = Data to be written to register
AH = F6H (REVERT T0 DEFAULTS)
Input
None
AH = I711 (DEFINE DEFAULT TABLE FOR CHIP)
Input
DX = Port number (see table 2)
ES:BX = Table of entries for all registers
AI! = FAH (IN'IERROGATE DRIVER)
Input Output
BX = 0 BX = 0 if driver not present

ES:BX = Pointer to version number

0H CRT controller (3X4H)
8H Sequencer (3C4H) _

10H Graphics controller (3CEH)
18H Attribute controller (SCOH)

Valid for single register calls only
20H MiScellaneous output register (SCZH)
28H Feature control register (3XAI-I)
30H Graphics position 1 (SCCH)
38H Graphics position 2 (3CAH)
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It’s like having 256,000
in one box.

5. . (yr.
fir g "r Back in the
r :5 "3 dark ages of per-

sonal computing,
the world was

ruled by numbers and words.
Graphics were a nicety, but rarely
a necessity.

Welcome to the Renaissance.
And to the new IBM® Personal

System/2:” Its talent for graphics
is dazzling.

Each Personal System/2 can
paint up to 256 colors on the
screen at once, drawing from an
incredible palette ofover 256,000.
And not one of those colors costs
a penny extra.

Even in monochrome, things
aren’t monotonous. There can be
up to 64 shades of gray for new
dimension and contrast.

And the images themselves
are greatly improved. The tiny
“pixels” that create the image can
now be tinier, and there can be

18M is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. “Personal System/2" is a trademark of IBM Corporation. © Copyright 1987 BM Corporation.

lots more of them. Even the space
between them seems to have disap-
peared. 50 pictures are sharp and
clearly defined.

Better letters.
Equally important, letters and

numbers are clean-edged and
precise, looking more like they’re
printed than projected. After a few
hours with your trusty spread-
sheet, you’ll appreciate that.

You’ll also like the non-glare '
viewing surface, and mountings "
that tilt and swivel so your neck
doesn’t have to.

There are four new IBM
displays, and each works with
every Personal System/2 com-
puter, all showing improvements
in price.

The 12” monochrome and
14" color displays are great for
most general-purpose work. The r
12” color display is even sharper, l!
ideal for detailed business , iii



crayons

graphics. And for design work,
there’s the big 16" color display
with even higher resolving power.

YOUI‘ favorite programs.

Just about any program you
can run on the IBM Personal
System/2 will look better, and will
likely be more pleasant to spend

19135 1064 1963 (952

time with. Many other programs
are being reworked just to take
advantage of the new graphics.

But the future holds real sur-
prises. The screens ofthe Personal
System/2 are like a brand new
kind ofcanvas. How the artists will
use them should be something
to see.

For a graphic demonstration,
call your IBM Marketing
Representative, or visit an IBM
authorized dealer.

For the dealer nearest you, call

The IBM Personal System /2
Color Display 8513.

The IBM Personal System /2
Monochrome Display 8503.

The IBM Personal System/2
Color Display 8512.

All screens are actual and
unrelouched.

1-800-447-4700, ext. 9. (In Alaska
call 1-800-447-0890, in Canada
1-800-465-6600.) —— _ —

The IBM Personal System/2 Model 50 and
I, the IBM Personal Syslem /2 Color Display 8514.
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IntClllgenC€
Dedicatedprocessors are bringing

unprecedented speed and sophistication
to PC graphics.

ED MCNIERNEY

he increasing demand for high-
resolution, sophisticated PC graph~
ics is placing a premium on the

quality and performance demanded of
graphics displays, which play a critical
role when evaluating an entire PC sys-
tem. Because graphics display and man—
agement are now too complex to re»
main part-time tasks for the 8086-family
CPUs, speciaLpurpose processors de-
signed to manipulate graphics have be-
gun to appear on the market.

These “intelligent" graphics proces—
sors add a new level of complexity to
the design of graphics hardware and
low—level graphics software, and allow
the developer to harness a subsystem of
unprecedented speed and sophistica—
tion—essentially an independent graph—
ics computer inside the PC. This subsys‘
tem provides a graphics environment
more flexible and powerful than the
current field of “unintel gent" graphic
display adapters reprei
Enhanced Graphics Ada er (RCA). 7

In this issue, PC Tejournal ex
plores the field of intell' ent gra hi 7
processors with three at les,‘b , '
ning with an overview ow th‘. ffl
proces‘sorshave evolved immediate
followed by individual r Vl€WS Of

grated graphics processorthét
ily work in tandem with Intel
cessors; the T1 product '





GRAPHICS

DRAM

_ l

DISPLAY REFRESH DRAWING ACCESS

DISPLAY REFRESH
(serial access)

VRAM

4x
DRAWING ACCESS
(random access)

Dynamic RAM (DRAM) chips force the display refresh and CPU drawing to share a single path to memory. Dual-ported RAM
used as video RAM (VRAM) allows the refresh and CPU accesses to occur without any interference from each other.

50 and 70 times a second. To complete
one refresh cycle, each pixel on the
screen must be extracted from graphics
memory and sent to the display. Mul—
tiplying the number of pixels visible on
the screen at any given time by the
number of refresh cycles per second
yields the pixel rate.

All video-timing signals provided to
the monitor are based upon this funda-
mental clock, for an EGA in 640-by-550
mode the clock rate is 16.257 MHz.
(The pixel rate is not the same as the
system’s drawing rate—the rate at
which pixels in the display memory can
be modified; an EGA in 640-by—350
mode transmits 16,257,000 pixels every
second, even when the image on the
screen is not changing.)

In addition to the pixels generated
for screen display, the EGA produces al-
most 3 million pixel tic/es per second;
these do not display data on the screen.
Pixel ticks are not real graphics data
taken from memory, but rather are ticks
of the pixel clock used by the monitor
to generate time for other purposes.
For example, an electron beam gener-
ates the image on the display monitor
by scanning the screen from left to
right and top to bottom. The beam
takes time to jump back to the left edge
and to the top of the screen after scan—
ning a line or screen. This process con-
sumes extra pixel ticks at the beginning
and end of each line and at the top and
bottom of each screen refresh. (For in-
formation about the monitors opera—
tion, see “Synchronizing Graphics Stan»
dards,"]ohn C. Blair,jr., May 1987,
p. 146, and “Instant Screens," Augie
Hansen, June 1986, p. 96.)
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Each horizontal scan line consists
of four portions, running from left to
right across the screen: the horizontal
back porch, the active—video period, the
horizontal front porch, and the horizon-
tal—synchronization signal. All portions
except the active video period are used
to move the beam to the next position
for scanning. For the EGA in 640-by‘350
mode, each horizontal scan line con~
sumes 756 ticks of the pixel clock; of
these, 640 are used for the active dis-
play of graphics data.

The four phases of the horizontal
signal have exact counterparts in the
vertical signals. Horizontal and vertical
signals differ only in their units of
measurement: horizontal signals are
measured by the pixel clock; vertical
signals are measured by scan lines.

For most monitors, however, the
critical factor in these signals is their
frequency of occurrence, not the num~
ber of pixels or scan lines they repre-
sent. A display adapter running at twice
the pixel rate of the EGA could double
the number of pixels in each horizontal
scan period, obtaining a 1,280-pixel line
on the same monitor, even though the
actual display capabilities of the CRT’s
phosphor or shadowmask may be ex-
ceeded at that resolution.

RAM ARRANGEMENTS
To display a screen image, a graphics
system must have sufficient RAM to hold
one screen of pixel information. This
RAM must be readable and writable by
the host CPU or the graphics processor
and also be available to refresh the dis—
play. Any memory configuration that
meets these requirements can be used

in a display device. In addition, various
memory arrangements should be pro-
vided for particular needs, such as an
8—bit or 16-bit data path to memory or
maximum-burst access rates.

Although a variety of memory
layouts is used to provide maximum
performance, the fundamental distinc—
tion between graphics—memory systems
is in the type of device used: either
video RAM (VRAM) chips or conven»
tional dynamic RAM (DRAM) chips. Fig—
ure 1 illustrates the difference between
the two types. Traditionally, the RAM
devices most commonly used were
static RAM chips. More recently, DRAMs
have become the memory chip of
choice; they are found not only in the
most popular graphics boards (such as
the EGA and Hercules Graphics Card)
but also in both standard PC system
memory and expansion memory.

DRAMs can be accessed by only
one external device at a time. This
works well when system memory is be-
ing used only by the CPU. When a
DRAM is used in a graphics board, how—
ever, it must be shared by two compet—
ing devices: display refresh and the CPU
or graphics processor. In this case, the
processor and display refresh must take
turns accessing the display memory,
with display refresh usually having
priority: although the processor can be
made to wait its turn by inserting wait
states, any delay in refreshing the dis—
play would result in unacceptable dis—
turbances on the monitor.

For most devices with lower reso-
lutions than the EGA’s, taking turns is
not a problem because the bandwidth
required to refresh the display is low

PC TECH JOURNAL



< VIDEO OUTPUT DISPLAY
CONTROLLER

GRAPHICS
ROM

RAM
CONTROL

DISPLAY
MEMORY

DRAWING
PROCESSOR

COMMUNICATIONS
RAM

HOST PC

An operation of a typical graphics processor is illustrated in this simple block dia—
gram. Several of these functional blocks could be combined in a single component.

enough to be almost transparent to the
processor. With increases in the dis—
play‘s resolution and pixel depth—the
number of bits used to define the
pixel—the demands placed on the
DRAM increase proportionally. In high-
resolution displays this demand can be
more than 80 percent of available mem-
ory bandwidth, resulting in unaccepta-
bly slow access times for drawing and
otherwise modifying display memory. If
DRAMs were used in intelligent graph-
ics systems, the performance gain pro»
duced by the graphics processor would
be almost, if not entirely, outweighed
by the limited amount of time available
to the processor for drawing.

VRAMs, which TI designed to solve
this problem, have a serial port and a
random port for accessing memory.
Both ports may be used at the same
time, with each one having almost 100
percent access to the memory at all
times. Because display-refresh systems
require that pixel data be read from
memory sequentially, the serial port is
for display refresh. Because drawing
and other graphics operations need not
be accessed in order, the random port
is used for the CPU and graphics pro-
cessor. In this way, the processor can
run at almost full speed, unhindered by
memory limitations.

However, VRAMs are much more
expensive than conventional DRAMs
and are not available in high-density
packages; the current commercially
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available DRAMs provide densities of
1 Mbit per chip, while VRAMs are still
limited to 256 Kbits per device. These
two factors tend to restrict the use of
VRAMs to high-performance, high-res-
olution display systems.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE HOST
A processor-based graphics system must
be able to transfer or share data be—
tween the host CPU and the graphics
processor and to allow the two to inter-
rupt each other. Although the processor
may have its own memory, or even its
own processor, it is useless as an inde-
pendent system; it must be able to com-
municate with the host CPU to draw in
display memory, send video-control pa-
rameters and drawing commands to the
system, and read back information
about the state of the system (see figure
2). Because most graphics processors
have no independent drawing capabili—
ties, the host CPU needs full access to
display memory to perform any draw—
ing operations at all, However, most
video—control functions, such as setting
synchronization rates and cursor posi-
tions, are read from and written to ad—
dresses in the host CPU‘s I/O space.

The Intel microprocessors used by
IBM offer PC—based graphics a choice of
memory»mapped or l/O-mapped com-
munications. Most graphics systems use
a combination of both methods: the dis-
play memory is mapped directly into
the host CPU’S address space, and the

control and configuration functions are
mapped into its I/O addresses.

In EGA systems, I/O mapping is
used for a variety of access-control reg—
isters that set Boolean writing modes
and plane masks that write»protect cer-
tain bz‘tplanes, areas in which bits are
stored according to their values. When
the host CPU reads and writes from the
memory-mapped display space, the data
are modified dynamically by the EGA
according to the current state of its con-
trol-register set. Although combining
systems adds power to the graphics
processor and partially offsets the prob-
lems of sharing one port between the
CPU access and display refresh, the end
result is complex and has made writing
software for the EGA difficult.

Some intelligent graphics systems,
such as IBM’s Professional Graphics
Controller, do not require—0r pet~~
mit—the host CPU to draw directly in
display memory. Instead, the interface is
memory—mapped but command—driven;
the PC writes drawing commands to an
on-board command buffer where they
are read and interpreted by the graph-
ics processor. Although these control—
lers greatly reduce the work load of the
host CPU, they also restrict the types of
drawing available.

Graphics processors are now avail-
able that receive commands for on-
board execution, but still map display
memory into the PC’s address space for
maximum flexibility. If an application
requires a graphics primitive not pro—
vided in the processor’s hardware, the
CPU can synthesize the primitive by
drawing directly in display memory.

Any system that supports multiple
microprocessors must also provide for
asynchronous communications. Mem-
ory-mapped and I/O-mapped tech»
niques work well for the synchronous
transfer of commands and data, but an
interrupt mechanism must be provided
so that each system can alert the other.
Interrupts can be triggered by any num-
ber of events: an error requiring imme-
diate attention; results becoming avail-
able from an asynchronous operation;
or attainment of a desired state that is
meaningful to the other processor.

The IBM EGA has a vertical—retrace
interrupt that signals the host CPU at
the end of each frame of the display.
This type of interrupt is useful in ani-
mation or in timing a graphics event
without depending on the speed of the
host CPU. The PC provides a set of in—
terrupt—request (IRQ) lines for this pur-
pose: IRQ 2, 3, 4, and 5 on each expan-
sion bus connector trigger interrupts
10, 11, 12, and 13 respectively.
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ASYST W 2 .0. .. Superiority
Reflected By Its Performance

We Just Made The World’s Best Engineering
and Scientific Software Better!
With ASYST 2.0, we have taken the industry
standard in PC based scientific software and
expanded its formidable capabilities.
ASYST continues to be the only technical
software available for the PC and compatibles
which integrates data acquisition, data
analysis, statistics and astounding graphics
in a fully programmable environment. This
provides great flexibility and offers you
virtually limitless application opportunities.
ASYST provides its users with minicomputer
speed at PC prices. ASYST supports analog
and digital I/O in foreground and
background operation on many popular
boards and its A/D is fast and flexible. The
IEEE-488 and RS—232 capabilities interface
some 10,000 instruments. The graphics
facilitate axonometric, cartesian and contour
plots. You can perform waveform, matrix and
polynomial analysis and a 1024—pt. complex
FFT can be done in less than 2.5 seconds on

an IBM—AT or compatible. In addition, the
software accommodates linear and non-
linear curve fitting as well as smoothing
... and that just scratches the capabilities
surface.
Now ASYST 2.0 has added these expanded
performance features:
- A/D rate of 130 kHz

(run on an 8 MHz, 286)
- Lotus” 1-2-3" interface
- Supports LIM expanded memory boards
° Overlay architecture for fully customized

systems
° Set—up menus for rapid and easy

configuration
' Support for new high—speed A/D boards
- Automatic command memory
- Dynamic arrays for programming

simplicity
- Intelligent on-screen help

IBM—AT is a registered trademark 01 International Business Machines Corp, ASYST is a trademark of Macmillan Soltware Co.
ASYST was developed by Adaptable Laboratory Software. PO Box 18448, Rochester NY14618
Lotus and 1—2-3 are registered trademarks ol Lotus Development Corporation

CIRCLE NO. 245 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Thousands of users feel that ASYST software
has no equal, in speed, power or flexibility.
ASYST 2.0 has widened the competitive gap
even further.
ASYST 2.0 makes your PC as powerful as a
mini while it unlocks your own personal
potential and expands productivity.
ASYST 2.0 includes free technical support for
60 days and a comprehensive Extended
Support Plan is available.
We would like to include you among our
ASYST User Group Members. Please call us
today for more detailed information.
1-800-348—0033 NY (212) 702—3241

MACMILLANSOFTWARE
A division of Macmillan Publishing Company

630 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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Because such a limited range can

become crowded, most devices that can
generate these interrupts are identified
by an interrupt-source signature. When
an interrupt handler gains control, it
checks the signature on the device it in—
tends to service to determine whether
that device generated the interrupt. If
the signature is not found, the handler
assumes another device caused the in-
terrupt and passes control to the next
handler in the chain.

An intelligent graphics system also
requires an interrupt signal that flows
in reverse, from the CPU to the graph-
ics processor. For example, a paint ap-
plication on a high-resolution screen
may allow the user to fill in a selected
area. If the user selects an incorrect
starting point and begins filling the
wrong area, the PC could interrupt the
operation and instruct the processor to
recover and undo the fill. Because the
PC expansion bus does not have a gen-
eral—purpose interrupt interface to a
graphics board, the board can generate
an internal interrupt signal in response
to a command written by the host CPU.

POWER-UP STATES
Because a graphics processor is essen—
tially a stand—alone microcomputer, a
hardware designer should consider the
power-up state of both the processor
and the host CPU. Minimum acceptable
performance dictates that the start of
display—synchronization signals and dis—
play refresh on the processor synchro—
nize with initialization of the host CPU
to protect the monitor.

For graphics systems without true
microprocessors, these two steps often
are all that are necessary. Systems that
require special initialization by the PC
can be provided with ROM that the PC
executes during power—up. The EGA
contains such a ROM that revectors and
extends the normal video BIOS services
of interrupt 10H. The BIOS searches for
such extended-video ROMS and trans-
fers control to them as part of the nor—
mal start—up process.

If the graphics system contains a
microprocessor, it must start up in a
halted state or have on-board ROM.
Either the ROM can be limited, allowing
the microprocessor to initialize the re—
mainder of the system, or it can provide
the microprocessor with a full graphics-
command set—or even an operating
system. Most processors with limited
ROM have additional program memory
into which software can be loaded dy—
namically by the host CPU.

An intelligent graphics system pre—
sents a more complex software environ-
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AVAILABLE
MEMORY

N
900-by-300,

55KB 1 bit per pixel

400<by-400,
156KB 8 bits per pixel

800-by-100,
20KB 2 bits per pixel

640-by'650,
110KB 4 bits per pixel

Each bitmap has an independent size
and pixel depth and may be located
anywhere in the processor’s memory.

ment than does a simple frame—buffer
display. Applications developers must
rethink old assumptions that, while use
ful in Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) or
EGA environments, are no longer valid
in intelligent graphics systems. Software
will be as flexible as the graphics sys—
tem, and thus will be applicable in a va—
riety of graphics devices.

In developing software for intelli—
gent graphics systems, it is convenient
to consider display memory in terms of
bitmaps—contiguous regions of mem—
ory that represent to the graphics sys-
tem rectangular areas of specified pixel
depths (see figure 3). Conventional dis-
play systems are rigid and modal in ad—
dressing and interpreting graphics
memory: setting the current display
mode determines the display resolu~
tion, size, and pixel depth for all bit—
maps. In conventional systems, all these
variables are interdependent—the set-
tings then can be changed only by se—
lecting another mode.

Intelligent systems, however, allow
different bitmaps not only to have dif-
ferent X and Y dimensions, but also to
vary in pixel depth. Text data can be
stored as monochrome information:

menus and selection screens might be
stored at 4 bits per pixel for 16 colors,
and the application’s main display at 8
bits per pixel. The graphics processor
understands each pixel depth and can
mix operations freely on bitmaps.

In simpler display systems, such as
the CGA or EGA, each page of display
memory can be considered a separate
bitmap. These systems are inflexible in
using bitmaps; no provision exists for
changing bitmap size, and pixel depth
is fixed at the current display depth.
Use of display memory not on screen is
limited, if not impossible.

None of these restrictions applies
to intelligent graphics systems. Display
memory, which may be several mega—
bytes in size, is typically much larger
than the amount required to display
one screen image and can be broken
into a number of logical bitmaps, each
providing a separate drawing area.
Graphics memory can be handled as
easily as system memory, With alloca—
tion and deallocation giving flexible ac—
cess to data and drawing areas.

In designing any graphics system,
the display data are also considered in
terms of the physical pixel, including
both its position on the screen and its
value, or color. Memory can be stored
either in a packed—pixel format in which
all bits of a pixel are stored in the same
byte or word of memory, or as bit-
planes according to bit value.

Storing by bitplanes is becoming
less popular as more intelligent graph—
ics processors come into use; it makes
more sense for a pixel—oriented proces—
sor to manipulate contiguous blocks of
data. If the packed-pixel organization is
used, then the order of bits within a
packed pixel also must be determined:
is the low—order bit sent to the display
first or last? At a higher level, when the
graphics system is designed, the order
of pixels within a byte or a word must
be decided as well.

These variables produce two ef-
fects: a graphics processor must be at
least flexible enough to match the
needs of a particular design, and it must
be able to manipulate data by pixels in
stead of bytes or words as in the con-
ventional CPU. Fortunately, the latest
generation of graphics processors ad—
dresses both issues, allowing the appli-
cations developer to work in pixels and
X—Y coordinate addressing.

VALUE AND COLOR
Pixel data are subject to intermediate
modification before being displayed on
the monitor. Low-resolution displays
such as the CGA interpret pixels as
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physical colors; a pixel of a particular
value always appears on-screen as the
same color. In the slightly more power-
ful EGA, the four bits used for each
pixel do not represent a physical pixel
value but are used instead as indexes
into a look—up table of 64 possible
colors. The appearance of the entire
display can be changed merely by mod-
ifying the look—up table, without chang-
ing any pixel data (see figure 4).

The use of look—up tables greatly
increases the flexibility of a graphics
system. Offering high pixel depths for
several thousand simultaneous colors is
difficult and expensive, but most appli-
cations need only a few colors if these
can be selected from a wide range. For
example, a computer-aided design
(CAD) system executing a wireframe
drawing might require 16 distinct
colors to identify various components,
but the same system displaying a solid,
shaded model might require 16 shades
of the same color to render the same
part realistically. A look-up table can
easily provide 16 million colors from
which to choose, providing powerful
flexibility at relatively low cost.

Because an intelligent graphics sys-
tem can manipulate data at a variety of
pixel depths, the data must be con—
verted from one pixel depth to another.
This conversion is often used when
drawing text on a color bitmap. Typi-

' cally, text is stored in a monochrome
bitmap, where each bit represents one
pixel of the character—the actual dis—
play data may have four bits per pixel.
The display-processor hardware can
convert the bitmap to color by using
programmable foreground and back—
ground colors, as shown in figure 5.

In copying the text from the mono»
chrome source, information is read one
bit (one pixel) at a time and inspected
at any time by the processor. If the
pixel has a value of 1, the currently de»
fined foreground color is substituted
for the source pixel and is written to
the destination bitmap at its pixel
depth. If the source pixel is 0, the back—
ground color is used. Color conversions
between two bitmaps with pixel depths
greater than one bit per pixel are not
well defined. Such conversions are not
as sophisticated as monochrome-to—
Color conversions and are accomplished
either by truncating bits from a pixel
value or by adding bits from within the
application to fill out the pixel to the
required destination depth.

Although its uses are less obvious
than color expansion, color contraction
is also helpful. For example, by con—
tracting color on a display bitmap, a
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*MONOCHROME
CHARACTER DATA

A single row of pixels
at 1 bit per pixel

O

1010 0111 1010 10100111

FOREGROUND COLOR 7 (0111), BACKGROUND COLOR 10 (1010)
DESTINATION DATA AT 4 BITS PER PIXEL

Look-up tables allow graphics memory values to represent indexes into the tables
rather than actual colors. The display can be changed by modifying the table.

less-dense copy can be produced that
retains a large amount of the original
graphics information. A page—scanning
system might be capable of scanning an
image into 256 colors at 300 dots per
inch on the display. At the required 8
bits per pixel, the entire image would
require more than 8MB of storage for a
single scanned sheet. By contracting the
color as the image is scanned, pixels
that match a chosen foreground color
can be converted to 1s and all others
can be converted to Os. The result is a
recognizable image that requires only
1MB of storage. The user can then view
the decolorized image, select a small
area of interest, and instruct the scanner
to rescan the desired area at full color.

INDEPENDENT ALGORITHMS
An attractive feature of intelligent graph»
ics processors is their ability to execute
graphics algorithms independent of the
host CPU. Lines, circles, ellipses, poly—
gons, and filled areas all can be drawn
without assistance or intervention. By
providing these algorithms in the hard—
ware, the graphics system frees the ap-
plications developer from such details.

Graphics processors handle draw—
ing in one of two ways: either by algo—
rithms designed into the hardware or
by user-defined programs that imple-
ment algorithms. Algorithms designed
into the hardware execute faster than
software implementations. On the other
hand, if the algorithms provided in the
hardware are unacceptable for the cur-

rent task, the functionality of the hard-
ware cannot be extended and the host
CPU must handle the task.

The software approach allows the
user to design algorithms to suit an ap-
plication’s particular needs. If the appli—
cation grows, the graphics support pro-
vided by the processor can grow with
it. Although this method requires a
greater investment of software develop—
ment time at the start of a project, it can
lead to the greatest possible graphics
performance, but not necessarily the
greatest speed. In effect, the host soft-
ware can operate as if it had a graphics
board designed exactly to its specifica-
tions; no command conversion is neces-
sary, and the amount of information
transmitted to and from the board is
kept to a minimum.

As the graphics processor attempts
to meet the host CPU’s graphics needs,
some degree of synchronization be-
tween the two is required. This synch—
ronization is especially important in two
areas: user interaction and host CPU as-
sistance. Interactive graphics systems
are demanding and unforgiving; when
the user moves a mouse or other input
device, the results must appear instanta-
neously. Although most graphics pro-
cessors are capable of drawing fast
enough to satisfy these needs, interme—
diate buffering of graphics commands
may interfere. The host not only must
be able to force an update of the dis-
play, but also must be able to interrupt
a fill operation, move an on-screen cur-
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Monochrome data that are stored where each bit represents one pixel of the character can be copied to a multiple—bit-per-pixel
bitmap by expanding the bits that are set to 0 to a background color and 1—bits to a foreground color.

sor in response to user input, and then
resume the fill. Careful design of the
graphics system can maximize the total
graphics performance while giving im-
mediate feedback to the user.

Far more host—CPU assistance is re-
quired when the graphics system does
not include a programmable micropro—
cessor. In such cases the host CPU not
only must have memory-mapped access
to the display buffer, but also must
work with the graphics processor be—
cause the two operate asynchronously.

For example, if a user draws an
overlapping rectangle and circle, and
the graphics system requires assistance
to draw the circle, the host CPU must
be certain that the rectangle has been
completely drawn before attempting to
draw the portions of the circle that in-
tersect the rectangle. Usually, the host
CPU simply waits for the graphics pro-
cessor to become idle, but a well-de-
signed interrupt mechanism can allow
the host to attend to other operations
and then be alerted by the graphics sys-
tem when the drawing is complete. For
maximum performance, graphics data
and drawing commands should be
transferred between the host CPU and
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the graphics processor with a minimum
of overhead and delay.

The graphics processor often can
work so quickly that most drawing op-
erations are performed faster than the
host application can request them.
However, transferring image data, large
bitmaps, complicated command
streams, or large amounts of applica—
tions software can place a heavy burden
on the communications channel be—
tween the host CPU and the graphics
processor. Even direct memory-to—mem-
ory transfers are limited by the speed of
the expansion bus.

Well—designed systems minimize
data transfer by building complex
graphics operations from available
primitives. These systems take advan—
tage of the operations that contain the
greatest semantic content in the small-
est quantity of data. Instead of requiring
the host PC to move large amounts of
data back and forth, an intelligent
graphics system can implement an op-
eration such as “drag the icon smoothly
to point X,Y.” In less than a dozen bytes
of information, the host CPU can cause
a complex operation to be performed
by the graphics system.

GRAPHICS POWER
Graphics processors have increased
flexibility in PC graphics systems, allow-
ing them to compete with expensive
graphics workstations. Intelligent graph-
ics systems incorporating these special-
purpose processors will soon dominate
the PC marketplace. A solid understand—
ing of their features will enable hard—
ware and software developers to make
maximum use of their powerful capabil—
ities. In particular, display control,
drawing performance, and host CPU
communications are critical in deter—
mining a processor‘s applicability and
power in a PC graphics system.

Each graphics processor or micro-
processor has its own strengths, which
should be considered in terms of the
intended use of the graphics system. At-
tempts to discriminate on the basis of
display resolution or drawing speed
alone oversimplify the issue and ob-
scure the significance of intelligent, pro-
grammable graphics systems that can be
highly tuned to meet an application’s
precise display requirements.

Ed Mc'emey is director ofsoftware develop
ment at Number Nine Computer Corp.
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The entire system is driven by two
independent clocks: CLK and VCLK. CLK
is a general CPU clock that controls all
processor operations; VCLK is the fun—
damental pixel clock that controls all
video—output signals. Because the two
clocks operate independently, video
rates may be modified without affecting
overall graphics performance.

BIU CONTROL
The BIU not only arbitrates among mul—
tiple requests for bus access from the
827865 display and graphics processors
and the CPU, but also provides a com-
plete memory—controller system for ei—
ther video RAM (VRAM), or conventional
DRAM chips. The 82786 itself has an ad—
dress space of 4MB that is divided be-
tween dedicated-graphics memory and
the host CPU’s memory spaces. When
the host CPU accesses graphics mem-
ory, the BIU acts as a slave to the host,
providing graphics data directly from
the 82786’s memory space, Conversely,
the BIU also can act as a bus master in
the host CPU’s address space, allowing
the 82786 processor to draw directly
into the host CPU’s memory.

Operation of the BIU itself is con»
trolled by local registers occupying 128
bytes of memory and including BIU
control, relocation, refresh control,
VRAM/DRAM control, and three pro-
grammable priority registers (see table
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‘1). These registers, like all others in the
82786, can be mapped into the host
CPU‘s memory— or l/O—address space.
They also can be programmed to access
either an 8-bit or 16-bit host interface,
allowing the host CPU to configure its
access to suit the PCs bus size.

The BlU’s relocation register con-
trols the location of the register block.
At RESET, this register block appears to
occupy the entire l/O space of the
82786; any l/O anywhere in the 82786’s
memory is written to it. Once this regis-
ter is written, the register set is an-
chored in the address space at whatever
location has been specified.

A flag bit in the register determines
whether it is mapped into memory or
[/0 If the register is memory-mapped,
the host CPU reads the registers instead
of the graphics memory when it ac-
cesses the register’s addresses. Thus,
any physical memory is hidden from
the host CPU. Drawing operations can
still be performed on that memory, and
display- or graphics-processor instruc-
tion sets may be stored there.

The BlU’s memory interface is con-
trolled by two of its internal registers:
refresh control and VRAM/DRAM con—
trol. The six—bit refresh control register
determines the frequency of memory
refresh cycles; its programmed value is
decremented every 16 clock cycles, and
a refresh is generated when the value

reaches zero. Because another 82786
memory cycle may be active when the
refresh is signaled, refreshes must oc—
cur with sufficient frequency to tolerate
any delay-causing latency.

The VRAM/DRAM control register
defines the size, type, and number of
memory devices supported in the
82786’s graphics-memory space. Be—
cause this information defines the actual
amount of display RAM installed, it sets
the boundary between the 827865
graphics— and system—memory spaces.

The BIU‘s three priority registers
(graphics, display, and external) deter—
mine the relative priorities assigned to
competing processors during memory
arbitration. The BIU can get bus re-
quests from three separate sources: the
display and graphics processors within
the 82786 itself, each operating as an in-
dependent processor, and the external
host CPU. In addition, both the display
processor and graphics processor may
wish to transfer blocks to and from
graphics memory. These competing de-
mands are arbitrated on the basis of
programmable priorities that are as—
signed to each competitor for its first
request and any subsequent requests.

Certain performance functions,
such as display refresh, impose restric-
tions on setting these priorities: the dis—
play processor retrieves the data to re—
fresh the screen; if it is denied a bus
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GRAPHICS
MEMORY

INTERFACE

The BIU acts as coordinator between the independent graphics processor and display processor on the 82786 and the host CPU.

request for too long it will run out of
video data and be forced to display
field (background) on the screen. Be—
cause the first priority of a graphics-
system is to maintain an undisturbed
image on the screen, such disruptions
are unacceptable to the user. Therefore,
display refresh has a fixed priority
higher than all programmable priorities.

The external CPU also can impose
constraints on the amount of latency
permitted to a device in the I/O chan—
nel: in the IBM PC, any request made to
memory in an external, plug-in device
must receive a response in 2.7 micro-
seconds or less. Excessive bus latency
can cause unpredictable behavior and
corrupt the PC’s local memory. Fortu—
nately, the graphics processor is flex
ible; so long as it gains access to graph-
ics memory to perform its drawing op-
erations, it may be delayed for long
periods without causing problems

Each processor also has a priority
register, in which 6 bits are used to as.—
sign two 3—bit priorities. Bits 5 through
5 determine the priority of a proces-
sor‘s first request for a bus cycle, and
bits 2 through 0 determine the priority
for subsequent requests made in a
block transfer. Because the external
CPU is not permitted to initiate block
transfers, the low—order 5 bits in the ex-
ternal priority register are not used.

By adjusting the values used in the
first priority level and the subsequent
priority level, a trade—off can be ob-
tained between maximum block-transfer
performance and maximum bus latency
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in a given system, with each system—or
even each application program—tuned
to its particular needs.

DISPLAY PROCESSOR
The display processor extracts bitmap
information from graphics memory and
displays it in hardware Windows on the
graphics monitor, supplying all video—
timing and synchronization signals from
information stored in programmable
video-control registers. It provides nor—
mal display data, zoomed displays, and
hardware cursor control, plus an in-
struction set for defining new display
formats. The display processor also
fetches the descriptor information used
to determine the size and position of
hardware windows on the screen; this
is done transparently.

The hardware windows displayed
on the monitor are arranged as a num—
ber of horizontal strips, each running
the entire width of the screen. Each
strip is composed of tiles the height of
the strip. A strip can be as small as one
scan line high; up to 16 tiles can be
placed horizontally across a single strip.

The display processor is controlled
by a set of internal registers: display op—
code, display address, default video, in—
terrupt mask, and display status. The
display opcode and display address reg-
isters allow the processor to execute its
command set; the opcode indicates
which operation, and the address is set
to point to the data used by that opera-
tion. The low-order bit of display op-
code is called the display—end-of—com-

mand-list bit; when cleared to zero, it
informs the display processor that a le-
gal opcode is available for execution.
The opcode is then executed at the
next vertical blank period, using the
data that are identified in the display
address register. When the command
has been completed, the display proces-
sor sets the display—end-of-command-list
bit and continues with display output.

The display processor uses the de—
fault video register to define the data to
be driven on the video-data output pins -
during blanking periods. These data can
be used as an overscan color or to sig-
nal other portions of the graphics sys—
tem, such as a palette-load facility, that a
blanking period is active.

The interrupt mask-and display sta-
tus registers are exact duplicates of
each other (see table 2). When the host
CPU requests that it be interrupted un—
der a particular condition, the corre—
sponding bit is set in the interrupt mask
register; setting that bit in the display
status register causes the interrupt. The
host CPU reads the display status regis—
ter to determine which event caused
the interrupt. This reading clears any in-
terrupt flag that was set.

A much larger register block within
the display processor—display con-
trol—provides Video and cursor control
and defines where in graphics memory
the hardware-window data descriptors
can be read (see table 5). The display
opcodes supported by the display pro—
cessor are simple: load register, dump
register, load all registers, and dump all

PC TECH JOURNAL



MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

BIU CONTROL

WPI
DI

:GI

BCP
\WT

Writeprotect 2. *
Write-protect 1
Display interrupt

, , Graphics interrupt
Byte control
Wait

VR
RELOCATION

Video RAM

Relocation

REFRESH
REF
VRAMJDRAM
CONTROL
HT ‘ ’
DC

Refresh

I Height
DRAM control

RW
PRIORITY

' GPRIOR
DPRIOR
XPRIOR

Row

_ _ Graphics
Display
External

.. Graphics processor causes interrupt

Sets location Where register set is ‘

,Priority‘of graphics processor bus cycles {

Write-protects entire BIU register set
Write-protects certain BIU registers
Display processor causes interrupt

Determines if host accesses are 8/16 bits
Wait states on host accesses of 82786
memory
Selects video RAM refresh cycles

addressed

Controls frequency of RAM refresh cycles

RAM device height (SK-by-N to lM-by—N)
Selects RAM interleave and page mode
accesses
Number of rows of RAM devices

Priority of display processor bus cycles
Priority of external CPU bus cycles

The overall operation of the BIU is governed by the BIU control, relocation,
refresh, VRAM/DRAM control, and three programmable priority registers.

MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

End of command list
Odd field
Even field
Blank status
FIFO empty _

_ Descriptor overrun
Reserved command
Frame interrupt

ECL
ODD
EVEN
BLANK
FMT
DOV ~ ~
RCD
FRI

Set when processor finishes command list
Interlaced display is showing odd field
Interlaced display is showing even field
Video output is currently being blanked
Display FIFO has run out of video data
Tiles define too many pixels on one line
An undefined opcode is encountered
Set when a frame count has elapsed

The display processor status and interrupt mask registers are mapped parallel to
one another, thus allowing events to be polled or interrupt-signaled.

registers. Each display opcode executes
during the next vertical blank period,
allowing modifications to window
arrangement on the screen to occur
smoothly and without interruption.

Only one register defines the lay—
out of hardware windows on the dis-
play screen; in fact, it is only a pointer
to the actual window—descriptor list. The
descriptor list is arranged in memory as
a linked list of strip descriptors, each
of which points to its own list of tile
descriptors. The strip descriptors and
tile descriptors together define the dis—
play’s hardware windows, which are set
dynamically during the display refresh
cycle (see figure 2).
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Each tile descriptor defines a hori—
zontal strip of uniform vertical format
across the screen. To help reduce the
bus bandwidth required for reading de-
scriptors, the tile descriptors used with
a given strip descriptor occitpy consecu-
tive memory locations immediately fol-
lowing the strip descriptor.

The first strip descriptor whose ad—
dress is in the register is read during
vertical retrace. This descriptor is used
for as many scan lines as are specified
in its definition; the next strip descrip—
tor is fetched during the horizontal re-
trace preceding its first scan line.

The strip descriptor begins with a
simple four-word header block. The

first word of the descriptor defines the
number of scan lines occupied by the
entire strip. This number must match
the height of the screen as defined by
the video-control registers in the dis-
play processor. The next two words
contain the address to be used beneath
the current one. The last word defines
the number of horizontal tiles in the
strip—and therefore the number of tile
descriptors that follow the header.

Each tile descriptor is a six—word
definition of a single tile on the display.
These tiles are the fundamental unit of
screen output; each displays data from
one bitmap in graphics memory. The
first word of the descriptor defines the
width of the displayed bitmap in bytes.
Because the actual bitmap can be much
larger than the tile used to diSplay it,
the display processor needs this value
to determine how much the display-
data fetch address must be incremented
for each scan line of the tile.

The next two words specify the
start address for the bitmap data being
displayed; the start address controls
which portion of the bitmap is dis-
played in the tile. By properly calculat—
ing the offset—start address for a given
tile, it can be made to pan and scroll
across a bitmap, displaying different
portions of graphics data (see figure 5).

The fourth word determines the
window’s pixel depth and defines the
start and stop bits to be used in each
scan line. Because the addresses and
fetch counts used by the display proces—
sor must all be even word counts, these
start— and stop-bit fields are needed to
give single-pixel resolution to the start-
ing position and width of the window.

The fifth word—the fetch count—-
lets the display processor know the
number of bytes of data to fetch for the
display of the tile. Along with the pixel
depth and start— and stop—bit fields, it
also determines the actual displayed
width of the tile in pixels.

The last word of each tile descrip-
tor contains an assortment of flag bits.
The four high-order bits control the dis—
play of a single-pixel border along any
of the tiles four edges; a bit set to 1
turns on the border along that tile
edge. Two window-status bits provide
output on the window-status pins while
this tile is being displayed. These bits
are not used by the 82786, but are pro-
vided only for possible use by external
display-board logic.

The zoom bit indicates whether the
window should be zoomed by the fac-
tors defined in the display processor’s
ZoomX and ZoomY registers. The field
bit determines whether actual bitmap
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INTEL 82786
data should be displayed in the window
or Whether no bitmap data should be
fetched, leaving the window filled with
the current field color.

The remaining two bits in the flag
word determine the format of the bit-
map data displayed by the tile. The
82786 can display data in formats com-
patible with a number of currently pop-
ular display adapters. The native 82786
format consists of data bytes stored
sequentially and linearly in graphics
memory; a single word is defined with
its high»order byte appearing at a lower
address than its low-order byte. The
Intel 8086 microprocessors do not use
this format; instead, they store words as
low byte followed by high byte. In
addition, the Hercules Graphics Card
(HGC), the IBM Color Graphics Adapter
(CGA), and the IBM Pe interleave
banks of display data, with consecutive
lines of data in memory appearing
every second or every fourth scan line
on the screen, depending on the dis—
play adapter and the display mode.

The 82786’5 graphics processor can
perform drawing operations only on
bitmap data defined in its own native
format. However, it can easily emulate
current display adapters because each
tile on the display is able to define its
own memory format.

On power-up, the display proces—
sor does not execute any commands; all
display outputs and interrupts are dis—
abled and default video is generated on
the video—data output pins. At a mini—
mum, the host CPU must program the
video-control registers for the 82786 to
start generating synchronization signals
to display a stable, if empty, image. The
strip descriptors and tile descriptors
need not be programmed until the ap-
plications software (or operating sys»
tem) begins to define windows for its
use. Because the strip descriptors are
read and interpreted dynamically, the
format of the entire display can be
changed instantaneously.

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
The graphics processor, which is re-
sponsible for all 82786 drawing opera-
tions, provides graphics primitives for
drawing lines, rectangles, arcs, and cir-
cles; incremental procedures for rapidly
drawing or filling in complex figures;
as well as a complete set of 16 binary
Boolean drawing operations. The graph—
ics processor also supports rectangular
clipping and picking, in which pointing
devices of some kind are used to select
a portion of the display.

The processor operates on bitmaps
of programmable size and characteris-
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' TABLE ,3: Display Control Registers

MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

VSTAT
, TNTMSK -

TRIPPT '
FRINT
CRTMODE
IL lnterlace
W Window status
S Sync slave
B Blankslave
AA Acceleration
HSYNSTP Horizontal sync stop
HFLSTRT Horizontal field start
HFLDSTP Horizontal field stop
‘LINELEN Line length '
VSYNST Vertical sync stop
VFLSTRT Vertical field start
VFLDSTP Vertical field stop
FRMELEN Frame length
DAP Descriptor pointer

, ZOOMX- X-zoom scale
'ZOOMY ‘ Y—zodm scale
FLDCOLR Field color
BDRCOLR Border color
1BPPPAD 1 bit/pixel pad
ZBPPPAD 2 bit/pixel pad“ '
4BPPPAD 4 bit/pixel pad
CSRMODE Cursor mode
5 ‘ Size
X Crosshair
T Transparency
CST . Cursor status .
'CSRPAD - Cursor pad 2
CSRPOSX Cursor position X
CSRPATO Cursor pattern 0
CSRPATF Cursor pattern F

Video status
Interrupt mask! -
Trip point
Frame interrupt
CRT mode

Length of earth scan line in dot clocks

Controls cursor and video display enable
Selects conditions that cause interrupts
Controls frequency of FIFO fill accesses
Number of frames between interrupts
Flag bit register
Selects interlaced/noninterlaced display
Selects output of window status pins
Selects sync pins as inputs or outputs
Selects blank pins as inputs or outputs
Number of pixels emitted each dot clock
Width of horizontal sync signal in dots
Time from sync to active video in dots
Time from Start toend of active video

Width of vertical sync signal in lines
Time from sync to active video in lines
Time from start to end of active video
Height of entire display in scan lines
Address of first strip/tile descriptor set
Amount zoomed tiles are X—zoomed
Amount zoomed tiles are Kzoomed
Color when no window is present
Color of window borders
Padding 1—bit data to 8 output bits
Padding 2-bit data to 8 output bits
Padding 4-bit data to 8 output bits
Flag bits controlling the cursor
Selects 8—by—8 or 16-by—16 pixel cursor
Selects a block or crosshair cursor
Controls whether cursor is transparent
Value on window status pins under cursor
Padding cursor to 8 output bits ‘
X coordinate of cursor position on Screen
First word of 16—word cursor pattern
Last word of 16-word cursor pattern

The display control registers provide control for the overall state of the 827865
video output and determine the appearance of the graphics display.

tics. It can draw on any number of dis—
tinct bitmap areas in memory, each of
which can have its own pixel depth. It
also can execute general bit-block-trans—
fer (bit-BLT) operations plus specialized
character-BLTs that convert a one—bit~
per-pixel source—character mask into a
multiple—bit colored character.

Overall operation of the graphics
processor is controlled by six memory-
mapped registers: opcode, link address
(two words), status, and instruction
pointer (two words). These registers di-
rect execution of commands and allow
monitoring by the host CPU.

The graphics processor has 22 in«
ternal registers, two of which are status
mask registers: graphics poll mask
(GPOEM) and graphics interrupt mask
(GIMR). The GPOEM and GIMR have
flag bits corresponding to the bits in

the graphics status register (see table
4). If a bit is set in GIMR, then a graph-
ics-processor interrupt to the host CPU
is generated whenever the correspond—
ing flag bit is set in the graphics status
register. If a flag is set in graphics sta-
tus, and its corresponding bit is also set
in GPOEM, the graphics processor im—
mediately enters the poll state, in effect
aborting the current command list.

The graphics count (GCNT) regis—
ter provides a count of characters being
drawn during a character—string draw,
and the graphics stack pointer (65?)
register is used while executing com-
mand lists. Because blocks of graphics
commands can be defined as subrou-
tines and called from other graphics—
command lists, a stack pointer, defined
by the application, is used to indicate
the region of memory to be used for
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INTEL 82786
storing return addresses. If no subrou-
tines are used, this register does not
have to be initialized.

The instruction set of the graphics
processor is divided into four functional
groups: drawing—environment control,
geometric drawing, BLT, and execution—
control instructions (see table 5). The
graphics processor usually fetches com-
mands from a sequential list in memory
with its starting address programmed
into the graphics control register. In or—
der to begin executing a command list,
the graphics control opcode must con—
tain a LINK (or GOTO) command. LINK
is followed by the address of the new
command list; as soon as execution
begins, the graphics processor jumps to
the new command list.

Each instruction consists of an op—
code word followed by a varying num-
ber of words of data specific to that op-
code. The opcode itself occupies only
the high eight bits of the opcode word;
the low-order bit is the graphics-end-of—
command-list (GECL) bit. Whenever an
opcode with the GECL bit is fetched,
the command is considered to be last
on the list. Its parameters are fetched
and the command is executed, but the
GECL bit is copied into the graphics
poll (GPOLL) bit in the graphics status
register and the graphics processor en-
ters a poll state. It remains in that state
until a new link address is programmed
into the graphics control register and
the GPOLL bit is reset to 0.

Once the graphics processor has
established the graphics environment,
drawing can take place. Each applica-
tion must initialize all aspects of its
drawing environment. As a graphics-
processor instruction list is executed,
the flow of control from one group of
graphics commands to another is gov—
erned by execution—control instructions.
The 82786 provides no conditional test—
and-branch instruction, but can jump to
new addresses only to fetch instructions
and call other blocks of instructions as
subroutines. The host CPU is responsi—
ble for determining which graphics op—
erations are to be performed and for
programming the 82786 appropriately.

LOCAL MEMORY
The 82786’5 4MB address space contains
no dedicated or reserved locations for
special data. Each processor uses local
registers to store pointers to its current
command lists. Local graphics memory
holds the actual bitmap—display data, as
well as the bitmaps required by a multi—
tasking workstation.

Local 82786 graphics memory ex—
tends from the beginning of the address
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HEADER

NUMBER OF LINES 1N STRIP 1 (0—15)

LINK TO NEXT STRIP DESCRIPTOR LOWER

PROGRAM TO ZERO (6—15) LINK TO NEXT STRIP
DESCRIPTOR UPPER

PROGRAM TO ZERO NUMBER OF TILES
IN STRIP 1

FIRST TILE DESCRIPTOR

BITMAP WIDTH

MEMORY START ADDRESS LOWER

PROGRAM TO ZERO MEMORY START
ADDRESS UPPER

PROGRAM
TO ZERO BPP START BIT STOP BIT

PROGRAM
TO ZERO FETCH COUNT

WSTTBLR PROGRAM TO ZERO PC IE
SECOND TILE DESCRIPTOR

BITMAP WIDTH

MEMORY START ADDRESS LOWER

PROGRAM TO ZERO MEMORY START
ADDRESS UPPER

PROGRAM
TO ZERO BPF START BIT STOP BIT

PROGRAM
TO ZERO FETCH COUNT

TBLR WST PROGRAM TO ZERO PC IE
N

The combination of the strip and tile descriptors defines the display’s hardware
windows, which are set dynamically during the course of the display refresh cycle.

space to a memory size programmed
by the host processor at power-up. Ad—
dresses within this local range refer to
memory locations controlled by the
BIU and are accessed at high speed by
either the graphics processor or the dis—
play processor. The 82786 makes the as—
sumption that any addresses exceeding
the programmed memory size are in
external memory, which is controlled
by the host CPU.

When the 82786 generates an ad-
dress that exceeds its memory, the BIU
requests system memory from the CPU.
This allows the 82786 to retrieve display
data, execute command lists, or draw
upon bitmaps stored in system memory
rather than graphics memory.

This feature is also a good alterna-
tive to other methods: traditional sys-
tems using graphics controllers for
drawing either must use the host CPU
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INTEL 82786
to precisely emulate the controllers,
or they must copy system memory to
display memory, allow the controller
to draw on it, and then copy the modi-
fied data back to their original location.
For example, the Enhanced Graphics
Adapter (EGA) diSplay driver in Micro—
soft Windows includes two transparent
routines to set a pixel, both of which
are required: one sets a pixel in the
EGA memory, and the other sets a pixel
in the system memory.

The 82786 can support up to 32
VRAM and DRAM devices. Its flexible
memory interface supports a variety of
RAM technologies, memory organiza-
tions, and device densities, allowing the
designer to trade—off cost with perfor—
mance to build the system most appro-
priate to the application.

It also supports standard-page and
fast—page modes, static column, and
Intel’s Ripplemode DRAMs, providing
cycle times of 100 nanoseconds for the
faster devices. Memory can be inter—
leaved or noninterleaved. Devices can
have one, four, or eight bits in sizes
from 16KB to 1MB per chip. Even more
memory devices can be installed if ex—
ternal drivers are there for support.

SLAVES AND MASTERS
The host CPU and the 82786 can ex-
change information by reading and
writing data in each other’s address
space. The exchanges may vary from
simple command lists or instructions to
large chunks of data. In a multitasking
system, the host CPU can implement
virtual bitmap memory by moving dis-
play data to local address space and
then writing the data to disk for later
retrieval into the 827865 memory.

The 82786 operates in slave mode
when it responds to a request from the
host CPU either to read or to write
graphics memory. This interface can be
synchronous or asynchronous, with
either an 8—bit or 16—bit interface. The
host CPU can access the 827865 mem—
ory by asserting the Chip Select Low in-
put line on the 82786; the 82786 acti—
vates the Slave Enable output line,
which indicates the 82786 is ready to
accept write data from the data lines or
provide read data to the lines. Slave En-
able is brought high by the 82786 when
the slave transfer is complete. The host
CPU’s request is arbitrated according to
the setting of the external priority regis—
ter and is not queued by the BIU; if the
host CPU wishes to initiate several slave
transfers, it must assert the Chip Select
Low input line for each one, wait until
the 82786 completes its current cycles
and arbitrates in favor of the external
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FIGURE 5: Grapbz‘c Bitmap Panning
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NEW
00248000 TILE START

ADDRESS

The tile’s bitmap start address controls which portion of the bitmap is displayed in
the tile. By changing the start address, the tile can be panned across the bitmap.

z'Cs Processor Status Registers
MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

GIBMD
GCTP
GBMOV
GBCOV
GPSC
GINT
GP GRCD
GPOLL

Current bitmap definition is not valid
Signals character larger than 16-by—16 pixels
A drawing command crossed the clip rectangle
Text or bit—BLT crossed the clip rectangle
Drawing in PICK mode found desired object
82786 generated a software interrupt
82786 found an undefined opcode
Commands finished and 82786 is idle

Illegal bitmap
Character trap
Bitmap overflow
Character overflow
Pick successful
Graphics interrupt
Reserved opcode
Graphics poll state

The status register is written to by the 82786 and is read by external devices; the
GPOEM and GIMR are written to by external devices and read by the 82786.

memory initiate transfers in which the
82786, acting as master, requests mem-
ory from the host CPU.

The 82786 pulls the Hold Request
line high to the host CPU or bus arbiter
to indicate that it wishes to become the

CPU, perform the operation, and then
restart the process,

The 82786 processor also can act
as a bus master to access memory not
under its control; usually this memory
resides in the host CPU’s address space.
Local and external memory are differen-
tiated on the basis of installed memory
in the 82786 system—all addresses
beyond the configured size of graphics

bus master. The 82786 waits for a Hold
Acknowledge and then drives the ad—
dress, data, read or write lines, and
Master Enable High to initiate the cycle
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INTEL 82786

TABLE 5: Graphics Processor Instruction Set
MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENT
«DEF;BIT;MAP§ ' » _
DELCuLRECT
DEF_COLORS
DEF_T‘EXTURE

DEF_‘_CHARSET ”
DEF__CHARORIENT
DfiFnIARSPACE ’
ABS_MOV
REL_MOV
ENTER_PICK
EX1T_PICK
GEOMETRIC DRAWING
POINT
INCRPOINT
CIRCLE
LINE
RECT
POLYLINE ,
POLYGOM
ARc '
SCANLINES,
BLOCK TRANSFER
BIT_BLT
BIT_BLT_M
CHAR

, CONTROL
LINK
CALL
RETURN
INTR__GEN
DUMP_REG
LOAD_REG

DEF_LOGICAL_OP

, - Define bitmap 1,311.71.

Défine clip rectangle
Define colors
Define texture
Define logical operation

\Definetc'haractefr set " ‘3 ’
Define Character orient
Define character spacing
Absolute move
Relative move
Enter pick mode
Exit pick mode

Point
, InCremental points

Circle
Line
Rectangle
Polyline L

' Polygon; _,
Arc _ ~
Draw horizontal scan lines

Bit-BLT
Bit-BLT between bitmaps
Draw character string

Link
can subroutine _.
Return from StibrOutinei‘
Generate interrupt
Dump register
Load register

“Address of character set to use
-_ Path and rotation of characters
: Added spacing between characters

_"‘,’§’:*‘Set drawingarea size and depth ' '“1
’ Set size of clip rectangle

Foreground and background colors
Pattern used in line drawing
Boolean raster operation used in drawin

Move drawing pointer absolutely
Move drawing pointer relatively
Stop drawing, select objects
Leave pick mode, resume drawing

Draw a single pixel
L, Draw a complex figure of pixels , _

Draw a circle
Draw a single line segment
Draw a rectangle

, Draw a set of line segments
Draw an outlined polygon ‘1_
Draw a circular arc ,
Fill a set of adjacentscan lines

Copy rectangle inside a bitmap
Copy data between two bitmaps
Draw a series of Characters

"Unconditional jump to new address
‘ jump to graphics subroutine
“Return from graphiCs subroutine '

Cause a graphics software interrupt
Store a graphics processor register in memory
Load a graphics processor register from memory

The graphics processor’s instruction set is broken down into four groups: environment, geometric drawing, BLTs, and control.

and indicate that it is now controlling
the bus. Master Enable High is asserted
for as long as the 82786 requires the
bus; Hold Request is deactivated as
soon as the transfer is complete.

The 82786 still responds to slave
accesses by the host CPU when it is
waiting for acknowledgment of a Hold
Request. This prevents a lockout if the
82786 starts a master request at the
same time the host CPU initiates a slave
request; the host CPU does not respond
with a Hold Acknowledge until its slave
cycle has been completed.

Normally the 82786 processor can
occupy the external bus for an ex-
tended period, particularly if the graph—
ics processor is performing a drawing
operation on system memory. It is in-
terrupted only by local memory-refresh
requests. If the 82786 occupies the bus
for too long, the host CPU can withdraw
the Hold Acknowledge to interrupt the
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82786. The 82786 then removes its
Hold Request after completing the cur-
rent cycle to indicate it has freed the
external bus. After waiting two cycles,
the 82786 again attempts a Hold Re-
quest to complete its operation. If the
host CPU cannot respond in less than
two cycles, external logic must be sup—
plied to extend the delay time.

HEART OF MULTITASKING
The Intel 82786 provides a powerful,
low—cost approach to graphics-display
system design. Its high level of integra—
tion and design makes it especially suit-
able for coupling with other Intel 8086-
family microprocessors. Although geo—
metric and character-graphics opera—
tions are fully supported, the 827865
strongest advantage is its hardware-
windowing capability.

For the first time in PC graphics,
restrictions have been removed be-

tween graphics memory and display
output. A powerful graphics presenta—
tion system is the result of this progres—
sive move. As PCs begin to provide
more sophisticated multitasking envi-
ronments, the 82786 offers a display-
management facility that supports the
same concepts of display-memory man—
agement and protection that the multi-
tasking operating system provides to the
application program.

The popularity of these multitask-
ing environments is growing; expect to
see the 82786 processor at the heart of
low-cost multitasking PC workstations in
the very near future.

Intel Corporation
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95052-9979
800/548—4725
82786: $198
CIRCLE 339 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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exas Instruments‘ TMS34010
Graphics System Processor is the
first 32—bit microprocessor de-

signed expressly to be used for graph—
ics. It provides almost no built-in graph-
ics primitives, but instead supports cus«
tomized graphics that are explicitly pro-
grammed for each application. Its ability
to be programmed qualifies the
TMS§4010 as a microprocessor; this dis—
tinguishes it from the Intel 82786, a
graphics processor that cannot be pro«
grammed. In addition to graphics, the
TI microprocessor, which lists for $180,
provides a complete hardware environ-
ment, including RAM control, video tim-
ing, and host—CPU communications.

This full 32—bit microprocessor
with a 32-bit address space is unique
because it is bit—addressable; increment—
ing an address by one refers it to the
next bit in memory

Memory accesses are controlled by
two programmable field sizes that can
be set to between 1 and 52 bits with or
without sign extension. This flexibility
permits the user to manipulate memory
by field boundaries rather than byte or
word boundaries, allowing direct pro—
cessor support of pixel depths lower
than 8 bits per pixel. Internal hardware
logic handles all necessary mask and
shift operations. This feature alone pro-
vides a powerful increase in graphics
performance over conventional graphics

()8

methods. (See figure 1 for a memory
map of the TM834010.)

The TM834010's other major advan-
tage over conventional graphics adapt—
ers is its ability to address memory in
not only traditional linear format, but
also a new X-Y addressing format. This
direct support for a graphics model in
display memory gives the applications
software the ability to select the most
natural addressing mode instruction by
instruction, and in most cases, even by
each operand (if the instruction.

Addresses in linear format are 52
bits in length; X—Y addresses are two 16—
bit values packed into one double word
with the low—order 16 bits assigned to
the X coordinate and the high-order 16
bits assigned to the Y coordinate. Each
coordinate is a signed number that can
range between —32,768 and +52,767.
Instructions are provided for converting
addresses from linear format to the X—Y
addressing format.

Because the TMSS4010 is program—
mable, a typical graphics implementa-
tion would provide only a small amount
of video RAM (VRAM)——about enough
to store one screen‘s worth of informa-
tion. Much more ROM and dynamic
RAM (DRAM) would be required: the
ROM to store the start-up code, includ-
ing a set of prepackaged subroutines or
even an entire operating system; and
the several megabytes of DRAM to pro-

vide program space for very sophisti—
cated applications that require large
amounts of graphics software or storage
for complex geometric descriptions.

For example, the TM534010 works
well in a dedicated PC graphics work-
station that is used to render three»
dimensional simulations. Such uses are
computation~intensive; the initial object
data must be transformed, clipped, and
lighted before they are displayed on the
screen; these are functions the
TM534010 can support from a graphics
environment that is self-contained in
one chip. The PC maintains a geometric
model of the object to be displayed and
defines the current viewing conditions,
and the TMSS4010 determines the ap-
pearance of the object.

INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE
The TMSS4010 has a highly pipelined
internal architecture, a high-speed arith—
metic logic unit (ALU), and a 32-bit bar—
rel shifter that allows it to fetch instruC~
tions in parallel with executing instruc~
tions and accessing registers and local
memory (see figure 2). It also has a
programmable, 256—b31e instruction
cache (see figure 3). Because each in-
struction set is 16 bits, this cache can
hold 128 instructions at once, a size
well suited to the inner loops of most
graphics algorithms implemented on
the TMSS4OIO. The cache can be pro-
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' Afull 32-bit microprocessorfrom Texas Immmenls
‘ relies on. its ability to beprogrammed to

‘ provide custom graphics.

grarnmed so that software controls
when-iris flushed, enabled, or disabled.

The ALU is designed for high—speed
operations on data available in on-chip
registers. The TMSS4010’s instruction
set is similar to those inmany reduced—
instruction-set computers (RISC) in that
only move instructions can access mem-

. ory locations. Unlike PC processors, the
TM554010 requires separate instructions
to read data into registers, operate on
them, and then write the data to mem-
ory. However, the TMSS4010 has a large
general-purpose register set so that
most algorithms can read their entry
data into registers once, manipulate all ‘
data within the register set, and then
write only the final results to memory.

The TMS34010’s barrel shifter can ,
shift a 32-bit quantity up to 32 bit posi-
tions in a single machine state. It is
used internally by the microcode'for
high-speed, 52-by-32-bit multiply,
divide, and modulo instructions.

The TMSS4010 has thirty-one 32-bit
internal registers that can be accessed
by the entire instruction set. They are
divided into two register files, labeled A
and B. Each file contains 15 registers.
that are numbered 0 through 14; a stack
pointer,- essentially the 16th register in
each set, is shared by the two files. The
entire A file is available for applications
software; no dedicated tasks are as-
signed to its registers;

JULY 1987

‘ ED McNIERNEY‘

The B-file registers control graph- V
ics context and are implied operands in
graphicsoperation instructions. Many of
the B-file registers define program-
mable values that are not likely to
change often. Because a graphics opera-
tion such as a bit-block transfer (bit—
BLT) can have many operands, storing
the operands in registers is more effi-
cient than fetching them from memory
each time the operation is executed.

The B—file registers also define the '
current graphics state and provide addi—
tional information by means of canoni—
cal definitions; these definitions allow
the TMSS4010 to work with a wide vari‘
ety of graphics-memory layouts under
software control (see table 1). .

In addition to the A and B files, the
TMS34010 has two dedicated 32—bit reg—
isters used for the program counter and
the status register. These registers are
managed independently and can be
manipulated only by special instructions
that transfer them to and from the gen
eral—purpose register files.

1/0 REGISTERS
The 1/0 register set, which is memory
mapped into TMS34010 address space,
contains the registers that control global
system, behavior: local—memory—interface
parameters, interrupts, video-control
parameters, and the host interface. The
local-memory-interface registers manage

DRAM refresh and functions that define
graphics parameters (see table 2).
These registers function as an extension
of the B file and also help execute vari—
ous graphics instructions. ,

The programmable interrupt-can-
trol registers determine which condi-
tions generate hardware interrupts in
the TMSS4010; each interrupt also can
be programmed to signal the CPU (see
table 3). The video-control parameters
determine the complete state of graph-
ics refresh and the video system, includ~
ing the master/slave state and video—
synchronization timings (see table 4).

The host interface allows the host
CPU to be able to communicate with
the TMSS4010. The memory interface
is indirect, mediated by the TM834010
itself: to write to or read from graphics
memory, the host CPU writes the de—
sired address to a 32—bit address regis-
ter that is mapped into PC address
space and then reads or writes the de-
sired data through a 1‘6Lbit data register.
The actual mapping of the address and
data registers depends on the imple-
mentation and may use the PC‘s mem-
ory or [/0 address space. The host
interface requires that the host CPU use
only four words of memory or i/O in
order to access all the graphics mem—
ory, thus allowing the graphics system
to fit into the PC's crowded memory
space (see table 5).
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FIGURE 1: TMS34010 Memory Map

BIT 252 — 1
(last bit in memory)

ADDRESS
FFFF:FFFOH 2

FFFFzFCOOH
FFFF:FBFOH ’

FFFF:E000H L
FFFFzDFFOI-I

C00022000H

INTERRUPT
VECTORS

RESERVED

GENERAL USE

C000:1FFOH

C000:0200H 512 WORDS
RESERVED

C000:01FOH

32 WORDS

C000:OOOOH I

INTERNAL
I/O REGISTERS

BFFF:FFFOH A

3*23" WORDS

0000:0000H

GENERAL USE

H———— 16 ——>l\ BITO
(first bit in memory)

The memory of the TMSS4010 is divided into three regions: trap vectors, [/0 regis-
ters, and general use. The memory can be physically accessed 16 bits at a time.

DATA TYPES
Perhaps the TMSS4010’s chief distinc-
tion from other graphics processors is
that it is a 52—bit microprocessor that
executes algorithms based upon these
graphics elements: packed-pixel arrays,
X-Y coordinates, rectangular windows,
and variable-width bit fields. Packed-
pixel arrays allow the TMSS4010 to rap—
idly manipulate large graphics blocks
in a single operation; these arrays are
especially useful for operations that
require a pixel to be read, combined
with a new value according to some
specified algorithm, and then rewritten.

This support of packed—pixel arrays
is similar to that provided in IBM’s
Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) and its
new IBM Personal System/2 Multicolor
Graphics Array (MCGA) and Video
Graphics Array (VGA): all bits that de-
fine a pixel are stored contiguously in
the same byte; pixels that are adjacent
on the screen are also adjacent in mem—
ory; and subsequent scan lines of the
image are stored consecutively.
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The X—Y coordinate pairs supported
by the TMS34010 have 16 bits per coor—
dinate. A rectangular window, defined
by two X—Y coordinate pairs, is used for
clipping and for determining whether a
given point is inside the window. Each
point in the coordinates is stored as a
16-bit half of a 32—bit double word with
the Y coordinate contained in the high—
order word. This format is supported
by graphics instructions that perform
moves, arithmetic operations, and com-
parisons of X-Y pairs directly.

Variable—width bit fields are sup-
ported by the TMS3401O primarily for
inserting and extracting pixel-size ele-
ments of data to and from memory. Any
instruction that addresses memory con-
tains an opcode bit that specifies which
fields are to be used. Field sizes, which
range from 1 to 32 bits, are program-
mable. When memory is accessed, the
word containing the desired bits is read
from memory, masked as required, and
rotated into the least significant position
in the destination register; all these op-

erations are transparent to the execut—
ing software. In addition, the field size
determines the amount that a pointer
register is updated in postincrement
addressing modes; each pointer register
can be incremented by whatever field
size is required.

The TM834010’s eight addressing
modes provide complete flexibility in
designing algorithms. Although its RISC—
like architecture allows only move and
drawing instructions to directly address
external memory, all memory instruc-
tions can use all supported addressing
modes. Available modes include:
Immediate. The source operand of a
move—to-register instruction is stored as
part of the instruction opcode.
Absolute. The TMS34010 stores all mem-
ory references as absolute 32-bit ad—
dresses immediately following the in-
struction opcode.
Register direct. A register’s contents can
be used as either the source or desti—
nation operand.
Register indirect. A register’s contents
can be used as the 32-bit linear address
of the source or destination operand.
Register X-Y indirect. The specified regis-
ter contains the X—Y address of either
the source or destination operand.
Register indirect with displacement. The
contents of a specified register are
added to a fixed displacement in order
to obtain the effective source or desti-
nation address.
Register indirect with predecrement. A
specified register is used as a pointer
to the source or destination data, but
its contents are decremented by the
field size that is in use before the ad—
dress is calculated.
Register indirect with postincrement. This
addressing mode is similar to register
indirect with predecrement, except that
the field size is added to the register
after the address is calculated.

Status flags are stored in a 32—bit
status register (ST) external to both the
A and B files. The ST defines the cur—
rent field size (1 to 52 bits) for fields
0 and 1, the current interrupt enable
flag, the condition code bits for the
overflow (V), zero (Z), carry (C), and
negative (N) flags, and a special inter-
rupt flag used by an interrupt—service
routine to determine if the interrupted
instruction was PIXBLT or FILL.

The ST’s contents can be examined
by loading them into a processor regis—
ter in either the A or B file or by stor—
ing them on the stack and examining
the data that are in memory. The state
of the TM534010 can be modified by
changing the local copy of the ST and
then recopying it to the real ST.
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FIGURE 2: TMS34010 Bloc/e Magma
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Internal hardware logic handles all mask and shift operations needed for direct support of pixel depths less than eight bits.
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The ability of the TMSS4010 to fetch instructions from a programmable 256—byte
cache in parallel with data accesses from memory improves its execution Speed. program—accessible registers.
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More than 120 instructions that affect
the flow of software execution are in—
cluded in the TMSS4010’S complex and
powerful instruction set. They can be
divided into four categories: graphics,
move, general, and program control in-

Control-flow instructions perform
arithmetic and graphic conditional tests,
modifying the control flow based on
test results. CALL instructions allow di-
rect or indirect calls of subroutines;
jUMP instructions allow direct or indi-
rect jumps based on the current State
of the ST flags. Conditional jumps also
can decrement a register and test for
branching after the decrement, much
like LOOP in the Intel 8086 processors,
except that any register may be used.
The TRAP instruction can trigger up to
32 software interrupts. Instructions also
are provided to return from subrou«
tines and interrupts and to transfer the
program counter and ST to and from
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TM834010
A full set of add, subtract, multiply,

divide, and modulo instructions, as well
as optimizations for early-out algorithms
and parallel multiplication operations,
are included in the TM854010 instruc—
tion set. All arithmetic operations must
be performed on values held in regis-
ters; the source and destination oper<
ands for each instruction must be in the
same register file. Absolute value, addi-
tion (register—to-register and immediate—
to—register), division, multiplication,
modulo (signed and unsigned), arith-
metic negation, and subtraction are pro-
vided, as well as sign and zero exten-
sion of registers. Divide and multiply
provide full 52-by—32-bit multiplicands
with a 64-bit result. If a 32-bit result is
not required (both operands, for exam—
ple, may be known to be only 8 bits),
multiplications may be performed in
parallel by storing two 8—bit values, one
in each of the high and low words of
each operand register. For graphics
algorithms, registers holding X-Y ad—
dresses can be added to or subtracted
from each other with the flags set to
reflect the values held in X and Y.

The TMS34010 supports primitives
to set a pixel to a given color, set a
pixel and move it incrementally, move
blocks of pixels, and execute the inner
loop of any simple line-drawing algo-
rithm. All graphics instructions combine
the source and destination data pixels
according to the current writing mode.
The graphics instructions include;
DRAV (draw-and-advance). Set the pixel at
the X»Y position specified in the first
operand and move X and Y by the in-
crements specified in the second oper-‘
and; use the color in the COLORl reg-
ister (holding bits set to 1).
FILL. Fill a rectangle defined by the
DYDX (delta-y/delta-x) register using
the color in the COLORl register.
PIXBLT (pixel-block transfer). Copy a
rectangle that is defined by the DYDX
register to the DADDR (destination-ad-
dress) register.
PIXBLT B (pixel-block transfer binary).
Copy a rectangle from a monochrome
(1-bit—per—pixel) area of memory to a
colored (multiple-bits—per—pixel) area.
Bits set to 0 in the source are converted
to COLORO; bits set to 1 are converted
to COLORl before combining with the
destination-pixel values.
PIXT (pixel transfer). Copy a pixel from
a specified source address to a destina-
tion address. Both source and destina—
tion addresses may be registers, linear,
or X-Y addresses.
LINE (line draw). Calculate the inner
loop and set the pixels for a line—draw
algorithm. All line-draw parameters
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TABLE 1: B-file Registers r . ‘. ; .
MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

SADDR
SPTCH
DADDR
DPTCH
OFFSET
WSTART
WEND
DYDX
COLORO
COLORI

Source address (B0)
Source pitch (B1)
Destination address (BZ)
Destination pitch (B3)
X—Y offset (B4)
Window start (B5)
Window end (B6)
Delta Y/ Delta X (B7)
Color 0 (B8)
Color 1 (B9)

Reserved B10 - 814 , Reserved for future expansion

Defines bit-BLT source address
Width of the source bitmap in pixels
Bit-BLT destination address
Width of destination bitmap
Bitmap address from start of memory
First corner of clipping rectangle
Opposite corner of clipping rectangle
Size of bit—BLT, FILL, or LINE operation
Drawing background color
Drawing foreground color

The registers in the B file are directly accessible through the TMS34010’5 instruc—
tion set; they control the implied state of the current graphics environment.

TABLE 2: rocammm 172W ' '
MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

CONTROL Memory control
RM Refresh mode
RR Refresh rate
W Window mode
PBH PixBlt horizontal
PBV , PixBlt vertical
PPOP Pixel processing option
CD Cache disable

CONVDP Convert destination pitch ,
CONVSP Convert source pitch
PMASK Plane mask
PSIZE Pixel size
REFCNT Refresh count

Global memory control flags
Selects type of refresh signal
Frequency of RAM refreshes
Enable/disable clipping
Sets BLTs to run right or left
BLT up or down direction ,
Sets pixel raster writing mode
Disable the 54010 instruction cache
Destination X-Y/linear conversion
Source X-Y/linear conversion
Bitplane write—protect mask
Defines current pixel depth
Address of next RAM refresh

The local-memory-interface I/O registers are responsible for controlling the manner
in which the TM834010’S on-board graphics memory is managed and maintained.

TABLE 5: Interrupt Control Regzsters ‘ ‘ I
MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

INTENB Interrupt enable
X1 External interrupt 1
X2 External interrupt 2
HI Host interrupt
DI Display interrupt
WV - Window violation-

INTPEND Interrupt pending

Interrupt enable mask
Interrupt 1 from hOSt CPU
Interrupt 2 from host CPU
Host software interrupt
Set at a given scan line refresh
Drawing has the clip rectangle
Parallels the INTENB register; bits set

when each interrupt occurs

Hardware interrupts t0 the TMSS401O can be programmed to occur under certain
conditions that are controlled by the state of the interrupt control registers.

must be specified explicitly by storing
them in registers before executing the
LINE instruction; this gives the applica-
tions software complete control over
the drawing process.

The processor is controlled by
stack operations and interrupt-enable
and disable instructions. The ST can be
directly removed from the stack, and
multiple register—stack transfers can be
achieved by MMTM (move—multiple-to-

memory) and MMFM (move—multiple-
from—memory) instructions, each of
which takes a 16—bit field as an operand;
each bit corresponds to a register in the
same register file as the destination
memory pointer. MMTM and MMFM al-
low the entire contents of the A or B
file to be moved to or from memory
using one instruction. All interrupts ex-
cept RESET and the nonmaskable inter—
rupt (NMI) can be enabled or disabled
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TMS34010

MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
DPYSTRT
DPYADR
DPYC'I'L

HSD
DUDATE
ORG
SRT
SRE
DXV
NIL
ENV

DPYINT
DPYTAP
HCOUNT
HESYNC
HEBLNK
HSBLNK
HTOTAL
VCOUNT
VESYNC
VEBLNK
VSBLNK
VTOTAL

Display start
Display address
Display control

Horiz. sync direction
Display update
Display origin select
Shift register enable
Screen refresh enable
Disable external video
Noninterlaced
Enable video

Display interrupt
Display tap point
Horizontal count
Horizontal end sync
Horizontal end blank
Horizontal start blank
Horizontal total
Vertical count
Vertical end sync
Vertical end blank
Vertical start blank
Vertical total ' Total scan lines in one screen

Address of start of display memory
Current screen refresh address
Bit flags for display control
Sets HSYNC as input or output
Screen refresh update amount
Sets Y increasing up or down screen
Display cycles modify VRAM data
Turns on screen display refresh
Sets VSYNC as input or output
Selects noninterlaced display
Starts sync and video output
Scan line at which interrupt occurs
VRAM tap point for screen panning
Current pixel position on display
Width of horizontal sync pulse
Time from sync to active video
Position of end of active video
Total dot clocks per scan line
Current vertical scan line
Size of vertical sync pulse
Time from sync to active video
End of active video display

The video-control parameters determine the state of the video system

MNEMONIC FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Host address low
Host address high
Host data
Host control low

Interrupt in .
Interrupt out 1
Message in
Message out

Host control high

HSTADRL
HSTADRH
HSTDATA
HSTCTLL

INTIN
INTOUT
MSGIN
MSGOUT

HSTCTLH
NMI
NMIM
INCW
INCR
LBL
CF
HLT

NMI mode

Lower byte last
Cache flush
Halt GSP

Nonmaskable interrupt Set by host to cause 34010 NMI

Increment pointer write Host address increments on writes
Increment pointer read Host address increments on reads

Low 16 bits of the 34010 address
High 16 bits of the 34010 address
34010 local data to be read or written
Host interface control bits
Set by host to interrupt 34010
Set by 34010 to interrupt host
INTIN 3-bit identification field
INTOUT 3-bit identification field
Host interface control bits

NMI context save flag setting

Sets 8-bit data high byte/low byte
Flushes 34010 instruction cache
Stop 34010 execution

The host interface is controlled through the use of the five I/O registers.

TYPE OF INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION
Graphics instructions
Move instructions

General instructions

Program control

Used for manipulating graphics data.
Used for moving data, such as from
a register to an absolute address
Used for many general purposes, such
as addition, comparisonor shifting.
Used for functions such as calling
subroutines or jumping.

The TMS34010’s extensive instruction set consists of more than 120 instructions.
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using the EINT (enable interrupts) or
DINT (disable interrupts) instructions.

The TMS34010 also provides in—
structions for Boolean, shift, sign—exten—
sion, zero-extension, bit-testing, com—
parison, and flag-setting operations.
Boolean instructions operate on full 32-
bit register values; shift—and-rotate in-
structions can move data up to 31 bits
in a single machine state.

The TM534010 is designed to oper—
ate with a 50-MHz system clock. All in-
struction timings are specified in ma—
chine states, each of which is equal to
eight system clock cycles. (Instruction
timings are usually expressed as 160
nanoseconds, which equals 6.25 MHz.)
Most logical, shift, and comparison op-
erations can be performed in only one
machine state; graphics operations such
as fills can write one word to memory
in two machine states. The actual calcu—
lation of graphics—instruction execution
is complex; the timings depend heavily
on the alignment of the source and des—
tination data (where appropriate), the
writing mode, and whether or not the
clipping option is turned on.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
The TM534010’s future prospects as a
true 32—bit graphics microprocessor are
unequaled; it offers a remarkably flexi-
ble and powerful solution for graphics
systems. It also reduces board space
and cost by providing integrated sup-
port functions on one chip. Based on its
past leadership in advancing VRAM tech—
nology, TI is likely to continue provid—
ing RAM solutions tightly coupled to its
graphics microprocessor to produce a
streamlined, high-performance graphics—
display system.

If anything, the TMS34010’s flexibil-
ity is a slight hindrance to initial devel—
opers—once the graphics system is de-
signed, the support software must be
added to complete the solution. Fortu—
nately, many software libraries (includ-
ing TI’s) and graphics—operating systems
are becoming available to ease the soft-
ware development burden. As PC appli-
cations become more sophisticated and
demanding in their graphics require-
ments, the TMS34010 will be able to
track those requirements, providing a
viable, upwardly compatible graphics
system for years to come.

Texas Instruments
Semiconductor Products
P. O. Box 809066
Dallas, TX 75380-9066
800/232—3200
TM534010: $180
CIRCLE 540 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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tomer regardless ofwhere they see
our ad. Some dealers vary prices in
different ads and then ask you to
mention which one you saw. This
technique allows them to charge
you the highest prices possible.

No Hidden Charges. The discount
prices you see on the next two
pages are all you pay. We don’t
charge extra for UPS Ground ship~
ping, credit cards, COD orders, pur-
chase orders, sales tax (except Ohio)
or special handling (except for non-
Canadian international orders).

Guarantees. We offer FREE 50-day
no-risk return guarantees and :50-
day evaluation periods on most of
our products. Some dealers have
no return options while others often
charge restocking fees of 15% or
more.

QualityProducts. Our product line
consists ofhundreds ofhigh quality
software development tools specif-
ically for IBM Personal Computers
and compatibles. While some deal-
ers try to carry every software pro-
duct ever written, we carry only those
that meet our very high standards
for quality and value.

Latest Versions. The products we
carry are the latest versions and
come with the same manufacturer’s
technical support as if buying di-
rect. While some dealers may partic-
ipate in the software gray market,
we’re authorized to sell every pro-
duct we carry.

Large Inventory. We have one of
the largest inventories of program-
mer’s development products in the
industry. Most orders are shipped
within 24 hours. And ifwe don’t have
la product in stock, we’ll get it for you
ast.
Meticulous Packaging. We’ll give
your shipment the extra protection
needed to reach you in the best
possible condition. First we’ll pro-
tectyour products from moisture by
wrapping them in plastic. Then we’ll
insulate your box with high quality
bubble-wrapping instead of the
messy styrofoam chips that many
other dealers use. Finally, we’ll
double-tape your box for extra
strength.

Independence. Since we’re not di-
rectly affiliated with any software
publisher or developer, we can give
you sound, unbiased advice. Unlike
some other dealers who have a
special interest in promoting only
certain products, we’ll give you an
objective look at the products we
carry.
Noncommissioned Staff. Our
courteous sales staff is always ready
to help you. And if you aren’t sure
about your needs, our knowledge-
able technical stallc can give you
sound, objective advice. Because
they are noncommissioned, you
won’t be pressured into making a
purchase.

As you can see, we're not like
the other dealers in this in-
dustry. Our customers keep
comingbackbecause we con-
sistently provide the highest
qualityservice and the lowest
prices. So call us today and
discover the difference for
yourself.



ai - expert systems
Ist-CLASS by Programs in Motion ..............
Autolntelligence by lotelligenceWare . . V . .
ExpertEDGE Advanced by Human Edge . . .
ExpeitEDGE Professional by Human Edge .
Experteach II by lnte/ligenceWare .......
EXSVS Development Software by EXSYS. .

EXSVS Buntime System ............
Insight 1 by level Five Research ,
Insight 2+ by level Five Research . .
Intelligence/Compiler by lntelligenceWare
Logic-Line Series I by Thunderstone ......
Logic-Line Series 2 by Thunderstone . . .
Logic-Line Series 3 by Thunderstone ............

ai - lisp language
GCLISP Golden Common USP by Gold Hill ........
GCLISP Zflb‘ Developer by Goldfl/ll ....... .
Microsoft LISP Common USP .............. .
ONIAL Combines USP & AH by N/Al Systems .....
Starter ONIAL by NlAl Systems ............ New
TransLlSP from Solution Systems ....... . .
TransLISP PLUS from Solution Systems ..........

ai - prolog language
APT Active Pro/og Tutor from Solution Systems .....
Arity Combination Package ............. .

Expert System Development Pkg .
File Interchange Toolkit ..........
PROLOG Compiler 8i Interpreter .
Screen Design Toolkit . , . .
SOL Development Package

Arity PROLUG Interpreter ,
Arity Standard Prolog ......
LPA microPROLOG All Varieties ........
MPRDLOG Language Primer lUG/CWAHE.
MPROLDG P500 by lDG/CWADE .......
MPROLOG P550 by lDG/CWA/il' . ..
Prolog-BE from Solution Systems .....
Prolog-RB Plus from Solution Systems . . .
Turbo PROLOG by Bur/and lntl ......... .
Turbo PROLDG Toolbox by Bur/and lnt/ ...........

ai - smalltalk language
Smalltalk/V by Digitalk .....

EGA/CGA Color Option .
Goodies Diskette ...... .
Smalltalk/Comm .........................

ai - texas instruments
PC Scheme lisp ............................
Personal Consultant Easy . .
Personal Consultant Plus . . . t
Personal Consultant Runtime ..................

apHanguage
APL'PLUS/PC bySTSC ......................
APL'PLUS/PC Spreadsheet Mgr by STSC . . .
APL'PLUS/PC Tools Vol I by STSC ......
APL‘PLUS/PC Tools Vol 2 bySTSC ..
ATLAS'GRAPHICS by STSL‘ ........
Financial/Statistical Library by STSC . .
Pocket APL by STSC ..........
STATGRAPHICS by STSC .....

assembly language
336 ASM/LINK Cross Asm by Phat lap ..........
HOSE Assembler w/Z-DD Translator by 25Dll AD
ASMLIB Function library by DC Assoc ........
asmTREE D-Tree Dev System by DC Assoc
Cross Assemblers Various by 2500 AD .
Microsoft Macro Assembler .......
Norton Utilities by Peter Norton .
Norton Utilities (Advanced) . . . .
screenplay by Plexus .........
Turbo EDITASM by Speedware ..........
Uniware Cross Assemblers Various by SDS. . . . t .
Visible Computer: BOSE by Software Masters ......
ba5ic language
87 Software Pak by flauppauge . . .
EXIM Services Toolkit by EXlM . . .
Finally by ltnmputerwerlrs ......
Inside Track from Micro lie/p .
MACH 2 by Micro h'elp .........
MicroHeIp Utilities by Microfielp . .
Microsoft OuickBASIC Compiler .
Peeks 'n Pokes from MicroHe/p . . .
Professional BASIC by Morgan . .

BOB? Math Support ........
Ouick-Tools by BC Associates . . .
OuickPak by Crescent Software ......
Scientific Subroutine library by Peerless .
Screen Sculptor by Software Bottling . .
Stay~Res by MicroHe/p ..........
True Basic w/liiin-time by True Dasic .
True Basic ...................

Run-time Module .
Various Utilities ............... . .

Turbo BASIC Compiler by Dor/and/ntl ...........

blaise products
ASVNCH MANAGER Specify C or Pascal .........
C TOOLS PLUS . .
EXEC Program Chainer ......
LIGHT TOOLS for Data/i'gbt C.
PASCAL TOOLS
PASCAL TOOLS 2 .........
PASCAL TOOLS & TOOLS 2 .
BUNOFF Text Formatter .....
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS .
TURBO C TOOLS ...........
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS ............
VIEW MANAGER Specify C or Pascal ............

. . . . New
New version
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borland products
EUREKA Equation Solver .....................
Reflex & Reflex Workshop . . . . .

Reflex Data Base System .
Reflex Workshop .........

Sidekick & Traveling Sidekick .
Sidekick
Traveling Sidekick

Superkey . . ..
Turbo BASIC Co .
Turbo C Compiler .......
Turbo Database Toolbox. .
Turbo Editor Toolbox ......
Turbo Gameworks Toolbox . .
Turbo Graphix Toolbox .....
Turbo Jumbo Pack. . . .
Turbo Lightning .......................
Turbo PASCAL Numerical Methods Toolbox . .
Turbo PASCAL and Tutor ................

Turbo PASCAL ......
Turbo Tutor .........

Turbo PROLOG Compiler .
Turbo PROLOG Toolbox . .
Word Wizard ................ . . .
Word Wizard and Turbo Lightning ..............
c++
C++ by Guidelines w/ version 7.7 kernel ..........
PIorCe++ Function library by Phoenix ............
c compilers
CBBPLUS by Computer Innovations ..............
Datalight C Compiler by Data/ight. . . .
Datalight Developer Kit ........
Datalight Optimum-C ...... . . . . . .
DeSmet C w/Debugger E large case . . New Version
DeSmet C w/Debugger only ........ New Version
Eco-C with Graphics by Ecosoft .................
Lattice C Compiler vers. 3.2 from lattice .........
Mark Williams Let's C Combo Pack . . New Version

Let's C Compiler ............... New Version
csd Source level Debugger. . New Version

Microsoft C with CodeView . . . ...........
Turbo C Compiler by Dot/and t . .
Uniware fiBDDD/ID/ZD Cross Compiler by SDS . . . .
c interpreters
C-terp by Gimpel, Specify compiler ..............
C Trainer with Door by Catalytix . .
Instant C by Rational Systems ......
Introducing C by Computer Innovations .
Run/C by Age of Season .......... . . .
Run/C Professional by Age of Reason ...........
c utilities
c-tree & i-tree Combo by FairCom ..............

c-tree [SAM File Manager . .
i-tree Report Generator . .

C Windows by Syscom .....
C Wings by Syscom ..................
d dDASE to C Translator by Desktop Al . .
EASY SCREEN by Retail Mgmt Systems . . .
Flash-up Windows by Software Bottling .
GiaphiC Color version by Sci Endeavors.
GRAFLIB by Sutrasoft ...........
HALO Graphics by Media Cybernetics
HALO Development Pkg for Microsoft. .
The HAMMER by DES Systems ....
PANEL Forms Management by Hound .
PANEL Plus by Roundhil/ ...........
PC Lint by Girnpc/ Software .
PLOTHI by Sutrasoft ......
PLOTHP by Sutrasoft ............
Professional C Windows by Washburn . . .
Scientific Subroutine Library by Peerless .
screenplay for C by Flexus ..........
Vitamin C by Creative Programming .

VC Screen Forms Designer ...... . . .
Zview by Data Mgmt Consultants ...............
cobol language
COBOLspII by Plexus ........................
FPLIB for Deal/e CUBDl by DC Associates .........
Micro Focus COBOL See Micro Focus Section
Microsoft COBOL See Microsoft Section
Realia COBOL with ReaIMEIIIU ...........
Realia COBOL ....

ReaICICS ......
RM/COBOL by fiyanMcFar/and . .
RM/COBOL 85 by Ryan-McFarland . . .
screenplay lor CDDDl by News ................
c55 products
PC/ SPELL by Custom Software Systems .....
PC/TDOLS . .
PC/TOP . . . .
PC/VI ................................
debuggers S. profilers
385 DEBUG Cross Debugger by Pltar lap .........
Advanced Trace-86 by Morgan Computing . . .
Codesifter Profiler by David Smith .......
Codesmith-BG by Visual Age .
DSDIlT by Soft Advances .
MiniProbe by Atron .............
Periscope I with Board by Periscope . . .
Periscope II with NM/ Plea/rout Switch .
Periscope II-X Software only ........
Periscope III 8 MHz version . . .
Periscope III ID MHz version ..........
The PROFILER with Source Code by DWB. . l ..
TURBDsmith Source debugger for Turbo Pascal. . . .
The WATCHER Proliler by Stony Brook ...........
disk utilities
Back-It by Gazelle Systems ............... New
Disk Optimizer by Soft/ogic Systems . . . . . .
FASTBACK by 5th Generation Systems .
XenoCopy-PC by XenoSoft ...............

New
New
New

new
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dos utilities
Command Plus by ESP Software ................
FANSI-CDNSDLE by HerseyMicro . . .,.
Norton Commander by Peter Norton .............
OPAL She/l language by Software Factory . New

OPART Screen Painter ............... New
O-DOS II by Gazelle Systems. . .. . New
Scroll l7. Recall by Dpt-Tech Data . . .
Taskview by Sonny Hill Software .......
essential products
Turbo C versions available.

C Essentials by Essential Software ..............
C Utility Library ..................
Essential Comm Library with Debugger . . .

Essential Comm Library Soltware Dnly . .
Breakout Debugger Only Any language . . _ .

Essential Graphics ..........................

forth language
CFDRTH Native Code Compiler by lMl . .
Forth/83 Metacompiler Specify Target .
PC/ Forth by laboratory Microsystems . . V
PC/Forth+ by laboratory Microsystems .

Advanced Color Graphics Support . . .
Enhanced Graphics Support .....
Intel 8087 Support .........
Interactive Symbolic Debugger.
Native Code Optimizer .......
Software Floating Point .

UR/Forth by lMl . . . .
Object Module Libra

fortran language
50 MORE: FORTRAN by Peerless Engr ...........
ACS Time Series by Alpha Computer Service . .
Essential Graphics by Essential Software . .
For-Winds byAlpha Computer Service . . .
Forlih-Plus byAlpha Computer Service .
FORTLIB by Sutrasoft .............
FORTRAN Addendum by Impulse Engr .
FORTRAN Addenda by Impulse Engr. . .
GRAFLIB by Sutrasoft .............
HALO Graphics by Media Cybernetics . .
I/O PRO by MEF Environmental ......
Microcompatihles Combo Package . .

Grafmatic ..................
Plotmatic ...................

Microsoft FORTRAN w/CodeView . .
No Limit by MEF Environmental. . .
Numerical Analyst by MAGl/S ........
PANEL by Doundhi/l Computer Systems .
PLOTHI by Sutrasoft ..............
PLOTHP by Sutrasoft ............
RM/FDRTRAN by Dyan-McFarland. . . .
RTC PLUS Fortran to C by Cobalt Blue . . .
Scientific Subroutine Lib byPSl/Systems .
Statistician by Alpha Computer Service . . .
Statlib.GL: by PSI/Systems ..........
Statlib.TSF: by PSI/Systems. .
Strings & Things by Alpha ComputerServic
greenleaf products
Greenleal Comm Library .....................
Greenleal Data Windows . .

with Source Code . A . . . . .
Greenleal Functions ........................

help utilities
HELP/Control by MUS.................
On-Iine Help lrorn Dot-Tech ........... .
SottScreen/HELP by Dialectic Systems ..........
lattice products
Lattice C Compiler ver 3.2 lrotn lattice..........

wrth library Source Code ........... .
C Cross Reference Generator.

with Source Code ...............
C-Food Smorgasbord Function library. .

with Source Code ...............
C-Sprite Source level Debugger .
Curses Screen Manager .....

wit/7 Source Code ........
dBC Specify dBC // or l,‘ Ill. .

with Source Code ......
dBC III Plus ........

with Source Code . .
LMK Malta Facility ..............
RPG ll Combo All three items below .

RPG II Compiler No Royalties . . . .
RPG II SEU Screen Entry Utility
RPG II Sort/Merge ......

RPG II Screen Design Aid Util
SecretDisk File Encryption Utility .
SideTaIk lies/dent Communications . . . .
SSP/ PC Scientific Subroutine library . .
Text Management Utilities ..........
TopView Toolbasket Function library . . .

with Source Code .........................

100

250

metagraphics products
LigbtWINDOW/C for Data/ight C ...............
FontNUOWS .............. ..
Font WINDOWS/Plus . . ..
MetaWINDOW No Royalties
MetaWINDOW/PLUS
TurhoWINDOW/C for Turbo L‘ ......... . . .
TurboWINDOW/Pascal for Turbo Pascal .........
micro focus products
Micro Focus Level II COBOL w/Anirnator. . . . New

Level II COBOL ..........................
Level II Animator .........................

Micro Focus Level II COBOL/ET for UNIX. . . New
Micro Focus Personal COBOL .................
Micro Focus Professional COBOL .
Micro Focus VS COBOL/XENIX .......... New



Micro Focus Support Products:
COBOL/ID Ad hoc Report Writer ........ New
COBOL/ID for DDS 3.X Networks . .
FORMS-2 .......................
SOURCEWRITER .........................

microport products
System V/ AT by Microport Systems .............

Runtime System (Dperating System)
Software Development System . . . .
Text Preparation System ...... . .

Unlimited License Kit .......................
microsoft products
Microsoft BASIC Compiler forXEN/X ........ New
Microsoft BASIC Interpreter forXEN/X .
Microsoft C Compiler with CodeView ........
Microsoft COBOL Compiler with CDBUL Tools. . . .

for XENIX ...............................
Microsoft FORTRAN Optimizing Compilar/CodeView
Microsoft FORTRAN for XENIX . . . .
Microsoft learning DDS . . . .
Microsoft LISP Common LISP .....
Microsoft MACH 10 with Mouse & to owe . .
Microsoft MACH 10 Board only ............
Microsoft Macro Assembler . . ..
Microsoft Mouse Bus Version . . .
Microsoft Mouse Serial Version . . .
Microsoft muMath Includes muSlMP . .
Microsoft Pascal Compiler .......

lorXEN/X .....
Microsoft OuickBASlC Compiler
Microsoft Sort ..............
Microsoft Windows .............. . .
Microsoft Windows Development Kit ............
Microsoft Word .......... Special Price thru July
modula-E language
MODULAvZ Apprentice Pkg by LOGITECH ........
MODULA-Z Magic Pkg by LOGITECH ....... . .
MODULA-Z ROM Pkg & Cross RT Debugger
MODULA-Z Window Pkg by LOCITECH . .
MODULA-2 Wizard's Pkg by LOCITECH .
REPERTDIRE for MDDULA-2 by PM/ ..... . .

Db/ect Code Dnly .........................
mouse products
LOGIMOUSE BUS with PLUSPkg by LDC/TECH . . . .

with PLUS & PC Paintbrush ..................
with PLUS & CAD Software. . . . .
with PLUS & CAD & Paint ...................

LOGIMOUSE CT with PLUS Plrg, Specify Connector
with PLUS «SI PC Paintbrush ..................
with PLUS & CAD Software. . . . .
with PLUS 8: CAD & Paint. .

Microsoft Mouse Bus Version . . . . .
Microsoft Mouse Serial Version ................

other languages
CCS MUMPS Single-User by MB/obal ...........
CCS MUMPS Single-User Multi-Tosking
CCS MUMPS Multi-User ........
Janus/ADA C Pak by R&R Software. .
Janus/ADA D Pak by R&R Software. .
Janus/ADA ED Pak by RM? Software ........ . .
Marshal Pascal by Marshal language Systems .....
Pascal-Z by Dragon Software ............. New
Personal REXX by Mansfield Software .
SNDBOLM by Catspaw ......................
other products
Dan Bricklin's Demo Pgm by Software Barden .....

Dan Bricklin's Demo Tutorial ............ . .
Informix All Varieties by lnlormix ..........
Instant Replay by Nostradamus. . . . . New Version
MKS Toolkit with vi Editor by MKS ..............
MicroTEX Typesetting from Addison Wesley . . New
Netools by BC Associates ...................
OPTJech Sort by Dpt-Tech Data Proc .
PC/TOOLS by Custom Software ......
Screen Machine by MicroHe/p . .
VTEK Term Emulator by Sci Endeavors . . .
phoenix products
Pasmllli Macro Assembler version 2.0 ............
Pdisk Hard Dis/r & Backup Utility. . .
Pfantasy Pac Phoenix Combo .
Plinish Execution Profi/er . . . .
PIixREplus Symbolic Debugger
PforCe Specify C Compiler ..........
PforCe++ Specily C Compiler and C++ .
Plinkllfiplus Dver/ay Lin/rel . . .
Pmaker Make Utility ......
Pmate Macro Text Editor . .
Pie-C Lint Utility ............. .
Ptel Binary File Transfer Program ...............
polytron products
PolyBoost The Software Accelerator .............
PoDesk Ill ................... . . New

‘PolyDesk Ill Archivist . . New
PolyOesk III Cryptographer New
PolyDesk III Talk ......... New

PolyLibrarian Library Manager . . . .
PolyLibrarian ll Library Manager
PolyMake UNIX-like Maire Facility.
PolyShell ...................
Polytron C Beautifier . . . .
Polytron C Library I .........................

New

New version

- PoXREF One language only ........

Polytron PowerCom Communications . . .
PoXREF Complete Cross Ref Utility . .

PVCS Network Version Control System. New
PVCS Corporate .................
PVCS Personal . . . .....
PVMFM Polytron Virtual Memory File Mgr . . . . New
program mgmt utilities
Compact Source Print byA/debaran . . .
Interactive EASYFLOW by Haventree
PrintO by Software Directions ..................
Ouilt Computing Combo Package . . . New Version
OMake Program Rebuild Utility .................
SRMS Software Revision Mgmt Sys . . . New Version
Source Print by Aldebaran Labs ................
TLIR by Burton Systems Software ..... . . .
Tree Diagrammer by Aldebaran Labs ............
raima products
dbOUERV Single-User Duery Utility . .

Single-User with Source Code . . .
Multi»Llser ................
Multi-User with Source Code . .

dlSTA Single-User DBMS .....
SingleJ/ser with Source Code .
Mufti-User ................ . . .
Multi-User with Source Code ................

sco products
Complete XENIX System V by SCH. .

Development System ............
Operating System SpecifyXT orAT. .
Text Processing Package .........

Lyrix by SCU ............
XENIX-NET by SCD ................
SCO Professional 1-2-3 War/(alike for XENIX .......

softcraft products
Btrieve lSAM Mgr with No Royalties .............

Xtrieve Duery Utility ........... . . .
Report Option forXtrieve .

Rtriave/ N for Networks . . . .
Xtrieve/N . . .
Report Option/ N forXtrieve/N ...............

text ed Itors
Brief 81 dBrief Combo from Solution Systems ......

Brief ....................... New version
dBrieI Customizes Brief for dBASE l/l ...........

Epsilon Emacs-like editor by Logaru . . . . . . .
KEDIT by Mansfield Software ......
Micro/SPF by Phaser Systems .......
Microsoft Word .......... Special Price thru July
PC/Vl by Custom Software Systems .............
SPF/ PC by Command Technology Corp . . . .
Vedit by CompuView .............
Vedit Plus by CompuView .........

turbo pascal uti Ities
ALICE Interpreter by Software Channels ..........
DOS/BIOS 8: Mouse Tools by Duinn-Curtis. .
Flashvup Windows by Software Bottling .
MACH 2 for Turbo Pascal by Micro Help . . .
MetraByte D/A Tools by Duinn-Curtis. . .
Science & Engrg Tools by Duinn-Cunis .
Screen Sculptor by Software Bottling .
screenplay for Turbo Pascal by Plexus .
Speed Screen by Software Bottling . .
System Builder by Royal American

IMPEX Due/y Utility .........
Report Builder ..............

TOebugPLUS by TurboPower Softwar . .
Turbo EXTENOER by TurboPower'Software
Turbo OPTIMIZER by TurboPower ......... New
Turbo OPTIMIZER with Source Code . .
Turbo Professional by Sonny Hill . . .
TurboHALO from lMSl ...........
TurboPower Utilities by TurboPower .
TurboReI by Gracun Services ............. . . .
TURBOsmith Source Debugger by Visual Age ......
Universal Graphics Library by Duinn—Curtis . . . . New

wendin products
Operating System Toolbox ......... Rebate Df/er
PCNX Dperating system . . . . . . . Rebate fer
PCVMS Similar to VAX/VMS . . ...........
XTC Text Editor w/Pasca/ source .

xenix/unix products
Btrieve ISAM File Mgr by SoftCraft ..............
C-terp by (limpet, ............. .
c-tree lSAM Mgr by FairCom .....
d with Library Source by Desktop A .
ODSIX Console Version by Data Basics . .
DOSIX User Version by Data Basics . . . . .
lnformix All Varieties by lnformix ...............
Micro Focus Products See Micro Focus Section
Microport Products See Microport Section
Microsoft Products See Microsoft Section
PANEL Plus by Roundhil/ Computer Systems .......
REAL-TOOLS Binary Version by PCT ........ . .

Library Source Version ..........
Complete Source Version . .

RM/COBOL by Ryan-McFarland . . . . .
RM / FORTRAN by Ryan-McFarland ..............
SCO Products See SCD Section
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LOWEST PRICES
Due to printing lead times, some of our current
prices may differ from those shown here. Call for
latest pricing.

FREE SHIPPING
Orders within the USA (including Alaska & Hawaii)
are shipped FREE via UPS. Express shipping is
available at the shipping carrier's standard rate
with no rush fees or handling charges. To avoid
delays when ordering by mail, please call first to
determine the exact cost of express shipping.

CREDIT CARDS
VISA, MasterCard and Discover Card are accepted
at no extra cost. Your card is charged when your
order is shipped. Mail orders please include credit
card expiration date and authorized signature.

ODDS AND PDs
CODs and Purchase Orders are accepted at no
extra cost. P05 with net 30-day terms are available
to qualified US accounts only.

SALES TAX
Orders outside of Ohio are not charged state sales
tax. Ohio customers please add 6% Ohio tax or
provide proof of tax—exemption.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
Shipping charges for International and Canadian
orders are based on the shipping carrier's standard
rate. Since rates vary between carriers, please call
or write for the exact cost. International orders
(except Canada), please include an additional $10
for export preparation. All payments must be made
with US funds drawn on a US bank. Please include
your telephone number when ordering by mail. Due
to government regulations, we cannot ship to all
countries.

VOLUME ORDERS
Volume orders may qualify for additional dis-
counts. Call us for special pricing.

SOUND ADVICE
Our knowledgeable technical staff can answer
technical questions, assist in comparing products
and send you detailed product information tailored
to your needs.

30-DAY GUARANTEE
Most of our products (excluding books) come with
a 30-day documentation evaluation period or a
30-day return guarantee. Please note that some
manufacturers restrict us from offering guarantees
on their products. Call for more information.

MAIL ORDERS
Please include your telephone number on all mail
orders. Be sure to specify computer, operating
system and any applicable compiler or hardware
interface(s). Send mail orders to:

Programmer's Connection
Order Processing Department

136 Sunnyside Street
Hartville, OH 44632

CALL TOLL FREE
USA ................. 800-336-1166
CANADA ............. 800-225-1166
OHIO &ALASKA (Collect) . . 216-877-3781

TELEX ............ _...... 9102406879
EASYLINK ................ 62806530
INTERNATIONAL 216-877-3781
CUSTOMER SERVICE 216-877-1110

Hours: Weekdays 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM EST.

Call or write for our FREE comprehensive price guide.

©Copyright Programmer’s Connection, Inc., 1987.
All Rights Reserved.
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Yhe Challenge ofdesigning and maintaining
PC-compatihle DOS applications,
never an em task with the steady

progression ofmachines and operating
systems, is intenszfied by the IANfactor.

enough any more to keep pace
with the IBM line of machines—

the PC, PC/X'I‘, PC/AT, IBM compatibles,
IBM Personal System/2, not to mention
DOS 1.x, 2.x, 3.x. Now the software de-
veloper also must ask: will‘the program

. run on a PC connected to a LAN, and
can it use LAN resources?

Theanswer is yes, many DOS ap-
plications. will run on a PC connected to
a LAN, and these programs fall into two
groups. 'Most applications fit into a first
group that needs only to coexist with
the LAN; they cannot use LAN files and
devices. Fortunately for such programs,
refinements to DOS in the LAN area
have been made in an upwardly com-
patible manner. By following a few con-
ventions and handling LAN-related er-
rors from DOS, files can be accessed
and devices connected to the LAN. A
second group does exploit the [ANS

For software developers, it is not

data-sharing and communications capa- ‘
bilities using the‘rudimenta‘ry tools pro-
vided in the most recent versions of
DOS for developing multiuser software.
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Although some desirable capabilities
are absent, a few current DOS features
can be used to craft substitutes.

The LAN-software situation is fur-
ther complicated by many conflicting
vendor implementations: IBM, Novell,
3Com, Nestar, Corvus, and others each
defines its own unique interface to cer—
tain LAN facilities. Although support‘for
NETBIOS (a peer-to—peer networking
standard sired by IBM) is growing,
many vendors support only a subset of
its functionality. In addition, NETBIOS is
inappropriate for applications that need
only to share files. Thus, the route most
likely to result in LAN—portable software
is the one that uses only those few facil-
ities offered by DOS.

This article examines the issues in-
herent to implementing multiuser appli-
cations within the scope of functions
provided by DOS 3.1 or later (hereafter
referred to as DOS 3.x). In addition,
application will mean the traditional
DOS programs invoked by the end '
user, such as word processors or data
managers, not systems software, such as

file servers, gateways, or communica-
tions servers. Note that a diminishing
number of LANs do not use DOS to
provide their services, but instead use a
disk—server environment. Typically they
intercept the BIOS disk I/O calls to pro—
vide virtual disk volumes on the server.
Because DOS is unaware of the redirec-
tion taking place, these LANs cannot _
provide DOS networking functionality
to applications. The Nestar and Tiara
LANs fall into this category, as did ear-
lier offerings from 3Com and Corvus.

IBM and Microsoft began to accom-
modate IANs with DOS 3.0 in August
1984. The new ATTRIB, SHARE, and
IAS’I‘DRIVE commands support multi-
user environments. File sharing, also in-
troduced with DOS 3.0, requires execu-
table (.COM and .EXE) files on a LAN
server to be marked read-only so that
multiple users can load the file simulta-
neously—ATTRIB performs this func—
tion. SHARE is used‘ to install the DOS
file-sharing suppOrt on Servers that use
DOS (such as IBM’s PC LAN) for file
services. IAS'I‘DRIVE (which is added to
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CONFIGSYS) allows the last accessible
DOS drive (up to Z:) to be used as a
virtual disk designator.

DOS 3.1 introduced the commands
JOIN and SUBST, primarily to support
standalone applications that want to
share network resources. JOIN connects
a drive to a directory on another drive
to create a new directory structure;
thus, only one drive specifier is neces-
sary to access files from multiple drives
or directories. This is useful if, for ex-
ample, a hard disk becomes full and
has to be divided across two disks. A di»
rectory subtree of the original disk
would be moved to the new disk, and
JOIN used to maintain the original di»
rectory structure. SUBST substitutes a
drive letter for a drive or directory. Es-
sentially, it provides a means of access»
ing files on that drive by referring to
the drive letter. SUBST supercedes the
ASSIGN command.

New LAN-related commands added
with DOS 5.5 include FASTOPEN and
APPEND. FASTOPEN is a terminate~and~
stay—resident (TSR) command that sup-
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ports file-name caching. It improves
file—name search response times (one of
the bottlenecks when using the DOS
based PC LAN Program as a server).
APPEND is like a PATH command for
data files. It allows an application to run
in one subdirectory and find (that is,
open) files in a different subdirectory
without specifying the path name.

Although DOS provides some of
the frills that are needed to work on a
LAN, it stops short of providing standard
commands to attach to remote re—
sources and share files. Instead, each
LAN vendor must provide a set of com-
mands to manage LAN resource connec-
tions. Table 1 shows the command se—
quence for redirecting devices on vari‘
Ous LANs. Many vendors also provide a
menu-driven interface.

PROCESSING DOS CALLS
The manner in which LAN workstation
software processes DOS function calls
(the functions provided by interrupt
21H) also varies from vendor to vendor.
For example, Novell‘s NetWare shell

intercepts any interrupt 21H request,
checks to see if it is for a local or re-
mote device, and processes the call ac-
cordingly. Calls for remote services by
the IBM PC LAN Program (as well as
3Com 3Plus and Microsoft Networks)
must be previously “redirected." The
Redirector software is licensed from
Microsoft to original equipment manu-
facturers (OEM). The Redirector checks
the interrupt 21H function call for redi-
rection to the network. If the request is
not for a redirected device, it is passed
on to local DOS. Otherwise, the Redi-
rector converts the call into a server
message block (SMB) request and, in
the case of PC LAN, calls NETBIOS. Fig—
ure 1 demonstrates the relation of net-
work support components to DOS ap—
plications with the IBM and Novell ap-
proaches. Figure 2 shows the various
functions added to interrupt 21H (from
DOS 3.0 on) that enhance LAN applica-
tion capabilities. These functions are
discussed below.

At the heart of DOS LAN support is
Open File (interrupt 21H, function call
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DOS-LAN JUNCTURE
3DH). Open File controls access to a
file in two ways. The first control, made
through access mode, specifies how the
process making the Open File call will
use the file, as read-only, write-only, or
read—write. The second control, sharing
mode, determines what access can be
granted on subsequent file open at—
tempts: compatibility, deny-read, deny-
write, deny—read/write, or deny—none.

Upon entrance to interrupt 21H,
the following registers must be set: AH
is 3DH, DS:DX points to an ASCIIZ path
name (just as it is typed in a DOS com—
mand, such as C:\WP\TEMP), and AL is
the open mode. Upon return, AX will
contain the file handle, if the file was
successfully opened, or an error code.

The open mode defined in AL is
subdivided into fields that specify inher-
itance (bit 7), sharing (bits 6, 5, 4), and
access (bits 2, 1, 0).‘Bit 3 is reserved
and should be set to zero. Specific val~
ues for the fields are shown in figure 3.
If the inheritance bit is set to O, the file
is inherited (including all sharing and
access restrictions) by a child process
(one created by the DOS EXEC func—
tion). If the bit is set to 1, the file is pri-
vate to the current process

When the Open File function was
initially introduced in DOS 2.0, the
open mode included only the access
mode information (bits 0 to 2); all
other bits were to be left as zero. File
sharing in DOS 3.0 was added by using
these previously undefined bits. How-
ever, to retain some measure of com»
patibility with old programs, the sharing
mode value of zero (in bits 4 to 6) is
defined as compatibiligi mode.

Compatibility mode enables old
applications to share files without com-
promising the integrity of new applica—
tions. Mixing compatibility mode with
other file sharing modes is allowed in
only one case: a file that is made read-
only (by DOS ATFRIB) can be opened
multiple times for read-only access in
compatibility mode, and can simulta-
neously be opened for read-only access
in deny-Write or deny-none sharing
mode. This exception allows .COM,
.EXE, and data files to be opened by
both old and new programs if they first
are made read—only. Any other attempt
to open a file with a mix of compatibili-
ty mode and any of the deny modes
will result in Open File returning error
5 (access denied), with an extended er—
ror code of 32 (sharing violation).

Developers of new application pro—
grams (even programs that are not in-
tended for use on a LAN) should not
use compatibility mode, but instead
should choose an appropriate deny

8O

TABLE 1: Typical LAN Commands

LOCAL AREA NETWORK
CONNECT DRIVE E: TO SERVER SALES, DIRECTORY\CUSTOMER

COMMAND

IBM PC LAN
Novell NetWare 1
5Com 5Plus

LOCAL AREA NETWORK

NET USE E: \ \SALES \CUSTOMER
MAP E: = SALES/SYS:CUSTOMER
3F LINK \ \SALES \CUSTOMER

DEFINE LPTZ AS PRINTER TAHORM (PRINTER 3) ON SERVER ACCTING
COMMAND

IBM PC LAN
Novell NetWare
5Com 3Plus

NET USE LPTZ: \ \ACCTING\TAXFORM
SPOOL SERVER=ACCTING LOCAL=2 PRINTER=3
3P LINK LPTZ: \ \ ACCTING\TAXFORM

Each vendor of a LAN environment uses a slightly different command sequence to
establish a connection between a workstation and a server’s devices.

“ FIGURE 1: LAN Sfipbofi‘ Schemes I ‘
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The strategy diagrammed on the left uses the Microsoft Redirector to capture re-
quests from within DOS and direct them towards the LAN. NETBIOS, or another
vendor-specific protocol, is used to send requests through the network. At right,
Novell uses a shell to intercept any LAN—related functions before they get to DOS.

mode. Indeed, the DOS method for
flagging sharing violations would seem
to be sufficient incentive not to use
compatibility mode: when an attempt is
made to open a file in compatibility
mode, but that file is already open in a
conflicting deny mode, an interrupt 24H
(critical error) is generated. If the pro—
gram has installed its own critical error
handler, a call to DOS function 59H

(Get Extended Error) will (again) re-
turn error 32. However, if the standard
DOS error handler is in use, an ob-
scure message such as the following
Sharing Violation error reading drive F:
Abort, Retry, Ignore?

will be returned on the screen. In con—
trast, a file open call with any of the
deny modes will simply return an error
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. FIGURE 2: LANirelated DOS Fuhdz'ons, , ,

AH AL FUNCTION DOS VERSION

5D OPEN FILE (WITH SHARING) 3.0

09 IS DEVICE REDIRECTED? 5.0

44 0A IOCTL IS HANDLE LOCAL OR REMOTE? 5.0

OB CHANGE SHARING RETRY COUNT 3.0

59 GET EXTENDED ERROR 3.0

5A CREATE UNIQUE FILE 3.0

SB CREATE NEW FILE 3.0

00 LOCK BYTE RANGE 5.0

01 UNLOCK BYTE RANGE 5.0

00 GET MACHINE NAME 3.1

SE 02 SET PRINTER SETUP 3.1

05 GET PRINTER SETUP 3.1

02 GET REDIRECTION LIST ENTRY 3.1

5F 03 REDIRECT DEVICE 5.1

O4 CANCEL REDIRECTION 5.1

67 SET HANDLE COUNT 5.3

68 COMMIT FILE 3.3

Beginning with version 5.0, several DOS functions (as accessed through interrupt
21H) have been introduced to facilitate the interface to local area networks.

code that can be tested by program
logic immediately following the call.

All other DOS file open and/or
create functions, including the ancient
FCB functions, use the equivalent of
compatibility mode when opening a
file. When using DOS functions such as
BAH (create unique file), it is advisable
to use the call to obtain the name of
the created file, then close the asso»
ciated handle and open with function
5DH using the appropriate sharing
mode. (Note that FCB functions are
obsolete and should be avoided.)

The sharing matrix in figure 4,
adapted from IBM‘s PC—DOS Technical
Reference, shows the results of opening
a file for the first time, then, while the
file is open, opening it subsequent
times. The sharing mode overrules the
access mode whenever a subsequent
application opens the same file. If the
file is first opened with deny-write shar-
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ing and read/write access, then it may
be read and written to freely for the
first open, but subsequent opens will
be denied write access to the file, re«
gardless of how it was opened.

File sharing also seriously impacts
DOS I/O performance. Typically, when
DOS is asked to read data from a file, it
will read a block of data from disk into
an internal buffer, and satisfy the read
request from the buffer. A subsequent
read request might be satisfied by using
the already filled buffer, rather than
performing a disk read. Incidentally,
these buffers are the ones specified by
the BUFFERS statement in CONFIGSYS.

When a file is being shared among
multiple PCs, having each DOS buffer
the file locally could produce unex-
pected results. If user A were to read
data from a file that was locally buffered
by DOS, and user B then wrote to that
file, the new data written by user B

would not be read by user A. DOS per—
forms local buffering on shared files
only when such a situation cannot oc—
cur. Thus, local buffering is used when
a file is opened with deny-read/write
sharing, or when a file is opened for
read access and deny-write sharing. To
accommodate older applications, DOS
also performs local buffering on files
opened in compatibility mode; in this
case, the situation just described can oc-
cur and must be handled.

The recently announced DOS ver»
sion 5.5 has added the COMMIT func-
tion, which flushes any locally buffered
data to disk. Prior to this, the only way
to flush the buffer was to close the file,
then reopen it. This created a window
of vulnerability in which another pro»
gram could seize the file between the
close and open functions, thus denying
access to the original owner before pro—
cessing of the file was complete.
COMMIT is invoked through DOS func—
tion 68H. Upon entry, register BX holds
the file handle; upon exit, AX contains
an error code if the carry flag is set.

Another DOS 5.5 function that en—
hances file processing in LAN environ—
ments is Set Handle Count. Previously,
an application was limited to 20 open
file handles. Now this can be increased
using DOS function 67H; register BX
passes the maximum handle count. This
function requires a 4103 memory block,
so the program first must release mem-
ory using function 4AH (Set Block).

DOS REGION LOCKING
Many applications will want to obtain
finer control over data sharing than
Open File can provide. For example, a
LAN database might contain all data rec—
ords in the same file; multiple user
would need some method to coordi-
nate access to records in that file. A typ-
ical DOS implementation would have
each user open the file in deny-none
sharing mode, then use region locking
to control access into the file.

Region locking is performed using
DOS function SCH (lock/unlock byte
range). The registers that must be set
upon entry are shown in table 2. Upon
return, AX will contain an error code if
the carry flag has been set; attempting
to lock a previously locked region will
result in error code 55 (lock violation).
As little as a single byte or as much as
the entire file may be locked depending
on the offset into the file and the num-
ber of bytes. Locking beyond the physi-
cal end—of—file is allowed, and is valu—
able in certain situations, for example,
when data are being appended to the
file by multiple users.
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EZQueue 3000 . .
Peripheral Sharing Plus!

The Giltronix EZQueueTM allows up to twenty—four computers to
simultaneously share one or more laser printers, dot matrix printers, or
plotters. In just a few minutes, you can configure the EZQueue to efficiently
manage a single shared printer
or multiple printers depending
on your need. Ten simple .
to use and expandable
models are offered,
each with up to two
megabytes of
dynamic
bufi‘ering.

Increased Productivity
EZQueue goes beyond the cost advantages of
sharing expensive printer resources. In a communica-
tion envirOnment, files containing data for printing
mailing labels can be directed through EZQueue to a
dot matrix printer. At the same time, files containing
data for letter quality output requirements can be
directed to a specific laser printer containing the
desired paper style. Accounting departments can
share the various printer resources needed to print
invoices or checks. The flexibility of EZQueue can
enhance productivity and reduce total system
cost in virtually any workgroup environment.

Dynamic Buffering for Simultaneous Inputs
Buffering is dynamically allocated to one or more
printer queues allowing simultaneous input from
each of the attached computers with no waiting.
When a shared printer is busy, files are stacked up in
the EZQueue's buffer and output to the designated
printer when it is ready to receive the next file.

Head uarters
3780 abian Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-1300
Telex 345542

20 O .<IJGlltromx
Dd

' @3‘“ l Multiple Printer Sharing
EZQueue is ideally suited

to simultaneously access
and share multiple printer

resources. Each EZQueue is provided with
Giltronix GX software, a DOS compatible program
that makes selecting a desired printer a snap. Once
installed on a computer, a few keystrokes will invoke
GX from within any software program to quickly
select the desired printer resource. Both serial and
parallel interfaces are supported.
Simple Installation
No special cables are required because each
EZQueue serial port automatically adjusts to signal
directions. ”Smart" ports, a ”21" step installation
guide and Giltronix toll-free tech support guarantee a
successful installation with minimal effort.

Expandability
Unlike competitive systems, EZQueue’s buffer size
and number of ports can be expanded as'your sys-
tem grows. A minimum EZQueue starts with six
serial ports, two parallel ports and 256K bytes of
dynamic buffering. Serial ports can be added in six
port increments up to a total of twenty-four serial
ports. Buffering can be added in 256K byte incre-
ments up to a total of 2 megabytes.

Call Giltronix toll-free at (800) 531-1300
In California, call (800) 521-1330
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DOS-LAN JUNCTURE
DOS is designed to protect regions

of a file that have been locked from
reading, writing, and overlapping locks
by other users of the file. If another ap-
plication attempts to read, write, or lock
an already-locked region, DOS will re-
turn failure, and the extended error
code (from DOS function 59H) will be
33 (lock violation). Applications that
open a file in compatibility mode and
attempt to violate a lock by reading or
writing are notified in a more assertive
manner: a critical error (interrupt 24H)
is generated, similar to the Open File
situation described above.

DOS region locking is functional,
but by no means friendly. A one—tO—one
match must be present between lock
and unlock calls in an application; DOS
will not permit multiple locks to be un-
done by a single unlock. The effect of
closing a file (or exiting a program)
with locks still in effect is undefined. Al-
though some LANs will clean up locks
when a file is closed, such amenities
are not mandated by DOS. In extreme
cases, the only way to clear a lock left
in effect is to reboot the server.

To ensure that locks are released,
applications should keep a table of ac
tive locks for each open file. Handlers
should be installed for Ctrl—C exit (in»
terrupt 25H) and critical error (inter—
rupt 24H) so that abnormal exits (as
well as normal exits) will perform lock
cleanup. But all of this housekeeping is
annoying, considering that DOS itself
must keep a similar table to manage
locks and certainly could improve sys-
tem integrity by releasing abandoned
locks from its own information.

Incidentally, the use of record lode-
ing for the DOS locking feature is a
misnomer. DOS provides locking for a
range of bytes in a file—nothing more.
The application must determine which
bytes to lock based on the file's logical
structure: a record in a database, a
screen of a word processor, a group of
cells in a spreadsheet, or other applica—
[ion—defined data organization.

DOS supports automatic retries on
both region locks and file opens. If a
file open request conflicts with an exist-
ing open on the same file, or if a lock
request overlaps a previously locked re—
gion, DOS will delay a short time, then
retry the request. Because locks in
many applications may be of short dura—
tion, this reduces the number of lock
failures that must be explicitly handled
within the application.

Retry counts and the delay between
retries can be set with DOS function
44H (IOCTL), subfunction OBH. Upon
entry, AH contains 44H, AL contains
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FIGURE 3: Open File Mode Iry’omzdtion

OPEN MODE-r
7 6 S 4 3

I SHARING O ACCESS

000 COMPATIBILITY , - ,
001 DENY READ/WRITE" -
010 DENY WRITE
011 DENY READ

, , , 100 DENY NONE
INHERITANCE
0 INHERITED BY CHILD PROCESS

,1 PRIVATE TO THIS PROCESS,

000 READ (tur), _
-- 1 ,, 001 WRITE (OUTPUT) .

010 READNVRITE (INPUT/OUTPUT)

The access field describes the intended use of the file by the opening program.
DOS 3.0 augmented the open mode by adding two more fields. The sharing field
specifies the maximum access that subsequent users can obtain. The inheritance
field allows greater security when a child process is created using DOS EXEC.

OBH, CX contains the number of times
to execute a delay loop, and DX con—
tains the number of retries. Upon re-
turn, AX will contain an error code if
carry is set. In a default situation, DOS
will retry three times before accepting
failure, executing the delay loop once
between each retry.

The time spent in the retry delay
loop is machinedependent, in that it
depends on processor speed. The delay
loop count set for an XT, for example,
may be too fast for a Compaq Deskpro
386, causing retries to fail because they
were made too quickly. Developers can
disable retries (by setting them to zero)
and use a machine-independent delay
within the application.

Even developers who do not have
access to a LAN can experiment with
the file-sharing and region~locking
features of DOS on a stand-alone PC.
SHAREEXE, a TSR program on the DOS
distribution diskette, provides these fea-
tures. Typically, it finds use on PCs that
function as network servers. It performs
equally well as a test bed for exploring
LAN file-access questions.
Deadlocks. In any kind of resource lock- ’
ing scheme, an application must be pre-
pared for deadlock. This circular wait

TABLE 2: Byte Lode/Unlock

CONTENTS

_‘:5.CH ‘ _ , , 3
(0 t0 LOCK; 1 to UNLOCK-
File handle

, "File offset highword
DX" File offset low wOrd
SI Length high word
DI ,, . ,Lengthlo’w word‘-
Using DOS function SCH, applications
can lock and/or unlock any range of
bytes in a file. Locations that are past
the end—of-file also can be locked.

condition develops as follows: applica-

tion A has a lock on record 100 in data-
base X and application B has a lock on
record 150, also in database X. To com-
plete its transaction, application A needs
to update information in record 150
that is related to information in record
100. Application A will attempt to lock
record 150, but is rejected and must re—
try. But suppose that application B will
not relinquish the lock for record 150
because it, too, must access record 100
to complete its transaction. A waits for
B while B waits for A. The application
must provide a means of backing out of
such a transaction and retrying the en-
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“Compared to a disk drive,
BATRAM’s speed is

The roe aréin TEAM Sutperfo
disk drives! And now, with exclusive
software, BATRAM also performs as an
EMS device!
This ultra—high performance IBM PC/XT/AT
compatible mass storage device combines the
speed of RAM, the safety of long term battery
backup, and the security of sophisticated ECC
(Error Correction Coding) to give you extremely
fast, safe, and reliable storage.

BATRAM IS 700% FASTER THAN A
DISK DRIVE.
Your applications like spreadsheets, data base
management, CAD/ CAM and local area networks,
which are all disk intensive, benefit from
BATRAM’s phenomenal speed.

BATRAM SUPPORTS EMS
The design qualities that make BATRAM such an
outstanding DOS device, also make it an innova-
tive EMS (Expanded Memory Specification) device.
Popular programs which support the Lotus/Intel/
Microsoft Expanded Memory Standard can access
BATRAM just as though they were accessing
internal memory expansion boards, at a cost
IBM PC/XT/AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Inc.
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft are trademarks of their respective companies

savmgs'and a capability increase!

EXCLUSIVE EMS SOFTWARE
Santa Clara Systems’ exclusive EMS software gives
you the ability to partition BATRAM's memory for
each workstation on the network, instead of
purchasing an expensive EMS board for each
computer.

BATRAM ADDS ERROR CORRECTION
CODING
BATRAM only occupies one expansion slot, versus
up to 4 for competing memory boards. And no
other EMS/RAM board offers the important ECC
security that BATRAM offers, making BATRAM the
ideal EMS unit!

BATTERIES PROTECT RAM MEMORY
Power interruptions don't phase BATRAM. Your
important data is protected by BATRAM's innova-
tive two week battery backup. These batteries are
continually charged, delivering full power so
your data is always safe. You can even unplug
BATRAM without losing data for up to two
weeks. BATRAM’s ECC is further assurance of
your datas integrity.
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phenomena .” j
William Wong, 1PC Labs

"BATRAM IS TOUGH
BATRAM’S rugged shock-mounted, no-moving-
parts construction is built for use and abuse in
tough environments. It is totally unaffected by
the shake, rattle, and roll that render disks
useless.

BATRAM: THE FIRST NO-WORRY
MEMORY
Call us now for the whole story on the
industry's fastest, safest, and most reliable
storage device: BATRAM, the no—worry
memory. Dealer inquiries welcome.
Call (408) 729-6700 today.

Santa Clara.
Systems, Inc.
A Novell Company
1610 Berryessa Rd., San Jose, CA 95135
manzomomnx (408)259-0773/rt.x 1mm scs so
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FIGURE 4: File-sharing Matrix

SHARING
DENY
READ/

ACCESS WRITE
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DENY
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COM PAT-
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\X/

Open succeeds

SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT FILE OPEN ATTEMPTS

DENY
WRITE

I: Open fails with DOS error code 5 (access denied) w = Write

M [:3 Open fails, interrupt 24H is generated

-Open succeeds if file is read-only; else fails with error code

-Open succeeds if file is read-only; else interrupt 24H is generated

DENY
READ

DENY
NONE

COM PAT -
IBILITY

R = Read
W = Read/Write

Most of the relationships in file sharing are predictable, as indicated above. Com-
patibility mode is quirky and should be avoided by newly written applications.

tire operation later. This deadlock situa-
tion is illustrated as follows:
Application A
WAIT(RECORD: 1 00)

WAIT(RECORD:1 50)
WAIT( RECORD: 1 00)

WAIT( RECORD: 1 50)

Application B

A situation such as this points out a ca-
pability lacking in DOS 3.x—the ability
to perform transaction processing effi-
ciently and reliably. As a result, some
LAN vendors provide proprietary calls
to perform transaction processing. No—
vell, for example, supports the idea of
an atomic lac/e, in which an application
can request multiple record locks with
a single call and will be rejected if even
a single byte of any requested lock is
being used by another application.
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Semaphores. DOS also is lacking the syn—
chronization operation known as a sem—
aphore, a software “traffic light" that is
visible to suitably written programs. The
two fundamental operations of a sema-
phore are wait and signal. The wait
operation checks to see if a semaphore
is being used. If it is not, the applica
tions can proceed and perform the op-
eration. At the end of the operation, the
application will signal the semaphore to
indicate completion.

Applications must acknowledge the
semaphore for it to work. Like a car
running a red light, an application
might choose to ignore a semaphore,
which Could lead to corrupted or lost
data. For this reason, semaphores are
more suitable for distributed applica
tions that rely on multiple processes

(such as simulation) rather than with
applications that share a common data-
base. Programs in the latter category are
better served by DOS region locking.

Relatively speaking, a semaphore is
a soft lock and DOS region locking is a
hard lock. For region locking, the appli—
cation must tell DOS where critical data
are located within a file by specifying
the offset into the file and how many
bytes are to be locked. This allows DOS
to reject a write request from a non-
cooperative application. In contrast, a
semaphore’s interpretation, and the
compliance with that interpretation,
depends entirely on the application.

One means of creating semaphores
in DOS is to define a SEMAPHOR file
stored on a certain server. Then, by al-
ways opening the file with Deny None
sharing, the application could interpret
each byte in the file as a semaphore
number. For example, semaphore
(byte) 10 could be interpreted to mean
something like “wait until process X is
completed.” By invoking DOS function
SCH with a request to lock, the applica-
tion, in effect, has performed a wait op—
eration. The application would continue
to attempt to lock the byte until DOS
indicated the lock had succeeded. By
invoking DOS function SCH with a re—
quest to unlock, the application would
perform a signal operation.

EXTENDED ERROR CODES
More exasperating than any feature
missing from D08 is the variability of
error information when using a LAN.
Because much of the functionality of a
LAN is not actually contained in DOS,
the errors returned often reflect
nuances in a vendor’s implementation;
thus, they must be treated carefully.

DOS 3.0 introduced function call
59H, which retrieves extended error in—
formation. Upon entry, register AH is
set to 59H and BX to 0. Upon return,
register AX obtains the extended error
number, BH indicates the error class,
BL indicates a suggested action, and CH,
the locus. About 70 error codes exist
that might be returned; the LAN error
codes of note are listed in table 3. In-
terestingly, of the codes listed, only 32
(sharing violation) and 33 (lock viola-
tion) were defined in DOS 3.0.

Many of the error codes are fairly
specific to PC LAN and/or NETBIOS and
are returned only from NETBIOS emu-
lators when writing applications for
non—IBM LANs. The locus value in CH
should be 3 when a network problem
is detected, but all LAN—related errors
may not set it consistently. Wherever
possible, it is best to avoid creating de—
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Case History #16159
As a software consultant, Kaye
Caldwell appreciates the combina-
tion of ease of use and sheer pro—
gramming power the DataFleX
brings to applications development.
“If not for DataFlex,” says
Caldwell, “we would never have
been able to create our property
management program.”
Powerful Prototyping
Capabilities Shrink Develop-
ment Time
“When you’re programming with
DataFlex, the DF~AUTO and DF-
QUERY combination enables you
to save an incredible amount of
time because they can actually
create your skeleton code without
you having to write a single com-

“It’s not worth my time
to program with
anything but DataFlex.”

Kaye Caldwell, Caldwell Computer Enterprises

Data Access Corporation
14000 SW. 119 Avenue
Miami, Florida 33186
(305) 238-0012
TELEX: 469021 Data Access CI
FAX: (305') 238-0017
CIRCLE NO. 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

mand line,” says Caldwell. “From
there, you can use DataFleX’s full
programming language to cus-
tomize the programming to your
exact needs. Screen handling is
another time-consuming chore.
With other products, you might
have to write dozens and dozens of
command lines to deal with screen
handling and cursor positioning.
With DataFleX, you don’t have that
headache at all. Once you create
an image ofyour screen, all of the
work is done. No programming
required.”
Easy-To-Use Query Takes
Report Burden off the
Programmer
“But best of all, with DataFleX, you
don’t have to spend precious time
creating every conceivable report

Oakland, CA

Name
Company

FREE SELF-RUNNING DATAFLEX DEMO
(PC-DOS/MS-DOS ONLY)1

I Find out more about DataFlex’s ease of use and programming power. Mail
this coupon today for your'free self-running demonstration diskettes.

the user might ever need, because
DF-QUERY allows even computer
novices to easily create custom
reports without having to know
anything at all about databases or
programming.”
Take the first step to more efficient
program development today.
Return the coupon below for your
free DataFleX Demonstration
Diskettes.

Address
City State Zip
Phone ( 3
How many computer systems are in use at your company?
Do you use a Local Area Network or Multi-User computer?
Will you be running the Demo off a hard disk?
Data Access Corporation, 14000 SW. 119 Avenue, Miami, Florida 33186
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DOS-IAN JUNCTURE
pendencies on any but the most general
error codes. (For more information, see
“DOS Exception Handling," Dan
Rollins, April 1987, p. 150).

OTHER LAN FUNCTIONS
Through interrupt 21H, DOS provides
some LAN-related functions that are best
avoided by portable LAN software. They
are used by DOS itself or by networks
such as IBM PC LAN. Access to the func-
tions they provide is usually incorpO»
rated into each vendor’s network shell.

DOS function 44H (IOCTL) in-
cludes three LAN-related subfunctions:
09H determines if a device has been re
directed—programs such as CHKDSK
use this call to avoid examining a net—
WOrk drive; OAH determines if a file
handle is local or remote; and OBH sets
retry counts and delays.

Function SEH also has three LAN
subfunctions. Subfunction 0 (get ma«
chine name) is supported by the IBM,
Microsoft, Novell, and 3Com networks.
Curiously, no corresponding function is
offered for setting the machine name—
that depends, instead, upon the imple—
mentation. This function would be use—
ful in designing an electronic mail sys-
tem in which a mailbox file for each
user was created on a server using the
machine name; however, because that
name can contain 15 characters, a more
complex scheme is needed,

Subfunctions 2 and 3 (set printer
setup and get printer setup, respective-
ly) set or get a printer set-up string that
is sent to a printer just before the user
output. The string could be used to se-
lect printer options, such as com-
pressed or draft-quality output. Unfortu-
nately, no “printer reset string" function
exists to deselect options; subsequent
printer users will be subject to the se-
lections already existing from the pre-
vious print job unless they counter with
their own printer set-up string.

DOS function SFH contains two
subfunctions to control device redirec—
tions. Calling subfunction 3 (redirect
device) once a printer has been speci-
fied, the printer output is buffered and
sent to the remote printer spooler for
that device. Printers are redirected at
the BIOS (interrupt 17H) level, not just
the DOS level. If a file is specified, then
a source drive letter is redirected to a
destination network path. Device redi—
rections are cancelled using subfiJnction
4 (cancel redirection).

MULTIUSER DATABASES
Because virtually every true multiuser
LAN application (including simultaneous
file sharing, not just file lock out) is
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TABLE 5: LAN-related Error Codes 7 .

CODE ERROR '

32 v _, Sharing violation
3?) ‘ L ' Lock violation
50 Network request not supported
51 Remote computer not listening
52 Duplicate name on network
55 Network name not found
54 Network busy
55 Network device no longer exists
56 _ , ' NETBIOS command limit exceeded
57 Network adapter hardware error
58 Incorrect response from network
59 Unexpected network error

[60 ‘ Incompatible remote adapter
61 Print queue full
62 Not enough space for print file
63 Print file was deleted
64 Network name was deleted
65 Access denied
66 - Network device type incorrect
67 Network name not found
68 ‘ ' Network name limit exceeded
69 NETBIOS session limit exceeded
70 Temporarily paused
71 Network request not accepted
72 Print or disk redirection is paused
84 Too many redirections
85 Duplicate redirection
86 Invalid password
87 Invalid parameter
88 Network device fault

These codes are returned from a call to DOS function 59H. Many are specific to
NETBIOS or the IBM PC LAN Program, and should not be used for other vendors.

built on top of a DBMS (database man-
agement system) that, in turn, runs on
top of DOS, LAN databases warrant dis-
cussion. Bringing a DBMS into a LAN
opens up new capabilities, not the least
of which is multiuser access. This can
mean that an.“unlimited" number of us—
ers have access to a database, but per-
formance of the network and server
will dictate otherwise. The vendor may
restrict the number of users for licens—
ing reasons. (See the accompanying si-
debar “LAN Copy Protection." See also
“Data Managers and LANs," Dave
Browning, May 1987, p. 54.)

Whenever possible, the DBMS
should also add value to DOS, such as
providing additional user name/pass-
word security and audit trails of file
usage. The security or integrity of a
database file can be enhanced further
by permitting different levels of access
to records and even fields. Unfortu—
nately, DOS provides no hooks for
these features, so the application must
supply its own methods of security.

If multiple servers are supported,
then databases and index files may be
split across servers for security, perfor-
mance, or fail—safe operation. For exam-
ple,,an accounts receivable database
may be on one server and the general
ledger database on another, provided
that the DBMS application integratesthe
two servers together. Under such an ar—
rangement, failure of the general ledger
server should not disrupt the operation
of accounts receivable.

In a LAN environment, users are
accessing records, changing them, add-
ing new ones, and so on. In such a dy—
namic situation, the DBMS should pro-
vide an automatic retry mechanism on
locked data. A user’s request for data
should not always be rejected the first
time, because the desired data may be«
come available a second or two later.

LANs provide some new choices to
the designer of a data manager. One
such choice is essentially an extension
of the stand-alone PC design. The DBMS
and the application both operate in the
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.DELIVERS THESE ESSENTIAL FEATURES.
DOES YOUR DBMS?

MDBS III is more powerful than PHYSICAL DATA PROTECTION—
most mainframe data base management You get automatic recovery from media
systems. . . and less expensive. MDBS III as well as from physical data destruction.
was designed for serious application DATA SECURITY—Protect your data
developers like you. Lil“: the developers using passwords, encryption, and read/
0f Solomon In, the Number One' write access down to the field level.
accounting system. And all the others PORTABILITY—MDBS III runs on a
who demand these essential features . . .range of mini and micro computers,
MDBS 111 provides: including LANs, and supports a variety
DATA STRUCTURING‘SO flexible it of host language interfaces-

captures any data relationship you can SUPPORT—mdbs is there when you
imagine. So comprehensive you’ll design need us, with in-depth seminars. tele-
complex data bases faster than ever. ' phone support, individual consulting

TRUE MULTI'USER—FCW DBMSS give and contract programming to help you
you as many faCilities to guard. against develop and install your applications.
haphazard concurrent data modification Call us today at 1—800-344-5832 for more
a: MDBS 1111 does. do“? to the lOCkmg information; in Canada or Indiana, dial
0 md‘V‘dua data rec“ 5- _ 317-463-2581. Or write mdbs, PO. Box 248,
PERFORMANCE—MDBS 111 gives you Lafayette, IN 47902. TELEX 209147
fast data modification and retrieval plus
extensive performance tuning facilities.
DATA INTEGRITY—MDBS III pro-
vides airtight integrity assurances. . . from
range checking to transaction-logging to
enforcement of data relationships. . . all
automaticalb‘.

t‘iiiL‘i i-’ N0. 111 UN RFAHFR Sl‘RVlCF CARI) 111(11):]
mdbs is a registered trademark and MDBS III is a trademark of Micro Data Base Systems, inc. IMS is a trademark of IBM; IDMS of Cullinet. -__—_.:.



DOS-LAN JUNCI'URE

LANcmorscmN
In the"pre-LAN era of PCs, one copy of
an applicatibn was sold for every user
wantingito run it. A LAN presents pric-
ing prOblems for software vendors be-

e copy of an‘i’a‘pplication
mightbe placed on‘aiserver and
shared by many users. It is difficult to
maintain a per-user price in a multius-
er environment. Solutions include:

, rig each netWOrk Userto‘ pu V-J;
chase a copy of the package, even, if"
it will be installed on a LAN.

- Site licensing—allowing the pur-
chaser to make copies of the docu-
mentation for internal users anding =
stall it‘onany of their‘PCs or LANs;

' Providing an N—user package that has
one set of diskettes and N manuals.
Typically, the price is lower than for ,
N singl' ‘ packages. 1

f ‘ Th first solution-"'1straightfor‘:
ward; if, not appealing, and the second
one is more attractive to very large us-
ers. H0wever, most LAN packages are
sold’undersome variation of the third

_ approach. Although "moSt vendors of
multiuser LAN software permit users
to copy freely softwareto a server and
to make backups, some‘use a copy—
protection scheme in order to limit, 1 , v
the'7«m,3iiimum number: bf users that? "“
can access the application. This is ac:
complished in several ways.

The worst method (from a user
standpoint) is to require a key diskette
in the workstation. The application is
loaded into a PC from a file server,,
executed, and then it checks for a key I
diskette‘in the PC’s diskette drive or a
signature on a hard disk. This tech-
nique is a carry-over from copy—pro-
tection schemes used on stand-alone ,_
PCs, and/is‘disappearing rapidly. '
' A better method is to license the ,
software to a server and then have an
installation procedure that reads the '
serial number from a key card or the
unique'LAN adapter address from the 7
server. Most major vendors that mar-
ket server hardware (Nestar, Novell,
and 5Com, for example) offer this ca-y
pability.vOften, the LAN vendors them—'
selves distribute their file server soft. ~ _-
ware infthis manner. The major draw; '

, back to this approach is that the
method varies among LAN vendors.
The applications vendor must provide
installatiOn drivers for, the , different *- ,
IANs in order to retrieve the file serv~ ,
er’s serial number (such as the Net-
Ware file server key card number).

A LAN vendor could require that
, the software be installed for N hum»,

' ber of PCs by having’the purchaser
supply the LAN adapter addresses of , '
those PCs wishing to operate the soft—

,ever, to: resolve problems such as 'us—

ware. Unfortunately, this multiplies the
problem of the scheme above, as
more different kinds of LAN hardware
are available than arefile servers._f~

The maximum number of users? -
can be’controlled: (1) via the fake ‘: :
semaphore scheme, (2) by creating a
unique temporary file on a server _
each time the application is invoked _ ,
and counting the number of open““‘ _
temporary files, or (5) by simply using
a shared file with a length of one byte
to indicate the number of current
users. The user must be careful, how-

ers turning their machines off without
exiting an application. DOS locks are
not necessarily released when a PC is
turned off. The second scheme is at-
tractive because many vendor LANs :_‘ _
occasionally poll a workstation to ,
make sure it is still alive, and they
close its files and release locks once
they determine it is not.

The most interesting aspect of the'
various techniques to connect an ap-
plicatiOn to a LAN is that they do not
involve physically encrypting or
changing the format of a diskette. Soft--
ware can easily be copied onto the ' ,
network, from diskettes,- but it will run
only under certain conditions.

—J. Scott Haugdabl

same PC. This means that, in addition to
the DBMS being loaded into every PC
operating the application and consum—
ing a lot of RAM (memory overhead),
the DBMS must handle all of the file—
access, record-locking details (CPU and
LAN I/O overhead). (Ashton-Tate’s dBASE
[II PLUS falls into this category.) A better
approach has the PC acting as a back-
end DBMS and handling all transactions
in an orderly fashion as they are re—
ceived from application PCs. This
“DBMS server,” or bade—end database,
may have its own hard disk or use a file
server’s disk. Security is also enhanced
because users will not be able to mod—
ify the DBMS code. Some drawbacks
are that the developer has to use inter—
process communications protocols not
provided by DOS but unique to a par-
ticular LAN, and that a failed DBMS
server may mean that users will not be
able to run the application.

OPERATIONAL PITFALIS
The predicaments that arise in operat—
ing DOS applications on LANs generally
result from a misunderstanding of the
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use of an application (assuming it can
be used on a LAN in the same way it is
used on a stand—alone PC) or a proce—
dural problem (thus the need for LAN
administrators). Often, a vendor’s LAN
application is simply a warmed~over
version of its original stand—alone offer-
ing. Mostly, DOS is not the culprit.

One procedural problem arises
with the use of RAM disks. Users may
find a particular operation too slow on
a LAN and resort to temporarily copying
a file from a server to a local RAM disk.
If more than one user does this, ob-
viously the last user to copy it back to
the server has made that file the perma-
nent copy. In such a case, the file-shar-
ing safeguards imposed by DOS are cir-
cumvented and therefore nullified.

Shared printers seem to cause
more problems than any other compo-
nent. LANs give users access to a large
variety of printers, including laser print-
ers, and even plotters. In a common sit-
uation, the user sends a job to a printer
that includes control strings to select
unusual printer options, leaving the
printer in some unknown state. The

next print job may be interpreted as dot
graphics when it should have been text.
DOS addresses this problem with func-
tion SEH, but in an incomplete and
vendor-dependent fashion.

Fortunately, this situation has many
acceptable non—DOS solutions, the sim—
plest of which is to require all users to
attach a printer reset string to the top of
every print job. Another is to have the
word processor automatically send a
control string to the printer before the
text (WordPerfect allows for such an ac-
tion). Still another approach is to have
the server include, in its banner page, a
printer reset sequence.

This leads to another issue: control
Over printer selection. Most LANs can
specify parameters such as printer type,
Where it is located, what type of form
should be used, number of copies, and
whether a banner page is desired. The
most LAN—portable means to use these
features is to configure them (using
LAN~specific commands) before en—
tering the application and to assign to
one of the standard DOS printers (LPTl,
LPTZ, or LI’I‘3) or communications ports
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(COMI, COMZ). However, not all [ANS
support network printing to all devices;
some redirect only LPTI.

Some LANs, such as Novell’s Net—
Ware, require the user (not the applica—
tion) to set these parameters before
they are to use the network printers.
Others, such as Nestar’s system, allow
an application to insert a control string
(before the printer control string dis-
cussed above) to select which printer to
use, number of copies, type of form,
priority of job, and so on. The LAN-pro-
vided software that drives the shared
printer must have operator control for
setting forms, name of printer, etc.

Because output to LAN printers is
spooled, the user often must decide
when to actually send the spooled out-

_ put to the remote printer. Many LANs
provide an explicit command for this
function. Some experience a time-out
after so many seconds of not receiving
data and automatically send the spooled
output that has been received; this can
lead to fragmented output jobs. Others
(Novell, for example) automatically
send the spooled output when DOS
function calls are used and the printer
handle is closed. Most networks offer
some combination of these techniques.

Applications that directly access the
printer or communications port hard—
ware are not LAN-compatible: printer
output cannot be redirected. A possible
solution for such ill-behaved programs
is to send printer output to a disk file,
then print that file. Although many LANs
redirect the BIOS printer interface and
the DOS interface, the most portable
strategy is to use DOS file open, write,
and close calls for the printer.

Printers, however, are not the only
difficulties confronting a LAN-compat-
ible program. Suppose a text editor
creates and uses a temporary file called
EDIT.’IMP in the current directory while
it is running. If two operators on a LAN
are using this editor in the same direc-
tory, they will both try to use this file,
with undesirable results. Even a tempo-
rary file name based on the name of
the file being edited is not guaranteed
to be unique. The best assurance of
creating a unique temporary file name
is to use DOS function SAH.

Another problem involves applica-
tion defaults. If the defaults are not con-
tained with the file itself, users may be
faced with default settings they do not
like or some that are not applicable to
that file. In a single—user environment,
defaults typically are placed in the di-
rectory where the application is in-
stalled, or possibly in the current direc-
tory. If the application is installed on a
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server, or multiple users operate in the
same directory, this approach prevents
users from selecting personal defaults.
Worse, a change of defaults by one user
affects all other users. One possible so-
lution is to use DOS environment vari-
ables to specify the configuration set-
tings or the location of a configuration
file. This method also can be conven-
ient to control the location of tempo-
rary files so the user can have them
placed on a RAM disk.

THE MISSING LINKS
For most applications, DOS support for
LANs is summarized by just two func—
tions: open file and lock/unlock. To fit
the model DOS provides, all informa-
tion shared by a multiuser LAN applica-
tion must be communicated through
'files. No functions are available in DOS

It is hard to build u LAN
environment with current
DOS services. Some issues
must be addressed using
DOS and serverprocesses.
———

that would allow,’for example, two pro—
grams to communicate data by sending
messages to each other.

Moreover, DOS currently offers no
facilities for establishing sessions be-
tween applications. Protocols such as
IBM‘s Advanced Program-to—Program
Communications (APPC) or NETBIOS
can be used, but then the application is,
in essence, bypassing DOS. DOS pro-
vides but a tiny bit of the functions re-
quired at layer 7 (application services)
of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI)
reference model as defined by the In—
ternational Standards Organization
(ISO)—the layer that supports end—user
applications in a network. (The 051
model defines seven layers of architec—
ture for use in the design of hetero—
geneous networks).

These missing links will only be-
come standardized in future releases of
DOS. As information becomes available
about IBM’s new Operating System/2
(OS/2, the recently announced 80286
protected-mode version of DOS), per-
haps some of the gaps will be filled.
Until then, de facto standards such as
NETBIOS will have to suffice. Other-is-
sues that need to be resolved include
security, audit trails, and fault tolerance.

For the present; it is difficult to
build an efficient LAN environment en-
tirely with DOS services (the infamous
PC LAN Program versus Novell NetWare
argument). ,Thus, these issues should be
addressed using a combination of DOS
and server processes. This is precisely
the approach taken by 05/2, which can
be used as a- server to DOS-based work-'
stations, as well as other OS/Z work-
stations. OS/Z also will support inter—
process communications with other OS/
2 workstations (but not with DOS 3.x).

But even though OS/2 is a major
improvement, it would seem that DOS
could add LAN support features without
becoming overly complex. A wish list
for DOS features includes interprocess
communications, transaction support,
and semaphores. In spite of 03/2, DOS
fix will continue to serve well into the
future as a platform for both stand-
alone and LAN-based applications.

Ensuring that DOS applications are
transportable from LAN to LAN requires
the avoidance of dependencies on indi-
vidual IAN workstation and server soft-
ware. This signals the need for the crea-
tion of functions that are already avail-
able in some vendor’s services, as was
shown with semaphores.

Applications that merely need to
access LAN resources can coexist with
LANs if they follow some basic rules.
They should open files using the new
file sharing modes rather than compati-
bility mode. Wherever possible, they
should use DOS services in preference
to BIOS or hardware interfaces, espe-
cially for printers. Ambitious applica-
tions that want to use the multiuser po-
tential of a IAN may find DOS seriously
lacking. Although the file—sharing and
locking features of DOS can mediate
multiuser access to files, DOS cannot
provide true interprocess communica-
tions. Operations such as semaphores
and transaction processing must be im-
plemented primarily by the application.

The practical implementation of
LANs was hampered initially by DOS’s
lack of functionality. Now that DOS sup-
ports 'the bare LAN essentials, such as
file and device sharing, it defines a stan—
dard for these functions. However, LANs
are becoming more sophisticated, and
DOS is again being pushed beyond its A
capabilities. Users can look to progres-
sive developments in DOS (and its new
sibling, 08/2) to deliver the next level
of standardization. W

]. Scott Hnugdabl is a senior systems special-
ist atArcbitecrure Technology Corporation, a
Minneapolis-based consulting, publications,
and seminarfirmfor data communications.
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The new Hayes V—series products promise to have no less profound an effect on the world of PC
communications than our very first modern over a decade ago.

A modem that not only created an industry but also created the standards by which all modems have
since been measured.

Now in 1987 we've raised the very standards we set. Not only with advanced modems that possess a
wide range of features and capabilities that will impress even the most demanding user. but also with a new
modern enhancement product.

And it's not Without great pride that we announce our most powerful communications software yet.
Smartcom III?“

V-SERIES SMARTMODEM 9600 AND V-SERIES SMARTMODEM 2400
These modems now represent the new and highest standards for

high-speed error-control communications. Using adaptive data
compression. they can virtually double throughput up to 19.200 bps and
4800 bps. respectively And with point-to—point error control. data is sent
accurately and reliably In addition. these modems offer automatic feature
negotiation. a self-operating capability that selects the optimum common

:» " ' s : ~ feature set with any Hayes modem for the most efficient transmission
at the highest shared speed. Synchronous and asynchronous communications modes are also part of the
package. And soon V—series products can be enhanced with an X25 PAD option to accommodate the
network environments of today and the future.

V—series modems come in stand-alone versions (V-series Smartmodem 9600".“ and

r' 1987 Hayes Micmcompurer Products. Inc.



THE V-SERIES MODEMS.

’ ‘V-series Smartmodem 2400'”) and internal versions \V-series Smartmodem 9600B
V—series Smartrnodem 2400B""' l.

V-SERIES MODEM ENHANCER
A separate stand-alone device, the V-series Modem Enhancer "“

allows present Smartrnodem 2400"" and Smartmodem 1200‘“ owners
to upgrade their communications capabilities to include the V-series
feature set. Thus providing them with complete error control, adaptive
data compression and automatic feature negotiation without having to
replace their current units.

SMARTCOM III
This is a complete communications environment designed for IBM PC's and compatibles. It combines

a powerful. easy-to-use communications programming language, SCOPE.“ with a layered, menu—driven
interface. peruse buffer. a full feature editor, and DOS level commands, Smartcom III also comes with other
standard communications features, such as terminal emulators. unattended operations and file transfer
protocols. No other software could be more ideal for either the power user or the novice.

So contact your Hayes Advanced Systems Dealer or call 800-635-1225 for the one nearest you. Once
you do. we think you'll see that Hayes V—series products and Smartcom III represent in every way the most
advanced. most efficient. most responsible and most economical way to send
and receive data in the world of PC communications today And tomorrow. es

Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.. PO. Box 105203, Atlanta, GA 30348. on)
A ... -‘._..fi._ i__...‘-- A.-.“
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Writing PC applications that communicate directly _ _
wit/0 a loost mainframe throng/0 3270 communication; .,

channels can be most eflective, as long as ‘
potentialproblems are anticipated.

MARY DEWOLF

he 3278/79 emulation adapter is
widely accepted as a PC<to—IBM
mainframe communications vehi-

cle largely because it works with an ex‘
isting terminal network with no signal
wiring or network changes. Although
these boards generally are packaged
with 3270 terminal emulator programs,
powerful micro-to—mainframe applica—
tions can he developed by designing PC
software that uses the adapter board to
communicate directly with host applica-
tions. Unfortunately, many of the same
features that have made the lBM 3270
terminal subsystem successful create
unique challenges for the PC program-
mer implementing such a micro-to-
mainframe application, The intention
here is to highlight those areas in
which associated program design deci-
sions will be required, and to offer sug-
gestions for avoiding common pitfalls.

To escape becoming “optioned"
into immobility by the multiplicity of
hardware and software alternatives
available, this article will focus on the
most common variety of coaxial con»
nections: a 3278 emulator board, coax—
ially connected to an IBM 3274 cluster
controller. (See “Emulating the 3278,"
Roger Addelson, February 1986, p. 48ILL
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'bled directly to a cluster controller,

for further information and reviews of ‘ f
then-current emulation products.) :

The IBM 3270 family is a clustered _
system, in that 3278 terminals are ca-

which serves as a concentrator/gateway;
to the host communications network.
Cluster controllers usually are con—
nected directly or by modern and telef,
phone line to 3 3705/25 communica-
tions controller, which serves asa com-_
munications front end to the main-
frame. The cluster controller acceSses
the transmission line, sends'and re-
ceives all data between terminal and
host, and performs error recoVery. '_

The 3278 terminal maintains the
display buffer and accepts keyboard »
input for forwarding to the controlle
The cluster controller accepts each kc.
stroke, echoes it back to the display . '
buffer, and forwards the assembled '
message to the host (whenia‘ key 136,
questing transmission is pressed On
the output side, the contrOllet accepu
messages from the host andfor'wards
them to the terminal for display; The
3278 emulator boards have micropro
cessors that perform the func 903
5278 while maintaining dep eh
the cluster controller. See'fi’gu’e
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3270/PC Keyboard. . .
_ Step inYour
Frame Connection.

’Ve made a major investment by travel keyboards, and a supplier of a full line of
our'I'mcro computers to access your integrated input devices.

me, take the final step by adding a For more information about the KB 3270/PC,
c KB ‘3270/PC Keyboard. see yOur Key Tronic dealer . . . or call us toll-free at

‘P compatible .. 1-800-262-6006. (7:00 am. to
With the IBM” PC, 3:00 pm. Pacific Time)
XT and AT, the KB ‘IBM, XTand AT are registered
327OIPC W35 trademarks of IBM Corporation.

developed to work
in conjunction with
micro-to-mainframe
emulation packages . y _ 7
from vendors such . » *‘ - , » » > “ ,as DCA (IRMAW), CXI, FORTE’ and ATTACHMATE. gee/tfleIQyMZW/E 3;

‘ By providing 122 keys including 24 function I ®
ke s, the ke board allows for easy and efficient k t
oplerration reiulting in more operator productivity. . ey . ronlc

It’s another input solution from Key Tronic, the YIZC’MIW 174.01” COWPWU’TM
world’s largest independent manufacturer of full P. o. Box 14687 - Spokane, WA 99214 . USA-(509)928—8000-TWX 510 773—1885

{

'lRMA is a registered
trademark of Digital
Communications
Associates, Inc,
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5270 CONNECTION

FIGURE 1:113:11 3" 0 Termz'rml Subsystem
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IBM MAINFRAME HOST

The 3278 terminals and PCs that emulate the 3278/79 are connected via coaxial cable to a cluster controller, which serves as a
concentrator/gateway t0 the mainframe host. Data are exchanged with the host via the terminal display buffer.

From the created PC applications
viewpoint, this environment is very dif-
ferent from an asynchronous communi-
cations program. Instead of building a
message in PC memory, the PC pro-
gram simulates keystrokes (including
the Enter key). Instead of receiving a
host response, the program monitors
the display buffer. The board emulates
the 3278 terminal, but the application
emulates the 3278 terminal operator. By
so doing, the PC application is able to
exchange data with a host partner appli-
cation with no need for concern about
the various protocol layers that connect
them. See figure 2.

All of this is accomplished by post-
ing commands to the coaxial board
with OUT instructions and retrieving
results with IN instructions, and each
manufacturer’s board requires its own
coding. API (application program inter-
face) support is available for some
boards, but even that interface is likely
to be manufacturer-specific. In general,
coaxial board code should be isolated
so that alternate versions can be sup-
plied for other boards. And, because IN
and OUT do not make use of DOS ser-
vices, the PC application must explicitly
check for and handle Ctrl-Breaks. Fail-
ure to do so can result in a program
that cannot be interrupted without first
rebooting the PC system.
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Commands to the coaxial board in—
clude Simulate Keystroke, Read Display,
Write Display, and more exotic func-
tions such as Simulate Power—off. The
PC application can do anything a 3278
operator can do, but little else. For ex—
ample, it can inquire about cursor loca'
tion, but no ”position cursor” command
is available because cursor position on
a 3278 is controlled by the cluster con-
troller, not the terminal.

A coaxial board is generally bun—
dled with a terminal emulator program,
the purpose of which is to transmit PC
keyboard input to the cluster controller
as 3270 keystrokes and to display the
3270 display buffer contents on the PC
screen. A PC application interfaces with
the coaxial board in the same way the
emulator program does—but any rela—
tionship between data keyed at the PC
or displayed on the PC screen and data
keyed to the cluster controller or dis
played in the coaxial board’s display
buffer, is optional. The PC keyboard
and display are for communications
with the PC user; the simulated 3270
keyboard and display are for communi-
cation with the host application.

In 3270 communications, the host
gets its input from the display buffer,
rather than from the keyboard. Key-
strokes and most screen display activity
is handled locally by the cluster control-

ler. Data can be entered/erased/altered,
the cursor moved, and endless strike-
overs performed off—line from the host
until the user is satisfied. Only when a
specific transmission key is pressed will
any host communications occur.

Host input from a 3270 is a
uniquely formatted message containing
a transmission key code, current cursor
position, and the location/content of
each transmitted data element. The host
uses the screen location of a data ele—
ment to identify the item; PC programs
have no access to this data stream.

5270 KEYBOARD
The 3270 keyboard has three types of
keys: text (alphanumeric), local control,
and host transmission. Local control
keys are handled by the cluster control-
ler; they include cursor movement,
erase, print, and some local—selection
options such as cursor style and key-
board click. Host transmission keys re-
quest the cluster controller to transfer
information to the host; these keys in—
clude Program Function (PF) keys, Pro-
gram Attention (PA) keys, Clear, Enter,
and SysReq. The Enter and PF keys send
data with their transmission; other keys
send cursor location and their own key
code, but no text. Some of the transmis-
sion keys, such as Clear and SysReq,
will be handled by other protocol
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THE BEST PRICE
PERFORMANCE

CADD PROGRAM
ON THE MARKET

TODAY... JUST
BETTER!

Introducing Generic CADD
3.01"“ Faster than a speeding
pencil!

PC WEEK says Generic
CADD: “strongly rivals some
of the best mid-range CAD
packages that cost thousands
of dollars.”

And now it’s even better!
Generic CADD 3.0TM still only
$99.95, is faster, cleaner and
prettier. Generic CADD 3.0 is
now up to 20% faster on
redraws, has user definable
line widths, named views,
the ability to”unerase” era-
sures and dozens of additional
features!

Combined with our newest
series of productivity modules,
Generic CADD 3.0 gives
engineers, designers and
drafters real CAD power on
their personal computer. But
that’s not all ...
Introducing Generic IGESIM

Generic |GES"‘($249.95)
allows you to exchange draw-
ings with mini and mainframe
CAD software like Applicon,
Autotrol, Cadam, Catia, Inter-
graph, Computer Vision,
Cyber, Equinox 2000, and
more. Use your PC with
Generic CADD 3.0"“ and
Generic iGEST", to access
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graphic libraries and
capabilities previously the
domain of mainframe and mini-
computer users.

> New! Hydraulic Symbols
Library—Just $49.95.
Once again Generic CADD
has proven we are the
undisputed price/performance
leader in the industry.

Generic CADD 3.0TM Not
copy protected. 60-day money
back guarantee.fl '
Call 800-228-3601 or 206-885-5307 for dealer
nearest you. For updates of Generic CADD 2.0
or LogiCADD 20, call: 800-345-9194.
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3270 CONNECTION
layers in the network and never reach
the host application.

Cursor movement is not context—
sensitive because it is performed
beyond the knowledge of the host ap—
plication. The cursor keys always move
one position in a given direction and
the tab keys always move from field to
field. (More about fields later.)

The Insert key does not push data
out of a field, thus any attempts to in—
sert data into a full-screen field will
cause the keyboard to lock. Filled posi-
tions are screen locations containing
anything other than a null character
(00H), which, to a 5270, is quite differ—
ent from a blank (EBCDIC 40H). Both
the null and the blank display as spaces,
however a blank is considered data
whereas a null is not. All Erase keys,
and Delete, replace data with nulls, nev-
er blanks In cases where the host trans-
mits trailing blanks to the display buf—
fer, these must be deleted before inser—
tion can take place.

The 5278 sends keystrokes to the
cluster controller as scan codes; the
controller, in turn, forwards EBCDIC to
the host. But with the variety of key-
boards available for the 5278, a given
scan code may not always represent the
same key. (Further, on a half dozen or
so foreign—language keyboards currently
available, a given EBCDIC value does
not represent the same character.)

As a result, scan codes are trans—
lated by the controller according to
which keyboard it “thinks” a terminal is
using, and at that point things get fuzzy.
Older cluster controllers defined key-
board types when the controller was
initially configured. Newer cluster con—
trollers employ “I am a ____ clus—
ter controller, what are you?” exchanges
when terminals are switched on, but
some coaxial boards do not respond to
such identification queries. If certain
scan codes are not working as expected
(particularly PA keys, Clear, FieldMark),
users should suspect a keyboard—type
mismatch. To be certain, try the same
key with the terminal emulator software
provided with the coaxial board.

THE 5270 DISPLAY
A 5270 display is divided intofields. The
field is a unit of data basic to all 5270
behavior: host transmission, erase, in-
sert/delete, and tab functions all work
on a field-by—field basis. Each field be—
gins with an attribute byte that applies
to the entire field, and ends when the
next attribute byte is encountered. A
field may extend across multiple lines,
and, in fact, may cover the entire dis—
play area. Attributes, and thus field loca-
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FIGURE 2: Micro—to-maz'nfi’ame Data Flow
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Using 5270 communications, :1 PC application can exchange data with a host appli-
cation without concern for the various protocol layers that connect them.

tions, are defined. by host transmission,
not from the terminal.

The basic attribute, which is a rem-
nant of the original 52705 of the early
1970s, occupies a position in the screen
buffer and renders that display position
protected. Current 5270 terminals also
have an extended attribute bufler, a sep—
arate memory area added when the
number of possible attributes could no
longer be represented by eight bits. In
addition to display characteristics such
as color and intensity, attributes define
protected and numeric—only characteris»
tics. The cluster controller will enforce
restrictions on these fields by rejecting
ineligible keystrokes and, more severe—
ly, by locking the keyboard.

When data are either entered into
or deleted from a screen field, the clus—
ter controller sets a modzfied data tag
(MDT) in that field‘s attribute byte. With
the press of a host transmission key, the
controller assembles a host message
consisting of only those screen fields
that have MDTs set. When transmission
is complete, the controller resets the
tags. If Enter is pressed a second time, a
“null Enter" message will be transmit-
ted because no screen fields have been
altered since the last transmission. How-
ever, because the MDT is part of the at-
tribute byte, it can be turned on by the
host. It is common for host applications
to render some fields permanently
modified, to be echoed back to the host
with every input.

The last line of the 5270 display
screen is reserved for communications
between the cluster controller and the
terminal operator. This display indicates
such things as “keyboard locked,”
“communications down,” and some net—
work—detected input errors. (One inter-
esting symbol IBM calls ”go elsewhere,”
is returned on an attempt to key ineligi<
ble text into a protected or numeric-
only field.) The original symbols were
rather like icons: a clock for “wait," a
stick flagman for “go elsewhere," a
crossed—out lightning bolt for “commu—
nications failure." More recent symbols
are less imaginative (for example,
“PROG nnn" flags host-detected errors).

Regardless of what they indicate,
each of these symbols means one thing
to the PC application: no further key—
strokes will be accepted until the status
line is cleared. In the case of “wait," the
host will release the keyboard when it
is ready for terminal input Most of the
other symbols are cleared by pressing
Reset (assuming that the cause of the
indicator also has been corrected). The
PC application can examine the con—
tents of the status line using the same
Read coaxial-board commands used to
retrieve other screen data. Status infor-
mation is in buffer positions 0 to 79,
even if the screen is more than 80 bytes
wide. The hexadecimal values in the
status area bear little resemblance to
the symbols displayed on the screen,
and may not even be in the same posi-
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DISC DATA MANAGER:
For people who need
a lot of storage now...

Introducing the DISC DATA MANAGERw
from Seagate. The high-capacity storage subsystem
that expands module by module to meet your
changing needs.

Since you choose the capacity, you never pay for
more storage than you need. Yet, aifordable growth
is there when you need it.

The DISC DATA MANAGER is a SCSI sub-
system that provides compatible storage for many
environments. Including PC-DOS* and Novell’s
popular Advanced Netwaref“

As your needs for storage sharing increase, the
DISC DATA MANAGER can be converted into
the LAN DATA MANAGERTa high-performance,
IBM*—compatible file server.

But this is just half the story.

5270 CONNECTION
tions. These codes are undocumented,
however, a little experimenting along
with some examination of terminal—
emulator source code, is usually suffi—
cient to determine their meanings.

The status line also displays con—
nect information in the lower left cor—
ner of the screen. The first position
identifies the cluster controller (5274s
display a 4). In SNA (System Network
Architecture) networks, the second po-
sition identifies the host—connection
level (PU—to—PU, PU—to-LU, LU—to—LU). If it
shows a solid box, the user is logged
onto a host system (IMS, CICS, TSO, or
VM). If it shows a little face character,
he is still at the VTAM level. And if the
first position is blank, no cluster con—
troller connection is present at all.

HANDLING HOST RESPONSES
Whenever the PC application sends a
keystroke that requests transfer of infor—
mation to the host, it should wait for a
host response of some sort. That re«
sponse may be data, a cleared screen, a
repositioned cursor, or simply an un—
locked keyboard. The program will re—
ceive no indication of host data arrival;
it is up to the PC program to request
data from the coaxial board’s display
buffer. It will need a watch loop to
monitor the display buffer for changes.
Host responses are interesting because
of the variety possible and the realtime
nature of the display buffer. The watch
loop will need to provide for certain of
the following conditions.

First, the host is not required to
transmit a display panel in screen-posi—
tion sequence. The middle lines of a
display may appear first, followed by
the upper and lower portions. Even if
the host message is received in screen—
position order, SNA does not require
that an entire message arrive at once, or
that segmented messages arrive in any
particular sequence. On a heavily
loaded controller, a screen may be
filled in pieces. This happens because
SDLC protocol allows the cluster con-
troller to perform error recovery on
one message segment without request-
ing retransmission of the others. Those
segments of a display received correctly
are forwarded immediately to the termi-
nal/coaxial board; the erroneous seg—
ment is retransmitted, then forwarded
out of sequence to the display.

Next, the message the PC applica—
tion receives may not be intended for
it. The mainframe host partner applica—
tion (to which the PC is connected) is
not the only program sending messages
to the terminal. Batch programs often
send Notify messages to TSO users

PC TECH JOURNAL



upon completion. Messages from other
terminal users may arrive after any En—
ter. Electronic mail systems transmit
message—waiting prompts on an unsolic-
ited basis. IMS/DC, in particular, is noto—
rious for saving up yesterday’s leftover
messages and delivering them in re-
sponse to today’s input. Thus, the PC
application must determine not only
that a response has been received, but
also whether it is the expected re—
sponse. Once the message has been
identified as being for the terminal, the
PC program may then need to deter—
mine whether it is the current response
or a response left over from an earlier
input. (Leftover messages are discussed
in more detail below.)

In addition, multiple messages may
be received in response to one input,
each one potentially overwriting its pre-
decessor in the display buffer. This is
most common during LOGON, when
messages are being received from more
than one network layer. T80 is prone
to multiple transmissions when operat—
ing in line-by—line display mode.

Finally, the controller locks the
keyboard when a host—transmission key
is pressed, and releases it when the
physical transmission is acknowledged
by the host. Most host systems send a
Keyboard Lock command back to the
controller upon receipt of a message, in
effect locking the keyboard until the ac-
tual host application responds. But a
microinterval does occur between the
ACK (acknowledgement) for the sent
message and the execution of the host’s
Keyboard Lock, during which time the
keyboard is free. A PC program can eas—
ily be misled into keying between the
locks. It is generally necessary to pro-
vide a double—layer wait loop that first
waits for a clear status line in the dis-
play buffer, then waits again to see if
the keyboard is really unlocked before
sending keystrokes. This is a difficult
choice—the longer an operator waits,
the more certain he can be, but such
waiting takes a toll on performance.

In essence, the PC program must
answer two questions: how will it know
when the host has finished responding,
and how will it know that the response
received is the one it was waiting for?
The best way to handle the first ques-
tion is to watch for cursor movement.
The controller executes Cursor Position
commands only after the host’s entire
message has been successfully received
and displayed. If the host application
guarantees a change in cursor position,
then the PC program can be sure that
when the cursor moves, the host re-
sponse is complete.
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...anda lot more
in the future.

With the DISC DATA MANAGER, you can add
more disc drives as your need for storage grows.
Adding one or more drives gives you a capacity range
from 160 MB to over I gigabyte.

Using multiple drives, you can perform
overlapping operations. Or back up important files
on separate drives. There’s even an optional 40 MB
tape drive for archival storage.

Best of all, the DISC DATA MANAGER is
made by Seagate, the people who have built reliable
performance into more than 6 million 5%," hard
disc drives.

For more information on the storage subsystem
that grows with you, call us. 800-468-DISC. In
California, 800—468-DISK. Ask for Tim.

DISC DA'I'A MANAGER
and LAN DATA MANAGER

are lrademurks MEL-urani-
liwlmulogy. IBM and PC-DOS

.m- registered ll'illll'lllfilrks of
Inlemulionul Business

Machines Cnrporallon. Novell
Advanced Nciwzm- is u II'JlIB'

mark oi Nuvull. Inc.

I £59 Seagate
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3270 CONNECTION
The Clear key is a special case.

Clear precipitates host transmission, so
a program should wait for the host’s re—
sponse before proceeding. But if the
screen is already blank, the host’s re-
sponse will not cause any display—screen
changes and the program will never
know when that response occurs. This
problem is solved either by inserting
some meaningless characters into the
display buffer, so that Clear results in
display buffer changes, or by moving
the cursor so that the host’s Clear re-
sponse will change the cursor position.

w

The second question is more com—
plicated. The most common approach is
to establish some sort of signature in
the host message—a sequence number,
a time stamp, or a certain attribute in
an unusual location. This will depend
on how much control the PC program-
mer has over the host application.
Ideally, this signature will tell the PC
application not only that this is indeed
the message is intended for it, but also
that it is the response to the last input.

Many coaxial boards provide a
Write Data command that lets the PC

Lattice® Works
LATTICE ANNOUNCES
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
SUPPORT IN VERSION 3.2

Version 5.2 of the Lattice MS—DOS
C Compiler features full support for
Microsoft Windows—including the
“far? “nearZ’ and “pascal” keywords.

In addition, version 5.2 includes
the ability to generate more than 64K
bytes of static data and to declare
objects larger than 64K bytes. It also
includes improved support for ROM-
based applications via the “const”
data type. Version 5.2 is a significant
release because it eliminates Micro—
soft’s claimed monopoly on future
MS-DOS C development tools. Now
that the Lattice MS—DOS C Compiler
supports a window interface, pro-
grammers using Lattice C can avoid
the problems caused by switching
to a different compiler. $500.00

LATTICE NOW OFFERS
ENHANCED AmigaDOS
C COMPILER

Version 5.1 ofthe Lattice
AmigaDOS C Compiler offers a new
library with 100 more functions
than the standard AmigaDOS C
Compiler. What’s more, increased
library modularity and new address—
ing modes help reduce load module
sizes by more than 20%. The new
version also features faster pointer
and integer math, faster IEEE floating
point routines, direct support of the

Q
..Q9..

Lattice
(800 533-5577 In Illinois (512) 858-7950

Amiga’s FFP format floating point
library, and multi—tasking support.

With Version 5.1, Lattice has
broken free of the reliance on the
Amiga standard linker and object
file format. This new release includes
completely new expanded documen-
tation, and a Lattice assembler and
linker which remain compatible
with previous software but allows
professional programmers to take
advantage of both the Amiga’s speed
and the industry’s standardization.

Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler with
Lattice’s Text Management Utilities,
35225. Professional AmigaDOS C
Compiler with, Text Management
Utilities, Lattice Make Utility, Lattice
Screen Editor, and the Metadigm
MetaScope Debugger, $575.
AmigaDOS C Compiler $150.

LATTICE RELEASES NEW
VERSIONS OF C CROSS
COMPILER AND LINKER

Version 5.1 of the Lattice C Cross
Compiler to MS—DOS and version
2.12 of the Plink86Plus Overlay
Linker are now available for Sun and
Apollo workstations as well as the
DEC VAX Family of processors run-
ning VMS, UNIX or Berkeley UNIX.

All Lattice C Cross Compilers
possess the same functionality and
generate the same code as the native
Lattice MS-DOS C Compiler. This
allows users to take advantage of the
larger systems’ speed and multi-user
capabilities when creating applica—
tions for most popular PCs.

Contact Lattice Corporate Sales
for details.

TELEX 532255 FAX (512) 8588475
INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES.- Benelux: Ines Datacom (332)2-720-5161
japan: Lifeboat, Inc. (05)29.’>-47ll England: Roundhill (067254675
France: Echosoft(1)4824.54.04 Germany: Pfotenhaur(49)7841/5058
Hong Kong: Prima 85258442525 A.l. Soft Korea, Inc. (02)7856572
Australia: FMS (05) 6999899 Italy: Lifeboat Associates ltalia (02) 46.46.01
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application input data directly to the
5278 display buffer. Buffer input is per-
formed independent of the cluster con—
troller. Data input to the display buffer
do not move the cursor and do not set
the MDT; however, because the dis-
play’s character set is constant across
keyboard types, buffer input may be a
better choice over the standard key sim-
ulation in multiple-language situations.

This technique improves perfor—
mance, but it is also a bit like working
on a tight—rope without a net. The con-
troller assumes that values in the dis-
play buffer are either text bytes (which
can be keyed) or attributes. Using direct
Write Buffer commands, an operator
can insert items that are neither. An ac—
tual 5278 cannot produce such values,
so the cluster controller is not well de-
fended against them. Especially in the
case of corrupted attribute bytes, bad
buffer data can crash a cluster control—
ler, which can seriously inconvenience
a number of operators in addition to
the programmer. Because it is highly
unusual, a crashed cluster controller
signals vulnerability rather suddenly.
However, with direct access to the clus-
ter controller, recovery is a simple mat-
ter of pushing the IIVIPL button.

HOST SYSTEM INFLUENCE
Of the most common on-line systems,
CMS and T50 are fully interactive,
while CICS and IMS/DC are transaction—
oriented. On-line production applica-
tions will execute more often under
CICS or IMS/DC, while ad—hoc activities,
such as editing, electronic mail, or end-
user computing generally are based on
TSO or CMS. Each of these systems in-
cludes its own terminal operator proto-
cols. A PC application does not require
great expertise in this area, but it will
need to be able to respond to system
prompts, request the next host display,
and predict cursor locations.

T50 and CMS offer line—oriented
input and output, but data will not be
scrolled off the screen without permis—
sion from the user. When all lines are
full, a permission—to—clear prompt is is—
sued. If the user responds affirmatively,
the screen clears and begins filling
again at the top. TSO’displays three
asterisks in the lower left corner and
waits for the Enter key to be pressed.
CMS displays MORE or HOLDING in
the lower right corner, and waits for
the depression of a Clear key.

These protocols can occur with any
host response that happens to fall at the
bottom of the screen. In multiline re-
sponses, the permission—to—clear cycle
can occur between lines. If the host ap-
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Professional
Image Board

ATI-386

ADVANCE T0 THE
NEXT LEVEL

ATI-386
The ATI-386 AT board is a high-performance system board that provides
the primary elements for building advanced personal computers. The
board is functionally compatible with the system board in the IBM AT.
However, it contains an 80386 microprocessor, 32—bit access to data and
other features that give it over twice the performance of an 8MHz IBM AT.

Other features include downward compatibility with IBM 8 MHz AT. one
MByte 32—bit on«board memory expandable to ~16 MByte, a socket for the
Intel 80387 math co-processor and more.

ATI-386454
The ATI—386/64 Board features the same specifications as the ATI-386 AT
board as well as on-board 64 KByte cache memory. cacheable to a full 16
MByte memory space to achieve nearly zero-wait state operation at full
speed.

ATI-6/12 System 286
The ATI System 286—12 runs at an amazing speed of 12MHZ. That’s 20%
faster than the IBM‘ Personal System 2 50/60.

And to protect your existing investment, we've built-in a normal-speed
mode as well. A few simple keystrokes will switch you to 6MHz operation
mode. when necessary.

Combine the ATI System 28642 with our MegaGraph Plus EGA board to
get superb graphics performance. Or expand your system's main memory
with the ATI Multifunction card. Expand from single-user to multi-user
system with up to five disk drive slots and eight expansion slots. 6/8 & 6/10
MHZ systems also available

IBM & ATronics are trademarks of their respective companies.

12 MHz Multifunction Card
Our versatile multifunction card features a system bus of 12MHz, Sockets
on board to handle up to 2,5 MBytes of memory, one serial port, one
parallel port. one game port, Optional second serial port available.

Professmnal Image Board
The new Professional Image Board is a PC board which allows an ordinary
home video camera (color or black—and-white) to be plugged into an IBM
PC/XT/AT personal computers or lBM compatibles, Now, live, fast action
scenes can be instantly captured in full color and frozen. The frozen
pictures can be stored on a floppy or hard disk, The frozen pictures can
also be transmitted to any remote computer in the world via modem or
network.

ATronics
ATI Internatlonal Inc.

L’_’__.._....r 76% Dew/oz 24W 7M
1830 McCllndlt‘ss Dr. Milpilus (IA. 95035 USA
(108) 9-12-3314 TLX: 510430043093 FAX: (108) {HZ-1674

Southern California Contact: CNT Marketing
16580 Harbor Blvd, Ste. J, Fountain Valley, CA 92780 (714) 839-3724

Texas contact: ATronics 14900 Landmark Blvd., Suite 411, Dallas. TX
75240 (214) 980-2518 FAX: (214) 490-6525.
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plication is guaranteed to return less
than a screen’s worth of data, the PC ap—
plication can avoid full screens by
pressing Clear before each input. This
will position an input message at the
top of the display buffer, and ensure
that 20-plus lines are available for the
host response. It also provides predict—
able locations for received data.

LEFTOVER MESSAGES
The CICS and IMS/DC systems assume
that a single input generates a single
output, and that each host output will

supply a full~screen display. Leftover
messages occur when an application
terminates prematurely, when a user
shuts off the terminal before a response
is received, when a message is sent to
an unavailable terminal, or when a sin—
gle application sends multiple messages
in response to a single input.

IMS/DC is a queued message sys—
tem. The keyboard is left unlocked dur—
ing host processing, thereby allowing
multiple inputs between responses. But
IMS never sends more than one re»
sponse to a single input. Thus, leftover

another program!

With PC Tools, you can
0 UNFORMAT a hard disk.

0 FORMAT a disk.
0 COPY files.

0 LOOK at (and even edit) a file.

And much more!

word processor or...

To Order: Call 503/244-5782, 8-5
(West Coast time), M-F, with your
_ r - f in hand. Or send acheck,

include $3 s/h, $8 overseas.

$39.95

PC Magazine names PC Tools their Editor’s Choice,
“There’s no reason to look beyond PC Tools...”
PC Tools puts together all the popular features of the Norton Utilities*
with a powerful DOS interface and makes them resident like Sidekick*.
Now includes the best of the MACETM utilities & FastBackT'V' as well!
So you can execute virtually any DOS command even when you’re using

0 COMPRESS a hard disk for improved performance.
0 BACKUP and RESTORE a hard disk FAST
0 UNDELETE an accidentally erased file.

0 MOVE files and reorganize subdirectories with ease.

- SEARCH for a file name or text within a file.
0 PRINT a file (as text or hex and ASCII).

All without ever leaving your spreadsheet or database manager or

System Requirements: IBM PC, PS/2 or compatible, 256K, uses only
64K in resident mode. Supports floppy disks, hard disks and 31/2” disks
(including 1.44 meg diskettes), as well as Lotus/Intel expanded memory!

Central Point
Scflware
INCORPORATED
9700 s. W. Capilol Hwy, #100
Porlbzrid, OR 97219

We also have backup utilities for the IBM, Macintosh, Apple //, Commodore 64/128 and Atari ST

'PaSBBCk, Mace. NoIa Ulllllies and Sidekick are registered trademarks of fill?! Genetallon Systems. Paul Mace Software, Peter Norton and Banana Inlemaltorlal. respectively
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messages can build up in the queue,
and the response actually received by
the PC application may have nothing to
do with the last input. However, IMS
has assigned the PA1 key for catch—up
facilities. Pressing PA1 retrieves back—
logged messages without creating a new
host response.

In CICS, the keyboard is normally
locked until the application responds.
However, certain network definition
options can leave keyboards unlocked
before a response is received. The
operator cannot assume in CICS that an
unlocked keyboard signifies that no
responses are pending.

Once the PC application has identi—
fied a leftover message, it must do
something with it. In some cases, it is
safe to discard a leftover by requesting
the next message (PA1 or PAZ in IMS,
Clear in CICS); more often, the PC user
must be allowed to make this decision.
These messages seldom require host in-
put from the PC user, and certainly not
immediate response. The real problem
with leftover messages is the possibility
of endless waiting for an expected mes—
sage that will never come.

TSO systems are prone to multiple
transmissions in response to a press of
the Enter key. While these messages
will not normally overlay each other,
they will cause cursor movement and
transient keyboard locks. They also can
mean that host—transmitted data are not
at the expected display buffer location.
When working in line—by—line mode in a
TSO system, the PC application should
wait for the “Ready” prompt instead of
the host application’s response. Ready is
a dependable indicator that no further
host transmissions will ensue before the
PC application’s Enter.

LOGON PROCESSING
Users that are connected by coaxial
cable tend to LOGON to the host once,
and stay logged on throughout the day,
so the operator should not assume or-
require a connect/disconnect envelope
around the PC application. The simplest
approach is to let the user do his own
connect and LOGON before executing
the PC application. Of course this does
not necessarily protect against program
failure caused by a forgotten LOGON. A
couple of methods are available to
accomplish this.

If the PC is connected to an SNA
network, the PC application can deter-
mine connect status from the status
line. However, many host machines in-
clude more than one on—line system,
and the status line will not indicate
which of those systems is currently in
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Send Data and Receive
Reports at 4800 bps...

”WW, ~
BARR/208AB synchronous modern and :
BARR/HASP multi-tasking software for
the IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles.
Just insert the 208AB modem card, install .. .“"~ -
the menu-driven software, and instantly the “ 7 ' ‘
PC becomes an RJE workstation. Plug the
cable into the telephone outlet, send a com-
mand, and receive an immediate response
from the mainframe—invoices, production
reports, laboratory analyses, checks...all done
for you automatically. The BARR/HASP soft-
ware bypasses the high-overhead T80 and
CMS interactive facilities, and instead uses
the mainstream communications facilities of
the host —MVS/JES, VM/RSCS, CDC/NOS/
RBF—saving time and money.
What’s more, BARR/208AB and BARR/HASP
were designed for beginners and experts alike
with all features quickly accessed through simple
menus. And the PC is always free for data entry and word
processing, even while it’s communicating with the mainframe.

BARR/208AB BARR/HASP
Modem Features Software Features
OAuto-dial °Multiple printer support
OAuto-answer up to 600 lines-per—minute
°Advanced digital OLAN gateway
signal processing °PC to PC file transfer

°Automatic night dialing °Concurrent DOS
OSeIf-test diagnostics OSimultaneous sending and

receiving files
OBell 208A/B compatible modem
cEmulates IBM 3777-2 and HASP on IBM 360/20

The complete communications package includes
BARR/208AB modem, BARR/HASP software,
manuals, and cable. s2290. Trial evaluation available.
Call BARR SYSTEMS today for more information
about how this great combination can help in your
business. 800-BARRSYSB/IRR ~ _ . t:W%W% ' V

, 77’ , 3 ,

BARR SYSTEMS, INC. 1:] 2830 NW 41 Street D Gainesville, FL 32606
904-371—3050 E! 800-BARRSYS 1:] Telex 6715114 BARR UW
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5270 CONNECTION
session. (Sending IMS transactions to a
CMS session will not produce the ex-
pected host response.)

Depending on the application, it
may be possible to force a system mes-
sage (pressing Clear, for example) to
identify which host system is in session.
Clear is a bit safer than Enter because it
will not send any data to the host. Of
course, whatever was on the screen will
be erased, but the PC application would
have ”typed over" that screen anyway.

LOGON processing is the least pre—
dictable of all 3278 activities. Electronic
news facilities produce displays that
vary in both content and size from day
to day, and password processing can be
a Pandora’s box of responses (such as
“This Password will expire in 5 days").
Mainframe security concerns will re-
quire user interaction during the con»
nection process, and VTAM protocols
will be different, even for separate
nodes in the same network. Changes to
the LOGON procedure will be made
casually, since it is assumed that the in—
structions on the display screen will
lead the user through the process. Pro-
gramming a PC application to handle all
of these possibilities is not an easy task.
Programmers should, at a minimum,
provide for escape from interminable
“wait for response" loops.

EXTERNAL CONSIDERATIONS
Once the logistics have been resolved,
some external considerations must be
taken into account in designing the PC
application. Memory—resident terminal
emulators leave open the possibility of
the PC user running direct keyboard—to-
host transactions in conjunction with
exction of the PC application. There—
fore, the application should make it a
practice to retrieve the display buffer
data upon receipt from the host, before
issuing any READs to the PC keyboard.
It is also a good idea to clear the screen
buffer upon program termination, so -
that the PC user is not confronted with
an unexpected display when he next in-
vokes the terminal emulator.

Also note that each host interaction
can require several seconds of over—
head—delay time that neither the PC
nor the host application can control.
During the initial design it is easy to en-
vision lots of interactions with the host,
but in practice the delays involved can
negate the value of having a PC applica-
tion front-end at all.

Plans to maintain copies of host
data at the PC should also include a
strategy for refreshing the local copies
when updates occur. The hidden prob—
lem here, is that the host cannot initiate
a connection with a 3278, and therefore

Brand New From Peter Norton
A PROGRAMMER’S EDITOR

Direct from the
man who gave you
The Norton Utilities,
Inside the IBM PC,
and the PeterNorton
Programmer’s Guide.

that’s lightningfast with the hot
features programmers need

ENOR'I'ONIDIOR
“This is the program—
mer’s editor that I wished
I’d had when I wrote my
Norton Utilities. You can
program your way to
glory with The Norton
Editor“

flab?! NW

71Easil' lieustomizertgttnd sailed ’ _
' plit-screenediting ‘

" Almond

Peter Norton Computing, Inc., 2210 Wilshire Boulevard,
Santa Monica, CA 90403, 213-453-236 1. Visa,

Mastercard and phone orders welcome.
The Norton Editor“ is a Inldematk or nun-r Norton Computing, Inc c 198:: Fen-r Nnrlnn Gimptmmz

Greatfor assembler, Isa-$031.11“ C
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cannot automatically update PC copies.
In addition, unattended log on to the
host by the PC will usually be dis—
allowed on security grounds.

Because the host program's termi-
nal output screen has been supplanted
by the emulation board’s display buffer,
the host program has no direct access
to the user. The PC application thus
should include some provision to dis-
play host system error messages. Such a
facility should be limited to unexpected
error situations, and should not used
for normal data—validation errors. In this
triangle of host program/PC program/
user, the PC application is responsible
for the PC display screen. A pass—
through message should not disrupt the
logic or coherence of that display.

If the PC application is sending
data [0 the host, controls must be built
in to avoid duplicate transmissions. At
the same time, retransmission must be
provided for in the case of failed con—
nections or data being rejected by the
host. The simplest approach to this situ-
ation involves two rules:
1. The receiving program either accepts

or rejects a transmission as a unit.
Accepting part of a message, and re-
jecting another part, invites either
duplication or lost data.

2. The sending program retains the
transmitted data until acknowledge—
ment is received from the receiver,
and then deletes the data immediate—
ly. In a situation such as this, IF
ERRORLEVEL tests in .BAT files can
be used to great advantage.

Finally, PC programmers should be
prepared for concern about security
from the mainframe contingency, al~
though most requirements can be met
easily. Concerns include LOGON proce-
dures (passwords must be entered at
the keyboard, not displayed, written to
disk, or maintained in memory), updat—
ing mainframe databases from remote
copies (a data-integrity, rather than se-
curity, issue), and an agreement to sim—
ply not keep sensitive data in PC files.

The local interactivity possible with
a PC can amplify the value of a main—
frame application, and the power and
data availability of the mainframe can
significantly enhance a PC application.
Both are possible with a coaxially con—
nected application. The key to success
is a good understanding of what the PC
application should expect from the
5270 “display," and what the host appli-
cation expects from its “user.” W

Mary DeWo/f is the proprietor of This is How,
a Morrzlstown, New Jersey, consultingfirm
specializing in PC-host applications.
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ABOVE BOARD 18 SO
ADVANCED 1T’LLWORK

FORGENERATIONS
TO COME.

03/2”
APPLICATIONS

SOFTWARE

The Above” Board 286.
It’ll run every one ofthe terrific new

08/2 applications.
Just as soon as they’re writtenWhich

by all accounts looks to be mid—1988.
In the meantime, it’s almost manda—

torywith the memory-intensive applica—
tions you’re using today: spreadsheets,
networks, Microsoft® Windows? pop —up
utilities, or whatever.

In all,Above Board 286 can give you
up to 4 MB ofexpanded memory, based
on the Lotus®/Intel/Microsoft standard.

And since it looks like you’ll be
workingwith DOS at least another year,
those 4 MB should come in handy.
Especiallywhen your spreadsheets
develop middle-age spread.

Andyour pop-up utilities are popping
up all over the place.

Then, when 08/2 arrives, that same
Above Board you’ve come to knowand
love will give you up to 4 MB of 08/2
memory Ready to run.

What’s more, our newAbove Board
286 comes with switchless installation, a
five-year warranty and the toll-free tech—
nical support you’d expect from Intel.

All ofwhich makes this a very special
sort ofproposition.

Because we’re promising you the
moon in the future.

And giving it to you in the present.
To give you the full story we’ve written

a paper called “The Memory Implica-
tions of08/2”]ust call (800) 558—5575
and we’ll send you a free copy

inteli
Above Is a trademark and Int a registered trademark oflntcl Corporation. lotus is a registered trademark
ol’lr )ms 1 )cwlopmcnt Corp. Mitrt tsofi and \ViltdlflVS are registers: trademarks ofMicrosofl Corp. OS/Z is
a tradcnmrk ol'lnternational Businuss Machines Corp. @1987 Intel Corporation.
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SPEED-UP YOUR PC GRAPHICS!
With the GSS® Graphics Development Toolkit
and your favorite language ,* you can write
faster graphics applications in record time.

Increase Your Application Performance
G88 drivers are written directly to the hardware, so your
applications run fast. And the latest display cards are supported,
including high-performance boards from Video—Y, Quadram, Emulex,
and others. Low memory overhead also promotes faster performance,
The GSS software typically requires only TSKb at run—time.

Reduce Your Time To Market
GSS provides the graphics functions and
device drivers, so you spend less time in
development. Call over 100 high—level
functions for lines, arcs, text, bitmaps,
clipping, and more. Support numerous mice,
displays, printers and plotters, including
EGA displays, HP plotters, Epson LO printers
and the HP Laserlet +.

Build The Future Into
Your Software
Your applications will
work with new graphics
devices as new GSS
drivers become avail-
able. You Won’t have to
modify your program!
And when you use the
Graphics Development
Toolkit, your graphics
software will be source
code compatible with
the new features of
future DOS versions.

For an in-depth look at creating
high-performance PC ATgraphics,
attend the nearest GSS Seminar:

San Jose
Washington, DC.

June 1 1

June I8

List:
CGI Dvlpmt Toolkit s495
Kernel System s495
Kernel for IBM RT 5795
Metafile Interpreter s295

*Ianguages supported:
Lattice C; Microsoft C; Lahey FORTRAN; Microsoft
FORTRAN; R/M FORTRAN; IBM FORTRAN; IBM Professional
FORTRAN; Microsoft Pascal; IBM Pascal; Microsoft BASIC
Compiler; Microsoft Quick BASIC; IBM BASIC Compiler;
Microsoft Macro Assembler; IBM Macro Assembler.

Photos provided by CREARE, INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS, and OPTIM ELECTRONICS

Our complete GSS Line:
PC Brand:

S375
5375
s645
5235

© 1987 PC BRAND

Los Angeles

Boston

San Jose
New York City
Orange County, CA
Boston

San Jose

Atlanta

July 9

July 23
Aug. 6
Aug. 20
Sep. 10
Sep. 24
Oct. 8
Oct. 22

Cal] PC BRAND to register now!
Registration fee, $25.

To Order Your GSS Software Today Cal]

800 PC-BRAND
That's (800) 722—7263. In NY State call (212) 242—3600

PC Brand, 150 5th Ave, New York, NY. 10011—4311
Telex: 667982 (SOFT COMM NYK)

Prices, terms, and specifications subject to change without notice.



PRICED TO SAVE YOU MONEY,
SHIPPED FASTANYWHERE.

LATTICE C CONIPILER
The Most Widely Used C Compiler by Fat

PHOENIX POWER
PFORCE
Pfunction Pfestival
The ultimate integrated C library.
offering everything from low level
functions for hardware access to
cgmplete b—tree database management,
Along the way are fundamentals for
string manipulation. time/date calcula-
tions, field and screen editing. but also
four styles of menus (Lotus included),
Windowmg, background tasking, DOS
interfaces. directory management, even
interrupt-driven communications,

Beyond tools for application develop-
ment are programmer utilities for disk
library management. archtvtng and
compilation. Destgn emphastzes obiects
so characteristics of Windows, data
bases, records and fields can be estab
lished outside functions

One large collection means consistent
instructions, stngle index PforCe'IM has
tutorials. examples, quick reference.
and online help.

Everythuig in source. no royalties, all
memory models of Lattice. M'soft
SpeCify: $0220 & Compiler
List. $395. PC Brand. $235.

PRE—C Pick the Lint
from Your Program
Pre-CTM is like UNIX's “lint" It finds
problems your compiler won't Probe
lems that a debugger Will have trouble
figuring out

Compilers work With one module at
a time They don’t see other modules
which only meet at link time Pre-C
looks at all segments of your program
at once and reports intermodule calamr
ities conflicting data type declarations;
parameter lists in function calls which
disagree imth the functions themselves,
machinedependent expreSSions which

ZVIEW
Screen Design Aid

complete package for screen
A design with full windows manage
menl as a bonus! Easy creation of
screens with complex validation. such
as range checking or required/option—
al data Powerful Screen Paint utility
for creating or editing applications
screens. Built in secunty levels, set at
run-tune. control read or read/wnte
access by field or screen. Automatic
help screen processtrig for run-time
aid per field or screen Applications
regain control during field tabbing.
allovvtng run-time onscreen transaction
processmg or flow control. Runetime
functions include Screen Read and
Write With automatic transparent data
converston from screen image to data
storage, Field Editing, Help Screen
Processmg, even a capability to
change any field characteristic at run-
time, plus Window Push Pop and Scroll
Verstons for Lattice. Microsoft and
Aztec C Automatic free updates to
registered users No run-time royalties
List: ‘245 PC Brand *175

. .5
. be oiPhoell.‘X

goria‘. The Its; Pr? 6 Plus, P318:
/. . 5 am Ptelcompll'fle

r, Films 8 better Stl ,
urg 0 pteI

inhibit portability. obsolete usage, casts
With suspect conversions, variables
never used, functions never called

Adlicres to Unix System ll] standard
for portability Ask for P0590.
List $295, From Us $114.

PLINK86 PLUS Cached
Overlays Maximize
Memory Use
Plink86'l'M shoehorns large programs III:
to small machines by swapping program
segments in from disk. Because modules
share memory. a 5 l2k program could
run in a 128k machine for example But
PlinkBG is smarter than that if it finds 11*
self in a larger machine, it moves llllti
leftover memory whatever proi'traiti
overlays Will fit Overlays nor: snap at
memory speed not disk speed Can
automatict'illy restore a displaced ovoi
lay to Wtll a subsequently called over
lay must now return, and can assiiiii
library modules either to the tool set;
meiit or to overlay areas Long llltllspt‘llr
sable to serious developers Ask for
80499 List $495 Us $325.

W/re e
/o W). M705

T he compiler that put C on the PC,
More programmers use Lattice than

my other. Its huge libraries (325 func-
tions‘) enable the file-sharing and
recordrlocking provtsions of DOS 3.1,
prov1de full transcendentals, and utili-
ties to mimic the UNIXTM and
XENIXTM envtronments Embraces key
UNIX enhancements. votd functions,
enumerated data types. data passtng

Of [0,0
4 £3mIna/0r Cuffs/[777C]?

Eli/s V6
638 Ke’fle/ 0/14 55

do W
C- flee 5/08/51
We Sh'A Isnares? w. ,e/eXcred/f Cagg’
,e/efsn’e

WINDOWS FOR DATA
M’sofi.‘ Windows Compatible
W indows for Data I'M adds the pixa77.

and practicality of Window pal’ll:
tioning for entering data in your FtpljllCfl:
tion Powerful field-level functions let you
speCify prompt string, field length. data
type, screen location, picture. ieceivtng
variable. etc Field options can require or
prevent entry, cause beeping on invalid
entry or overflow, attach IleldrSpt‘ClllC help
messages, functionsto call for entry valida-
ttori You control which keys Clear a field,
Jump to next Oi prior fields. quit, etc

The Windows for C subset has all the
wuidowtng functions Without data entry
Unlimited Windows, defined in C struc
tures for reference throughout your pro
gram, cart be made either to pop up or
permanently overwrite the screen Rour

INTERACTIVE-C
Intrepreter, Editor, Debugger
I nteractive-CTM is a fully integrated en-

vtronment‘ a complete K&R interprer
ter bound to its own editor and "the best
debugging factlities of any", says Com-
puter Language, 2/87, Adiustable edit.
command and status Windows. second
screen for program output Or tWtii CRTs
Can load object code of your compiled
functions or cominerctal libraries Imme
diate mode, syntax checking both when
you type and run, and cursor that potiits
prectsely at errors Debugger includes
breakpotnts, watclivalues, stepping op
tions, interactive changing of variables
List 5249 PC Brand 5219

tines scroll and highlight lists With arrow
keys, read and scroll ASCII files both ways
in Windows Logical treatment of Video at
tributes permits unchanged programs to
run on color or monochrome Colors of
Windows are set indivtdually All funct ions
are in separate modules Only those used
are linked Only buffers holding ori-screen
or temporarily obscured Windows occu-
py RAM. others released dynamically
Clear documentation
SpeCify compiler
Windows for Data
Windows for C

List.
3195
$295

PC Brand
$149
5259

between structures by asstgnment.
Defaults to the ANSI proposed stand
ai'd, but command line options offer
leniency Also ANSI checkmg of exter-
nal data types to swat bugs at link up

You get small .EXE files, very fast link
times and effictent aliasing New options
generate code to use 80186 and 80286
features, 88087 sensed and utilized
PCjournal revtew of 12 compilers
called Lattice "a fine product to con—
stder for the production of important
applications " Ask for 80100 List' 5500.
PC Brand 5299

BLAISE C 'Ibols Plus
N othing pays you back quicker than

a function library. and Blaise has
long been known as a great one.
C Tools Plus. the top of the line, now
has over 200 functions, Mature, tight,
predominantly in C. they isolate hard-
ware dependence, come in source and
library. with no royalty. The rundown:

Screen Handling: either via BIOS or
direct to video adapter; supports EGA,
43-line mode and multiple pages, tw1n
monitors, Windows: any number, stack—
able, writable, wordwrapable, and
erasable. Interrupts: well known for in-
terrupt serVice routines in C, from
which you can now access DOS func—
tions Directories Create, change, or
search directories. rename files, get
and change their date/times. Memory:
control DOS memory allocation, load a
"child" process alongstde your pro
gram, even create memory~restdent
programseand remove them. Strings:
intemational money. dates and charac-
ter sets, plus superfunctions to perform
several tasks With a Single call. Gen-
eral: BIOS and DOS gates for direct
access. memory copy, speaker control,
it goes on, Our complete Blaise line:

PC Brand
5117
$117
5164
S 67
S 61

C Tools Plus 5175
Asynch Manager 5175
View Manager $275
Turbo Asynch Plus 5100
Turbo Power Tbols + $100

BTRIEVE ASK US ABOUT XTRIEVE 8: REPORT OPTION

Queen B-tree File ManagerAbdicates Royalties
here‘s no longer a tithe to incorporate
Btrieve1M in applications, a welcome

proclamation if royalties would ruin your
profit margins. Btrieve takes complete
charge of all file creation. indexing,
reading, writing, insertion, deletion. space
recapture. forward and backward search-
ing, It builds function call ”commands“
right into the language you use: interfaces
to C, Pascal, BASIC, and COBOL. th sam—
ple programs in all four, come With each
copy.

Btrieve has mainframe specifications! Its
balanced—tree indexing scheme finds any
key in a million in four or less accesses.
Files may have up to 24 indexes; fixed
record length to 4090 characters; indexes
up to 255 characters; files of 4 billion bytes,

Can even extend a file across two drives 7
even two hard disks!

Version 4.x speeds DOS interaction for
large multiply-keyed files; enables
variable length records of virtually any
length; verifies accuracy (optionally) with
read after write, useful in gritty en,
vrronments; offers password and data
encryption.

There's also Xtrieve. for Btrieve file in-
cniiry and data manipulation, and Rtrieve
for report writing. All three in verstons for
any network that supports the MSADOS 3.l
file sharing function.
Ask for:
80650
80652 Network Version

List:
s250
s595

PC Brand:
5195
s465

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Licenses: Each price is for a licenseto use a prod
uct on a single computer and does not constitute
its ownership We will inqwre for you about Site
licenses Except as otherwise indicated or where
“#' follows the Product Code, products may be
used to create programs for distribution without
royalty payments or additional licenses, provided
said programs do not substanttalty replicate the
products themselves
Compatibility: PC BRAND’s standard products
are designed to operate th the IBM ' PC XT or AT
under PCVDOS and requtre no more than 128k of
RAM unlessmdicated Non IBM machines using
MS-DOS contact manufacturer about preose dit»
ferences so we can advtse.
Returns: See box page one Detective parts will be
replaced. Please call for authorization to return a
product for refund

Payment: We honor MasterCard. Visa, American
Express (no surcharge), checks in advance. or
fundswiredto PC Brand, c/oChemical Bank. 120
East 86 St. New York, Account 034016058. COD
(U 8. only) for cash. money order. certified check
(no fee). NY State, add sales tax Purchase orders
accepted from larger corporations and institutions
at ourdiscielionifyou agree to net 30 days plus2'2.
a month late penalty thereafter
Shipping 8i Handling: U.S,. UPS Surface. 151
product 6, each add'l $3. UPS 2nd Day Air tst
Eroduct $10. each add‘l $4.50, UPS Next Da Air or
ederat Express 172 Day Air. 1st product $1 .each

add’|$6 FedEx NextDay 10 AM. tstproduct$28.
each add‘l $7. international, Charges vary by
destinationand carrier,$10 pershippihg container
for export forms. Air parcel post at your risk beyond
collected insurable amount,

For Orders or Literature, Call Us at...

00 PC-BRAND
That’s (800) 722—7263. In NY State call (212) 242-3800

PC Brand, 150 5th Ave, New York, NY. 10011—4311
Telex: 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)

@1987 PC BRAND
Prices. terms. and specifications subject to change without notice,



TODAY’S TOP QUALITYAIDS TO
PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY
SUPERSOURCE
TWO great debuggtng and documentae
tton tools that support C, Module.
Pascal. BASIC, and dBASE'
Source Print
Author Alan Stmpson wrttes "the best
overall debuggtng techntque ts to ..
draw ltnes to connect all the lFs and
DO WHILES etc. With thetr ENDlFs and
ENDDOs. Use a pen or penCtl to..."
Well thanks. Alan, but we'll let Source
Prtnt do tt for us. It draws vet‘ttcal ltnes
to connect all such begmntngs and end,
tngs tn a Vtvtd dtsplay of your program ’s
organtzatton And tt can prtnt programs
vvtth page numbers. headtngs. ltrte num-
bers. tndent automattcally. throw tn a
table of contents and a cross-reference
tndex About Source Prtnt PC Magazme
satd. "Occastonally a uttltty comes
along that makes a programmer's ltte
much easter " Ltst $75. Ours $60

..and 'If‘ee Diagrammer
Thee Dtagrarnmer prtnts an organtzatton
chart of your programs structure show-
mg the hterarchy of functton. procedure.
and subrouttne calls. Shows at a glance
what routtnes call each other for clearer
debuggtng Every shop should have
thts tmportant documentatton tool Ltst
$55. Ours $45

NEW!
PANEL PLUS Library Source Code Gives It Complete Portability No ROYALT'ES!
There are no end of tools for screen
destgn and data entry, but none qutte
ltke Panel Plus. Destg'n a screen under
program control, use Panel‘s uttltty to
"run" and test it field by field. then
pass it to Panel’s code generator whtch
deltvers C source code. Opttons style
the code to your comptler's ltktng, and
you can of course do what you ltke to
the source afterward. The code calls
Panel Plus's functton ltbrary. but now
the library comes In source, so every,
thtng produced ts htghly portable, Not
ltke other screen managers deltvered
as obtect ltbrartes and whtch leave you
to wrtte the detatled code

Panel Plus W'lll operate tn graphics

mode v1a tntertaces to graphtcs prod-
ucts tt supports and can uttltze the
EGA's 43-ltne screen. Low-level l/O
functtons adapt tt to vartous keyboards
screens. operattng systems

Panel '5 newest tncarnatton has every
1mag1nable feature, A stngle screen de-
Stgn can have 1000 ftelds stacked as
vtsual overlays up to 127 levels deep or
as pop-ups Groups of ltelds can be
moved between levels Screens can be
output as comptlable code or stored on
dtsk for loadtng at run-ttme Each fteld
can be boxed. colored. multt-row. word-
wrapped. and scrolled hortzontally and
verttcally tf larger than tts onscreen
vtew aperture. It can be asstgned lis

own help and error message. can be
told to accept certatn characters. or to
match a ptcture, and to Check data
after entry—proper dates. number
ranges. etceustng Panel's or your own
valtdatton routtnes. You can add your
routtnes to Panel‘s test uttltty because
even tt comes as source. Ptelds are ac-
cessed tn any order and control reverts
to your appltcatton program afier each
fteld for chOtce of actton

For past Paneltsts. the new verston has
smaller and faster fteld and screen
functtons. ttghter granulartty. and an en»
hanced. reworked ltbrary, Mayor tool
for the sertous developer. Last 5495. PC
Brand: $395.

GREENLEAF
Functions
C source. assembler source, and blr
nary hbrar1es of 225 functtons for many
comptl‘ers Stresses ttght iuncttonal
grouptrtgs to mtntrntze loadtng code
your appltcatton may never use Manue
al‘s 250 pages help select functtons. as
do demos. bullettn board. Has DOS exr
tenStons. powerful strtng potnter mantpr
ulattons, screen tools even to the ptxel
level. graphtcs prtmtttves. keyboard.
regtster and memory status, Pkey as-
stgnment. ttme/date. peek, poke, plenty
more Spety comptler Ltst $185.
Here $139
Communications
Communtcate from thtn your own C
programs‘ Over lZO functtons and demo
programs tn C and assembler source to
set up tnterrupt-drtven asynch commu-
ntcattons for up to 15 channels Up to
9600 baud. ASCII or btnary, any partty
or word length. 8250 UARTs. Xon/Xoff
and Xmodem. Wtdelrack recetve
Spectfy cotnptler Ltst $185. Us $139

lBASTOC 0PT‘M‘ZES'
Danslates BASIC Into C
For a trtfltng prtce. BASTOC TM moves
truckloads of BASIC over to C lt‘s a
translator whtch takes tn Mtcrosoft Exr
tended BASIC and emtts pure K&R C for
Mtcrosoft or Latttce Structures even
convoluted BASIC code Optttrttzed to
dramattcally reduce executton ttme
Dynamtc strutg allocatton ends BASIC's
catatontc garbage collectton Huge
worksaver Ltst $495. PC Brand $399

RYAN-McFARLAND
Icfiller FORTRAN OPTIMIZES!

omplete tmplementatton ot
FORTRANA77. the ftrst PC FORTRAN
certtfted by the GSA at the htghest
level Why9 It's a mainframe contptler
moved to PCs Your programs can watt
der between all stzes oi machtnes Pror
grams up to 640k (btgger wuh overlays).
arrays over 64k. long ltst of VS. VAX
and FORTRANBB extenstons Has der
bugger. overlay ltnker R-M has wrttten
FORTRAN comptlers for IBM. DEC.
etc for 20 years No greater expert
Ltst $595. Us CALL

Shopping List for the Power Workbench
ASSEMBLERS A DEBUGGERS

Advanced Trace-86 Morgan, ASM Interpreter . . . 175
C-Sprite Debugger by Lattice, source level ..... 175
Microsoft Macro Assembler with Utilities ..... 150
PASMBS by Phoenix, Macro Assembler ....... 195
Periscope l Debugger from The Periscope Co. . . 345
Periscope l| w/NMI Breakout Switch .......... 175
Periscope lI-X software only
Pfix86 Plus by Phoenix, Symbolic Debugger . . . 395

BASIC LANGUAGE
Microsoft BASIC lnte refer forXEN/X ........ 350
MicrosoftOuickBASl Compiler full BASICA . . 99

BORLAND PRODUCTS
Reflex & Reflex Workshop .................. 200
Reflex Data Base System .................. 150
Reflex Workshop ......................... 70
Turbo Basic...New ......................... 100
Turbo C Compiler...New .................... 100
Turbo Lightning ........................... 100
Turbo Pascal & Tutor...New .....
Turbo Pascal with 8087 at BCD. , . ,
Turbo Tutor .............................. 40

POLYTRON PRODUCTS
PVCS Corporate...Source Code Control Sysl. . . . 395
PVCS Personal ........................... 149
PVCS Network ...........................
PolyMake Complete Make Utility ............ 149
PolyLibrarian Library Manager .............. 99
PolyLibrarian ll Library Manaer .............. 149
PolyShell UNIX-like Command She/l .......... 149
PolyXREF Complete Cross Ref Utility ......... 219
PolyXREF One language only ............... 129
PolyBoost The Software Accelerator ......... 80
PolyDesk Ill 3rd Generation Desktop Org ...... 99
PolyDesk III Add On Too/s ..................

DATA BASE MGMT
BRIEF/dBRIEF...BrieI for DBASE l/l ........... 275
CLlPPER...from Nantucket ................. 695
McMAX...dBASE for MAC from Nantucket ..... 295
d...dBASE to C Translator by DESKTOP Al . . _ 350

with Library Source Code ................. 550
with Full Source Code ................... 1000

dBC.../rom Lattice...maintains DBASE files . . . , 250
with source ............................ 500

dBC lll Plus...supports multi—user DBASE ...... 750
with source ............................ 1500

C COMPILERS
C86 PLUS by Computer Innovations...New ..... 497
Lattice C Compiler from Lattice ............. 500
Let’s C Compiler by Mark Williams ........... 75

with CSD Source Level Debugger .......... 125
MWC—86: Mark Williams C Development ...... 495
Microsoft C Compiler 4.0 ................... 450

C INTERPRETERS
C-Terp by Gimpel Software ................. 300
Instant C by Rational Systems .............. 500
lnteractive-C by IMPACC with debugging ...... 249
RUN/C Professional from Lifeboat ........... 250

TEXT EDITORS
Brief from Solution Systems ................ 195
Edix by Emerging Techl..Mu/ti-screen ......... 195
Epsilon by Lugaru Software, like EMA CS ...... 195
FirsTime by Spruce Technology, C syntax ..... 295
Kedit by Mansfield, similar to Xedit .......... 125
LSE, the Lattice Screen Editor Mufti Window . . . 125
Pmate by Phoenix, with Macros ............. 195
Vedit by Compuview ....................... 150
Vedit Plus by Compuview................... 185

FILE MANAGERS
Btrieve by Softcraft, no royalties ............. 250
Btrieve Network by Softcraft ................ 595
C-Tree by FairCom - no royalties, source ....... 395
R-Tree by FairCom-Report Generator ......... 295

119
139
109
125
299
139
105
235

LIST
C-Tree & R-Tree Combo by FairCom .......... 650
dista single user DBMS by Raima .......... 195
dista multi-user DBMS ................... 495
Opt-Tech Sort Can sort Btrieve files .......... 149

SCREEN DESIGN
Curses by Lattice, UNIX screen designer ...... 125

with Source ............................ 250
Greenleaf Data Windows...... New ............ 225

with source ..... . ....................... 395
Panel Plus by Round Hill, no royalties...... New . . 495
View Manager for C by Blaise ..... . . . . 2
Vitamin C by Creative Programming. . . .
VC Screen by Creative Programming ......... 100
Windows forC Vermont Creative Software . . . . 245
Windows for Data includes Windows forC . . . . 395
ZView Data Management Consultants ........ 245

GRAPHICS
Essential Graphics by Essential. no royalties 250
(355 Graphics Development Toolkit .......... 495
688 Kernel System by Graphic Software ...... 495
GSS Metafile Interpreter ................... 295
Halo by Media Cybernetics ................. 300

with Dr. Halo ll ......................... 440
Halo for Microsoft includes all fonts .......... 595

COMMUNICATIONS
Asynch Manager by Blaise, for C or Pascal . . . . 175
Greenleaf Communications by Greenleaf ..... 185
PTel by Phoenix, Binary File Communicator, . . t 195

UTILITY LIBRARIES
Blaise C Tools Plus ........................ 175
Blaise C Tools ............................ 125
Blaise C Tools 2 .......................... 100
C Food Smorgasbord by Lattice ............. 150
C Utility Library by Essential, 300 functions . . t . 185
Greenleaf Functions by Green/eafSoftware . . . 185
PforCe by Phoenix, vast library .............. 395

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Code Sifter by David Smith Software, Profi/er 119
Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program Prototyper ...... 75
LMK from Lattice by Lattice, “make" like UNIX . 195
Microsoft Window Development Toolkit ....... 500
PC-Lint by Gimpel Software, after UNIX's “lint 139
PFinish by Phoenix, EXE performance analyzer. 395
Plink86 Plus Utilizes memory for overlays ..... 495
Pmaker by Phoenix, like UNIX ”make" ..... . .
Pre-C by Phoenix, UNIX “/int"-alike .......... 1 295
Pfantasy Pac six Phoenix products...New Price , 995

OTHER TOOLS
BASTOC by JM/, convert BASIC to C ......... 495
BASIC-C BASIC ’s functions added to C ....... 175
Report Option by Softcraft, Btrieve Report Gen. . 145
Xtrieve by Softcralt, Query Utility for Btrieve , . , 245

FORTRAN COMPILERS 8: UTILITIES
RMIFORTRAN by Ryan McFarland ........... 595
FORTRAN Libraries...by Alpha Computer ...... 70
Microsoft FORTRAN Links with Microsoft C . . , 450
Microsoft FORTRAN lorXEN/X .............. 695
Scientific Subroutine Package by Alpha ....... 295

OTHER LANGUAGES 8: UTILITIES
RM/COBOL by Ryan-McFarland ............. 950
RMICOBOL-Bs ANSI 85 COBOL ............. 1250
RM/NET + 5...COBOL & COBOL 85 Network . . . 300
Source Print...source code formatter ......... 75
Tree Dia rammermsource code diagrammer . . . 55
Microso t COBOL Compiler ................. 700
Microsoft COBOL Compiler for XENIX ........ 995
Microsoft Lisg‘New Common Lisp ........... 250
Microsoft Mu ath includes MuSimp ......... 300
Microsoft Pascal Compiler Links with M’soft C. 300
Microsoft Pascal Compiler for XENlX ......... 695
PDisk Phoenix ’5 new disk manager .......... 195
Help/Control by MDS... 123 style Help ......... 125

US
541
139
399
105

99
199
169
297
395
164
198

81
216
349
175

210
375
375
235
219
299
434



PC BRAND? CAREFULLY CHOSENpaganAMMEn TOOLS
BRIEFVersion 2.0 Extends Lead CLIPPERMm Nantucket help techniques for applications. a de»
B rief has come forth With veISion 2.0

offering editing templates for added
languages. faster undo and search With
matching over multiple lines. new types
of block marking. large screen support.
new documentation. and tutorials

This runaway success has eclipsed all
other editors by sporting every feature
you've ever contemplated. Text. from
keyboard or files. is housed in multiple
buffers. and scrolled through one or
more Windows you open. close. resize.
A text buffer may be called to different
Windows to View two areas at once. A
change Ln one changes both. Tiext may be
marked for printing, writing to files, '
movement to scrap buffers for out and
paste into other buffers or deletion. With
as many backward "undos" as you want.

With a growrng list of C compilers.
you can compile Without ever leavrng
Brief It grabs the compiler's report of
problem lines. and marches you through
your source code for repairs.

Parts of Brief were written With its own
Lisp-like macro language which has
structure. 32character variable names.
conditional execution. loops. and even
readability. Nothing like the hieroglyphs
we've seen elsewhere. Bulletin board
and public domain disks With macros.
"One of the best investments you can
make," PC Magazme. To top it off.
there's a 30day money-back trial
period. List: 5195. Us: Can.

Compile dBASE for Speed, Protection
lipperTM turns lumbering dBASEO
into a speed dMON With benefits

bobbing in its wake: your source code is
submerged from public View. you can
distribute your compiled application With»
out royalties. and your customers don't
even need copies of dBASE! The Spring
'87 Clipper offers index files compatible
with dBase 111 Plus, and networking capae
bilities to run compiled programs on ma-
]or networks supporting DOS 3.1 With no
restrictions on number of users Clipper
offers arrays, menuvbuilding commands.
userdefined functions, context~sens1tive

“9‘“:
MCMAXFrom Nantucket
Like dBASL' for the Macintosh
M cMaxTM is like running dBASE on

the Macrntosh. It combines an
easy-to-use menudriven ASSIST mode
usmg the Mac interface. an interactive
command mode like dBASE at the dot
prompt. and an application programming
language fully compatible With dBase lll.
It gives you the power to create dBASE
language applications on the Macrntosh
and transfer back and forth to the IBM®
world. McMax accommodates up to 16
million records, 32.000 characters per
record. 255 characters per field. and up
to 32 files open concurrently. No copy
protection List 5295, PC Brand Call

bugger. and it supports Expanded Mem-
ory It goes well beyond dBASE With
1.024 fields per data base and 2.048
active memory variables.

Clipper has the power to save and re
store multiple screens to and from mem—
ory variables You can also create over-
lays. call obiect modules compiled in other
languages. and create function libraries
to link With your applications. Power and
flexrbility make it the “l dBASE compiler
List $695. PC Brand Call.

MICROSOFT C 4.0
A Great C Battle Rages and You’re Winning
I t bundles a source debugger and a

“make". and sports a "huge" mem-
ory model permitting single data ob—
jects larger than 64k. but what’s really
impressive about Microsoft C are the
benchmarks reported in Dr Dobb's.
Microsoft runs away from a field of 17
Winning ll of 27 benchmarks.

The CodeVieWTM debugger uses
Windows to show everything on one
screen: source alongSide disassembled
obiect. variables. stack and registers.
Drop down Windows obviate learning
of commands. “A source-level debuge
ger that puts the rest to shame" said
Dobb's

Microsoft C has five memory models
for code and data. plus nonelibrary sup-

port for another thirteen. and boasts
alternate math packages for speed ver
sus accuracy. With or Without 8087/
80287 chips.

Both linker and library manager are
part of the package. as is the "make".
Which knows how to rebuild any Size
proiect by compiling only elements
Which have changed.

It is reportedly used by Lotus.
AshtoneTate and. fittingly, Microsoft
itself to develop Windows. Dobb's calls
it "the best MSVDOS C development
enVironment value today [for] Virtually
any kind of program conceivable."
320k suggested
Ask for:
00500

List:
$450

PC Brand:
$295

HALO GRAPHICS
SYSTEM Mum-Board
613p Library
The premier graphics library that got the
ball rolling for PC—based graphics and has
grown so omnipotent that it supports over
25 graphics boards 7 including IBM's
BSA and Nr. 9 Revolutions hires series 7
and has a multitude of mouse and printer
drivers All that in each box. Separate C
verSions for Lattice. M'soft. Aztez. C186.
What does Multivlrlalo do? A down to the
last pixel graphics library plus functions to
reset drivers so distributed program can
run on anything. Wonderful value for Single
license. Costly royalties though for
redistribution. SpeCify $0315 & Language.
List: ‘300. We: ‘219. With Dr. Halo II. a free
standing "paint": List: 5440, Us 5299.

C-TREE & R-TREE
c-tree: Seasoned to perfection.
crtreeTM is the only major b-tree file
manager With network support in the
standard lowcost version. it allows mul
tiple users to access an index file Simul
taneously even during updating. Record
locking routines are prov1ded for DOS
3 x. UNIX and XENIX

C-tree even comes in C source code.
yet there are no royalties. Source sticks
to K&R. so C-tree is portable "Ibsts in
many enVironments prove it

Cvtree permits any number of keys
for a data fileealpha. numeric. even
floating paint. lt handles files mth
varied record lengths and keeps multir
ple keys in one index file Has both high
level lSAM routines to handle details

dBC Lattice LibraryMaintains dBHSE
Compatible Files With the Power and Speed ofC

BC"M links C to dBASE. It creates and
maintains files and their indexes which

exactly replicate dBASE file deSign. So
dBASE can read and update them. And-
the reverse dBC can use any files created
by dBASE. Now C and dBASE can operate
on the same data bases interchangeably.

That opens up the Widespread culture of
dBASE installations to explortation by C
programmers. Tap that market. av0id the
resident dBASE language. and gain the
advantages of C With this Single product.

dBC‘s functions parallel all dBASE’s file
handling commands. many decomposed
to give closer control, Each backed by
demo source files on disk.

Use dBC for custom work for clients. or
on its own. It‘s a complete ISAM file
manager for C whether or not dBASE Will
be used in tandem. supports all four
memory models. and can have sixteen
index and data files open. Big discount to
buyers of both dBASEI II and ill versions
Spec1fy Lattice. Microsoft 3.x. or DeSmet.
VerSions: List: PC Brand.
LOOII For dBASE U 3250 3195
LCCII With Source ‘500 5390
mm For dBASE III ‘250 s195
LCIIl With Source S390S500

With minimum coding. and decomposed
step-by-step functions you can access
directly. In short. you get the Works
r—tree: thousands of crtree users (and
you) now have a suddenly expanded
ability to produce ad hoc reports from
files maintained by c-tree (v 4 l and
up) Just link a file description to the
retree library. and all you need is an
ordinary text editor to write any
number of report scripts With no further
C coding. Repons can access data in
several files. select on criteria, tom the

B-Tree File Manager Now Has Report Generator
findings into new logical records. sort
them, calculate new fields and columns.
tabulate by any number of control
breaks. The script files show a Visual
representation of the report image for
easy creation and maintenance of even
elaborate layouts r—treeTM comes in
source. boasts the same portability as
c-tree. and fits any compiler.

List:
$395
$295
5650

PC Brand.
5329
$245
$541

c-tree. F0660
r-tree. F0665
Combined

POLYTRON VERSION CONTROL
Source Code Control for Any Language

PVCS allows programmers. project
managers. librarians and system ad-
ministrators to control the proliferation
of reVisions and versions of source
code in software systems. Independ—
ent programmers. the leading soft-
ware publishers and LAN companies.
and hundreds of Fortune lOOO compa-
nies rely on PVCS to store and re»
trieve multiple revisions of text. It
maintains a complete history of mm-
Sions as an "audit trail". generates
status reports. and uses intelligent
"difference detection" to minimize
disk space for each new veISlOl'l.

On Corporate and Network PVCS Sl-
multaneous changes to a module are
merged into a Single new ver510n. lf
changes conflict. the user is notified.
The "Logfiles" used to track changes
are interchangeable between any
PVCS product.

Corporate PVCS is for multiple pro-
grammers. It includes "branching" to
maintain code when programs evolve
on multiple paths. Personal PVCS
offers most of the power and flexrbility
of corporate PVCS. but excludes mul»
tiple programmer features. Network
PVCS is the Corporate version for
LANs. File locking and security levels
can be tailored to each project

POIyMake Still usmg a prehistoric
Make? Step up to PolyMake. the most
popular and powerful Make utility.
Most fleXible macros of any Make
Now integrated With PVCS and Poly-
Librarian for faster performance and
precise configuration management.
Ask for: List PC Brand:
Personal PVCS 'l49 ‘109
Corporate PVCS '395 I309
Network PVCS Call Call
PolyMake ‘149 ‘109

@1987 PC BRAND

For Orders or Literature, Cal] Us at...

800 PC-
That’s (800) 722-7263. In NY State call (212) 242—3600

PC Brand. 150 5th Ave. New York, NY. 10011—4311
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’atabase
Design
Techniques

Practical, real-world database applications
can be made more ejj‘icient and efiective
tbroagb an understanding ofpure,
relational database design.

DAVE BROWNING

uch of the acceptance and poptr
larity of spreadsheets and word
processors is due to the similar-

ity they have with their real—world coun-
terparts of colutnnar pads and typewrit-
ers. Data managers, on the other band,
do not model real-world data manage-
ment quite as closely. Real-world data
storage must be represented within the
database model that is chosen; and the
programs and processes needed to ma-
nipulate the data in the database must
be developed using whatever tools are
provided by the particular data manager
program that is selected.

112

When data managers are used in
the development of real-world applica-
tions, the systems designer needs to ap-
ply principles of database structure as
well as techniques of conventional sys-
tems analysis to the design process.
Knowledge of the basic principles of
database design will help the user to
create more efficient and effective data-
base applications. Many basic principles
of database design are applicable across
a wide variety of data managers

Data managers maintain data in
structures defined by the application
designer. These structures are based on

one of several data models. The domi-
nant trend today is toward the relational
model, which has eclipsed the older
hierarchical and network data models.

In the relational model, data are
organized in tables of rows and col-
umns; the data manager manipulates
and connects the tables to produce new
tables representing the results of user»
generated queries and data update pro-
cesses. Table definitions and relation-
ships between tables are defined in a
structure that resembles the data store
age and manipulation processes in the
real-world application being automated.

PC TECH jOURNAl.



FUNCTIONAL ROLES
Database systems consist of two parts:
the database structure and the applica-
tions that process data in the structure.
System design is the process of devel-
oping the database structure and the
applications that manipulate the data in
the database. Several applications can
process data in the same database; for
example, payroll, accounts receivable,
general ledger, and inventory manage-
ment applications all can reference por-
tions of the same corporate database
even though each application is inde-
pendent of the others.

my 1987

With the relational model, the de-
sign of the database structure can be
developed separately from the design of
the processes that manipulate the data.
The decision to use the relational
model for data storage predetermines
many attributes of the database struc~
ture; thus, the designer can theoretically
devise a working representation of the
database without any knowledge of the
applications that will use the data. How-
ever, such knowledge can influence de-
cisions in the database design process
that will affect performance in the com-
pleted system, and practical, real-world

processing considerations can lead to
design choices that deviate from theo—
retically pure database structures.

Several key roles are involved in
the design and implementation of a
database system. The system designer
provides a description of the entire sys—
tem and chooses which database model
and which data manager should be
used. The application designer provides
designs for applications that use data
stored in the database structure. In
most microcomputer applications the
database and application designs are
performed by the same person. Pro-
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DATABASE DESIGN
grammers often support the application
developer in large implementations.

The database administrator main-
tains the security and integrity of the
database, installs new database applica—
tions, makes changes to the database
structure, and adds new user accounts.
In addition, this person is often respon-
sible for backing up and restoring the
database when it becomes corrupted
due to equipment failure, power loss,
or program errors. This role may not
require full—time attention in microcom-
puter database systems, but the function
is just as important as it is in large
mainframe database systems.

When one person accomplishes all
of the above functions, the distinction
between these functional roles is some—
times overlooked. Clear basic under—
standing of the system design process
and the functional roles is helpful in
avoiding confusion and developing
effective, efficient systems.

RELATIONAL MODEL
Developed in 1970 by Dr. E. F. Codd, a
mathematician working at IBM‘s San
Jose Research Laboratory at the time,
the relational model of database man—
agement is considered by many to be
the most important development in the
history of the database field. It is based
on a mathematical definition of data
structures and data manipulation opera—
tions. The entire relational model is
built on the simple concept of tables
and relationships between tables. In
fact, a useful definition of a relational
database is given by C]. Date in his
book, An Introduction to Database Sys-
tems, Volume 1 (Addison-Wesley, 1986):
“A relational database is a database that
is perceived by its users as a collection
of tables (and nothing but tables)"

A discussion of the relational data»
base model encompasses its own termi-
nology. A relation is simply a table of
rows and columns of data; the term is
used to indicate that the elements in
the table are related in some manner
because they appear in the same table.
The term relations/91p, on the other
hand, generally refers to the logical
connection between tables. An n-taple
is a row in a table, and an attribute is a
column in a table. join, intersect, and
union refer to formal data manipulation
commands where tables of data are
combined to produce new tables. In
many microcomputer data managers,
tables are called files, rows are records,
and columns are fields.

Figure 1 shows two sample tables
(relations) and a logical relationship be-
tween them. New tables are constructed

114

STOCK LIST TABLE
STOCK

NUMBER
ITEM
NAME

SUPPLIER
NUMBER

1001 HAMMER $001

SUPPLIER TABLE
SUPPLIER
NUMBER

COMPANY
NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS

5001V TOOLS, INC. IANYWHERE

5002 : 5002 ELSE'1002 SCREWDRIVER

1005 PLIERS SOOI

TOOLS, TOO WHERE

The two tables are related through the Supplier Number field. For any stock item,
the supplier can be determined from the Supplier table by searching for the row
with the same supplier number as that in the given row of the Stock List table.

SUPPLIERS BY ITEM
ITEM COMPANY
NAME NAME

HAMMER TOOLS, INC.

SCREWDRIVER TOOLS, TOO

PLIERS TOOLS, INC.

ITEMS BY SUPPLIER
COMPANY ITEM

NAME NAME

TOOLS, INC. HAMMER

TOOLS, INC. PLIERS

TOOLS, TOO SCREWDRIVER

Relational databases are described by tables and the relationships between those
tables. The tables shown in figure 1 are related by supplier number. The result of
this relationship produces the two tables that are shown here.

from existing tables and relationships;
the result of connecting two tables by a
relationship is really just a third table,
such as one of those shown in figure 2,
which display useful combinations of
columns and rows from the tables in
figure 1. A relationship can be thought
of as a part of the process of combining
tables to produce new tables rather
than as a separate element of the
model. Some data managers, such as
Software Solutions’ DataEase, store rela—
tionship definitions as specific items,
whereas others, such as Ashton-Tate’s
dBASE 111 PLUS, consider a relationship to
be part of a temporary state, as in the
SET RELATION. . . command. In many
data managers, a combination of tables
and relationships between them defines
a logical picture of the data, formally
called a view, and facilities are provided
to save and recall View definitions.

The relational model of database
management is quite suitable for a great
many real-world applications, but some
knowledge of the model and how it op-
erates is necessary for effective applica-
tion design. Real-world data are rarely
organized according to the relational
model, and careful consideration needs
to be given to alternatives in balancing
theoretical aspects of the relational
model with real—world processing re-
quirements and performance of the re—

sulting computerized application. Many
choices involve the design of the tables
used for data storage; others involve
the specification of the queries that
produce new tables or reports.

REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE
An order—entry system for the sale of
items from stock will be used to illus—
trate some of the principles of rela—
tional database design. This simple
example represents a real—world order—
entry system that is easy to understand,
even if the application is not one en-
countered by everyone.

The basic order—entry process con—
sists of taking orders for items to be
shipped to the purchaser. The list of
items available for purchase is the stock
list and is presented to purchasers in
the form of a catalog. Customers having
established accounts are kept in a file.

One of the principles of relational
database management is that data ele—
ments should not be duplicated except
as required for establishing relation
ships between tables. In the sample
tables that are shown in figure 1, only
the Supplier Number field appears in
both tables. If only one table were used
for all data, the supplier’ name, address,
telephone number, point of contact, etc.
would have to be repeated in each row
where one of that supplier’s tools was
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listed, thus wasting a significant amount
of storage space.

Besides the storage consideration,
the single—table scheme would require
substantial processing to change a sup-
plier’s address or phone number. The
change would have to be applied to
each occurrence of the supplier‘s ad-
dress or phone number. The dual—table
approach allows each supplier’s address
to be stored only once; however, it
does necessitate the presence of a key
field to relate the two tables, in this
case the Supplier Number field.

Many microcomputer data man-
agers require or accept the designation
of a field in each file as a key field. The
field contents are used as names or la-
bels for the records or rows in the ta-
ble. Many data managers permit more
than one field or combination of fields
in a single table to be designated as
keys. The proper selection of key fields
is important in microcomputer database
systems; too few or inappropriately
chosen keys can have a significant per—
formance impact in data retrieval opera—
tions, whereas too many key fields
would adversely affect performance in
data entry and update processes.

In many data managers, data in key
fields must have unique values for each
record. For example, the Acct #, Stk #,
and Order # fields provide unique keys
for the Customer, Stock, and Order
Header tables in the data tables of fig—
ure 3;_ in each of these tables no two
records can have the same account
number, stock number, or order num-
ber. In the Order Detail table the Order
# field is not unique, but the combina—
tion of Order # and Line # is unique
for any row in the table.

Often, the design of a database to
model real-world applications requires
introducing artificial numbers as keys to
make the resulting application more ef-
ficient. While the user may want to re—
place the Supplier Number field with
the Company Name field as the key, this
approach has three problems. First, the
Company Name field would have to be
larger than the Supplier Number field
and would take up additional space in
the Stock List table. Second, as users
type in company names they may make
inconsistent choices in capitalization or
abbreviation; a data manager is not
likely to recognize ACME BOOTS, INC.
to be the same company as Acme Boots,
Incorporated. Third and most impor—
tant, two suppliers may have the same
company name but different addresses
(divisions of the same company or sep-
arate companies incorporated in differ—
ent states), so there would be no way to
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CUSTOMER TABLE
ACCT # NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY ST ZIP

C1001 BILL SMITH 101 FIRST ST. NEW YORK NY 12345

C1002 FRED BROWN 123 MAPLE AVE. SAN DIEGO CA 23456

C1003 GREG WHITE 456 OAK PLACE OAKTON CA 34567

C1004 BILL SMITH 202 SECOND ST. CHICAGO IL 45678

STOCK LIST TABLE
ITEM NAMESTK # PRICE

81001 HAMMER 7.95

$1002 SCREWDRIVER 1.59

51003 PLIERS 2.95

$1004 WRENCH 4.49

ORDER HEADER TABLE

0RD # ACCT # 0RD DATE

01001 C1002 03/25/87

01002 C1004 03/26/87

01003 C1004 03/26/87

ORDER DETAIL TABLE
0RD # LINE # STK # QTY

01001 01 $1002 10

01001 02 $1003 20

01001 03 $1004 10

01002 01 51001 5

01002 02 S 1003 5

01003 01 $1001 15

01003 02 $1002 20

01003 03 $1003 10

01003 04 51004 10

Each table is characterized by having a key field and one or more additional fields,
each With only one value. The Customer and Stock List tables are intuitive; the
Header and Detail tables allow an unlimited number of items for each order.

identify which company supplied a par-
ticular item. In relational database de—
sign, each table should have a field
where the value is unique for each rec—
ord or where some combination of
fields uniquely identifies each record.

Theoretically, numbers used for
keys should be pure—that is, they
should not contain any specific informa—
tion through coding techniques. When
key numbers contain data such as stock
groupings, changes to these groupings
have a significant impact on the data—
base, and substantial processing is re—
quired to reflect changes throughout
the database. No matter what the coding
technique, unanticipated changes are
unavoidable. The US. telephone num—
ber assignment scheme is an example
of this. The area code identifies a geo-
graphical section of the country, and
the remaining digits identify the local
exchange and individual subscriber’s
number. An area code that “runs out"
of telephone numbers has to be split
into two area codes, thus affecting large
numbers of subscribers. This does not
mean that informationcontaining num-
bering systems are necessarily bad; in

fact, in many real-world applications the
benefits may outweigh the problems.

In relational database terminology,
normalization is the process of assign-
ing data fields to tables such that data
are not duplicated. Not only should du-
plication of fields in various tables ex—
cept for assigned keys be avoided, but
also the tables should be structured as
illustrated in figure 1 so that rows are
not required to contain repeated data.

Normalization is based on the con-
cepts of normal forms and functional
dependence. Essentially, each of the
several defined normal forms simply
specifies a set of constraints to be
placed on a relation—for example, the
constraint that each row and column
position in a table have just one value.
Functional dependence further specifies
that for a given field in a record, there
is only one corresponding value for
each additional field in that record. For
example, for a given customer in the
Customer table there is only one street,
one state, etc. Thus, normalization and
functional dependence address the
usually intuitive process of defining
tables and assigning fields to tables.
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ORDER HEADER TABLE CUSTOMER TABLE
0RD # ACCT # 0RD DATE ACCT # NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY ST ZIP

01001 C1002 03/25/87 C1001 BILL SMITH 101 FIRST ST. NEW YORK 12345

01002 C1004 03/26/87 C1002 FRED BROWN 123 MAPLE AVE. SAN DIEGO 234569

C100401003 03/26/87 C1003 GREG WHITE 456 OAK PLACE OAKTON 34567

ORDER DETAIL TABLE
L—> C1004 BILL SMITH 202 SECOND ST. CHICAGO IL 45678

ORD# LINE# STK# QTY

01001 01 51002 10

01001 02 31003 20

01001 03 $1004 10

01002 01 51001 5

01002 02 $1003 5

STOCK LIST TABLE
STK #

01003 01 51001 15

ITEM NAME PRICE

$1001

01003 02 51002 20

HAMMER 7.95

51002

01003 03 51003 10

SCREWDRIVER 1.59

——___>, 81003NH

01003 04 51004 10

PLIERS 2.95

—-——> 51004 WRENCH 4.49

The figure 5 tables are used to extract data for order 01003. The order header record points to the Customer and Order Detail
records with the same number. The stock number in the Order Detail table is used to identify all items in the Stock List table.

In practice, fields tend to fall into
intuitive, logical groupings that can be
used for table definitions, and precise
formulas are not needed for the assign-
ment process. The Customer table
would naturally have fields containing
data about each customer, such as ac
count number, name, and address.
Fields that need to contain more than
one value for an individual customer,
such as several shipping addresses for
customers that place orders for ship-
ment to multiple locations, should be
assigned to separate tables.

Some database designs should not
be normalized. However, an initial de—
sign of normalized tables is an excellent
starting point for any application. Data
duplication can then be applied to the
design to accommodate real—world con—
siderations. For example, in the sample
order-entry database, the Customer ta—
ble and the Stock List table have to be
related via two other tables. A daily re-
port that lists customer name and item
ordered might save retrieval time if the
item name were included in the Cus-
tomer table. Thus, once a database
structure of tables has been designed, it
can be modified to accommodate real—
world considerations.
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PURE ORDER ENTRY
A simple order—entry system contains in-
formation about customers, stock, and
orders. The design needs to allow for
the possibility that a customer might
purchase several items on one order. A
database model of four tables can be
used for this sample application. Figure
3 shows the structure of these four nor-
malized tables. The Customer and Stock
List tables are set up as would be ex-
pected, but orders are split between the
Order Header and Order Detail tables;
this allows for an unlimited number of
items to be applied on each order. The
terms header and detail are commonly
used in data processing where an entity,
such as an order, is split into two tables
to allow for an unlimited number of
items for one entity.

Key fields have been established
with no information coded into the key-
field numbering system other than a
leading letter (C, S, or O) to identify
whether the number refers to a cus-
tomer, stock item, or order. This lead—
ing letter is a minor code that helps re—
duce possible conflicts between similar
numbers used in different tables. Data
management programs know that cus—
tomer number 1001 is different from

stock number 1001, but a leading letter
helps the designer and user keep track
with much less confusion.

An order can be displayed by ex—
tracting data elements from each of the
four tables in figure 3. For example, to
display order number 01003, the Order
Header table row with the Order #
field element equal to 01005 provides
the date (03/26/87) and pointers into
the Customer and Order Detail tables.
Because the value of the Customer #
field in the Order Header table matches
Bill Smith’s customer number in the
Customer table, Bill Smith’s name and
address are extracted from the Cus—
tomer table. The order number
(01005) from the Order Header table
matches four occurrences of the Order
# field in the Order Detail table, thus
pointing to the four items purchased
on this order. The Line # field in the
Order Detail table serves to keep the
order detail lines in sequence, and the
combination of the Order # and Line #
fields in the Order Detail table provides
a unique key for access to the records
for modification or query. The Stk #
field in the Order Detail table uniquely
identifies records in the Stock List table
so that each line item of the printed or-
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FastCACHE-286 is the fastest
half card accelerator ever built. It
is also the first to have an on-board
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DATABASE DESIGN
der can list the stock item name (Item
Name field from the Stock List table)
and the unit price.

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship
linkages between the tables for order
number 01003. The Qty field from the
Order Detail table and the Price field
from the Stock List table can be multi—
plied to provide an extended price, and
a running total can be maintained as
the order is printed to determine a total
order price. Taxes and shipping charges
can be applied through program logic.

This example illustrates two impor—
tant types of relationships: one cus—
tomer can place more than one order
(one-to-many), and many order detail
lines can occur in one order (many-to-
one). In fact, the relationship between
the Customer and Order Header tables
based on equality of Customer # fields
is one-to-many in the direction from
Customer to Order Header table, and
many—to—one from Order Header to
Customer table. This distinction is im-
portant in the design of queries and re-
ports based on the available choice of
operators in the data manager. Another
many-to-one relationship occurs be-
tween the Order Detail and Stock List
tables, where many records in the Or-
der Detail table relate to a single record
in the Stock List table.

Two other types of relationships,
one—toone and many—to-many, are pos—
sible in relational databases. One-to-one
relationships occur when each record
in one file matches only one record in
another file. For example, employee in-
formation such as payroll data can be
stored in a file separate from employee
address and miscellaneous data. Each
file has only one record for each em—
ployee, with the employee number be-
ing used as the key field for both. The
relationship between these two files is
one—to—one in both directions.

Many—to—many relationships are a
little more difficult to handle. In the
order—entry example, many orders
could refer to many stock items, and a
relationship between the Order Header
table and the Stock List table would be
many—to-many. Clearly, many stock
items can be listed on one order, and
many orders can list any one stock item
for purchase. This relationship cannot
be established directly between the two
tables because any linkage field would
have to contain multiple values in one
or both of the tables.

The many-to—many relationship is
created indirectly, using an intermediate
connection—the Order Detail table in
this case. The Order Detail table re-
duces the many—to-many relationship to
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ORDER HEADER TABLE
0RD

0RD # DATEACCT # NAME STREET
ADDRESS CITY ST ZIP

FRED
01001 BROWNC1002 03/25/87 123 MAPLE AVE. SAN DIEGO CA 23456

01002 C1004 03/26/87 BILL SMITH 202 SECOND ST. CHICAGO IL 45678

01003 C1004 03/26/87 BILL SMITH 202 SECOND ST. CHICAGO IL 45678

ORDER DETAIL TABLE
0RD # LINE # STK # QTY ITEM NAME PRICE

01001 01 81002 10 SCREWDRIVER 1.59

01001 02 $1003 20 PLIERS

01001 03 $1004 10 WRENCH

01002 0] 51001 5 HAMMER

01002 02 S 1 003 5 PLIERS

01003 01 51001 15 HAMMER

01003 02 81002 20 SCREW'DRIVER

01003 03 S1003 10 PLIERS

01003 04 51004 10 WRENCH

In a practical application all order data must be captured at the time the order is
placed to allow for changes in item price, customer address, etc. To accommodate
this possibility, the Order Header and Order Detail tables are expanded.

a one—to-many relationship between the
Order Header and Order Detail tables
and a many-to-one relationship between
the Order Detail and Stock List tables.
This pure database design supports the
order»entry application in theory, but
some practical, real—world considera—
tions must be addressed.

PRACTICAL ORDER ENTRY
Regardless of limitations of specific data
manager relationship operators, the
above database design provides a rela—
tively pure solution to the order—entry
application. However, this design is not
suited to real—world conditions; cus-
tomer information, stock prices, and
stock numbers can change. Orders ex—
tracted from the pure database reflect
the latest value of the data elements,
which may not be the desired value.

In the pure database design, the
data manager looks up stock prices for
each line item of each order as it is
printed. Thus, any changes to stock item
prices or stock numbers are immedi—
ately reflected in all outstanding orders.
In most real-world businesses, item
prices are fixed at the time of order
placement and are not subject to
change between the time the order is

placed and the time it is filled. To ac-
commodate the real—world probability
that prices will change, and that some
order will have been placed at one
price and will not yet have been filled
before the price change, the Price field
is duplicated in the Order Detail table,
as shown in figure 5. The price in effect
at the time of order placement (the
time the order and order detail records
are created) is copied into the order
detail record. Subsequent changes to
the price value in the Stock List table
need not affect orders already placed.

Similarly, if the business frequently
changes stock numbers and reuses pre—
viously active stock numbers to refer to
new items, then the information in the
Stock List table should be copied into
corresponding fields set up in the Or—
der Detail table records to preserve the
information that is current at the time
the order is placed.

In some cases, it is desirable to
capture the entire order at the time it is
placed. An order can be printed at any
time and always produces the same out-
put regardless of changes in any of the
other files. Figure 5 shows the struc—
tures for the Order Header and Order
Detail tables for this design. The choice
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DATABASE DESIGN
of fields that should be duplicated to
accommodate real-world considerations
depends on the application being devel-
oped The table structures should allow
for the volatility of data elements such
as stock prices. Procedures also are nec—
essary to handle cases where nondupli-
cated data changes would adversely im—
pact data output integrity. For example,
a system might include protection
against modification of stock numbers
and would allow only certain people to
change stock item descriptions.

This type of design choice occurs
in almost all real-world applications.
The designer must weigh the complex—
ity introduced by duplicated data ele-
ments against the benefits of capturing
data values that may change with time.

INDEX FILES
Relational data managers use key fields
to provide rapid access to records in
files by special processing methods.
One common technique is through the
use of index files where the value of
the key field is stored in a special file
with a pointer to the record in the data
file in which it occurs. For example, an
index file of account numbers for a cus
tomer data table allows the data man-
ager to locate the customer record for a
given account number using only a few
operations on the index file, as op—
posed to searching the customer file
from top to bottom for the record.

A typical index method would al—
low a data manager to locate a specific
record in a data file in less than a sec—
ond or two, even if the data file con«
tains thousands of records; a sequential
search of the data file without the index
could take many minutes. Index files
are usually B+ tree structures, which
provide the capability to access data
records in a given sequence as well as
to locate specific records rapidly; for
example, an index on a key field of last
names would allow the listing of the
file in alphabetical order as well as the
rapid location of a record containing a
specific name. B+ tree indexing is the
technique most often used in popular
microcomputer data managers.

Each designated key or index field
requires storage for the index crossvref—
erence information. B+ tree indexes
are usually kept separately from data
files; often, an individual file is used for
each index. The size of an index file
may exceed that of the data file when
lengthy fields are specified as keys and
the number of records is large. When
records are modified with new data that
affect the contents of a key field, the
data manager must also update the as-
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PROCESS ORDERS
Input orders
Change orders
View orders
UPDATE CUSTOMER LIST
UPDATE STOCK LIST
PRINT REPORTS
Print customer list '
Print orders
Print stock list
Print orders by customer
Print orders by stock item
UTILITIES _
Backup data files
Restore data files from backup

The top level of design is a list of the
functions to be performed (shown in
boldface type). The second level pro—
vides the detailed steps that are
needed to complete each function.

sociated index file as each record is
changed. This imposes a performance
penalty in data entry and update opera-
tions that can be significant when too
many fields are designated as keys.

Key fields also provide rapid access
to tables combined in relationships. For
example, the relationships illustrated in
figure 4 would be implemented using
indexes on the key fields in the various
tables. The index on the Order # field
in the Order Header table could be
used to print orders in sequence, while
the indexes on the other tables permit
the related data to be extracted quickly
from them as each record in the Order
Header file is processed. Without in—
dexes the performance for producing
queries from multiple related tables
might well be unacceptable.

When index files have not been de-
fined as part of the database design, the
data manager can create temporary in-
dex files in response to query and re—
port requirements. Sorting and sort
pointer techniques, such as inverted list
files, also can be used during query and
reporting data retrieval operations. The
performance cost of the time for a data
manager to create ad hoc indexes and
to sort files is often acceptable for re-
ports that are executed infrequently or
are left to run unattended; this cost can
be offset by the reduction in processing
time that is needed to maintain indexes
on fewer key fields during data entry
and update operations.

Key fields should be selected with
a view toward providing good perfor-
mance for on—line operations (such as
data entry) and common ad hoc queries

(such as displaying orders using data
from several files in the order-entry sys—
tem example). Fields that are used only
in batch processing or in infrequent re-
porting should not be designated as key
fields; indexes on fields that normally
contain only a few different values, such
as yes/no fields, are generally counter—
productive. Some data managers permit
a portion of a field to be designated for
indexing, and some tables used for vi—
sual look—up can be displayed in ap-
proximate alphabetical order by index-
ing on only the first 8 or 10 characters
of a long field. Most data managers al—
low additional key fields to be specified
after the database design is complete,
thus allowing the designer to fine-tune
the performance of the system during
testing and operation.

APPLICATION DESIGN
A single database design may support
several different applications. The de»
sign of an application includes defini‘
tion of the functions to be performed
and the processes that will perform
them. When a data manager is used for
systems development work, new appli—
cations can be developed that use exist—
ing database structures, and additions to
existing database structures often can
be made without affecting the com—
pleted applications.

As an example, the order-entry ap-
plication can be extended for added
functionality. Users can create fields for
the Customer table to hold additional
data for point of contact, telephone
numbers, billing address, credit status,
and shipping location code. For cus-
tomers with multiple shipping ad-
dresses, another table can be created
using the same customer number key,
location code, and shipping address. A
table or fields in the Customer table
can keep running totals of outstanding
orders and year»to-date or month—to-
date orders, allowing current credit bal-
ance or authorized discount rates to be
listed. Users can collect statistical data
for analysis of sales by customer. A Sup-
plier table can be created and refer—
enced from the Stock List table. Users
can add fields for quantity on hand,
reorder point quantities, economic or—
der quantities, and purchase lead times
to manage inventory functions.

In developing an application the
designer must consider the following
elements: functional design, transaction
processing, data entry, data update,
queries, reporting, security, utilities, and
backup. Even small applications require
that each of these points be addressed
in some fashion.
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DATABASE DESIGN
Functional design. An application canbe
designed by describing the functions it
is to perform. Major functions are de»
fined first, then each one is described
in greater detail. Referred to as top-
down design, this approach is effective
for the development of any size system.

The first level of design may be a
list of the functions the application
should perform. Table 1 lists some pos—
sible order—entry application functions,
with the five major functions high-
lighted. Some of the major functions
are further refined into a second level
of functional detail, including order
processing, a number of predefined re—
ports, and two common utilities.

The data entry function (Input 012
ders) is separated from the function of
changing existing orders (Change Or-
ders) to permit more control over the
integrity of the existing order data; in
many order-entry applications, data en-
try personnel are not permitted to
change existing orders; that function is
reserved for supervisors. The View Orv
ders function is also separate because it
may be used by people not involved in
the actual order-entry process. The sep-
arate View Orders function can simplify
the user interface (by requiring the
user to enter only the desired order
number) and prevent inappropriate
personnel from making changes to data.

The Update Customer List and the
Update Stock List functions are not fur—
ther refined because the purpose of this
particular application is to process or-
ders. The customer and stock lists are
not subject to the volume of new data
added to the Order Header and Order
Detail files, so in this case the data en-
try and change functions are combined
into a single update function, providing
a feature to view the records in the
Customer or Stock List tables.

For a simple order-entry system,
this breakdown does not need to be
further refined, but additional func-
tional levels might be required for a
complex order management system
with multiuser and remote access fea-
tures. This type of functional break-
down often leads to a logical menu
structure for the application‘s user in-
terface; the functional breakdown
shown in table 1 would be easily imple~
mented in a two-tier menu structure.
Transaction processing. In database man-
agement systems, a logical unit of work
is referred to as a transaction. The pro—
cess of entering a complete order into
the sample order-entry system would
be a transaction A modification to a sin-
gle record in the Customer table to up-
date a telephone number also would be
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a transaction. Large data managers for
minicomputers and mainframes include
functions to manage transaction pro-
cessing, but few current microcomputer
data managers have this feature. Trans—
action processing is important to the
maintenance of data integrity in data-
bases, and knowledge of the concept is
valuable even when using data man—
agers that lack transaction capabilities.

Each transaction must be applied
completely to maintain consistency of
data in the database. For example, an
order consists of an order header rec-
ord and one or more order detail lines.
If the detail lines of an order were en—
tered into the system but the order
header record were not, the system
could not retrieve the order informa-
tion from the data files. In a data man-
ager that supports transaction process-

ransaction processing is
important to the mainte-
nance of data integrity in
databases, and knowledge
of this concept is valuable.
—__

ing, the developer could specify that a
single order-entry transaction include
the addition of a record to the Order
Header file and the addition of all or—
der detail line records to the Order De-
tail file. If the orderentry transaction
does not complete properly—for exam-
ple, if a customer wants to cancel an or-
der because all parts of it cannot be
filled—then the data manager “backs
out" the completed parts of the transac-
tion, thus preventing corruption of the
database consistency. In a data manager
that lacks transaction processing fea—
tures, an equivalent function often can
be programmed in it.
Data entry. The purpose of data entry is
to get valid data into the database.
Sometimes a data-entry process in—
cludes limited update capabilities as
well, and sometimes the data-entry and
update functions are combined into one
operation. Validation of data is per—
formed during the data-entry operation,
and invalid data should be rejected at
that time. Data validation should be
combined with the principles of trans-
action processing so that transactions
containing invalid data are completely
rejected and not partially applied. Data
entry also should follow the principles

of transaction processing to prevent
corruption of database consistency due
to partially entered transactions.

Data validation techniques include
type checking, range checking, and
table look-up. Type checking verifies
that the data being entered are the ex-
pected type (numeric, text, date); range
checking limits data to specified ranges
(such as dates within the current fiscal
year); and table look-up validates input
data against tables in the database.
Table Iook»up is especially valuable be—
cause the data being entered are ex-
pected to be consistent with other data
elements in the database. For example,
when an order is entered in the exam-
ple system, order numbers can be vali—
dated to prevent duplicate orders with
the same number, account numbers can
be looked up in the customer table,
and stock numbers can be checked
against the Stock List table.

In addition to data validation, trans-
action processing is very important to
the data—entry process. A data-entry
t‘ansaction in the example order—entry
system consists of the complete order
information, including one record to be
added to the Order Header file and one
or more records to the Order Detail
file. Data can be entered directly into
the database in an on-line mode, or
they can be stored in a temporary file
and posted to the database later. In ei—
ther case data validation and transaction
processing techniques should be used
to prevent invalid data or partial trans»
actions from affecting the integrity and
consistency of the database.

To ensure concurrent update of
multiple files, some microcomputer
data managers support simultaneous en—
try of data into multiple files; for exam»
ple, in Microrim‘s sase System V pro—
gram, the developer defines a region
on the screen where data for the Order
Detail file are to be entered. The data
manager allows scrolling of the Order
Detail file within the region as new rec-
ords are added, while the remainder of
the screen accepts data for the Order
Header file. In many microcomputer
data managers, the ability to manage
multiple files on a single data—entry
screen is not available, and in others
this process can be implemented only
with substantial programming. A sample
screen for the entry of order header
and detail data is provided in figure 6.
The order-entry program has to manage
the scrolling of the detail line input
area when more lines are entered than
there is room to put them. The pro,~
gram also can calculate the extended
price, and could be programmed to
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DATABASE DESIGN
show the total order value in the upper
order header area.

The difficulty often encountered in
developing multifile data—entry screens
concerns the management of the key
fields that are used to establish the rela—
tionship linking the related files. In the
order-entry example, the process of en-
tering an order consists of first entering
the order header information, then the
detail lines. The data-entry program
either accepts the order number from
the user and validates it against the
order header file to prevent duplication
or generates the order number and
does not allow the user to modify it.
(The method selected is a system de-
sign consideration.) This order number
must then be entered into each record
added to the Order Detail file for the
specific record being entered. If the
data—entiy person were required to re—
enter the order number for each order
detail line, then the data-entry program
would have to manage this process to
avoid typographical errors.
Data update. The purpose of the update
function is to change existing data in
the database. Data entered to replace or
modify existing database information
must be validated just as if it were en—
tered as new data, and data update
screen layouts are often similar to those
used in data entry. As with data entry,
update transactions may be applied in
either on«line or batch mode.

The update function must be de—
signed to avoid corrupting the database
by changing data that are depended on
by other data elements. For example, in
the pure order—entry system shown in
figure 3, any changes to the Stock List
table would immediately be reflected in
any orders printed after the change; this
is because the Order Detail table rec-
ords point to the stock data values in
the Stock List table and always look up
the most current value. To preserve the
stock prices in effect at the time that an
order was placed, the prices in the
Stock List table cannot be changed until
all orders that reference the effected
item are completed and then purged
from the order-entry system.

Modifying data elements duplicated
in more than one table requires care.
Sometimes only one occurrence of the
data should be changed, but at other
times all copies of the data element
should reflect the change. In the modi»
fied database design in figure 5, data
were extracted from the Stock List table
and duplicated in the Order Detail table
so that certain elements, such as stock
price, could be updated without affect—
ing existing orders. On the other hand,
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ORDER DATA ENTRY SCREEN

ORDER #2 01003 ACCT #: C1004 ORDER DATE: 03/26/87

CUSTOMER: NAME: BILL SMITH
STREET ADDRESS: 202 SECOND ST.

CITY, ST, ZIP: CHICAGO, IL 45678

ORDER
DETAIL: ”NE STK # ITEM NAME QTY EXT PRICE

01 S1001
02 51002
03 51003
04 $1004

HAMMER
SCREWDRIVER 20

PLIERS
WRENCH

15 7.95 119.25
31.80
29.50
44.90

10 2.95
10 4.49

An order-entry screen can be designed to allow simultaneous data entry to multi—
ple files. In the sample screen shown here, for each order header record, the cus-
tomer record is shown and the order detail information can be entered. Additional
features, such as the automatic calculation of extended price, can be programmed.

an update to correct a typographical er—
ror in a stock item description should
be applied to every occurrence of that
description in both the Stock List and
Order Detail tables.

Deletion of records from the data—
base is a unique type of update trans—
action that requires special attention;
care must be taken to avoid deleting
records that other records depend on
for reference. In the order—entry system,
deletion of an order header record
could leave one or more records
stranded in the Order Detail table.

A transaction that deletes all related
records automatically along with the
specified record is called a cascading
delete and must be used with caution;
the inadvertent deletion of a single rec—
ord in a department file could eliminate
the records of several hundred em-
ployees. The alternative choice is to
prevent a record from being removed
while subordinate records exist; dele—
tions must be made from the bottom
up. Each technique is appropriate in
certain cases; in the example order-
entry system, the user might want to
delete the order detail records automat—
ically when an order header record is
removed, thus deleting the entire order.
In the case of a personnel database,
however, the department records
should probably not be deleted unless
all subordinate employee records have
first been individually removed.

Queries. Database queries are closely as-
sociated with report production. A
query into a relational database selects
a subset of the database, manipulates
this subset, and produces a table of
rows and columns that represents the
result of the manipulations that were
defined by the query; the presentation
of this table of results in a desired
format is the reporting function. Some
data manager designs address queries
and reports as two parts of a general
data-retrieval process, whereas others
treat them as separate procedures.

Queries and reports are closely as—
sociated for two reasons. First, reports
are often used to produce repeatable
output such as a weekly report of out—
standing orders by customer; the query
that retrieves the desired data from the
database is always run with the report.
Second, many data managers use tem—
porary index and sort pointer files to
select the desired data defined by the
query from the database and present
the resulting information as a virtual
table rather than creating a real table to
contain the retrieved data. In this case,
the data manager combines the query
and report processes so that each row
of the virtual table is submitted to the
report program for processing as it is
determined by the query procedure.
This technique is used in many data
managers to improve performance and
minimize storage requirements.
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Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
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Introducing the latest addition to our line of FORTRAN
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77.

Standard!
Language Systems—

What you Get With
Lahey Personal
FORTRAN 77:
Lahey Experience.
We are experts in designing
and implementing FORTRAN
Language Systems. Lahey
has been producing
mainframe implementations
since 1967 and a PC ,
FORTRAN (F77L) since 19841;
In fact, F77L was named the ,,
“EDITOR’S CHOICE” among P' w,
FORTRANs by PC Magazine. This“ '
year span of specialization has been,
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revolutionary Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77.

LAHEY SLASHES COMPILATION TIME. .
Compilation times (in seconds) for Whetstone Program (WHETSSHF

o
Test canducled on IBM AT Iurming ar EMA: wrlh 50257 i I l l I I

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 Version to (595) 11.57

FORTRAN 4 0 two»—54-08
l Ryan McFarland FORTRAN Version 221 ($595)

I Microsoft

Customer Support:
Our philosophy is that customer relationships begin, rather than end, at the
point of sale. Services include free technical support, electronic bulletin board
for fast service and information access, and newsletters to keep you up to
date.

Purchasing the Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 gives you our
FORTRAN experience, a feature loaded product, industry leading
compilation speed, and quality technical support; all for $95.

International Representatives: Canada: Barry Mooney & Assoc, Tel. (902)6652941 0 England: Grey Matter
Ltd. Tel. (0364)53499 0 Switzerland: DST Comp. Services. Tel. (022)989188 0 Denmark: Ravenholm Computing.
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l_ ____________________________
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0 Popular Language
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manual

0 Source On—Line Debugger
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ducin 140MB ESDI SpeedStor‘“
Subsystems for PC-ATsW“

100% Compatibility with...
I Novell Advanced Netw'are 286
l Xenix System V
I All versions of DOS
I 286 and 386 CPUs
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Internal

lSug. Retail: $4,495)
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Includes ESDI and floppy controllers, custom BIOS, all cables
and installation guide.
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The Advanced Programmer's Editor
That Doesn't Waste Your Time

0 Fast, EMACS-style commands—completely reconfigurable
0 Run other programs without stopping Epsilon—concurrently!
o C' Language support—fix errors while your compiler runs
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DATABASE DESIGN
Data can be retrieved from rela-

tional databasesusing either procedural
or nonprocedural methods. All rela-
tional data managers use one or both of
these techniques. In procedural data re»
trieval the query developer specifies the
process and sequence of instructions
that will be used to select and manipu—
late the database to produce the desired
result. The procedural query function
can be a programming language spe—
cific to the data manager program, as in
the case of ClBASE 111 PLUS (see review, ”A
Data Manager with an Evolving Stan—
dard,” Dave Browning, May 1986,
p. 166), or it may be an interface to a
general—purpose programming language
such as BASIC, C, or Pascal. The use of
procedural query techniques requires
the query developer to know the many
intricacies of the database design, in-
cluding the availability of index files,
designation of key fields, and allocation
of fields to files. The query developer
uses the given programming language
to define the sequence of steps that the
data manager must perform in order to
produce the desired output.

Nonprocedural query techniques
specify the desired output to the data
manager without stipulating the proce
dure the data manager must use to re—
trieve the data. The use of nonprocedu—
ral query methods requires the query
developer to know less about the spe-
cifics of database design and opens the
way for the development of query tech—
niques that can be understood by end
users who have not had extensive data—
base experience or training.

The two most common nonproce-
dural query methods are Structured
Query Language (SQL) and Query By
Example (QBE). Some minicomputer
data managers, such as Oracle from
Oracle Corporation, that have been im—
plemented on microcomputers provide
SQL capabilities. Ansa Software‘s Para—
dox data manager uses QBE for non-
procedural query processing (see “A
Data Manager with Visual Queries,” Will
Fastie, April 1986, p. 154). DataEase,
from Software Solutions, provides its
own DataEase Query Language (DQL)
with procedural and nonprocedural
components (see “A Data Manager for
End—user Development,” Dave
Browning, September 1986, p. 146).

In a procedural query language,
the programmer provides the process—
ing sequence using the syntax of the
given language. Structured and pro—
cedural statement types such as DO
WHHE. . .ENDDO, IF. . .THEN. . .ELSE,
DO CASE. . .ENDCASE, and GO T0 are
used to direct the operation of the data
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OAN BRIOKLIN’S DEMO PROGRAM
HA8 EVERYONE TALKING. \

Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program is a new concept in prototyping
and demo—making. With DEMO you can conceptualize programs,
describe them to others, refine their functionality and
human interface, and finally, teach users the finished
product. The two most common applications are to
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(see License for details).
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and EGA Adaptors (text mode only).
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better products faster and producing more
effective demonstrations using Dan Bricklin’s
Demo Program. You can, too. Act now!

NEW TUTORIAL!
The perfect companion to the Demo Program. The Tutorial helps you ‘ .

learn the ins and outs of its basic and advanced features. Complete with a "
96page manual containing step—by—step instructions, diskette, and function SOFTWARE
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ORDER NOW!
7 ‘)
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Canada add $1.00. Outside the USA. and Canada add $15.00.
Use 800 number for orders only. Questions, special shipping, etc, call 617-332-2240. Tutorial requires Demo Program.
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DATABASE DESIGN
manager. In a nonprocedural language
such as SQL, statements such as
SELECT<field list>FROM<table list>,
WHERE <tablel.field> EQUALS
<table2.field>, and ORDER BY
<sequence definition> are used to
specify the desired table that defines
the result of the query. The data man-
ager is left to its own internal devices to
establish and optimize a procedure that
implements the query definition. QBE
specifies nonprocedural statements to
the data manager using visual represen—
tations of tables and fields.

In both procedural and nonproce-
dural query methods, queries ‘use exist—
ing relationships between tables to re-
trieve data. Depending upon the tables
involved, relationships can be one—to-
one, one-to-many, or many—to—one. In
the example order-entry system, the re—
lationship between the Order Header
and Order Detail tables is one-to-many.
Thus, for each'order number, many
order detail records can be retrieved.

Some procedural and nonprocedu-
ral query languages provide relation-
ship operators to reduce the amount of
programming necessary to implement
queries. For example, DataEase’s DQL
provides several relationship operators, ‘
such as SUM OF, COUNT OF, and
HIGHEST OF, to manipulate a table
other than the one being processed in
accordance with a specified relationship

4 and to return specific results. Other
DQL relationship operators include
ANY, to provide a look-up function into
a related table, and ALL, to retrieve all
related records from a one-to-many
related table for presentation to the
report output program.

Other microcomputer data man-
agers support table relationships in a
variety of ways; ClBASE 111 PLUS provides
the SET RELATION TO <formula>
operator to provide look-up capability
in the many-to-one direction, but it
does not provide an operator for one-
to-many processing. Nonprocedural sys—
tems process relationships using the re—
lational database table operators to pro-
duce the specified result table.

4 Procedural methods resemble tra-
ditional proggamming languages and >
are therefore easier to learn by pro—
grammers. Nonprocedural query meth-
ods require the developer to learn a
new way of viewing the database and
query, thinking in terms of database
subsets and virtual tables created by op—
erations that manipulate entire tables
rather than records and fields. Proce-
dural query definitions are more de—
tailed than nonprocedural. ones, but are
much easier to understand by individ-
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uals without nonprocedural expertise.
Nonprocedural query definitions are
smaller and can be created easily by de-
velopers with some knowledge of non-
procedural techniques.

Procedural query definitions allow
the developer to take advantage of
knowledge of the database structure to
maximize performance, a significant ad-
vantage when developing extensive ap-
plications on microcomputer systems.
Nonprocedural query techniques de-
pend on the data manager to optimize
query performance, but require the
query developer to know less detail
about the internal organization of the
database. The selection of a query
methodology depends on the choice of
data manager and should match the re-
quirements for the database application
being developed. This choice is an im—
portant part of the design process.

Database structure design, key field
selection, index specification, and query

Security techniques involve
preventingplntsical system
access, limitingprogram ac-
cess, and restricting access to
certain tables orfields.
—_——

techniques all influence overall system
performance and require developers to
pay attention to such design details.
Common queries and reports should be
developed and optimized for perfor-
mance by the developer and provided

‘ to the end user as a set of standard re-
ports, usually on a menu. Many other
common queries can be reduced to a
small set of parameters, such as date
ranges, geographic regions, or depart—
ment numbers, that can be requested
from the end user by a developer’s we
defined query program.

One goal of the development effort ,
in nonprocedural database query tech-
nology is to provide query capability di-
rectly to end users. Projects in artificial
intelligence and natural language pro—
gramming are aimed at allowing data-
base users to communicate data re—

,trieval queries to the data manager
without having to learn database tech-
nology, programming languages, or arti-
ficial nonprocedural query techniques.
However, data managers for today’s
microcomputer users still require the .
query developer to have fairly detailed

knowledge of retrieval techniques and
database technology and design.
Reporting. The report process takes the
result ofa query and presents it in a
format specified by the user. Standard
reports should be defined early in the
system design process so that data ele-
ments required for expected reports
are accounted for in the database de-
sign. Application processing procedures
should be established so that data entry
and update are completed before any
scheduled reports are run.

Data managers invoke a variety of
techniques for the formatting of report
output. Many data manager report
writers permit the report designer to
“paint" the report specifications on the
screen, locating data elements where
desired, adding text and page headers
and footers, and establishing group
breaks and subtotals. The report proces-
sor usually provides functions to calcu-
late totals and subtotals for numeric
fields, and many permit other calcula-
tionsas well. In the example order-en-
try system, the report writer computes
the extended price by multiplying the
quantity and price fields from the order
detail records as they are printed. Most
report writers provide totaling of the
virtual extended price field, and some
also support calculation of taxes and
shipping charges for each order.

Most microcomputer data manager
report writers process report specifica-
tions at the time that the report is exe—
cuted. A few actually generate source
code from the report specifications; Re-
ports+, the report writer for IBM’s Data
Edition, generates BASIC source code
and merges user source code modifica—
tions into the final report program dur—
ing the report design process (see ”A
Data Manager for Custom Reports,"
Dave Browning, January 1987, p. 150).

-A flexible, full-feature report design
and production capability is a valuable
asset to have in a data manager. Often,
the data manager's language can be
used to write programs to produce
unique reports not defined in the re-
pOrt writer, but such programs tend to
be complicated because of the need to
code page headers and footers, line
counters, group headers and footers,
and break level subtotals.
Security. A data manager must be able
to safeguard sensitive data from access
by unauthorized personnel. Various'se-
curity techniques involve preventing
physical access to the computer system,
limiting access to the application pro—
grams, and restricting access to certain
data tables or fields in the database. Dif-
ferent techniques are needed to protect
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data from determined intruders as
opposed to casual snoopers.

Restricting physical access to the
computer is the most reliable way to
thwart determined intruders and is an
easily implemented technique for most
businesses and organizations. Encryp-
tion of data files so that unauthorized
physical access to those files yields only
unintelligible gibberish is another
source of protection, but this technique
extracts a penalty in system perfor-
mance because data files must be de-
crypted and encrypted again each time
they are used. Further, the encryption
programs themselves are vulnerable to
unauthorized access.

Many data managers allow users to
establish log-on sequences with pass-
word schemes. Individual users and
groups of users are defined and granted
a variety of rights and privileges that
specify access to data. Some data man-
agers provide security access definition
at the field level; this allows, for exam—
ple, junior data—entry operators to ac—
complish routine maintenance of data
in personnel files, but prevents them
from viewing or changing sensitive in-
formation, such as salaries.
Utilities. Each database system design
should include a set of utility functions
to help the database administrator

maintain the integrity and consistency
of the database and the applications us—
ing the database. Data managers often
provide some utility functions, but the
need usually develops for additional
utilities that are designed for the spe—
cific database or application.

When a data manager uses separate
index files, a utility is needed to re—
create all index files. If the data man-
ager does not provide data dictionary
management features, then a utility to
list all data field descriptions and data
file structures is helpful. Programs to
verify the integrity and consistency of
database values may be needed.
Backup. In large mainframe databases,
physical backup of storage devices is
combined with transaction logging and
audit trail processing to support restora-
tion of a damaged database. Physical
backup of microcomputer storage using
DOS backup or tape backup subsystems
should be provided as a part of the
overall system design. Transaction log-
ging and audit trail techniques also
should be considered.

REAL-WORLD DATA MANAGERS
Understanding the basic principles of
database system design can help both
developers and users create more effec-
tive and efficient database systems. The

relational database model can be used
to represent many real—world applica-
tions, but the representation is not ex-
act. A basic understanding of relational
database technology is needed to create
systems that deviate from theoretically
pure designs where necessary to ac-
commodate real—world considerations.

Using the relational model, data-
base structures can be designed sepa-
rately from application programs, and
modifications to databases can often be
implemented without disrupting exist—
ing applications. A single database de—
sign can support many applications.

An understanding of the basic prin—
ciples of general top-down system de-
sign and the functional roles involved
in system development can also help to
produce successful database systems.
The concept of transaction processing
should be applied to help preserve
database integrity and consistency, and
techniques such as key fields, indexing,
and query methods must be considered
in addressing the important issue of
system performance. WEI

Dave Browning is vice president and co—
owner of WBS and Associates, Inc, a data-
base consultingfirm. He is also chairman of >
the database special interest group for the
Capital PC User Group in Washington, DC.

A professional quality compiler in an easy to use environment.
* All operators and data types * Prototyping, structure passing
- assignment, enum - void * Tiered error messages (selectable
levels of “lint”) fir Memfiles (TM) for using memory outside
the 128K limit as a file * Expanded library with over 200
functions (many System V) * ASM or 08] output * 8087
runtime support * CC and “mini-make” (in source) for easy
compiles * Expanded user’s manual

An MSDOS OBJ compatible librarian
that’s not limited to Ecosoft language
products.
* Add, delete, extract, combine,
set page size, get contents or index
of a library * With user’s manual

JULY 1987

' Ecosoft Inc.
$ 6413 N. College Ave.

EcoSoft Family of
Products

1.3,: EcoaCSSI‘leXI‘Graph s: , s: . .

W in

Add dramatic graphics effects into your Eco-C88 C programs.
* EGA, CGA, and Z100 support * Over 100 graphics and support
functions * Write thru the BIOS or memory * Hershey fonts
* Supports view areas, rotateable fonts, clipping, arbitrary
fill areas * Extensive error checking * User’s manual.

Add pop up windows (for help, menus, error messages, special
effects, etc.) to your _C programs quickly and easily.
* CGA, EGA, and monochrome support * Control any program

1-800-952-0472 (Orders)
1-317-255-6476 (Tech. Info.)

-

Indianapolis, IN 46220
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that goes through the BIOS * Use
up to 255 windows * No special
window commands (e.g., use printf
to write text to window) * Resize
— move windows * Custom titles
and borders
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DataEase.
The tool for the
applications generation.

By now almost everyone knows what a
PC can do forthem. The problem, though,
for most people, is getting the PC to do it.

Because powerful application develop—
ment systems are often too diffiCult to
learn. And easy systems quickly become
too limiting once you've learned them.

That’s why most of the FORTUNE 500
' companies are now using DataEase?”

DataEase. No other system builds
powerful applications as easily

People start building applications imme—
diately with DataEase. Even people with
no PC experience. Because DataEase lets
you concentrate on what you want to do
instead of how to get the PC to do it. Menus
and prompts help you set up your forms,
files and reports while DataEase‘does the
programming for you.

And experienced users build complex
applications quickly with DataEase. The
automatic programming features along
with a powerful relational query language
make it easy And the power of DataEase
increases as youdemand more. Making
the transition to building complex applica-
tions smooth. And easy _

And changing a DataEase application

Canada (4 16) 231-1270 - Unlted Klngdom 016540582 -

Switzerland 4142-1115656 '

ltaly 24136-0097 -

West Germany/Ausirla 89~46l~3257 (Munich) -

is as easy as changing your mind. So
your applications can grow to meet your
needs.

With DataEase you can create applica-
tions that integrate text, graphics and data
from a variety of sources— including main-
frames. In the comfort of your own PC.

DataEase. Now it’s easy for every mem—
ber of the applications generation to
generate their own applications.

Send usthe oouponforafree
DataEase demonstration disk. Orcall
1—800—334-EASE. In Connecticut,
374—8000.
_____. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _‘

r—DataEase International, Inc.
12 Cambridge Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611
1 -800—334—EASE
El Please send me more information about

U DataEase E] LAN E] Connect
E] GrafTalk C] Developer

El Please send a free DataEase demonstration disk.

I I
l |
l |
| |
I [:1 Please have a DataEase representative call. I
I Name Title |

Company Phone I
I Address
| City State 7ip I
| No. ol PCson site Cit-10 D1160 [151+ |

llM PC/XT/AT DIBM COMPATIBLES DWANG DDEC DOTHER _]l_
Software Solutions, Inc. is now DataEase International, Inc.

DATA "2.;
What it does is hard. ~
How it does it is easy.

Benelux (31) 73-414855 (Holland) - Scandlnavla (47) 71-46166 (Norway)

Australla (03] 699-7255 ' Brazil leEl 70600

©1987 DataEase International, Inc
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- helps save time, money and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.
RECENT DISCOVERY

Periscope III - debugger with 64K
protected RAM and breakout switch;
breakpoints for hardware, memory,
port, data. Real-time trace buffer,
pass counter. PC $ 829
AI-Expert System Dev’t

Arity Combination Package PC $ 979
System - use with C MS $ 229
SQL Dev‘t Package MS $ 229

Auto-Intelligence PC $ 739
Experteach—Powerful,samples PC $ 339
Exsys PC $ 309

Runtime System
Insight 2 +
Intelligence/Compiler
T.1. — PC Easy

Personal Consultant Plus
Personal Consultant Runtime PC $ 85

Turbo Expert-Startup-(400 rules) PC $ 129
Corporate (4000 rules) PC $ 359

AI-Lisp
Microsoft MuLisp 85
PC Scheme LISP - by TI
TransLISP - learn fast
TransLISP PLUS
Optional Unlimited Runtime $ 139
PLUS for MSDOS $ 179

Others: IQ LISP ($155), IQC LISP ($269)

Al Prolog

APT - Active Prolog Tuto'r — build
applications interactively PC $ 49

ARITY Prolog - Interpreter PC $ 229
COMPILER/Interpreter-EXE PC $ 569
Standard Prolog MS $ 77

MicroProlog - Prof. Entry Level MS 35 85
' MicroProlog Prof. Comp./Interp. MS $ 439

MPROLOG P550 PC $ 175
Prolog-86 — Learn Fast MS $ 89
Prolog—86 Plus - Develop MS $ 229
TURBO PROLOG by Borland PC $ 69
Basic

BAS_C - economy
BAS_PAS - economy
Basic Development System
Basic Development Tools
Basic Windows by Syscom
BetterBASIC
Exim Toolkit — full
Finally - by Komputerwerks
Inside Track
Mach 2 by MicroHelp
Peeks n Pokes
QuickBASIC
Stay-Res
Turbo BASIC - by Borland 88

88
88

88
88

88
55

Note: All prices subject to change without notice.
Mention this ad. Some pricesare specials. Ask about
COD and P05. Formats: 3" laptop now available. plus 200 others.
UPS surface shipping add SJIitem.

FREE Newsletter
Insightful commentary, guest columnists. survey
results, and valuable resource listings. Interviews,
technical articles, predictions —— even cartoons. No
wonder 96% of our readers pass The Programmer’s
Letter on to their friends; no wonder 72% make sure
they get their copy back to keep for reference! You
can request a FREE sample copy today by calling
our toll-free number. A personal subscription is just
$25 per year.

' OurServiees:
. Programmer’s Referral L'st 0 Dealerslnquire
- Compare Products ' Newsletter
- HelpfindaPublisher - Rush Order
- Evaluation teratureFREE ' 0ver700produrts
- BBS-7PMto7AM6I7-740-2611 - National AccounlsCenter

C Language-Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial PC $499
C86 PLUS - by C1 MS $379
Datalight C - fast compile, good code,

4 models , Lattice compatible, Lib
source. Dev'rs Kit PC $ 77

Datalight Optimum — C MS $109
with Light Tools by Blaise

Lattice C — from Lattice
Let‘s C Combo Pack
Let’s C

Microsoft C 4.0- Codeview
Rex — C/86 by Systems &
Software — standalone ROM

Turbo C by Borland
Uniware 68000/ 10/20 Cross
Compiler

Wizard C
- Rom Development Package

MS Call
MS $299
MS $259

C Lang uage-Interpreters
C-terp by Gimpel — full K & R MS $219
C Trainer - by Catalytix PC $ 89
INSTANT C - Source debug,
Edit to Run-3 seconds, .OBJs MS $369

Interactive C by IMPACC Assoc. PC $209
Run/C Professional MS $155
Run/C Lite MS $ 79

C Libraries-General
Blackstar C Function Library
C Essentials - 200 functions
C Function Library
C Tools Plus (1 & 2) - Blaise PC $125
C Utilities by Essential PC $129
C Worthy Library - Complete, machine

independent MS $249
Entelekon C Function Library PC $119
Entelekon Superfonts for C PC $ 45
Greenleaf Functions-portable, ASM $139
LIGHT TOOLS by Blaise PC $ 69
FEATURE

UI Programmer - Quickly generate
dBASE User Interfaces, prototypes. Use
supplied templates or create own.
Pop-up help, bounce bar menus, screen
forms. 11, III, FoxBASE+ , Quicksilver,
Clipper. PC $249

PC is 79
PC $ 75
MS $109

' dBase Tools for C

RECENT DISCOVERY
CxPERT - Expert systems shell,

translates to C code to integrate with your
application. Certainty factors, explanations,
inheritance, frames, help. MS $295
dBASE Language —

Clipper compiler
dBASE II
dBase 111 Plus
dBASE III LanPack
DBXLInterpreterby WordTech PC $139
FoxBASE+ — single user MS $349
Quick Silver by Word Tech

dBASE Support

dBrief with Brief
DBC ISAM by Lattice
d Translator to C
dFlow — flowchart, xref
Documentor — dFlow superset
Genifer by Bytel—code generator
QuickCode III Plus

Fortran & Supporting
50:More FORTRAN
ACS Time Series
Forlib+ by Alpha
MS Fortran - 4.0, full '77
No Limit - Fortran Scientific
PC-Fortran Tools — xref, pprint PC $165
RM/Fortran MS Call
Scientific Subroutines - Matrix MS $139
Multilanguage Support

BTRIEVE ISAM
BTRIEVE/N-multiuser
Flash-Up Windows
GSS Graphics Dev’t Toolkit
HALO Graphics
Development Package

Inforrnix 4GL-application builder
Informix SQL — ANSI standard
Opt Tech Sort - sort, merge
PANEL
Pfinish — by Phoenix
PolyLibrarian by Polytron
PolyBoost - speed I/O, keyboard
PVCS Corporate-source control
QMake by Quilt Co.
Report Option - for Xtrieve
Screen Machine
Screen Sculptor
SRMS - source control
Synergy - create user interfaces
VXM - multi-env. link
Xtrieve ~ organize database MS $199
ZAPCommunications—VT 100 PC $ 89

FEATU R E
NET-TOOLS - Access NETBIOS-
compatible network systems from
Microsoft C, Pascal, FORTRAN,
Assembler, Lattice C. Full Source,
No Royalties. PC $129

MS $185
MS $455

We support MSDOS (not just compatibles), PCDOS, Xenix-86, CPM-80, Macintosh, Atari ST, and Amiga.

in" HOURS Call for a catalog, literature,
3:30 AM-8;00 pM E’s}; " advrce and servrce you can trust

"I like the way you do business. lordered two program-
ming packages from you and before I had time to won-
der when I would receive them. they were on my desk.
Good prices and fast delivery. - not a bad way to do
business. - Thanks“ 18” Schropi'er

Bytrek
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'l‘llli lutotnmmnlt’s snap
provides complete information, advice, guarantees and every product for Microcomputer Programming.

TheOnIy Choice for C
ROM Development
-

C8< ELUS C COMPILER

It is no small wonder why thousands of programmers
chose Computer Innovations products to create stand
alone ROM applications.

- Fast Program Execution
- C library Source Code
- ROMable/Re-entrant code
- Intel-standard OMF object files
- Capability to write Interrupt routines in C
- ROMPac translator (converts DOS.EXE files

into Intel Hex Format Rom Image Files)*
- Telephone Technical Support

C86PLUS C Compiler
CBBPLUS C Compiler with

ROMPac Developer Kit $597

Computer Innovations 1-800-922-0169

$397

WANT TO ADD

WINDOWS, ICONS, FONTS,
FAST GRAPHICS, DIALOG BOXES,

PROCESS MANAGEMENT, AND
DEVICE'INDEPENDENCE

TO YOUR IBM PC PROGRAMS?

It you have ever wished that you could develop stunning Macintosh-like programs on the IBM PC without
the ‘- ‘ oi an ,_ ‘ , ' like orGEM, then you need the
SVNERGV DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT, from Matrix Software.

Using a memory resident mntime module only 20K in size (versus as nuch as 300K tor Windows), you
can develop applications with: overlapped and tiled windows; pull-down menus with hall intensity options
and automatic sizing; last graphics lunction calls to draw shapes. lines, boxes. and create intricate till
patterns in both regular and Irregular areas; have lull device independence (drivers tor numerous devices.
including CGA, EGA and Hercules are included): sophisticated text input and output, with tents in diilerenr
styles and sizes; lull keyboard suppon (your programs won't need a mouse!) and powerlul mouse suppon;
and process management calls to ellicientty manipulate system resources.

The Toolkit has gateways to support the iollowing languages:
- Turbo Pascal Microsolt & Lattice C - Basic
- IBM/MSPascal - MacroAsserrbler - dBASEII/IllCompiIers

In addition. the Toolkit Includes a powertul collection cl tools including a graphics resource editor lor
developing your own Icons and tents.

NEW! The Toolkit also Includes a tree copy cl Synergy Layout, a revolutionary ,soltware
development tool that dramatically increases your productivity by actually generating bugviree source code
in Macro, C. and Turbo Pascal.

For further lnlormatlon. canted Matrix Software at [611] 561-0037.

List: $395
Our: $349

Since 1981 HALO
has been the '
industry standard
library of graphic
subroutines for the PC.
HALO has the largest inst-
alled base of end-users and
more ISV‘s than any graphics
software environment.

Why? Because HALO grows with the
industry. Graphics experts at Media
Cybernetics are constantly improving
HALO and expanding its compatibility.
HALO supports 16 programming
languages and over 125 devices.
HALO is also compatible with IBM's
new hardware series.

Media Cybernetics offers HALO
programmers professional support.
flexible, practical licensing terms, and
the continuing commitment to assure
that HALO will always be the most
etiective graphic toolkit in the industry.

List: $300 Our: $209

Introducing the Lattice" MS—DOS
C Compiler, Version 5.

There's never been a better time to buy Lattice C.
Professional programmers the world over have made
Lattice C the standard compiler for serious MS-DOS
programming. Now Version 3 offers even more of the
features that have made our previous versions so
popular. Our new compiler features include:
ANSI language constructs including, unsigned as a
modifier, void data type, enum data type, structure
assignments, structure arguments, structure returns,_
and argument type checking.
The compiler also contains better aliasing algorithms,
more efficient code generation, and more flexible
segmentation, in-Iine 8087 code generation, and 80186/
80286 code generation.
The library contains more than 200 new functions,
including: ANSI/UNIX/XENIX compatibility; extended
support for MS-DOS; extended support for networking
including file sharing, file locking, and I/O redirection;
and flexible error handling, via user traps and exits.
Plus the library has also been re—engineered to
produce much smaller executables.
Try the new VersiOn 3 C Compiler from Lattice.
Because C-ing is believing.

OO.O9..

Lattice
$500
$289

lattice, Incorporated
E0. Box 3702
Glen Ellyn, ll. 60158
5171858-7950 TWX910-291-2190

List:
Our:

Call Today for FREE detailed
information or try'Risk-Frcc for 3 I days.

any product on this page. 800-421-8006
'I‘ll Ii I’ROG“AMMIER’S Sll0l’ 7'“
Your complete source tor software. services and ansWers

S-P Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-740-2510 3/87
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taying power has never been the
strongest attribute of IBM‘s key»
boards. With the introduction of al‘ ‘

most every model in the PC line has
come a new version of the “standard"
keylmard—that’s three keyboards in five
years. Worse, the differences between
keyboards have been more than cos-
metic, involving some fundamental soft—
ware inct)mpatibilities; every new key-
board model required that not only us-
ers, but also the software be retrained.

At last, [BM seems ready to end the
frustration. The company has stated that
all of its personal computers and termi»
nals will use one model: the 101~key
Enhanced Keyboard, introduced with
the IBM RT PC in januaty 1986. The en-
hanced keyboard was subsequently
made available with the 8-MHx model
of the l’C/AT, the X11286, and the PC/XT
models manufactured since April 1986.
For reasons explained later, this key-
board cannot be retrolitted to systems
not designed to support it.

Keyboard standardization received
a boost with the introduction of the
IBM Personal System/2 (PS/2) line; all

models come with the enhanced ke '
board. ln'fact, IBM has strengthened its'
commitment to the enhanced keyboard
by making it the only model available
for the PS/Z machines (For the ATy-the’
older 84-key model is available on ’spe'—‘ '
cial order as a no—cost option)

The most obvious differencesiin
the enhanced keyboard from previous
models are the set of additional dedi-
cated cursor control keys between the; ‘
original numeric/cursor control keypad
and the typewriter section, the line of
function keys (12 instead of 10) across
the top, and the shift state indicator
lights. Photo 1 shows the layout of the
enhanced keyboard. Actually, the en—
hanced keyboard comes in two ver-
sions: a l()1»key and a '102—key layout.
The latter, available only outside of the
US, is referred to in [BM documenta—
tion as the WT, or World Trade key-
board. It has an additional alphabetical
key nestled in the crook of the Enter
Key, which is a larger, hook~shaped key
on the WT; the backslash is located be—
tween the Z and the left shift key (as on
the original PC keyboard), To support a

identify the; keyboaid by '

the 1’8/2 models} nnot distingu .
tween them; instead; it asks;the._usc11.to

shapes‘of the Enter, key. : ‘

SYSTEM INTERFACE
An overview of the enhancedkeyboard .
interface, and its difference Tfrom‘prc .
vious models, can best be 'pr‘esentedant
terms of the incremental changes intro-.
duced to that interface with eachkey»
board model since the original PC.

Figure 1 shows' the stepsrinvolved .
in processing keyboard input on a stan-
dard PC or KT. Each keystroke sends to .
the keyboard controller a one~byte scan
code, which is a number uniquely iden—
tifying the key. The controller places
the scan code unchanged in its‘output
buffer, and generates a hardware inter»
rupt that causes the processor to exe- l’l
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U
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD

The enhanced keyboard has a dedicated cursor keypad and twelve function keys.

cute an interrupt 09H. The interrupt
service routine (the default interrupt
09H handler is in the ROM BIOS) looks
up the scan code in its internal tables
and translates it into a two-byte code. In
most cases, one of these bytes is the
original scan code and, if the key repre-
sents an ASCII character, the other is
the ASCII code. For non-ASCII charac-
ters, the second byte is usually zero.
This two-byte code is placed into the
next available location in the circular
keyboard buffer, where it waits to be

read by an input request from a pro-
gram. Keyboard read requests are pro-
cessed by the interrupt 16H handler,
which reads the two—byte key codes
from the buffer and passes them un-
modified to the requesting program.

The 84-key keyboard introduced
with the first model of the AT has a dif-
ferent key layout and produces scan
codes distinct from those of the original
85-key PC keyboard. The scan-code
sets on the two keyboards are dif-
ferent because, for reasons of physical

DISnDfl'I'o 2.0
The Only Disassembler

’1 That Tracks Down DATA!!!
0 Fully disassembles both .EXE and .COM files!
0 Performs recursive flow- and Segment Register data-trace to determine SEGMENT,

PROC & Data Areas (even within ‘CODE’ segments)!
0 Outputs appropriate SEGMENT and PROC pseudo-ops at proper places within the

assembly-language output!
0 Outputs data areas using most appropriate form of DB or DW (ASCII printable text

as a character string, others as their hex value).
' Chooses data lengths (DB or DW) to match byte or word data references in code,

allowing most memory references to be free of BYTE or WORD length operators.
0 Outputs large, all-zero areas with “DB/DW nn DUP (?)” to prevent excessive out—

put from large buffers, uninitialized arrays, etc.
0 Fully labels both code and data. Labels are of the form ’Hxxxxx', where 'xxxxx’ is

the hex offset of labelled item from the beginning of the program.
0 Outputs code, data & pseudo-ops in IBM* and Microsoft” MASM assembler

format. (Output may be directed to display, printer, and/0r disk.)
9 For 1BM* PC‘/XT*/AT* & compatibles,128K + RAM, 1 or more disks, DOS 2.X+.

#8634- 22 PC— DISnDATa 2.0 (SSDD 5 - 1/4— diskette) and manual ..............$165
US. Funds Only. Add $3 shipping (U.S. & Canada), $10 (overseas air) per item. Ohio residents
please add 6% sales tax. 'Registered trademark, IBM Corporation. “Registered trademark, MICrOSOlL

To order, phone (513) 435-4480 (M-F, 9 A.M.-5 P.M. EST), or
send check, money order, or VISA/MasterCard information
(name, street address (no P.O. Box please), card number,
expiration date, and your telephone number) to:
PRO/AM SOFTWARE
220 Cardigan Road
Centerville, OH 45459Software

Professional Software for both Novice and Expert
Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
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circuit design, it is most efficient to as—
sign scan codes by key location. To
maintain compatibility at the software
level, IBM introduced a preliminary
scan—code translation at the controller
level, shown in figure 2. After transla-
tion, the controller's output for a given
key is the same as that key‘s output
from a PC keyboard controller, thus the
interrupt 09H handler and all subse—
quent software see the same set of key
codes as on the original PC.

The IOI-key enhanced keyboard in-
troduced yet another key layout. Instead
of merely coming up with a new set of
scan codes for the new layout, IBM
came up with three. By default, the
scan-code set made active at boot—up is,
for the most part, the same as produced
by the 84<key model and is translated
by the controller in much the same
fashion. Differences arise because the
enhanced keyboard produces output for
the additional keys not present on the
previous models. As shown in figure 5,
these differences are handled by an ad»
ditional translation step at the other end
of the process, within the interrupt 161-1
handler that passes the two-byte codes
out of the keyboard buffer to the re-
questing program.

The enhanced keyboard adds flexi—
bility at two levels. First, the basic scan
codes it produces at the keyboard end
of the process are not fixed, but can be
chosen from three sets. Second, the
output at the other end of. the process
is filtered through an additional layer of
translation. Customized programs can
modify either or both ends of the pro~
cess to modify the transformation of
keystrokes into program input.

The differences between the en-
hanced keyboard and previous models
go much deeper than layout and key
count. One immediately noticeable dif-
ference is that, at boot-up, the enhanced
keyboard is put in the NumLock state.
This change from past behavior adds to
the hardship of transition to the new
layout. It is a minor symptom of the
many changes made to the keyboard it-
self and to its interface with the support
software, but it can be easily remedied.
The following program turns off the
NumLock bit in the shift status byte that
the BIOS uses when reading keystrokes.
MOV AXAOH
Mov DS,AX
AND BYTE PTR [I7],()DFH
RET

It can be assembled into a .COM file
(a debugger is more practical than an
assembler) and then invoked from the
AUTOEXECBAT file.

PC TECH _lOIil{NAL



FINALLY.
FAST, EASY ElOWCHARTS.

AT LAST...AN ON-SCREEN FLOWCHART PROCESSOR THAT KNOWS
ABOUT FlOWCHARTS—NOT JUST ANOTHER

"SCREEN DRAW” PROGRAM THAT MAKES YOU DO MOST OF THE WORK.
Interactive EasyFlow is a powerful full-screen graphics program dedicated to flowcharts and organizational charts. \Mth this
program you can quickly compose charts on the screen. More important, you can easily modify charts so they are always up '
to date.

FEATURES:
0 Text is automatically centered, character by character, within

shapes as you type it
0 Text formatting controls allow you to over-ride the automatic

formatting where desired
0 Lines are created by specifying the starting and ending

points—the program automatically generates the roUte
0 Cut and paste facility allows arbitrary chart fragments to be

moved, copied, rotated, reflected, or sent to/from disk '
0 Shape insert-delete and row/column insert-delete
0 Charts can be up to 417 characters wide by 225 lines high.

Charts too wide for the printer are automatically printed in
strips

0 Charts can be larger than the screen—the window into the
chart scrolls both horizontally and vertically as necessary

0 Works with many popular matrix printers including Epson,
Toshiba 24 pin printers (3xx and 1.3xx series), IBM graphics
printer and compatibles. Full support for HP LaserJet and
LaserJet Plus. Works with HP 7475A (and compatible) plot-
ters. Can be used with any printer when nongraphic (char?
acter) output is acceptable

0 All standard flowcharting shapes included .
0 Most shapes supplied in large, medium, and small sizes
0 Extensive manual (100 plus pages) includes many examples
0 Context sensitive ”help” facility provides immediate as-

sistance at any time
0 Any number of titles can be placed on a chart
0 Cfmmentary text blocks can be placed anywhere in the

c art .
o Fast—written in assembly language
0 Many more features
Requiresat least 320K memory, DOS-2 or higher and an IBM
or Hercules compatible graphics card. On EGA, full
640x350 resolution is used. '

WHAT YOU WILL SEE WHILE
EDITING A CHART: ‘
STATUS BAR tells you what Interactive EasyFlow is doing at all
times.
TEXT/MESSAGE WINDOW is used to enter user text and to
display messages from Interactive EasyFlow.

_ CURRENT SHAPE WINDOWshows the content of the current
flowchart shape (the one under the SHAPE CURSOR) in com-
plete detail.
SHAPE CURSOR shows where you are in the chart Cursor keys
move it around; chart window scrolls if you run off the edge of
the window.
CHART WINDOnves you an overview of your chart—can
be ”normal" view, ”close-up” view, or "wide-angle” view.
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD
BIOS INTERFACE
The enhanced keyboard can be used
only with systems that support it with
an enhanced interrupt 16H handler in
the BIOS. According to IBM documenta-
tion, this includes the following models:
the AT with the BIOS dated 11/15/86
and later; the XT with the BIOS dated
1/10/86 and later; the XT-286; and all of
the PS/Z models The enhanced BIOS
routines support 70 new ASCII/scan»
code pairs as listed in table 1. Some of
these codes are the result of the new
keys that are present on the enhanced
keyboard (F11, F12, and the additional
cursor control keys), while others add
support for combinations of keys that
were present but not recognized on
previous keyboards (for example, Ctrl—
up arrow, Ctrl—down arrow, and 5 on
the numeric keypad).

In describing the keys on the right—
hand side of the various keyboards, the
following terminology will be used.
Cursor control keys on the original nu-
meric keypad will be named without
prefix, such as Home or Del. Other
keys around the keypad Will be pre-
fixed with Pad—, as in Pad-Enter or Pad—
asterisk. Finally, the dedicated cursor
control keys between the keypad and
the typewriter section will be prefixed
With X, as in X-up arrow and X<End.

The functions provided by the en—
hanced interrupt 16H handler are sum-
marized in table 2. Two functions are
used for reading characters from the
keyboard buffer (AH = 00H and
AH = 10H) and two are used for deter—
mining the presence of charaCIers in
the buffer (AH = 01H and AH = 11H).
For keys that are common to both the
84—key and 101-key keyboards, each pair
of functions operates identically. But
their action is different for keys that are
present only on the enhanced key-
board. The handling of the new keys by
the standard and enhanced functions is
listed in table 1. This information is not
formally documented; it was deter-
mined by reading the BIOS listings and
verifying it with test programs.

When a standard function encount-
ers an enhanced key code, the code is
either discarded or, if it duplicates one
of the standard keys, is translated to a
standard key code. Thus, the codes for
pad—Enter and pad-slash are translated
to the codes for Enter and slash'in the
standard set of keys. If, for example,
F11 is the only key in the buffer and an
AH = 01H call requests buffer status,
the response is that no keys are present
in the buffer. Unfortunately, that re-
sponse turns out to be true because, af-
ter the call, there are in fact no keys in
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FIGURE 1: PC Processing FIGURE 2! 84-166)! Processing
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SCAN CODES AND
ASCII CODES

TO APPLICATION PROGRAM

The PC introduced the concept of
translating keystroke data into charac-
ter codes and extended key codes. It
applied one level of translation.

The first AT keyboard added another
layer of translation at the level of the
keyboard controller. Above that, the
data are the same as in the PC.
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FIGURE 5; 101-leey Processing
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—-—————--—-——)v , fair BUCKET

The enhanced keyboard added the capability of switching
scan-code sets. Recognizing the new keys requires enhanced
support to be present in the keyboard routines of the BIOS.
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'P‘c-AT BusBOARD-LEVELCOMPATIBLE
8 or 10 MHz
Zero wait states

F286 PC-AT
compatible

board-level CPU
from l-Bus gives you a

whole new dimension of
speed and freedom in PC or

PC-AT bus system design.
It’s all on a PC add-on-sized board—for use with a

passive backplane just like other board—level systems.
You just add the expansion cards, put it in a box (I-Bus
has loads of backplanes and boxes), and it’s ready to
execute any PC-AT applications software.

Use the F286 in a disk—based or diskless system,
with or without a keyboard, with or without a display.

It’s packed with features such as 10 MHz zero wait
state operation. Separately clocked 80287 support
(runs at full speed—not half speed as in other AT’s).
512K RAM. Battery-backed clock/calendar. Optional
PROMDISK to run any application from the F286’s
user EPROM.

And best of all, it’s designed, built and supported by
l-Bus—the originators of the passive backplane
PC Bus.

If you’re into systems, we speak your language.
Call us TOLL FREE at:
800-382-4229
(in CA call (619)569-0646)

1'
The Full Service PC Bus Company

5780 Chesapeake Court
San Diego, CA 92123 TLX: 910 240 0290
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD
the buffer—-the F11 key gets deleted by
the status call. The effect is that pro—
grams not written for the enhanced key»
board see nothing different when keys
specific to the enhanced keyboard are
pressed. That approach is overly conser—
vative because all programs should be
written to handle unknown keystrokes.
Furthermore, this unconditional dele—
tion of keys can create problems even
for programs that use only the en-
hanced BIOS functions.

When the enhanced functions
(AH = 10H and AH : 11H) are used,
however, enhanced key codes are never
deleted; they are either passed through
unchanged or translated as indicated in
table 1. The encoding of the new keys
exhibits a structure designed for effi-
cient handling by both the standard and
enhanced keyboard reading functions of
interrupt 16H. Except for a few special
cases, a code in the keyboard buffer
represents one of the new keys if its
low—order is.OOH or FOH, or the high-
order byte is greater than 84H. A low—
order byte of EOH is assigned to new
keys that duplicate the functions of ex—
isting keys, such as those on the dedi-
cated cursor control keypad. A low~or»
der byte of FOH is assigned to keys that
exist on the 84—key keyboard but are ig»
nored by earlier versions of the BIOS,
such as Pad~5 and Ctrl—up arrow, A high—
order byte greater than 84H is used for
totally new keys, such as F11 and F12.

The translation rules for new keys,
when read with functions AH = OCH
and AH = 01H, are as follows:
- If high byte > 84H, discard the entry;
- If low byte = FOH, discard the entry;
0 If low byte = EOH, set low byte to 0

and return that entry.
The exceptions are EOODH (Pad-

Enter), which is translated to ICODH
(Enter); EOOAH (Ctrl-Pad-Enter), which
is translated to ICOAH (Ctrl-Enter or
LF); EOZFH (Pad-slash), whichis trans—
lated to 552FH (slash); and OOEOH (Alt—
Pad 224, Greek alpha) and OOFOH (Alt-
Pad 240, triple horizontal line), which
are returned unchanged.

For functions AH = 10H and
AH = 11H, the rules are simpler. If the
low—order byte is FOH, it is changed to

_ 00H and returned; all other key codes
are returned unchanged. These codes
represent keys present on the standard
keyboard, but recognized only by the
enhanced BIOS functions.

To take advantage of these new
ASCII/scan—code pairs, programs must
use the extended interrupt 16H BIOS
functions, AH = 10H and AH = 11H. Re—
questing input through DOS will not
work because D05 is not sensitive to
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TABLE 12 Handling ofNew Keys flay BIOS Interrupt 16H ,

BUFFER
KEYNAME CODE

HANDLING BY BIOS INTERRUPT 16H
ACTION ON AH = 00H
ORAH = 0111

ACTION ON AH = 10H
ORAH = 11H

'I'YPEWRITER KEYS
A-Esc

F1 1
S-Fl 1
OH I
A—Fl 1

F12
S-F1 2
C—Fl Z
A-F1 2
A—Backquote
A—Backspace
A-Tab
C-Tab
A-Open bracket
A—Close bracket
A—Backslash
A-Semicolon
A—Quote
A—Enter
A—Comma
A~Period
A-Slash

Insert
C-Insert
A—Insert

Home
C—Home
A—Home

PageUp
C—PageUp
A-PageUp

Delete
C-Delete
A-Delete

End

01 FOH
8500H
8700H
8900H
SBOOH
86001-1
88001—1
8AO0H
8COOH
29FOH
OEFOH
ASOOH
9400H
1AFOH
lBFOH
ZBFOH
27FOH
28FOH
lCFOH
33FOH
54FOH
55FOH

DEDICATED CURSOR KEYPAD
52EOH
92EOH
AZOOH
47EOH
77EOH
9700H
49EOH
84EOH
9900H
SSEOH
93EOH
A300H
4FEOH

Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard

Translate to 5200H
Discard
Discard
Translate to 470011
Translate to 77OOH
Discard
Translate to 4900H
Translate to 8400H
Discard
Translate to 5300H
Discard
Discard
Translate to 4FOOH

Translate to 0100H
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Translate to 2900H
Translate to OEOOH
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Translate to 1AO0H
Translate to IBOOH
Translate to ZBOOH
Translate to 2700H
Translate to 2800H
Translate to ICOOH
Translate to 3300H
Translate to 3400B
Translate to SSOOH

Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code

the enhanced keyboard—it uses the
standard low-numbered calls only. Sur—
prisingly, this is true even for version
3.5 (specifically written to support the
PS/Z series, which requires the en-
hanced keyboard). However, using the
BIOS instead of DOS calls for keyboard
I/O means that the input redirection
facilities of DOS are not available.

DOS calls to the keyboard routine
cannot always be prevented; the result-
ing behavior can be quite hard to diag-
nose. Suppose that a program consist-
ently uses the enhanced interrupt 16H
functions so it can accept the extended
keystrokes. However, if the user presses
any enhanced key while the system is
displaying characters on the screen, that
keystroke is lost. Where did it go? When

running with BREAK ON, DOS checks
for Ctrl-Break and Ctrl-C each time it
outputs a character to the display. It
does so by requesting keyboard status
with interrupt 16H function AH = 01H,
thus deleting all leading extended key-
strokes from the buffer. One solution to
this problem is to install a customized
interrupt 16H handler that converts all
AH = 00H and AH = 01H calls to
AH = 10H and AH = 11H respectively.
Listing 1 shows such a program. With
the customized handler installed, it be—
comes possible to use DOS calls in pro-
grams that need to receive the en-
hanced keys, thus restoring the input
redirection capability.

The enhanced interrupt 16H han-
dler also has two functions that return
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KEYNAME
BUFFER
CODE

HANDLING BY BIOS INTERRUPT 16H
ACTION ON AH = 00H
ORAH = 01H

ACTION ON AH = 10H
ORAH = 11H

C-End
A~End

PageDown
C-PageDown
A—PageDown

Up arrow
C—Up arrow
A-Up arrow

Left arrow
C-Left arrow
A—Left arrow

Down arrow
C—Down arrow
A—Down arrow

Right arrow
C—Right arrow
A-Right arrow
NUMERIC KEYPAD

Slash
C—Slash
A-Slash
C-Asterisk
A—Asterisk
C-Minus
A—Minus
C-Up arrow
C~Plus
A—Plus

5
C-5
C—Down arrow
C—Ins
C-Del

Enter
C—Enter
A-Enter
5- = With Shift key a-

75EOH
9FOOH
51 EOH
76EOH
A100H
48EOH
8DEOH
9800H
4BEOH
75EOH
9BOOH
SOEOH
91EOH
AOOOH
4DEOH
74EOH
9DOOH

EOZFH
9500H
A4OOH
9600H
37FOH
8EOOH
4AFOH
8DOOH
9000H
4EFOH
4CFOH
8FO0H
9100H
9200H
9300H
EOODH
EOOAH
A600H

Will? Ctrl lee)! A-

Translate to 7500H
Discard
Translate to 5100H
Translate to 7600H
Discard
Translate to 480011
Discard
Discard ,
Translate to 4BO0H
Translate to 7300H
Discard
Translate to SOOOH
Discard
Discard
Translate to 4DO0H
Translate to 74OOH
Discard

Translate to SSZFH
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Discard
Translate to 1CODH
Translate to 1COAH
Discard

= Wit/J All key

Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer cOde
Return buffer code
Return buffer code

Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code
Return buffer code

For compatibility with programs that cannot handle the enhanced keys, the BIOS
translates or discards key codes unless requested through an enhanced function.

‘1 TABLEZ BIOS Intermpt 16H Functions 1 f 9‘:
FUNCTION NUMBER FUNCTION NAME

AH = 00H
AH = 01H
AH = 02H
AH = 05H
AH = 04H
AH = 05H
AH = 06H to OFH
AH = 10H
AH = 11H
AH = 15H

Read keyboard buffer
Get keystroke status
Get shift status
Set typematic delay and repeat rate
Reserved for Pe
Write to keyboard buffer
Reserved
Extended keyboard read
Get extended keystroke status
Get extended shift state

The enhanced interrupt 16H handler recognizes eight functions; the last three deal
specifically with the keys unique to the enhanced keyboard.

JULY 1987

the Shift-key status. Function 2 returns
the standard status byte, the same one
as this function did in all versions of
the BIOS keyboard routine. The en-
hanced function (AH : 12H) returns
two bytes of shift status information.
The meaning of the bits in both bytes is
shown in figure 4. Because the en:
hanced keyboard has two Ctrl and two
Alt keys, the extended status informa—
tion allows programs to distinguish
which of the two Alt or Ctrl keys is be-
ing pressed. Furthermore, status bits are
available to determine if any of the
three toggle keys (CapsLock, ScrollLock,
and NumLock) is being held down. In
the standard shift status byte, the bits
for these keys just reflect the current
state of the toggle, not the actual posi—
tion of the key. Note that the position of
the fourth key often used as a toggle,
Ins, is not reflected in the status bits.

The interrupt 16H function with
AX = 0505H controls the typematic ac-
tion of the keyboard—that is, the rate at
which keystrokes are repeated when a
key is held down (see “Rev Up the AT
Keyboard,” Kevin M, Crenshaw, Tech
Notebook, May 1985, p. 39). This func-
tion is fully supported by the BIOS
code in all AT models, but it was not
documented in the prologue to the in-
terrupt 16H listing in IBM’s Technical
Reference Manual. The latest version of
the BIOS documentation (which covers
the entire IBM PC line, from the origi-
nal PC through all the PS/2 models)
now supplies this documentation. Two
parameters are controlled by the inter-
rupt 16H function: the delay before the
repeating action begins, and the rate of
repetition once it does begin. Both set-
tings must be specified even though
only one is to be changed.

The typematic delay (after which
typematic action begins) is changed by
setting register BH to a value between
OOH and 03H (range-checked by the
BIOS). The values BH = 00H, 01H,
02H, and 03H correspond to delays of
250 milliseconds (ms), 500 ms, 750 ms,
and 1000 ms respectively. The typematic
rate is set by the value in BL; it is also
range—checked and must be between
00H and 1FH. Setting BL = OOH corre-
sponds to 50 characters per second
(cps); BL = OBH restores the default
rate of 10.9 cps; and BL = 1FH slows
the keyboard down to 2 cps. Many fine
gradations are possible, but the repeat—
ing action cannot be turned off.

This function requires AL = 05H.
Support to control the typematic rate
was introduced in the 1’e BIOS, which
defines subfunctions AL = 00H through
04H. The enhanced keyboard’s type-
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD

FIGURE 4: Keyboard Shift Status Bytes

AH : 12H
BIT POSITION IN A].

7 6 5 4 3 2 I

BIT POSITION IN AH
7 6 5 4 3 2

STANDARD SHIFT STATUS RETURNED BY CALL TO INTERRUPT 16H WITH AH = 02H OR

WHEN SET:
RIGHT sr—urr KEY DOWN
LEFT SHIFT KEY DOWN
EITHER Ctr] KEY DOWN
EITHER Alt KEY DOWN
ScrollLock ON
NumLock ON
CgpsLock ON
Ins ON

EXTENDED SHIFT STATUS RETURNED BY CALL TO INTERRUP’I' 16H WITH AH = 12H

WHEN SET:
' LEFI‘ Ctrl KEY DOWN

LEFT Alt KEY DOWN
RIGHT Ctrl KEY DOWN
RIGHT Alt KEY DOWN
ScrollLock KEY DOWN
NumLOCk KEY DOWN
CapsLock KEY DOWN
SvsReq KEY DOWN

The BIOS maintains an accurate record of the position of certain keys in these two
bytes. They are returned in AX from interrupt 16H function AH = 02H.

Personal REXX
for the IBM PC

* Interpreter for the full REXX language, including all of the standard REXX
instructions, operators, and built-in functions

*
ll
tl
tl
t’

Unlimited precision arithmetic
Sophisticated string manipulation capabilities

Direct execution of DOS commands from REXX programs

Built-in functions for DOS file I/O, directory access, screen and keyboard
communication, and many other PC services

1»

* Uses include:

Compatible with VM/CMS version of REXX

— Command programming language for DOS

— Macro language for the KEDIT text editor
— Can be interfaced by application developers with other DOS

applications, written in almost any language

Mansfield Software Group, Inc.
P. 0. Box 532
Storrs, CT 06268
(203) 429-8402

$125 plus $3 shipping
MC, VISA, AMEX, COD, PO, CHECK
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matic feature is unlike any of the Pe’s,
so a new subfunction was defined.
None of the Pe subfunctions is sup-
ported by the AT BIOS. The typematic
feature, while supported in most AT
compatibles and 80386-based machines,
should be treated carefully. For exam-
ple, the Phoenix 80386 ROM BIOS (ver-
sion 3.03 and earlier) decrements AX
and then jumps to code that checks for
AL = 05H. Consequently, AX = O306H
is required to set the typematic parame-
ters in that BIOS. This bug has been
fixed in versions 3.04 and later.

The final enhanced function of the
interrupt 16H handler is AH = 05H, the
insert key code, which inserts the
ASCII/scan-code pair from CX into the
keyboard buffer as if it had just been
typed at the keyboard (that is, at the
end of the first-in, first-out buffer). The
BIOS does absolutely no checking of
the value. The CH register contains the
scan code; CL contains the ASCII charac-
ter (or extended ASCII code). Carefully
follow the translation rules that were
outlined above when placing codes into
the buffer. For the new keys, codes re—
trieved from the buffer are not neces-
sarily the same as the codes placed into
it; when using functions OOH and 01H,
some codes are never retrieved.

Function 05H can be used to seed
the keyboard buffer with a program’s
input prior to invoking that program, al—
though the default buffer size of 15
keys may be too limiting. This is differ-
ent from redirecting standard input be—
cause, after all the key codes have been
read from the buffer, the program waits
for further input from the keyboard.
With redirection, the program hangs at
the end of the input file.

A feature in the BIOS interface can
be used to identify the keyboard as ei-
ther the 84-key or 101-key model. The
byte at address 40:96H of the BIOS data
area will have bit 4 set to 1, if the en-
hanced keyboard was detected on boot-
up, or 0, if otherwise. This feature is
documented in the latest BIOS refer-
ence manual, so it should be supported
by compatibles. It is implemented in
Compaq models and in the Phoenix
BIOS versions 3.02 and later for 80286-
and 80386—based machines.

Testing thisbit is the easiest way of
determining the keyboard type, but the
result reflects the keyboard present
when the system was last booted. Be-
cause it is possible to switch keyboards
without resetting the system, a different
keyboard may be present at the time of
the test. A method for determining the
type of keyboard currently attached is
described in a later section.
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TEACH
AN OLD DOS
NEW TRICKS
Protected Mode and 32-bit Performance Today

Introducing 08/286TM and 08/386“,
extensions to MS-DOS 3.x that enable
full use of the 80286 and 80386. Now
you get direct access to all available
memory, not just an archaic 640K.

08/286 and 08/386 propel your pro-
grams beyond the limitations of DOS,
without forcing you to start all over.

Moving to protected mode is simple
because 08/286 and 08/386 give you
the same interface as DOS. The hard-
ware is still under your direct control,
many 16-bit compilers already gen-
erate code suitable for OS/286 and
08/386, and existing highly tuned,
machine-specific subroutines running
in real mode can be efficiently called
from within protected mode. Since
most ofyour own code won’t need to be
rewritten, your programming invest-
ment is preserved. And because
08/286 and 08/386 work with DOS
3.x, they don’t affect other programs,
device drivers, or TSRs.

In addition to the larger address
space offered by protected mode,
08/386 adds 32-bit performance to
systems like the CompaqTM 386
which, until now, have been shackled
to 8086 emulation.

1.0
7.3
8.5

10.7

IBM AT 6Mhz 793
Compaq 386-16Mhz 2,380
HummingBoard-lGMhz 2,777
HummingBoard—ZOMhz 3,571

na
5,837
6,718
8,470

A.I.
Architects, Inc.
One Kendall Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(617) 577-8052

05/386 can be customlzed to glve
unmodlfled DOS programs up to 900k
on 386 systems, regardless of how
many TSR’s, networks, dlsk caches,
etc., are Installed.

05/286‘M and 05/386TM Features:
- Huge address space (4GB on the

80386)
- 32-bit performance (80386)
- No rewriting of device drivers
- Compact code (under 64k)
- Support for all existing DOS calls
- New INT—21 calls for manipulating

segments, invoking real-mode rou-
tines and interrupt handlers, and
addressing physical memory directly

' Full interrupt vector support
' Powerful debugging: concurrent

DOS environment while debugging
protected mode programs

0 The ability to run non-Windows pro-
grams in a window

A.l. Archltects glves you a
complete development toolklt:
08/286 or 08/386 kernel and linker,
Symbolic debugger and command
processor
Options include:

16-bit and 32-bit compilers
High C, Professional Pascal, or
F77L FORTRAN
32-bit Assembler
386 HummingBoardTM
The basic Developer’s Kit is $495.

32-bit Compilers are $895. Run time
licenses for OS/286 and 08/386 are

available at nominal cost.

A.l. Archltect's r
HummlngBoard'” Is a hlgh perform-
ance 386 coprocessor for the PC-XT,
AT and compatlbles avallable with
the 80387 and 2-24 Mbytes of RAM.

OS/286, 08/386 and HummingBoard are trademarks ofA.I. Architects, Inc., Compaq Deskpro 386 is a trademark ofCompaq Computer Corp., High C and Professional Pascal are
trademarks of Metaware, Inc., F77L FORTRAN is a trademark of Lahey Computer Systems, Inc., Microsoft and MSvDOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corp., VAX 8600 is a

trademark of Digital Equipment Corp., Sun 3/160 is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., Unix is a trademark ofAT&T.
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD
THE KEYBOARD CONTROLLER
Normally, communications between
programs and the keyboard takes place
by way of the BIOS calls explained
above. The BIOS routines perform the
actual 1/0 to the keyboard controller.
Occasionally, programs might need to
talk directly to the hardware in order to
perform functions not supported by the
BIOS. One example is in determining
the type of keyboard attached.

The keyboard system consists of a
Motorola 6805 microprocessor within
the keyboard and an Intel 8042 control-

ler on the motherboard. Programs can
communicate with either chip. The only
information on this subject is scattered
over several sections of the Technical
Reference Manual; it is cryptic and oc-
casionally misleading. For example, the
manual does not distinguish between
the keyboard and the controller, using
the term keyboard to refer to either or
both the 6805 and 8042.

The 8042 keyboard controller on
the motherboard directs communica-
tions traffic between the system and the
keyboard. The controller is imple—
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mented identically in all models of the
AT, regardless of the keyboard support
present in the BIOS. In the PS/2 mod-
els, the functions of the 8042 are a su—
perset of those in the AT. This article
considers only the AT implementation.

The controller communicates with
the keyboard via a serial link that sup-
ports either an 11-bit protocol with par-
ity checking or a 9-bit protocol without
it. The former is the format used by the
AT keyboard, the latter by the original
PC keyboard. At boot-up, the keyboard
is in the 11-bit mode, which supports
either the standard or enhanced AT key-
board. The controller can be switched
into 9-bit mode to support the original
83-key PC keyboard.

By default, the 8042 translates the
scan codes it receives from the 6805 to
those recognized by the BIOS. The
translation table is kept in ROM on the
8042 chip and is not accessible to pro-
grams; it is published in the Technical
Reference Manual. As each scan code is
received, the 8042 interrupts the pro-
cessor. Both the translation and the
generation of the interrupt can be dis—
abled by reprogramming the controller.

The system and 8042 communicate
with each other via a status register, an
input buffer, and an output buffer. The
8042 also has a program-accessible
command byte that controls its actions.
All are accessed via I/O ports. The Tech—
nical Reference Manual also refers to
additional components of the 8042: an
input port, an output port, and a test, in-
put port. However, they are neither di—
rectly accessible as I/O ports nor in-
volved in the keyboard interface. The
input port contains the value of switch
settings and jumpers on the system
board (such as the keyboard—lock and
display-adapter switches). The output
port (which, despite its name, can be
read from as well as written to) is used
only during system start-up and shut-
down, while the test input port is used
only for hardware checkout.

The 8042 status register is a read-
only port located at 1/0 address 64H. Its
contents may be read at any time; the
bit definitions are summarized in figure
5. Its most important function is to
synchronize data flow between the con-
troller and the system.

The output buffer (from the 8042
to the system) is a read-only port lo—
cated at 1/0 address 60H. From it, the
system can read the scan codes re-
ceived from the 6805 (after translation,
if that feature is enabled) and responses
to 8042 commands. An instruction to
read this port should be executed only
when the status register indicates that
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BIT POSITION IN AL

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

WHEN SET
OUTPUT BUFFER FULL,
RESPONSE FROM 8042 READY
INPUT BUFFER FULL,
DO NOT SEND COMMAND
IF DURING STARTUP,
RETURNING FROM SHUTDOWN

WHEN CLEAR
, OUTPUT BUFFER EMPTY,

NO RESPONSE READY
INPUT BUFFER EMPTY,
OK TO SEND COMMAND
IF DURING STARTUP,
NORMAL POST

LAST INPUT WAS A COMMAND
KEYBOARD LOCKED (VIA KEY)
8042 TO 6805 TRANSMIT TIMEOUT
6805 TO 8042 TRANSMIT TIMEOUT
PARITY ERROR FROM 6805

LAST INPUT WAS DATA
KEYBOARD UNLOCKED
NO TIMEOUT
NO TIMEOUT
NO PARITY ERROR

A program can be used to determine the status of the keyboard controller at any time by reading this byte from an I/O port.

BIT POSITION

7 6 5 4 3 I\) ._i

WHEN SET
ENABLE KEYBOARD INTERRUPT

IF DURING STARTUP,
RETURNING FROM SHUTDOWN
DISABLE KEYLOCK
DISABLE KEYBOARD
IBM PC KEYBOARD MODE
TRANSLATE SCAN CODES

WHEN CLEAR
DISABLE KEYBOARD INTERRUPT
RESERVED (SET TO 0)
IF DURING STARTUP,
NORMAL POST
ENABLE KEYLOCK
ENABLE KEYBOARD
IBM AT~KEYBOARD MODE
DOES NOT TRANSLATE
RESERVED (SET TO 0)

The value that is sent to the keyboard controller in this byte can fundamentally alter the standard operation of the keyboard.

the output buffer is full; at other times
the result is undefined. There is no
clear indication as to how long the 8042
might take to respond to a command to
fill its output buffer. An 8-MHz AT waits
for about 1,200 ms for this condition,
using a programmed delay loop. When
the system reads the output buffer, bit 0
of the status register (output buffer full)
is automatically cleared.

The input buffer (from the system
to 8042) is a one~byte write-only port
that can be addressed as either l/O port
60H or 64H. Commands to the 8042 are
written to port 64H; data for the 8042
and for the 6805 are sent to port 60H.
Nothing should be sent to the input
buffer unless the status register indi—
cates that it is empty. As with the output
buffer, there is no clear indication as to
how long a program should wait for the
8042 to read its input buffer, but the
BIOS code for an 8-MHz AT uses a pro—
grammed delay loop of approximately
200 ms. The OUT instruction to either

JULY 1987

port address automatically sets bit 1 (in-
put buffer full flag) of the status regis-
ter. The 8042 resets the bit when it
reads the input byte.

The commands to the 8042 are
listed in table 3; they are sent to I/O
port 64H Commands 60H and D1H re-
quire that a subsequent byte of data be
sent to 1/0 address 60H. The commands
numbered COH and higher manipulate
the ports containing system initialization
and test settings; they are not part of
the keyboard interface.

Commands 20H and 60H read and
write, respectively, the 8042 command
byte. The bit definitions within this byte
are shown in figure 6: The effect of set-
ting or clearing each bit is only vaguely
documented in the Technical Reference
Manual, and much of it needs to be de-
veloped by hands-on testing.

When turned on, bit 0 causes the
8042 to interrupt the processor on
IRQl when the controllers output buf-
fer is full. Turning this bit off effectively

disables the keyboard, iust as resetting
bit 4 does. The quickest way of dis-
abling and enabling the keyboard, how-
ever, is by sending commands ADH and
AEH to I/O port 64H. These commands
directly control bit 4 of the command
byte with only one OUT instruction.

Bit 6 of the command byte controls
what the ’I'ecbnlcal Reference Manual
calls personal computer compatibility
mode, or the translation of scan codes
by the controller. When this bit is set to
a 1, scan codes are translated from
those generated by an AT keyboard to
those generated by the same keys on a
PC keyboard. The BIOS, even on an AT,
recognizes only the PC set of scan
codes, and the keyboard generates gar-
bage if the translation is turned off.

The Technical Reference Manual is
vague about how bit 5, the personal
computer moa’e bit, differs from bit 6.
(It allows the use of the original PC
keyboard on an AT.) When the bit is
set, the 8042 is placed into a 9-bit serial
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HEXADECIMAL
COMMAND MEANING

60
AA
AB
AC
AD

DO

FO—FF

20 Place current 8042 command byte into output buffer
Read next byte as 8042 command byte (see table 4)
Self—test: if OK, put 55H into output buffer
Interface test: zero output if 6805 interface lines OK
Diagnostic dump: return 20 bytes of information
Disable 6805 interface—no data are processed,

commands only
AE Enable 6805 interface
CO Place input port value into output buffer

Place output port value into output buffer
D1 Replace output port value with next byte sent to port 60H
E0 Place test input values into output buffer

Pulse low-order three bits of output port
(PE is used for system shutdown)

The BIOS and other programs can communicate with the keyboard by sending the
commands summarized here to the 8042 controller on the system board.

protocol with no parity checking—the
protocol used by the PC keyboard. Be—
cause this mode is intended for use
with a keyboard that generates the scan
codes expected by the BIOS, scan-code
translation is turned off.

However, this support of the origi—
nal PC keyboard is only half—heartedly
implemented. At boot—up, the 8042 in

the AT is initialized to communicate
with an AT-style keyboard; if the older
model is connected, the boot process
stops on a keyboard error. The screen
displays the message “Press F1 to re—
sume," but the system cannot recognize
any data from the keyboard, including
Ctrl-Alt-Del. The machine must be
turned off in order to reboot.

interface with industrial process controls.
*CREATE AND RUN YOUR OWN

PROGRAMS! Download custom
programs and have ACL run them.
DRIVERS FOR PC MOS. XENIX. UNIX.
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gives you a high performance communication coprocessor.

*IRAXIMUM ADAPTABILITY! Eight independent channels of PIS-232, with full hardware
modem control handshakes, or software flow control. Also, RS-422 and RS-485 available, to

Mei/L77;

Itelligent crossroads
for multiusers
Nobody ever told your PC how to deal with
eight channels of data traffic. But now, it’s
got some help. It’s got the ACL Serial Card
that takes the panic and frustration out of
multiuser systems . . . and replaces them
with speed and orderliness.
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The PC keyboard can be used with
the AT by following this sequence: boot
up the system with an AT keyboard (ei-
ther model); run a program to switch
the 8042 into PC mode; after the pro-
gram runs, do not press any key on the
AT keyboard or the system will crash;
unplug the AT keyboard and plug in a
PC keyboard. The system beeps a few
times, but then functions properly.

The most surprising aspect of the
keyboard controller is its ability to be
programmed to ignore the keyboard-
lock switch on the front panel. If bit 3
of the command byte is turned on, the
keyboard is active no matter what the
position of the lock.

At boot-up, the BIOS initializes the
8042 command byte to 45H, which ena»
bles the following features: scan-code
translation, AT—keyboard mode, data
transfer to and from the 6805, the key—
board lock, and the generation of inter—
rupts at each keystroke.

THE HARDWARE INTERFACE
The Motorola 6805 microprocessor re—
sides in the keyboard. It scans the data
lines from the keys and sends to the
8042 the scan code of each key as it is
pressed and released. The microproces-
sor is present in the standard and en-
hanced AT keyboards, but the command
set incorporated in each is different.
The differences can be used by a pro-
gram to determine which keyboard is
attached to the system.

The system and the 6805 communi—
cate with each other via I/O port 60H.
Commands from the system to the 6805
are sent via OUT 60H,AL. Because that
port is also the input buffer of the 8042
controller, these writes are intercepted
by the 8042. The determination of
whether the data byte is intended for
the 8042 or for the 6805 is made by the
state of the command/data bit (bit 3) of
the 8042 status register (see figure 5).
The state of this bit is maintained auto—
matically by the 8042 as it receives com-
mands via port 64H. If the previous
write to port 64H was a controller com—
mand requiring a subsequent data byte,
the byte written to port 60H is kept by
the 8042; otherwise, the data are passed
through to the 6805. The commands
from the system to the 6805 are sum»
marized in table 4. Those marked with
an asterisk are supported only by the
enhanced keyboard and are treated as
no—operations by the 84-key model.

The 6805 responds to all transmis—
sions by sending one or more bytes to
the output buffer of the 8042. The sys-
tem can read each of these bytes by
executing an IN AL,60H. As with all
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD
communication involving the I/O buf-
fers, a program must determine that the
input buffer is empty before sending a
command to it and that the output buf—
fer is full before reading from it. Gener-
ally, the 6805 responds to a command
within 20 ms. To the 8042, all data com-
ing from the 6805 (whether scan codes
or command responses) are equivalent.
If scan—code translation is enabled, any
incoming data with a value that matches
a scan code are translated by the 8042.
Therefore, in order to get correct com-
mand responses from the 6805, a pro-
gram should disable translation for the
duration of the communication.

Responses from the 6805 are sum-
marized in table 5. Most often, the re—
sponse is ACK (acknowledge, FAH). For
the two—byte commands, the 6805 re-
sponds to the initial byte with an ACK,
stops scanning for keystrokes, and waits
for the second byte (the option byte).
To the two invalid commands, the 6805
responds with Resend (FEH); to the Re—
send command it responds with the
previous output. Two commands (Read
ID and Select Scan Code Set) produce
responses of multiple bytes.

The BIOS uses the Set/reset LED
Status command whenever it detects a
change in the NumLock, CapsLock, or
ScrollLock status. The low-order three
bits of the option byte control the status
of the ScrollLock, NumLock, and Caps—
Lock indicators (bits 0, 1, and 2 respec-
tively). Setting the bit turns the corre—
sponding indicator light on; clearing it
turns the light off. There is no means to
read the current state to enable a pro-
gram to set or clear just one light with—
out affecting the others.

The Set Typematic Delay command
is used by the BIOS interrupt 16H func-
tion AX = OSOSH. The two parameters
from registers BH and BL must be com-
bined into one byte by placing the re-
peat rate value into bits 0 through 4,
and by placing the initial delay value
into bits 5 and 6. Bit 7 must be zero.
The current setting of the typematic
parameters cannot be interrogated.

The Echo command can be used to
determine whether or not an AT«com-
patible keyboard is attached to the sys—
tem. If, in reasonable time, the key»
board responds with Echo (EEH), the
AT—style keyboard is determined to be
present. Note that this response does
not indicate whether or not an en-
hanced keyboard is present, only that it
is AT compatible. In practice, setting the
typematic rate and delay should work.

Only the enhanced keyboard sup-
ports the Read ID command; this com-
mand can be used to distinguish be—
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BYI'El
HEXADECIMAI. COMMAND MEANING

BYTEZ

ED
EE
EF*
F0*
F0*
F1*
F2*
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7*
F8*
F9*
FA"
FB>|<

VFC"
FD*

FE
FF

XX

00

* Suppofied only by [be enhanced legiboard; treated as Ito-operations by the 84kg; model.

Set/reset LED status indicators
Echo (response is ECHO)
Invalid command (response is RESEND)
Inquire as to current scan—code set
Select alternate scan—code set xx (1, 2, or 3)
Invalid command (response is RESEND)
Read keyboard ID (responses listed in table 5)
Set typematic rate and delay
Enable keyboard
Set default state and stop scanning
Set default state and start scanning
Set all keys in scan—code set 5 to typematic
Set all keys in scan-code set 3 to make/break
Set all keys in scan-code set 5 to make only
Set all keys in scan-code set 5 to typematidmake/break
Set a key in scan—code set 3 to typematic
Set a key in scan—code set 3 to make/break
Set a key in scan-code set 3 to make only
Resend last output
Reset 6805, self—test

At the lowest level accessible with programming, these commands control the op-
eration of the keyboard microprocessor. They are sent via OUT 60H,AL.

\gfiise’

BYTEI
HEXADECIMAL RESPONSE

BYTEZ MEANING

00
01
02
03
AA
AB
EE
FA
FC
FE
FF
FF

85

Key detection error or overrun for scan code sets 2 and 5
Scan-code set 1 is currently selected
Scan-code set 2 is currently selected
Scan—code set 3 is currently selected
Basic assurance test (BAT) completion code
Keyboard ID
Echo
Acknowledge (used for all but ECHO and RESEND)
Basic assurance test (BAT) failure code
Resend last command
Key detection error or overrun for scan code set 1
Reset 6805, self—test

Besides sending the scan codes that corresponds to a user’s keystrokes, the key-
board also sends the responses to system level commands (via OUT 60H,AL).

tween 84»key and 101-key models. Both This is the test used by the boot-up
keyboards respond to this command routine when setting the keyboard ID
with ACK, but the enhanced keyboard bit in location 40:96H of the BIOS data
then follows this response with two area. The boot-up routine indicates an
more bytes: ABH and SSH. A program enhanced keyboard if the second ID
that tests the keyboard type should be byte is either 83H or 85H. All of the
written to time out if no further re» keyboards tested (from IBM, including
sponse is received within 500 ms of the the PS/2 models and several AT compat—
initial response. A valid response to this ibles) returned an ID of 85H.
command indicates that the enhanced Another feature present only in the
keyboard is present, and that all of the enhanced keyboard is support for three
commands in table 6 are valid. scan—code sets. The Select Scan Code
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD
command (followed by an option byte
of 1, 2, or 3) activates the scan»code set
of that number. An option byte of zero
causes the keyboard to respond with
the number of the currently active scan-
code set. The code sets differ in the val—
ues generated for the press and release
of each key. (The Technical Reference
Manual uses the terms maize and breale
for press and release.)

At boot-up, scan-code set 2 is acti»
vated by default. For most keys, it sends
a single-byte press code and a two-byte
release code consisting of FOH followed
by the press code. These codes need to
be translated to the ones expected by
the BIOS interrupt 09H routine. For ex-
ample, the 13 key sends scan code 32H,
which, if passed to the BIOS, would be
interpreted as M. With code translation
enabled, however, the 8042 keyboard
controller translates the scan code to
30H (the same as sent by the B key of
the PC keyboard), which is properly in—
terpreted by the BIOS. The translation
process also converts each two-byte re-
lease code to a one-byte code that is
the same as the press code with the
high bit turned on.

When scan—code set 1 is active, the
keyboard produces codes that match
the result of translating scan—code set 2.
For the keys common to the enhanced

and original PC keyboards, this code set
produces the same press and release
codes as the original keyboard. In ef-
fect, this code set moves the translation
down a level from the 8042 to the 6805,
therefore, scan-code translation at the
8042 level must be disabled.

Scan-code set 5 is similar to the de-
fault scan code in that it produces the
same scan codes for the majority of the
ASCII keys and uses the same press/re-
lease coding convention. The scan-code
translation on the 8042 should be en—
abled in order to use scan-code set 3.
Some keys, though, are curiously re—
assigned. For example, with scan—code
set 5 activated and translation enabled,
CapsLock behaves like the left Ctrl key,
the left Ctrl key functions as the left Alt
key, NumLock acts like Esc, the right
Ctrl-key toggles the CapsLock state, and
so on. In fact, if the key caps were ap—
propriately relabeled, the keyboard
layout would look very similar to the
layout of the 84-key AT keyboard. A few
unfortunate omissions must be noted,
however. Except for F1, the functions
keys generate scan codes unknown to
the BIOS; F1 generates the scan code
for F12. The extended keys on the dedi—
cated cursor control keypad also gener-
ate scan codes that the BIOS cannot
handle (so it ignores them). Finally, no

To order or obtain a complete
technical specification sheet call:

1-800-847-7078
In NY: 914-332-1875
55 South Broadway Tarrytown, NY 10591
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key generates the scan code for a back—
slash, and the NumLock, CapsLock, and
ScrollLock states cannot be turned off.

Scan-code set 3 has the rather un-
usual characteristic of allowing the pro-
gramming of keys to send scan codes
only on press, only on release, or both,
and enabling or disabling the typematic
repeating action. These characteristics
may be set for all keys at once, or for
individual keys identified by scan code.
The support for this scan set is far from
complete, therefore, using its features
would first require significant and time-
consuming programming effort.

SAMPLE PROGRAMS
Programmed routines that demonstrate
most of the features of the new key—
board are reproduced in listing 2. Note
that this is not a complete program (al-
though it will assemble with Microsoft
MASM 4.0) because it lacks a main pro«
gram. The entire demonstration pro-
gram, KEYBINFO, is available in both
source form and as a .COM file on
PCTECHline. This program can be run
on any of the three IBM keyboards. It
automatically determines the keyboard
type and displays appropriate data. On
the enhanced AT keyboard, starting
KEYBINFO with an argument of 1, 2, or
3 switches the keyboard to the corre—
sponding scan code set.

KEYBECHOCOM displays informa-
tion about individual keys: scan code,
ASCII code, and key name (including
any shift states). It is very informative to
run KEYBECHO after using KEYBINFO
to change the scan—code set. The source
for KEYBECHO is in KEYBECHOC and
KEYBMISCASM; the object files from
compiling the first and assembling the
second are to be linked together. This
source code is too large to be repro—
duced here. To ensure downloading of
all the necessary components, all source
and executable modules have been ar-
chived and placed on PCTECHline in
the file named ATKEYARC.

The enhanced keyboard has many
useful features, but its support at both
the BIOS level (scan-code set 3) and
the operating system level (discarding
extended scan codes) is less than com-
plete. Programming for it is tricky be—
cause of incomplete documentation. Be»
cause IBM finally seems to have settled
on this keyboard model, however, it is
worthwhile to search for solutions to
some of the problems. L:

Bob Smith is president ofQualitas, Inc, a
software developmentfirm in Bethesda,
Maryland. He is a member of the Capital PC
User Group, Inc. in Washington, DC.
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qe Description Prelix ein unixI:—|ram— .- .
2 -- Tank 2 g 11’

Exp 1"
fission —Inp

Customers Key> 1
Customer Name 0 0
Customer Discount 0 0

12/03/86

13.0rdar Entry Seraen Order No: 999
Order Date: 99/99/99

Customer No: 99999
Address: WALL

WWW

Unit Price

'999,999.99

Quantity Total Price

~999 ,999 .99
Operation —1'yve—‘-I(o. — Description

Beg. Link >.i Flle> i
Sal . FieirD R
Sci . Field) R
Bid Link >

Exec. prag> No.) m Item List I
a 3
1 o

Item List

Description

tu
n-

u

I Order Sum -999,999.99
99.99% Discount '999,999.99

Sub»Totai ~999,599.99
99.95& Sales Tax -995,995.99

User Exit

i== Stock Status

in stock: -999,999
Total Orders: ~999,999

Avail to Sell: ~999,959

Upd. Field) No.> Customer Discount Exp)
0

Exec. has» No.> Order Lines Parms> Order Total -999,999.99

Visual Programming with Magic PC looks as simple as this. To design an application you quickly place your
design specifications into menu—driven Task Tables without having to write a single line ofcodc. For example,
just by highlighting the Execute Program operation on the left screen and also highlighting the Item List

Der: vim DE] baa 5m am 7m was: man mam _%—
program in the Program Menu, you tell Magic PC to Zoom into the Item List program through the window
shown on the right screen. The window will automatically scroll the Item List data horizontally and vertically,
and allow query, “cut and paste" copy or even creation of new Items.

Free yourself from coding
Database professionals throughout the world are

discovering a new way to dramatically cut develop-
ment time.
So can you! With Magic PC, the Visual Database
Language by Aker.

Consultants, VAR’s, Software Houses and DP MIS
professionals: If you develop DB applications for a
living, now you can tackle any database application
10 times faster than with your DBMS or 4GL.

What makes you so fast with Magic PC?
It’s not magic. . .it’s simply because Magic PC finally
frees you from coding. And doesn’t coding take up
most of your time right now?

Magic PC lets you leverage your design skills
instead of wasting your time coding. Now you can
generate a fully functional prototype in just hours for
quick customer feedback, and easily refine the same
prototype to a finished application.

All you do is enter your system design specifica-
tions directly into Magic PC‘s non-procedural menu—
driven Tables, as ideas come to mind, and Magic PC
generates the programs for you automatically.

Magic PC gives you a free hand to design powerful
data management systems limited only by your own
imagination. Without the time consuming mechani-
cal details of conventional procedural programming.
There’s your competitive edge. The rest is up to you.

Your biggest time saving comes from Magic PC’s
dynamic adaptation to spontaneous design changes.
You’re free to change your design on the fly, and
Magic PC automatically updates your programs and
data files online. No more time wasted maintaining
each program manually with every small change.

Visual Programming Power
You program with Magic PC by describing your

data elements with Data Dictionary Tables (Files,
Fields, Keys), and placing your system design spec—
ifications into Task Description Tables.

The Tasks can be nested within one another or
dynamically Link to satellite Tasks. to give you true
One-to-Many relational database power.

Only 13 Task Operations harness the power of
Magic PC. Operations are specific enough to elimi-
nate the need for tiresome coding, yet elastic enough
to produce robust custom applications.

Use the Task building blocks to quickly generate
Online Programs: Screens, Window Zooms, Menus;
or Batch Programs: Reports, Updates, Data Import]
Export and much more.

You develop the Task Tables visually on the screen
by highlighting selections from Window Zooms and
pop-up menu-driven Tables. You‘re not forced to fol-
low any particular Table sequence, and there’s no
coding to slow you down. It's that simple.

You can apply mathematical and logical Expres-
sions, or use the built—in Functions directly in the Task
Tables to automate conditional Task processing, to
display custom error messages or even invoke exter-
nal applications such as spreadsheet, word processing

or communication programs, transparently from
within your Magic PC application programs.

Magic PC generates your application by fusing all
your Data Dictionary and Program Tables seamlessly
into a single Integrated Library, and automatically
maintains changes online for optimal, bug-free per-
formance, so you always get it right the first time.

Your application is executed at runtime by a Magic
Run engine for stand-alone operation, and you can
distribute your applications at a low cost and protect
your design. Magic Run has a built-in visual interface
to manipulate data and get on—the—spot ad—hoc infor-
mation without any commands or syntax, simply by
highlighting selections from menus. Data validation,
security and error-checking are done automatically
for you without programming.

Magic PC has built—in support for File and Record
Locking so you can design multivuser applications
for a local area network, and share data with any
number of Magic Run users.

Magic PC integrates the Btrieve file manager inter-
nally, supporting the B-Tree file structure for fast high
performance data access, and fault tolerant recovery
during power failures.

Magic PC’s powerful Window Zoom lets you
design composite screens with windows to probe
deep into the application through nested windows and
manipulate the data underneath. By Zooming from
any field, your end—user can conveniently query, copy
or even create data in other programs directly through
the windows, without stopping their screen session.
The window frame size does not limit the available
Data View since each window has built—in horizontal
and vertical scrolling.

Magic PC is the professional’s choice:
IBM France: “IBM encourages Magic PC and

salutes such evolution. . .”
Israeli Air Force: “We were convinced that it was

not possible to have a design tool powerful enough to
implement real life applications without a program-
ming language. Magic PC changed our mind. . ."

PC Magazine: “If the thought of programming
database applications makes you tremble, Magic PC
is for you. The applications generator saves users
from the need to deal with much dreaded computer
language code. .

PC Tech Journal: “Magic PC is probably the best
integrated database application and screen generator
that we have seen. . .very smooth system, and
smoothness comes at a premium these days. .

PC World: “Relational data managers and appli-
cation generators that offer power without program—
ming are a bit like perpetual motion machines— very
rare. Into that vacuum comes Magic PC, a data man-
agement tool without language that is ideal for
turnkey applications. . .“

PC Week: “Rather than use a written programming
language the user is given a great deal of freedom and
power to create complex relational database applica—
tions. . .this package is a true time-saver. . .”
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Get your Magic Tutorial for only $19.95
See for yourself how fast and powerful visual

programming can be for you. Order your copy of
Magic PC Tutorial including Tutorial disks, and a
step—by—step tutorial to quickly set up an Order Entry
application without coding. All for only $19.95 and
We’ 11 credit the Tutorial cost towards the $695 Magic
PC price for up to 30 days.

Or save $500 at no risk!
Yes, for a short time only, qualified VAR’s can save

almost $500 off the list price and get the complete
unprotected Magic PC software and documentation
at a special VAR price of $199* with no risk. Keep
it at this low price only if it's as good as we say, or
return it within 30 days for a full refund if you’re not
completely satisfied. Act now and you’ll also get 2
Magic Run (runtime modules) for only $95.

Order now for immediate delivery
Call this toll-free number now with your credit card

or COD charge, or send the Order Coupon below
today with your check to Aker.

1-800-345-MAGIC
in CA 714-250-1718CE Q] %
Yes, please rush me the following
Prices include 2nd day shipping

El Magic PC Tutorial
El Magic PC (VAR's only)
:1 Magic PC
[1 Magic Run

in CA add 6% tax

3 2595
$209.00
$705.00
$100.00
$.—

Total $___
Ship to:
Address:
City/ST/Zip:
Phone:

OEM inquiries are welcome. Prices valid in North America only.
‘Less $19.95 restocking fee. Limit one per customer. subject to availability. Not for
resale.
System requirements: IBM PC. XT, AT and 100% Compatibles. PC»DOS 2.0 or later,
512K and hard disk.

Aker Corp. 18007 Skypark Cir. BIZ, Irvine, CA 92714
Tlx 4931184 AKER UI
Aker SA. 11 Route de Florissant CH-1206, Geneve
Switzerland Tlx 421792 AKER CI-I
Trademark: Magic PC, The Visual Database Language, Window Zoom, Magic
Run, Magic LAN and Magic PC Tutorial are trademarks of Aker Corp. IBM PC and
PC-DOS are trademarks olM Corp.. Novell is a trademark of Novel] 1tii:., Btrievc
is a trademark of Softcraft Inc.



ENHANCED KEYBOARD

LISTING lENHANKBASM
CODE segment L

assune cs:CCOE
org 100h ; CCH file origin

ENTRY: jnp INIT ; go to install TSR ,
, _0Lnxnr16_ve_c dd _7 I ; Save area for-sold m7 16h handler

INT16 proc far
assune ds:nothing,es:nothing
pushf ; Save flags
sti _ ,: Allow interrupts , ,
cmp eh;p1h * ; Check fm— fiéwction'a'DOh-Dlh V, ,
1a 719111631216 ; Too higfrpi- us . ' _
or ah,10h ; convert to extended functions

INT16_ORIG:

Pcpf
f , jnip omnneyec
”"16 fendp

Restore flags
ContinueoLn _
End INT161procedure ,

[NIT proc
assune ds:CWE
mov ax,3516h ;get int 16h vector
int 21?: ' - V
mov word ptr DLDLINLT‘IL6_VEc,bx ' Y ;save it
mov word ptr OLDINT16_VEC+2.es
mov ax,2516h ;repoint it
mov dx,offset INT‘lé
int 21h
mov , dx,o?faet INITL L ; 'nt to end of code _
int 27h :byLe non

um enqo ’
CODE ends

end ENTRY

'LISTING'Z‘: ATKEYASM L "
mam ' nor EXECUTABLE| EXAMPLE ONLY

Module Specifications
Environment: IBM PC/AT, tested under DOS 3.20.

segments, grows, and classes:
Group PGROUP: >

Program segment CODE, byte-aligned, public, class 'prog'
Data segment DATA, byte-aligned, public, class 'data'

Original code by: Bob Smith, Qualitas, Inc;~, B311. Thoreau Dr.,
Hatch ’19a7 Bethesda, MD 20817-3166, 301-468-8548
l t. A I

68255_A equ 60h Read-only in PC, Read/write in AT
a8042_ST 64h - Status port

; away” 60h IBM PC cmpatibility node switch
SOUTFULL ‘0“: Output buffer full
SINPFULL 10b Input buffer fullL V .,
DSZC_RCMD 02% Read controller's conmand byte
BSZCJJCMD 060h write controller's com'nand byte
BSZC_DIS OADh ' Keyboard disable
QSZC_EHA OAEh Keyboard enable _
aszc_n1np ocon Read input port
asax_ecuo OEEh Echo ,
DSZK_SCAN DFDh Select alternate scan codes
DSZK_RID DFZh Read ID (two bytes returned)
3K25_ECHO equ OEEh ' Echo response
SKZS_ACK equ DFAh Last com-mnd acknowledged
SKZSJESEND equL om ResendLlast, corrmand'

~c
~.

~.
~

..
u.

e.
n

s
-.

eé
eé

ee
ee

ee
ee

-.
n

-

REGSAVE macro LIST Register save macro
irp XX,<LIST>
push XX
endn
endn , REGSAVE,,

REGREST macro LLLILST ,- Register restore macro
i rp XX,<LIST>

pap XX
_ endm ,

endm nesae‘st " , '

:LCL_FI.(L5LL Ldu L o

ERR_RCMD:

m2
short L2

cs
L1

L,- POLPEELL 7‘L

CODE,DATA
DATA segment byte public 'data' ; Start DATA segment

pane , Rio_i.o,xio;m ,acna,axfip,nscm a ' I,
:j g ‘ " ,- warmer byte LLoiRLe'ad‘ID byte, _

' LHighfo‘rder L' “
Command byte
Input port
Read scan code set

co L
R] NP
RSCAN ..

~.
~.

n

fLCtc : ,
Local flags
Low-order Read ID byte
High-order Read ID byte
Comnand byte

mm? PM a .
Read scan code set

aLCL_RIo_Lo equ aooon
aLCL_RxD_Hx equ moon
aLCL_RCMD equ zoom.
alumna equ
SLCLhRSCLAN equ e.

-.
~.

-.

DATA ends ; End DATA segment

CODE _ segment byte public 'prog' :_Start CODE segment
assunev os:PGROUP ._ L

GETRCHD proc near ’ . L ,- Get comand Byte.
assu'ne ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP L

; Read the comnand byte

, nan'SAvE'q» seveire‘gisteh
cli _ , , Alobody~move ~
call CLEAROBUF ; Wait for the output buffer to clear
mov al,aSZC_RCMD ; Read the controller's com‘nand byte
call SENDBMZ Send to keyboard controller

. 3c .ERR_RCm L Soniejthihgflefitl Iii-orig _
' call, , HAITRESP Hei't for a re‘séhse, returned in ALL‘

L jc sauna Something went wrong ,7 L L
mov RCMD,al Save response
or LCL_FLG,aLCL_RCHD ; Mark as present

-..
-.

*.
.

-.

L REGREST <ax$ ,- Restore ; A
L. ‘ret ; Return 'tp caller

V ass‘uiw ds:nothing,es:nothingrk ,v ‘ V ,
GETRCMD endp ; End GETRCMD procedure

GETRID proc near ; Read Keyboard lD
- assume Ly dszficllP,es:PBRDUP “ H ~: __

5 Readkeyboard ID. I _ _ w - _ _
; This value is returned in scan code format. Thus to obtain the
; actual value we need to turn off the controller's scan code
;translation.

, REGSAVE <ax> ,- save registers
Lj_cli,>,L , ,, L

call TRANSDFF
' ERR_RIDZ

el,aszx_ma

Nobody move
Turn off scan code translation
Something went wrong
Function code to read ID
Send‘to keyboard, response’in AL

‘2

—.
‘.

~.
..

~.
~.

L ERR_RID1
HAITRESP Hait for a response, returned in AL
ERR_RID1 Something went wrong
mun, a! save response

_,LcL;rLe,'am.-'_m_gov -‘ Indicatevw read it I,
liAlTRELSl; , 7 r Wait for a response, returned in AL ‘* ’
ERR_RIDi ,- Something went wrong
RID_HI,al ; Save response
LCL_FLG,EILCL_RID_HI ; Mark as present

cm: nd L'by'tLeJ RESTC ' 1 Page»; origins
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STRAIGHT TALK
Our NETBIOS
LAN/Gateway

...has been designed by ourprofessionals to meet
the most exacting standards. Ifyour installation

has a unique condition, just call us. Our
technicians in Scottsdale willfix it, or under our

Quics'x Program * will be on your doorstep
within 48 hours. . .probably much sooner And if

they can ’t make it, call me, and I will.

Jim Pitre.
President

With LinkUp products your beginning purchase is just
that. . .a foundation that works.

Doesn’t it make ever so much more sense to develop
your software and computer systems as upgradable
assets? Begin with our LinkUp 3270 Interactive Ter-
minal Facility (ITF) connection to the mainframe, then
expand or change as your needs require to include...

...File Transfer. Two programs for your considera—
tion. One interfaces with the T80 or CMS editor; one
works with IBM 3270 PC host-based file transfer
under TSO, CMS or CICS...

...or Application Program Interface. Integrate your
Own programs to use the capabilities of 3270
SNA/BSC, 3770 SNA and 3780 BSC emulations...

...or LinkUp SpeedPrint. Data rates up to 19.2 Kbps
from an application or disk to a dedicated high—speed
printer, eliminating host/local print conflict.

...or LAN/Gateway. With the addition of interfacing

Designed, engineered and
manufactured in the U.S.A.

INFORMATION
® TECHNOLOGIES INC.

7850 East Evans Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 1-800—431—3460 1 -602-998-1033

modules the LinkUp 3270 ITF runs on most Local
Area Networks. Use the advanced package for
datacom between PCs on a LAN and IBM or
compatible host.

These intelligent software capabilities offer the
options your computer environment just may require.
For today. For tomorrow.

* QuickFix Program
In addition to telephone assistance from Scottsdale, Infor-

mation Technologies, Inc. stands ready to help you in critical
situations. We’re different because when our product is at fault

and it can’t be fixed from Scottsdale, we will come to you
anywhere in the contiguous 48 states at no charge. If the problem

is caused by your PC, the way you‘ve configured it, the main-
frame, or any reason other than our product, then you pay our

standard consulting fee plus expenses.

“11%|!"- m:m«m-mmm-mw

Call us. Our engineers speak SNA/SDLC, BSC, ASCII, EBCDIC and Human.
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PC/VI..
UNIX's V1 Editor Now Available For Your PC!
Are you being as productive as you can be with your

computer? An editor should be a tool. not an obstacle to
getting the job done. Increase your productivity today by
choosing PC/VI — a COMPLETE implementation of
UNIX‘ VI version 3.9 (as provided with System V
Release 2).

PC/VI is an implementation of the most powerful and
most widely used full—screen editor available under the
UNIX operating system. The following is only a hint of the
power behind PC/VI:
- Global search or search and replace using regular

expressions '
a Full undo capability
- Deletions. changes and cursor positioning on character.

word. line. sentence. paragraph. section or global basis
- Editing of files larger than available memory
. Shell escapes to DOS
. Copying and moving text
- Macros and Word abbreviations
- Auto-indent and Showmatch
. MUCH. MUCH MORE! \

Don't take it from us. Here‘s what some ofour customers
say: "Just what I was looking for!“. "It‘s great!". “Just like
the real VII". "The documentation is so good I have already
learned things about VI that I never knew before." — IEEE
Software. September 1986.

PC/VI is available for IBM»PC's and generic MS-DOSi'
systems for only 8149. Included are CTAGS and SPLIT
utilities. TERMCAP function library. and an IBM»PC specific
version which enhances performance by as much as
TEN FOLD!

PC/TOOLS..
What makes UNIX so powerful? Sleek. Fast. and

POWERFUL utilities! UNIX gives the user not dozens. but
hundreds of tools. These tools were designed and have
been continually enhanced over the last fifteen years! Now
the most powerful and popular of these are available for
your PC! Each is a complete implementation of the UNIX
program. Open up our toolbox and find:
IBANNER IDIFF IMAKE ISED
IBFS IDIFFH IOD ISEE
ICAL I DIFF3 IPASTE ISORT
I CHMOD I GREP I PR I SPLIT
ICUT IHEAD IRM ISTRING

All of these for only $49.00: naturally. extensive
documentation is Included! .

PC/SPELL” -
Why settle for a spelling checker which can only

compare words against Its limited dictionary database
when PC/SPELL is now available? PC/SPELL is a complete
implementation of the UNIX spelling checker. renowned
for its understanding of the rules of English! PC/SPELL
determines if a word is correctly spelled by not only
checking its database. but also by testing such
transformations as pluralization and the addition and
deletion ofprefixes and suffixes. For onlyS49.00. PC/SPELL
is the first and last spelling checker you will ever need!

Buy PC/VI and PC/TOOLS nowand get PC/SPELL for
only $1.00! Site licenses are available. Dealer inquiries
invited. MA residents add 5% sales tax.AMEX. MC and Visa
accepted without surcharge. Thirty day money back
guarantee If not satisfied! Available in 8”. 5%” and 3V2”
disk formats. For more information call today!

'l.NI.\‘ I” Inulnmrk nl ATN'I this lxih l\:l tram-mum ul MIl'a'l

CUSTOM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
PO. BOX 678 - NAT/CK, MA 01760-

617 I 653 I 2555

I TAIL
I TR
I TOUCH
I WC
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ENHANCED KEYBOARD

r
r
1

CF

GETRID

GETRIHP

GETRINP

GETRSCAN

ERR_RSCAN1:

GETRSCAN

TRANSOFF

ERR__RIDZ:
REGREST <ax> ; Restore
ret ; Return to caller
assune ds:nothing,es:nothing

endp ; End GETRID procedure

proc near ; Read input Port
assune ds:PGRWP,es:PGRDUP

;Read controller's input port.

REGSAVE <ax>
cli
call
nnv

Save registers
Nobody move
wait for the output buffer to clear
Read controller's input port
Send to keyboard controller
Something went wrong
wait for a response, returned in AL

jc ERR_RIRP‘ Something went wrong
mov RINP,al save response
or LCL_FLG,aLCL_RINP ; Mark as present

CLEAROBUF
al,aszc_Ri ;

cal l sauaaotz
jc ERR_R mp
cal l HAITRESP

—.
u

u
-.

ERR_RINP:
REGREST <ax> ; Restore
ret ; Return to caller
assume ds:nothing, es:noth ing

endp ; End GETRINP procedure

proc near ; Read Current Scan Code Set
assume ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

Read current scan code set.
' This value is returned in scan code format. Thus to obtain the

actual value we need to turn off the controller's scan code
translation.

REGSAVE <ax>
cl i

Save registers
Nobody move
Turn off scan code translation
Something went wrong
Select scan code set
Send to keyboard, response in AL
Jump if controller not responding
lzit an ACK?
Something went wrong ..
Send it a request for current set
Send to keyboard, response in AL
Jmip if controller not responding
lzit an ACK?
Something went wrong
wait for a response, returned in AL

jc ERR_RSCAN1 Something went wrong
mov RSCAN,al ,- Save response
or LCL_FLG,aLCL_RSCAil ; Indicate we read it

..
~.

-

cal l TRANSOFF
jc ERR_RSCAN2

a l ,aszx_scm
SEN06805

jc ERR_RSCAN1
al ,axzs_Acx
ERR_RSCAN1
al,0
SEND6805

jc ERR_RSCAN1 ,‘
al ,aKZSJCK ,-
ERR_RSCAN1 ,-

l

..
-.

s.
n.

—.
..

—.

HM YRESP

call RESICHD ; Restore original conmand byte
ERRgRSCANZ:

REGREST
ret
assume

<ax> : Restore
; Return to caller

ds:nothing,es:nothing

endp '; End GETRSCAN procedure

proc near ; Turn Off Scan Code Translation
assu‘ne ds:PGROUP,es:PGRwP

cmMENT|
Turn off
On exit:

scan code translation.

0 if all went well
1 otherwise

REGSAVE <ax> ; Save register
test LCL_FLG,aLCL_RCHD ; Is RCMD valid?
51:: : Assune not
12 TRANSOFF_EXIT ,' No
mov al,BSZC_wCMD ; Write corrmand byte
call SENDBOAZ ; Send to keyboard controller
jc TRANSOFF_EXIT ; Something went wrong
call CLEARXBUF .' wait for input buffer to clear
jc TRANSOFF_EXIT ; Error, controller not reading data

PC TECH JOURNAL



; Turn off scan code translation

rnov al,RCMD ; Get the original comnand byte
and al,not aCMD_CPAT ; Turn off compatibility mode
out 38255_A,al ; Issue the corrrnand

TRANSOFF_EXIT:

REGREST <ax> ; Restore

ret ; Return to caller
assume ds:nothing,es:nothing

TRANSOFF endp ,' End TRANSOFF procedure

RESTCMD proc near ; Restore Cmmand Byte
assume ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

comm
Restore conmand byte from REMD.
an exit:
(IF = 0 if all went well

= 1 otherwise

REGSAVE <ax> Save registers
mov al,aSZC_HCMD ; write comand byte
call SEN08042 ; Send to keyboard controller
jc RESTCMD_EXIT ; Something went wrong
call CLEARIBUF ; wait for input buffer to clear
jc RESTCMD_EXIT ; Error, controller not reading data

mov al,RCMD ,- Get the original comancl byte
out B8255_A,al ; Issue the conmand

>RESTCMD_EXIT:
REGREST <ax>
ret

Restore
Return to caller

assune ds:nothing,es:nothing

RESTCMD endp ; End RESTCMD procedure

HAITRESP proc near ; wait For A Response
assune ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

CDMMENT|
Wait a response from the keyboard or its controller.
Dn exit:
CF = 1 if no response

0 otherwise
AL = response if CF=0
AH = clobbered
|

REGSAVE <bx,cx> ; Save registers
clc ,- Assmie all goes well

lahf ; Load AH with flags
pushf ; Save flags
cli ; Nobody move

,- Wait for a response

may bl,12 ; Outer loop counter

xor cx,cx ; lnner loop counter
RESP‘I:

in al,6)8042_ST ; Get status from keyboard

and al,aiOUTFULL ; Check Output Buffer Full flag
loopz RESP1 ; Jump if no response as yet

jz RESPZ - Still no response

jnp 3+2 Take into account [/0 delay
in al,5l8255_A Read in the code
jnp short RESP_EXIT ; Join comnon exit code

RESPZ:
dec bl ; Try again
in: RESP1 ; Jurp if more tries available
inc ah ; Set CF in AN

RESP_EXlT:
POPFF ,- Restore flags with caller's IF
sahf ; Store All into flags
REGREST <cx,bx> ; Restore
ret ; Return to caller
essune ds:nothing,es:nothing

VAlTRESP endp ; End WAITRESP procedure

SEND8042 proc near ; Send Comand To Keyboard Controller
assume ds:PGRDUP,es:PGROUP

COMMENTl
Send the conmand in AL to the keyboard controller port 64h.

JULY 1987

Protect Your
Private Parts.

At Rainbow Technologies, we think protecting
software developers’ investments is very serious
business. That’s why we designed the first fully
effective security solution for software running on
PCs and other computers.

Our family of virtually impenetrable Software
Sentinel hardware keys provides the highest level of
software protection the developer can get. While
remaining invisible to the end user.

Take a look.

Key Sentinel Family Features.
Prohibits unauthorized use of software D No need
for copy protection D Unlimited backup copies 0
Virtually unbreakable El Pocketsize key D Trans—
parent operation D Transportable

Software Software
Sentinel. SentinelaW.

0 Algorithm technique 0 Designed for workstations,
(Never a fixed response) supermicros and minicomputers

0 Serial or parallel port version 0 Serial port only (modem—type)
0 Minimal implementation effort 0 Algorithm technique
0 Higher level language 0 We provide detailed interface

interfaces included mifications: Developer
0 100 times faster than fixed— “Gites a POrt driver

response devices (lms) 0 Interface requirements: 25 pin
0 Runs under DOS and Xenix, D5251) or D8255;

on IBM PC/XT/AT and RSZ3Z/RS422/RS423
compatibles 0 Only signals used: DTR 8L RTS

from computer; signal ground;Software DSR or optional DCD from
, Software Sentinel—W or external

Sentinelac. device. Txo, RXD, crs. RI
0 For developers who want to passed through.

customize or protect multiple
packages with one device

0 126 bytes of non’volau'le Call For Software Sentinel
memory that is programmed Evaluation Kit Pricing.
before shipment of software

For more information on the0 W s l ‘
e upp y a unique Software Sentinel family, contact:programming adapter for

programming the unit : a
0 Higher level language { 2 RAINBOW

interfaces included 1“ " IECHNOLOGIES. INC
0 Runs under DOS on 17971 -E Skypark Circle

PC/XT/AT and compatibles Irvine, CA 92714
0 Parallel port version only or call (714‘) 26130228
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There is no acknowledgement of this comnand.
On exit:
CF 1 if keyboard controller not responding

0 otherwisell

Save for a moment
Assune all goes well

lahf Load AH with flags
pushf Save flags
cli ; Nobody move
call CLEARIEUF ; Wait for input buffer to clear
jc CTRL_EX1T ; Jm’p if controller not responding
out 68042_ST,al ; Send the command

CTRL_EXIT:
adc ah,0 Set CF in AH as necessary
POPFF Restore flags with caller's 1F
sahf ; Store All into flags
REGREST <ax> ; Restore
ret ; Return to caller
assume ds:nothing,es:nothing

REGSAVE <ax>
clc

SENDBOLZ endp ; End SEN08042 procedure

SENDéSOS proc near ; Send Data in AL to Keyboard
assune ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

cownewrl
Send AL to keyboard.
On exit:
CF = 1 if timeout

= 0 otherwise
AL = keyboard response if CF=O
All is clobbered.

I
REGSAVE <cx> ; Save for a moment
mov cx,6 ; # retries of resend
clc ,- Assune all goes well
lahf ; Load All with flags
pushf ; Save flags

The Only Expanded Memory Card
Which Can Save A Day Each Week.

A major independent testing laboratory benchmarked a
PC—XT equipped with FASTCARD and demonstrated a tenfold

improvement over a PC-AT on typical Disk I/O operations.

0 Portable between [BM PC, XT. 0 Ram Disks (up to 8MB)
AT and compatibles. 0 Custom Password Security

0 kingéiyjizrzniwnh Split Memory . Print Buffering

- Fill memory to 640K 0 Built-in Diagnosis and
— Provide Expanded Aulomalic Fault Tolerance

memory over 540K 0 Factory Installed
0 Unique Disk Caching and Tested DRAM's

o Lotus/lntel/Microsoft compatible
'Each FASTCARD Ill comes with 2 MBytes of Memory.

FASTCARD IV, available with 2 MBytes, includes serial/parallel ports,
game port and a clock calendar for $295. Dealer inquiries invited.

o
Foradditional information. contact pm, at

PERIPHERAL MARKETING INC. 602-483-7983
7825 E. EVANS RD.. #500, SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260
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cli ; Nobody move
SENDO:

REGSAVE <ax> Save for a moment
call CLEARIBUF ; wait for input buffer to clear
jc SENDT ; Error, controller not reading data
out a8255_A,al ; Issue the command
call HAITRESP ; Wait for a response, returned in AL
is SENDT ; Something went wrong
mp al.3KZS_RESEND ; izit a resend?
clc in case it isn't
jne SEND1 ; No
REGREST <ax> Restore
loop SENDO .1q if more retries
stc indicate something went wrong
push ax Save for a moment

SEND‘I:
inc sp
inc sp
adc ah,0

Restore stack pointer
...without changing CF
Set CF in All as necessary

POPFF Restore flags with caller's IF
sahf Store All into flags
REGREST <cx> ; Restore
ret ,- Return to caller
assume ds:nothing,es:nothing

SENDbBOS endp ; End SEND6805 procedure

CLEARIBUF proc near ; Halt For The Input Buffer To Clear
assume ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

COMMENTI
wait for the one-byte input buffer to clear.
On exit:
CF = 0 if buffer empty

= 1 otherwise

REGSAVE <ax, cx>
clc

Save registers
Assune all goes well

lahf Load All with flags
pushf Save flags
cli ; Nobody move
xor cx,cx Loop counter

CLEARISUF‘I:
in al.88042_s¥ Get status from keyboard
and al,alNPFULL Check Input Buffer Full flag
loopnz CLEARIBUFT ; Last char not read as yet
jz CLEARIBUF_EXIT ; Jurp if buffer clear before then
stc

CLEARIBUF_EXIT:
Mark as in error

adc ah,0
POPFF
sahf
REGREST <cx,ax>

ret
assune ds:nothing,es:nothing

Set CF in AH as necessary
Restore flags with caller's IF
Store AN into flags
Restore
Return to caller

CLEARIBUF endp ,' End CLEARIBUF procedure

CLEAROEUF proc near ; Nait For The Output Buffer To clear
essune ds:PGROUP,es:PGROUP

,- Wait for the one-byte input buffer to clear.
REGSAVE <ax> ; Save register
cli ; Nobody move

CLEARDBUF‘l:
in al,a8042_s‘r ; Get status from keyboard
and al.30UTFULL ; Check Output Buffer Full flag g
jz CLEAROBUF_EXIT ; Jurp if buffer clear before
in; 3+2 ; l/o delay
in al,a)8255_A ; Purge the character
jn'p CLEAROBUH ; Continue on

CLEAROBUF_EXI T :
REGREST <ax> Restore
ret Return to caller
assume ds:nothing,es:nothing

CLEAROBUF endp End CLEAROBUF procedure
CODE ends End CODE segment

and ,- End LlSTT module

PC TECH jOURNAL



Unleash e Most Powe' Developmentols
OnTheP‘anetDOS

UNIFY DBMS/DOS.The UNIXWorld Leader
Brings ANew Dimension’Ib DOSApplication Development.
What happens as the DOS world expands? As a

new generation of hardware takes over? As networking
becomes more important? The potential is enormous.
But until now, the tools to achieve it have been limited.

Now a leader from another world unleashes that
potential: UNIFY“ DBMS. The leading relational
DBMS in the UNIXTM world. And now, the most
advanced set ofapplication development tools in the
DOS world.

With UNIFY DBMS, DOS developers have new
power to build more sophisticated applications than ever
before possible.

The power to write high performance “C”
programs that will access the data base, using
Unify’s Direct Host Language Interface.

The power ofan industry standard
query language—S L.

The power 0 unmatched speed in pro-
duction applications. Only UNIFY DBMS is
specifically engineered for transaction through-
put. With unique performance features like
PathFinderTM Architecture multiple access meth—
ods, for the fastest possible data base access.

The power of comprehensive pro-
gram development and screen man-

WE

agement tools. Plus a state-
of—the-art fourth generation
report-writer.

What’s more, with UNIFY “a.
DBMS, the potential of networked IM
applications becomes a reality. Unlike fig;
DBMS systems which were originally
single-user (and which have a long stretch ~
to accommodate more users), UNIFY DBMS
is a proven multi-user system.

And because UNIFY DBMS/ DOS is
% *3 the best of two worlds, it offers you the most

powerful benefit of all: DBMS applications that
‘ can grow as your needs grow. From single user

DOS. To networked DOS. To multi-user UNIX.
All without changing your applications.

Call the Unify Information Hotline
for our free booklet: The New DOS World.
(503) 635-7777

UI'IIFH
CORPORATION

4000 Kruse Way Place
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

t. 1986 Unify Corporation. UNIXw is a trademark ofAT&T Bell Laboratories.
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DiscoverAST Premium/286.The First
AST QaalityUncompromising AT®C

More than two million people have made
us the first choice in PC Enhancement.
For over five years, you’ve known AST as
the leading PC enhancement company.
Now, we’re introducing the ultimate
enhancement: AST Premium/286. The
first AT—compatible personal computer
with AST performance and reliability. More
flexible and upgradeable. skillfully com—
bining lightning fast processing speed and
uncompromising compatibility.

AST FASTslots:”‘ Processing speed-
ways. Forming the foundation of the
AST Premium/286’s increased speed are
our FASTslots. This advanced architec-
ture improves overall performance so there's
enough built—in power to satisfy even
the most demanding user.

The A51" Premium/286 operates 50%
faster than an 8MHz PC AT“ as mea—
sured by the Norton Utilities“ Version 3.0
SysInfo. And maintains full compatibility
with standard PC and AT—based enhance—
ment cards. It also provides for a power-
ful, easily upgradeable and expandable
future, accommodating the next generation
of accelerator and high-performance
enhancement cards.

A Heritage of Software Compatibil-
ity. Software compatibility has always
been one of our strong points. Shipped
with the industry-standard MS—DOSm
3.1, AST Premium/286 is compatible with
widely accepted operating systems such
as IBM® PC—DOSI“ Concurrent DOS’M and
XENIXI“ It’s also designed to get the most
out of multitasking software packages like
Microsoft® Windows, DESQview” and
TopViewI"

Applications-oriented. Keyboard—
selectable operation at 10, 8 or 6MHz means
virtually all popular off—the-shelf IBM
PC and PC AT application software is
immediately compatible. All your favorites,
including Microsoft Word, Lotus0 1-2—3,e
Framework? Symphony? dBASE° III and
AutoCADf“

Attain your fullest software poten-
tial. AST's advanced architecture also
provides faster and more flexible mem~
ory addressing. While built-in Enhanced
expanded memory capabilities—AST
FASI‘RAM?‘ expandable to 2MB in a single
slot—let you break the 640K DOS bar—
rier. Create bigger spreadsheets and sort
larger databases. And enjoy the uninter-
rupted workflow benefits of multitasking
using current DOS versions, with full sup-
port for protected mode software built-in.

Fast access disk storage. Comple-
menting AST Premium/286’s speedy opera—
tion is a full line of disk systems. There's
a 20MB, 40MB and a 70MB hard disk. Both
the 40MB and the 70MB offer more storage
and faster access times — below 30msec —
than the PC AT’s fixed disk. And our
external disk/tape systems, featuring
advanced SCSI architecture, allow easy
expandability

Prices Start
At $1995.00'



Personal ComputerWithLegendary
ompatibilityand Lightning Speed.

More standards are standard. We
build—in our AST FASTRAM‘M memory card.
And most models include our own multi—
mode enhanced graphics adapter, suppor-
ting IBM EGA, CGA and Monochrome, and
Hercules Graphics CardTM display modes.

Compatible with AST and IBM
Products. AST Premium/286 is designed
to remain your productivity partner for
years to come. Choose it with confidence
for single and multitasking applications,
individual and shared environments alike.
Use it as an engine with other AST prod-
ucts to form powerful application work—
stations for desktop publishing, CAD/CAB
and more. Or to increase connectivity use
it as a network file server, to communicate
with IBM mainframes and minicomputers,
or to manage multiuser environments.

Solutions that are ready to go.
We also offer a number of pre—configured
workstation solutions tailored for maxi—

Tivo AT-compatible expansion slots
with a plus: a third bus connectorfea-
turing lightning-quick CPU access
time,fiJr use with specially-designed
cards like the AST FASTRAM Enhanced
memory card, Expandable to 2MB in
single slot, FASTRAM supports a variety
ofaddressing capabilities—Enhanced
EMS, EMS, extended (protected mode)
and conventional memory addressing.

Enhanced, low«profile 101/ [OZ-key key-
board with separate numeric keypad,
dedicated cursor control and extra

function keys, International versions
available

AST Premium/286 is shipped with MS—
DOS and GW BASIC,“a and it’sfully
compatible with a wide variety ofoper-
ating systems, operating environment
and utility packages, and application
software,

Indicators letyou check your clock~
speed—user—selectable at 10, 8 or
6MH2. Reset button allows easy cold-
booting. Security lock prevents unau-
thorized keyboard access.

HI,..‘§I* 'l

d‘

mum performance in your application.
Combining our proven products, from
local area networking and data commu-
nications to extra memory and 1/0 to
laser printers and disk systems, our solu— ‘
tions are all designed to increase your
business productivity. \

Quality across the board, around
the world. When you buy AST products, ‘
you’re also purchasing a worldwide repu—
tation for service, support and product I
dependability AST Premium/286 is backed
by a one year limited warranty, and our l
worldwide network of certified dealers and
service centers. I

AST Premium/286-The system
and the solutions. For more information
call our Product Information Center at
(714) 863-0181 or send the coupon to:
AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue,
Irvine, CA 92714—4992.

Seven industry-standard
expansion slots; I PC-
compatible slot, 6 PC AT-
compatible slots, including
two AST FASTslots. FASTslots
provide no wait state oper-
ation with a high-speed
direct interjizce to the IOMHz
80286 processor Advanced
architecture accommo—
dates the next generation
ofaccelerator and high-
performance enhancement
cards. It’s also an open arch i-
tecturefiir easy develop-
ment and system integration.

AST advanced architecture.

Coprocessor socket
accepts 8MHz
80287 devices to
execute math— and
floating point-intensive
programsfaster -

"The Perfect 10"

IOMHz, 0 wait-state operation,
faster than the BMHz PC AT, with

compatibility.

. PWR
W lOMH‘i

8M“?
tiMHI.

W...“
. (”53K'9‘

Supports standard PC, PCAT and
AST FASTslot cards. With A57: you
start with a lot, like our included
FASTRAM Enhanced memory card
and multimode Enhanced Graphics
Adapter butyou’ve also got a lot
ofoptions. We ofler the widest range
ofcompatible enhancement prod—
acts and peripherals to suityour
needs—a true one-stop solution

your system with the assurance of
future service and support.

As‘l'mukels pm‘uds worldwide-in Europe call: 44 l 568 4350; in the Far Fast call: 852 0499 9113; in Candi tall: HIS) 816-7514. ’ ’
AST Premium/286, FASrsloi and FAWRAM trademarks of AST Research, Inc. IBM, Personal Computer AT and PC AT registered trademarks and PC~DOS_ and TopView lmdemarks olintemalional Business Machines Corporation, Lotus, i»273 and Symphony
registered oi Lotus E F dBASE ' and '

Based on industry-standard native
80286 technology, complemented by

IBM PCAT hardware and software z

allowingyou to expand and upgrade

Yes, I want to know more about AST
Premium/286 Solutions. Send me more
information today.
Name'

Title'

Company:

Address:

City'

Zip' Telephone ( )
My applications:

Desktop Publishing Multiuser
Mainframe/Minicomputer Connection
Multitasking

Send to:
AST Research, Inc, 2121 Alton Avenue,

PCTJ 7/87
DIPCTI lUlXIIJUI I’M

General Business

l
l

—— I
m- |

l
l
l

“t‘ldlht' (.iunpniinp .r\>'l
l‘i'l'tm mam v | *nnum 2x»

Compare the increased speed ofthe AST
Premium/286 against the top competi—
torsfieourself (Basis: Norton Utilities
SysInfo Version 3.0)

trademark of Aslllon-Tait'. AutoCAD trademark ofAUTODFjK, Inc. Microsoh, MS-DOS, XENIX, and GW BASIC registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
DESQview trademark oi Quanerdeck bifice Systems. Hercules Graphics Card trademark of Hercules Computer Technology. Norton Utilities trademark of Peter Nonon Compuliug, Inc.UNIX trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Concurrent DOS trademark
Digital ResearCh Copyright @1935 list Research, Inc. All righis reserved.
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ZIMBORN 1'0 Run
on noveu NEI'WORKS)

he problem with most multi-user LAN database
management systems (DBMSes) is that they aren’t.
Rather, they are lame adaptations of single-user
versions or sluggish ports of mini-computer

DBMSes. ZIM®, the natural multi-user Fourth Generation
Language (4GL)/DBMS, is different; ZIM doesn’t just
more-or-less work on Novell networks, it runs!

ZIM zips along on Netware® because it was originally
developed as a multi-user 4GLIDBMS, architected with
enough power and flexibility to advantageously utilize
what cripples other multi-user DBMSes — the CPU
located in each node of a LAN.

Distribution and Network Efficiency

ZIM applications’ code and database files may be dis-
tributed over any combination of local disks and single

or multiple file servers. This arrangement does two
important things: it splits up processing tasks overall
nodes and it permits different parts of the database to
reside where they are most often used. Distributed pro-
cessing (the first thing) affords maximum concurrency, or
simultaneous database access by many users. Data dis-
tribution (the second thing) also makes for highest net-
work throughput. If the same database application and
its data files sat on a central file server, the server
would be burdened with all processing tasks and all
database access requests. The server would become a
bottleneck, handling requests in a non-concurrent, torpid
fashion.

In a nutshell, ZIM’s facilities for application distribu-
tion cut down contention at the file server, maximize
concurrency and best utilize the processing capabilities
of a LAN. The net effect (no pun intended) is faster,
better application and overall network performance. No
other DBMS does it better than ZIM!

Give us a call —- today!
ZANTHE INFORMATION INC.

1200-38 Antares Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2E 7V2
U.S. 800-267-9972 Canada 613-727-1397



llll's other Novell-specific features include:

Full Fault-lb/erant Operation ZIM makes full
use of all levels of SETTM that are installed. ZIM also
explicitly uses Novell's Transaction Tracking System
(TTS)TM, if available on the network, achieving the fault
tolerance that high-performance DBMS applications

' require.

Automatic lac/ring ZIM employs a mode of lock-
ing that offers the best overall performance over the
widest range of applications. All ZIM commands for
updating (ADD, CHANGE, DELETE) use exclusive locks to
prevent access by others; commands which only read
use shared locks. All locks are released automatically on
completion.

Single andMultiple command
lransactions ZIM treats each data access command
as a transaction, automatically taking care of all locking
and record access conflicts. A user may also specify
that a group of transactions be treated as a single
transaction. Should a transaction fail for any reason it is
automatically rolled back; if a deadlock occurs, the
transaction is automatically rolled back with a user
option to try again. '

Audit lrails and Database Recovery ZIM
optionally logs all database updates in audit files. If the
database becomes corrupted these audit files may be
used to roll the database forward to its most recent
consistent state.

Superior Network Performance In addition to
the internal features which make it a network virtuoso,
ZIM fully utilizes NetWare’s unique performance fea-
tures. For example, ZIM works with llletWare to queue
lock requests to minimize network traffic.

Access to all llletWare Facilities Standard ZIM
includes the "SYSTEM" command, which allows other
programs (e.g. word processors, OIS commands, etc.) to
execute from within ZIM. This also permits spooling
selection, message passing and other llletWare facilities
to be accessed from within applications.

ZIM is a registered trademark and ZIMIDA a trademark of Zanthe Information Inc. NetWare is

—

ZlM’s ”Four Ps”
On a global product level, ZlM's strengths may be

encapsulated by "the four Ps”: productivity, portability,
power and performance.

Relationship model of database design, a
graphically-oriented data model that eclipses tradi-
tional Relational models because it recognizes rela-
tionships between tables of data as well as those
within. ZIM’s user-defined relationships permit the
implementation of many-to-many relationships, outer
joins and relationship consistency with an ease not
found in any other product.
ZIM is also a true 46L that integrates all neces-
sary facilities (forms, data dictionary, update, query,
report writer, debugging) into one package using

V common concepts. ZIM’s code efficiency, com-
bined with its 46L conciseness, make it a system
that will not only significantly reduce your devel-
opment time, but maintenance programming as well.
ZIM/DAT“, the ZIM Development Assistant, per-
mits remarkably fast transition from prototype to
finished product; ZIM/DA comprises an application
generator, menu generator, interactive data dic-
tionary, context-sensitive help and an on-line
training module.

I Productivity ZIM incorporates the Entity-

version of ZIM are uniquely 100 percent portable
to and from any other supported environment
(single- and multi-user MS-DOS®, Novell networks,
[1NX®, XENlX®, UNIXTM, VMS®, VMICMS®).

2 Portability Tools and applications written in any

tures and functions:
0 Al-based access strategy analyzer
0 Unsurpassed computational abilities, including case

expression, which handles with ease the “step”
function found in real-world business applications
Complete code-data independence
Active data dictionary
Exceptional text-handling capabilities
Unlimited forms manipulation and report-writing
capabilities

0 Multi-Iingual applications (French, German, etc.)

3 PowerZIM is a language rich in powerful fea-

optimally-perfo‘rming development platform in each
supported environment. As a result, it is an excep-
tionally speedy, compact system, even on a large
network. In comparison to other 4GLs, the fact
that ZlM’s memory use is less than half by com-
parison permits faster performance and up- to three
times as many users on the same system.

- 4 Performance ZIM was designed to be an

There is also a fifth "",P price. ZIM delivers
exceptional value on Novell networks, starting at
$1495 (U.S.) for a 1-4 node version and up to -
$4995 for 17-32 nodes.

a registered trademark and SFT, Transaction Tracking System lTTS) trademarks of Novell, Inc.
VMS is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell
Laboratories. XENlX and MS-DDS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. flNX is a
registered trademark of fluantum Software Systems Ltd. 9 1987 Zanthe Information Inc. ZIM"
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l' ’OM eclanology signals a quantum leap in
men/nation dispmemem: a newpublishing medium

{has'bef‘eu 190m. Key to its wzdespread use

sophisticated technology first
made popular in the audio world
promises to revolutionize the

. manner in which information is dis—
persed. Just as personal computers
brought the power of computing to vir-
tually every desktop, the tremendous
capacity of CD-ROM (compact-disk read-
only memory) cannot help but impact
the PC world. A single CD-ROM disk
will hold the contents of an entire
bookshelf—more than half a gigabyte of
data (500MB)——or the equivalent of
about 1,500 Ski-inch diskettes.

The key to success for CD-ROM is
widespread use. Producing disks and
read-out devices for this technology is
as yet an expensive proposition. It has
become economically viable for the mi~
crocomputer market only because it can
share technology with the broad-based
consumer audio CD. Even so, produc-
ing data on CD-ROM entails an expen-
sive mastering step that limits it to ap-
plications with broad appeal.

CD»ROM is not just another storage
device: it is a full—fledged publishing

as a workable standard, now Close to approval.

medium that cannot succeed if it is lim-
ited to a few classes of hardware. A uni-
versal standard is needed to make the
information on a CD-ROM as recogniza—
ble to a computer as the printed word
is to a human reader. It must be read-
able to anyone with a CD-ROM drive
and a computer, regardless of the brand
of equipment or software.

Such a standard for data recording
must be appliedon three levels. The
physical level defines the medium’s di-
mensions and properties, the character—
istics of recording and playback equip-
ment, and the methods to encode and
record data. The logical-format level
specifies the organization of data into
structures such as volumes, directories,
and files. The applications level defines
and interprets recorded data.

The physical level has been ad—
dressed by the owners of the technolo-
gy, Phillips of the Netherlands and Sony
of Japan. These companies defined the
specifications for optically recording
digital audio in a document popularly
known as the Red Boo/e. Using the same



CD-ROM
technology, the two firms extended the
specifications to CD—ROM data record—
ing in the Yellow Boo/e.

Taking the idea one step further in
recognizing that this purely physical
standard is insufficient for publishing
optically recorded information, the fol-
lowing group of companies has pro-
posed a standard for the logical organi
zation of data on a CD-ROM: Apple
Computer, Inc., Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, Hitachi, Microware Systems
Corporation, Microsoft Corporation,
Phillips, Reference Technology, Sony,
5M, TMS, Videotools, Xebec, and Yelick,
Inc. Meeting in Lake Tahoe in May 1985,
the group developed a file structure
that has become known as the High
Sierra Group (HSG) proposal; its formal
title is the “Working Paper for Informa—
tion Processing: Volume and File Struc-
ture of Compact Read—Only Optical
Disks for Information Interchange."

The physical standards for the CD—
ROM are controlled by patents held by
Phillips and Sony; thus, the HSG has no
power to enforce its proposal. How-
ever, attempts are currently under way
to have the proposal approved as a vol—
untary standard through the Internation-
al Standards Organization (ISO). The
proposal has been submitted to the ISO
by several national groups, including
the European Computer Manufacturer‘s
Association (ECMA) and the National
Information Standards Organization
(NISO) of the National Bureau of Stan-
dards. The document’s approval as an
international standard is expected to be
complete by the end of 1987.

Left unaddressed at this point is the
applications level of standardization.
The HSG proposal specifies only how
data are organized into files, not what
files contain. For example, HSG speci«
fies ASCII for encoding file names with-
in directories, but does not specify how
to encode data within those files.

PHYSICAL DISK ORGANIZATION
The Yellow Boo/e specifies that data on
a CD~ROM'be divided into physical sec-
tors of 2,352 bytes each: 504 bytes for
drive-mechanism synchronization, sec—
tor addressing, and error correction
and detection, and the remaining 2,048
bytes for user data.

The physical layout of information
on a CD-ROM is fundamentally different
from the corresponding layout of a
magnetic disk. In CD-ROM, sectors are
arranged in one continuous spiral simi»
lar to the grooves of a phonograph rec—
ord; in magnetic disks, they are arr
ranged in concentric circular tracks. In
CD—ROM, data are read at constantlin-

I64

FIGURE 1: CLV Spiral versus CAV Concentric Organization

CONSTANT ANGULAR VELOCITY
CONCENTRIC TRACKS (magnetic disk)

CONSTANT LINEAR VELOCITY
SPIRAL TRACK (CD—ROM)

At constant angular velocity (CAV), all sectors on a disk subtend the same angle,
while at constant linear velocity (CLV), all sectors are the same length.

ear velocity (CLV), in magnetic disks at
constant-angular velocity (CAV). With
CLV, each sector of data at any point on
a disk has the same length; with CAV,
each sector subtends the same angle
(see figure I). The rotation speed of a
CLV disk varies in inverse proportion to
the radius at which data are being read,
whereas with CAV, the disk spins at a
constant rate of speed.

Although variable speed requires a
more complex drive mechanism, CLV
provides for a maximum information-
carrying capacity at every point on the
recording surface. The simpler, con-
stant~rotation speed of CAV allows maxi—
mum recording density only on the in—
ner tracks; outer tracks typically use
only about half the capacity.

CD-ROM‘s use of CLV and its spiral
organization are separate design deci—
sions—neither implies the other: a
phonograph record spinning at a con-
stant rate uses spiral organization with
CAV, but a variable-speed magnetic-disk
drive uses concentric organization with
CLV. The combination of CLV and spiral
organization was chosen for CD—ROM
because it is optimal for CD audio, and
by using CD audio components, CD—
ROM can take advantage of mass—pro-
duction economics.

Although spiral organization is
ideal for CD audio because it is the
most efficient method for reading se-
quential data in realtime, it is not the
best arrangement for random—access re-
trieval. Finding a particular sector on
one long track is more difficult than
finding a concentric track at a fixed ra-
dius and searching through a small
number of sectors on that track.

To search for data on a CD-ROM,
the head moves to the general area of
the sector being sought, then synchron»

izes with the spiral and follows the spi-
ral until it reaches the correct sector.
To maintain the constant velocity of sec-
tors past the head, the drives rotation
must speed up or slow down as the
head moves radially across the disk.
This results in a slower access time: ac—
cess to CD—ROM data takes between
one-half and one full second. By com—
parison, access to data on a PC/AT hard
disk takes less than 1/25th of a second
(40 milliseconds).

As with the audio CD, sectors on a
CD—ROM are identified by playing time
(minute and second) and by sector
number. Sectors are read at the rate of
75 per second, which results in an
effective transfer rate of 150KB per
second. With a nominal “playing time”
of one hour, a CD-ROM contains 60 *
6O * 75, or 270,000 sectors. Thus, at
ZKB per sector, total capacity equals
S40MB. According to the Yellow Boo/e,
00:02:00 is the first sector that can
contain user data.

LOGICAL FORMAT
Although the logical format proposed
by HSG is (necessarily) based on the
underlying physical organization of CD—
ROM, it does not depend on the size or
spatial layout of physical sectors. Its
aims are to optimize file formats on a
medium where data layout is predeter—
mined and invariant; to compensate for
the slow seek times of the physical de4
vice; and, to facilitate CD-ROM’s imple-
mentation on a variety of popular oper—
ating systems, specifically MS/PODOS,
UNIX, VMS, and Apple DOS.

Space on a CD-ROM is mapped in
units called logical sectors—the length
of each is identical to the length of user
data recorded on each physical sector.
A logical sector is divided into logical
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bloc/es. Block length varies with the ap-
plication, but it must be a power of two
and at least 512 bytes.

Logical blocks are numbered con—
secutively on the disk, beginning with
zero for the first block in the first sec—
tor. To avoid dependence on the physi—
cal specification, the H86 proposal
avoids references to physical—sector
numbering or to the number of sectors
reserved before the data area. As the
specification now stands, the mapping
between a logical block number (LBN)
and a physical sector is as follows;
LBN = (minute * 60 * 75 + second a: 75

+ sector -— 150) * blocks per sector

All data locations are specified in terms
of LBNs, which are recorded as 52-bit
integers, permitting a maximum 4.5 bil-
lion blocks. With the current sector
size, the data capacity is almost 9 tera-
bytes (9 trillion bytes) per disk.

The HSG proposal organizes these
numbered logical blocks into named
files. To this end, it defines two kinds of
structures. One describes the volume—
the data space of the entire disk (or set
of disks); the other describes and lo-
cates files within that space. The HSG
proposal also specifies how to encode
the information that describes these
structures. The proposed character set
is a subset of ASCII. Because the HSG
proposal defines a standard at the logi-
cal, not the applications, level, it speci—
fies only the characters to be used for
recording the volume and file struC»
tures; that is, the characters in the head—
ers and directories. It places no restric-
tions on the characters that are used to
record data within the files. It also spe-
cifies that directories and other organi~
zational information can be recorded in
alternate character sets in order to sup-
port specific applications or languages
other than English.

Numeric quantities in the directo—
ries are recorded as binary integers of
various lengths. In most computers,
quantities occupying more than one
byte can be recorded in order of least
significant byte (LSB) or most significant
byte (MSB). For example, the number
1234H (4,660 decimal) can be recorded
as either 12H 34H or 54H 12H. Most
microprocessors, including the Intel
line, use MSB ordering; most main—
frames use LSB. Instead of choosing be
tween the two, the H86 proposal spe—
cifies that all multibyte quantities be re-
corded in both orders: LSB, then MSB.
Thus, 1254H would be recorded in four
bytes: 34H 12H 12H 54H.

Under this encoding scheme, a
processor is not forced to switch bytes
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in order to convert numbers into its
native format. Although the processing
time is saved at the expense of storage
space, this is a decidedly good trade-off
considering the aforementioned capac-
ity of a (ID—ROM. In some systems, mul—
tibyte quantities must be located on cer—
tain boundaries; or at least, they are
more efficiently retrieved from certain
memory locations than others. The HSG
proposal ensures that all word and dou-
ble-word numbers are properly aligned
by specifying zero-filled padding bytes
as it becomes necessary,

VOLUME STRUCTURE
The portion of a CD-ROM that is avail—
able for recording data is its volume
space, which is divided into a system
area, in the first 16 sectors, and a data
area in all remaining sectors. The HSG
proposal does not specify the' structure
and use of the system area. Although
the HSG format is intended for a variety
of operating systems, it provides for
only one system area. However, un—
structured partitions in the data area
can be used to provide information for
more than one operating system.
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TABLE 1: File Structure Volume Desmptor

BYTE
POSITION

BYTE
LENGTH '11 g t-l

FIELD CONTENTS IN STANDARD AND
CODED CHARACTER SET DESCRIPTORS

1 8
9 1

10 5
15 1
16 1
17 32
49 32
81 8 0

0
0

2
2

0
2

2

89
97

129
133
137
141
149
153

L»
m

u
c
o

s
a

-\
a

s
w

o
o

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

H
4:165

169 . 12 2
2

9(—181 34
215 128
343 128
471 128
599 128
727 32
759 32
791 16
807 16
823 16
839 16
855 1
856 1
857 512

L369 680
Total 2,048

o
c
o

z
o

o
o

o
n

n
n

o
o

n

N : Binary integer
0 = Binary zero
C 2 Character

Volume descriptor logical block number (LBN)
Volume descriptor type
Volume structure standard identifier (“CDROM")
Volume structure standard version
Reserved/Volume flags
System identifier
Volume identifier
Reserved (used in unspecified structure
descriptor)
Volume space size (logical blocks)
Reserved/Coded character set ID
Number of volumes in volume set
Sequence number within volume set
Logical block size (bytes)
Path table size (bytes)
Pointer to path table in LSB order
Three pointers to optional occurrences
of path table
Pointer to path table in MSB order
Three pointers to optional occurrences
of path table
Directory record for root directory
Volume set identifier
Publisher identifier
Data preparer identifier
Application identifier
Copyright file name
Abstract file name
Volume creation date and time
Volume modification date and time
Volume expiration date and time
Volume effective date and time
File structure standard version
Reserved (pad to word boundary)
Reserved for application use
Reserved for future standardization

D : Digit character 0—9
U : Unspectfietl

See table 3

A CD-ROM must have one volume descriptor to define a standard file structure; it
may have any number defining other structures coded in alternate character sets.

At the beginning of the data area is
a sequence of fixed—length records
called volume descrzptors that describe
the general layout of volume space.
They comprise the only data structure
in the H86 proposal with fixedlength
records and an assigned location. The
five types of volume descriptor include
a standard—files-structure volume de-
scriptor (SFSVD type 1), which de—
scribes volume space and points to the
head of the standard-file structure; a
coded—character—set-file—structure vol—
ume descriptor (type 2), which defines
a standard-file structure for directories
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in an alternate character set; an unspeci—
fied-structure volume descriptor (type
3), which defines a partition having a
format that does not conform to the
HSG proposal; a boot record (type 0),
which provides unstructured data with—
in the descriptor itself; and, a volume—
descriptor sequence terminator (type
255), which indicates the end of the se-
quence of volume descriptors.

Every set of volume descriptors
must include one SFSVD type 1, and
only one is allowed per CD—ROM. Al—
though several duplicate descriptors
may be present to ensure the integrity

of directory data, they all must define
the identical file structure. The last de-
scriptor must be a sequence terminator;
otherwise, any number of volume de—
scriptors can occur in any order.

Boot records and type 3 unspeci-
fied-structure descriptors can be used
to provide system-dependent informa-
tion to more than one operating system.
They can, for example, be used to sup-
plement the system area at the start of
the CD—ROM. The System ID field in
these descriptors identifies the system
that interprets the data. Unstructured
partitions also can be used to record
other file structures—for example, an
image of a DOS disk.

Each volume descriptor is 2,048
bytes long. HSG specifies the length in
absolute terms, not in relation to logi-
cal—sector size. The information in the
first 15 bytes is the same in all volume
descriptors. See table 1 for layouts of
the two most important descriptors,
SFSVD type 1 and type 2, which define
the variations of standard-file structure.

The volume descriptor’s LBN (byte
position 1) is the logical block number
where the descriptor starts. It is a 52-bit
number, recorded in both LSB and MSB
order, that identifies the particular copy
of the descriptor. If a descriptor is re—
plicated for purposes of data integrity,
the LBN is the only field that varies
from copy to copy. The volume—descrip—
tor type (BP 9) identifies the descriptor,
such as type 1 or type 2. The Standard
Identifier (BP 10) contains the charac-
ters CDROM to identify the standard to
which the CD conforms, and the Stan-
dard Version (BP 15) identifies the par-
ticular version of the standard. Cur-
rently, all CD-ROMs conforming to the
HSG proposal have the value 1 in the
Standard Version field.

The remaining contents of a de-
scriptor depend upon its type. SFSVD
types 1 and 2 contain the following
fields: Volume Flags (BP 16) and Coded
Character Set ID (BP 97) identify the
nonstandard character set used in a
type 2 descriptor. In a type 1 descriptor,
these fields are set to zero. System
Identifier (BP 17) identifies the system
using the system area.

Volume ID (BP 49) is information-
al. Its function is analogous to the DOS
Volume ID. A retrieval system would
use this field to ensure that the proper
disk is mounted. Volume Space Size
(BP 89) lists the total number of logical
blocks in the volume space, including
the system area and any unstructured
data areas defined by type 3 descriptors.
Volume Count and Volume Sequence
(BP 129 and BP 133) define multivol-
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FIGURE 2: High Sierra Group CD-ROM Directory Structure

STANDARD FILE
STRUCTURE

VOLUME DESCRI PTOR
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STU

DEF GHI MNO PQR XYZ BBB

This directory is similar to MS—DOS’s, but the added Path Table allows locating any directory without traversing the entire path.

ume sets. Logical Block Size (BP 137)
defines the length of the CD-ROM’s ba~
sic allocation unit on the disk—cur-
rently 512, 1,024, or 2,048 bytes.

Several fields beginning at BP 141
describe the root directory and the Path
Table; they point to the head of the
standard—file structure. The fields at BP
345, 471, and 599 (128 bytes each)
identify the publisher, data preparer,
and application. File Structure Standard
Version (BP 855), and the fields at BP
10 and 15, identify the standard to
which the CD—ROM conforms; all of
these fields are informational.

The fields at BP 727 and 759 iden—
tify files that contain copyright notices
and abstracts of the information con—
tained on the volume. These files, if
present, reside in the CD—ROM’s root
directory. Four time stamps beginning
at BP 791, encoded in ASCII, give the
creation, modification, expiration, and
effective date/times. Expiration and ef-
fective dates can be used to control
timesensitive information.

The ability to define directories in
alternate-character sets supports files
that are named in languages other than
English. Type 2 file structures specify
characters only for directories, not for
encoding data in files. Although alter—
nate and standard structures use differ«
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ent directories, the directories need not
point to totally disconnected files. For
example, each structure may point to its
own text files recorded in a different
language, but to a common set of files
containing numeric data.

FILE STRUCTURE
The file structure defined by the H86
proposal is a tree-shaped, multilevel di-
rectory structure similar to DOS and
UNIX except that it allows only eight
levels of directories. Further, it does not
fix the location of the root directory;
instead, the SFSVD points to it.

The slow CD—ROM seek time
makes a deeply nested tree structure
inefficient. Opening a file listed in a
subdirectory three levels below the root
might require three or four separate
seeks just to obtain the file’s location,
plus another to open the file. To speed
access, the H86 file structure defines a
Path Table that lists the locations of all
directories on the disk, at all levels.
Each directory (including the root di-
rectory) can be accessed through either
of two paths: one directly through the
Path Table, another along the pointers
from the root through the branches of
the tree (see figure 2).

The Path Table contains a directory
descriptor for each directory on the

disk (see table 2). A directory name can
have up to 51 characters, including up—
percase letters, digits, and underscores.
No punctuation characters are allowed
because various operating systems as-
sign different meanings to them.

Directories are assigned numbers
by their position in the Path Table, and
are ordered in the table by directory
level (root first), by parent directory
number, and alphabetically within the
parent directory. In the sample struc-
ture shown in figure 2, the order of en—
tries in the Path Table is as follows:
1 Root Level 0
2 ABC Level 1
3 JKL
4 STU
5 DEF Level 2
6 GHI
7 MNO
8 PQR
9 AAA
10 BBB
11 XYZ

Because of this hierarchical ordering
and the variable length of the entries,
the Path Table can be searched only se-
quentially. Efficient look—up algorithms,
such as binary search, cannot be used.

Each CD—ROM must have at least
two copies of the Path Table. One copy
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TABLE 2: Directory Descriptor (Path Table Record)

BYTE
POSITION

BYTE
LENGTH FORMAT FIELD CONTENTS

\O
\1

C
I\

U
\>

-d

r—
A

0
0

2
2

2
2

Next 1

N J Irina!)Y inleger C : Character () : Binary zero

LBN of directory start
Length of extended attribute record
Length of directory name (value:LDN)
’arent directory number
Directory name
Present if necessary for even length

The Path Table contains a descriptor of each directory on the volume and permits
quick access to any directory, regardless of its position in the hierarchy.

TABLE 3: File Descriptor (Directory Record)

BYTE
POSITION

BYTE
LENGTH FORMAT FIELD CONTENTS

H
U

G
N

H

m
C

X
Z

P
—

lb
-l

25
26
27
28
29
33
34 LFN
34 + LFN 1
Next Rest

p
—

A
A

H
h

—
rw

—
A

r—
t

C
O

O
Z

Z
Z

Z
O

W
U

Z
Z

Z
Z

Binary integer
Binary zero
Character

N
0
C

Length of this directory record
Length of extended attribute record
Pointer to file extent (LBN)
File size in bytes
Recording date and time
File flags
Reserved for future use
Interleave size, logical blocks
interleave skip factor, logical blocks
Volume set sequence number
Length of file name (value : LFN)
File identifier
Reserved (present only if LFN is odd)
Reserved for system use (optional)

; I)I'gi/ clmraclers 0—9
: [Sit/lags
: Unwed/[ed

Similar to MS—DOS, a directory may contain entries identifying both files and other
directories, but unlike MS-DOS, the entries are variable-length.

has multibyte numeric values (LBN of
the directory, number of its parent) re»
corded in LSB order, the other in MSB
order: The entire table—not just each
numeric value—is repeated to save
space when the table is read into mem-
ory. The Path Table is meant to reside
in memory so that directories can be
found quickly with minimum accesses
to the CID—ROM. Recording the number
twice would add six bytes to each entry;
instead, extra space for the table is allo-
cated on CD-ROM, where high capacity
produces a low per-byte cost.

Each mandatory copy of the Path
Table can be replicated three times for
data integrity. All copies must define the
identical directory structure, but need
not point to the same directory files.

The directories contain records
calledfile descriptors that point to file
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locations in the data space (see table 3).
Within a directory, each file descriptor
is arranged alphabetically by afile iden-
tifier that contains up to three compo»
nents: a file name, followed by a pe—
riod; a file extension, followed by a
semicolon; and a file version number.
The name and extension can contain
uppercase letters, digits, and under—
scores; the optional version number is
made up of digit characters repre-
senting a number between 1 and
32,767. Either the name or extension
(but not both) may be omitted. If the
name is omitted, the identifier begins
with a period. The file-identifier string
is also limited to 31 characters.

Files with multiple extents (for
spanning more than one disk volume)
have one directory entry for each file
extent. Because all of the entries for a

multiextent file contain the same file
identifier, these entries are grouped
consecutively in the directory The file
size is a 32-bit integer interpreted as an
unsigned quantity so that it provides a
file extent size of more than 4GB.

Interleave information in BP27, and
BP28 0f the file descriptor indicates
whether the file is recorded on conse-
cutive sectors. Tire first value specifies
the number of consecutive sectors, and
the second specifies the number of sec-
tors skipped. Skipping sectors allows
the retrieval system more time to pro-
cess the data—to reduce the effective
t‘ansfer rate to less than the nominal
150103 per second.

Interleave on the spiral track of a
CD-ROM differs fundamentally from in
terleave on the concentric tracks of a
magnetic disk. On concentric tracks, the
skipped sectors are eventually encoun»
tered again and can be read without
moving the head from the track. On a
spi ‘al track, a sector is not encountered
again after it has passed the head unless
the head is backed up and resynchron-
ized to the spiral (a task too time-con-
suming to be practical). Therefore, the
skipped blocks are either left as blank
space or allocated to another file with a
complementary interleave.

As in DOS, the first two entries in
every subdirectory point to the direc-
tory itself and to its parent, but instead
of using periods to identify them, the
HSG proposal specifies 00H for the cur-
rent-directory descriptor and 01H for
the parent-directory descriptor. Unlike
DOS, the root directory also includes
these two pointers: because the root
has no parent directory, its parent
pointer points to itself.

The attribute byte proposed by
HSG is also similar to DOS (see table
4). The existence attribute is analogous
to the hidden attribute of DOS, and the
associated attribute allows two different
files to have the same name. The file
with the associated attribute turned on
is, in effect, a hidden file. The use of
two files having the same name is sys-
tem—dependent: for example, the main
file could contain encrypted data and
the associated file, the decryption keys.

The attribute byte has eight bits,
many of which act as switches to enable
other attributes to be specified in an ex-
tended-attribute record (EAR), see table
2. An EAR, if present, begins in the loca—
tion specified by 21 files LBN; the actual
data begins immediately after the EAR.
Existence of an EAR is indicated by a
nonzero length value in the EAR field at
BP 2 of the file descriptor. Directories
can also have extended attributes.
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TABLE 4: File Attribute Byte
BIT
POSITION NAME MEANING IF SET

0 Existence
1 Directory
2 Associated

3 Record

4 Protection

5—6 Reserved Must be zero
7 Multiextent This is not the final (or only) extent for this file

Bit 0 : [.8113] significant bit

Existence of file need not be revealed upon user query
This directory record identifies a subdirectory, not a file
The file is associated in a system-dependent manner with
another file of the same name
The record structure specified in the extended attribute
record for this file does apply
The protection modes specified in the extended attribute
record are enabled

The function of the CD—ROM file attribute byte is similar to that in MS-DOS. To
allow specifying more attributes than can fit in one byte, some of the flags enable
extended attributes to be recorded elsewhere on the volume.

TABLE 5: Extended Attribute Record

BYTE
POSITION

BYTE
LENGTH ’71 g ._1 FIELD CONTENTS

1 4
5 4
9 2
l 16

27 16
43 16
59 16
7‘3 1
76 1
77 4
81 52

113 64
177 1
178 64
243 4
247 4
251 LDR
Next 1AA

*
Z

Z
O

Z
C

O
Z

Z
Z

U
U

U
U

W
Z

Z
C1

LDR
N
0
I}

[final]! integer
Binary zero
Iii!flagsll

ll
ll

ll Length Q/‘direclotj' record, I'M/int byte Q/‘directwj' record C

Owner identification code
Group identification code
Permissions (see table 6)
File creation date and time
File modification date and time
File expiration date and time
File effective date and time
Record format
Record attributes
Record length
System identifier
Reserved for system use
Standard version
Reserved for future standardization
Parent directory number
Length of applications area (value :LAA)
Directory record for this file
Applications area

Character
Digit charm/em 0—9
Unspecified
See table 3

l/
*

This optional area precedes the data space of a file. It records the additional file
attributes that are enabled by flags set in the file attribute byte.

One purpose of an EAR is to speci-
fy who may access the file. As in UNIX,
permissions are specified for four
classes of users: the system, the owner,
members of the owner‘s group, and all
other users, sometimes called “the
world." (See table 6 for a list of permis—
sion flags.) The permissions specified in
the HSG proposal are highly system—de-
pendent—a CD—ROM is protected by
permission flags only if the operating
system or the application offer such
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protection. MS—DOS does not; under
MS-DOS, a disk can be protected only
by its applications software.

The EAR also can specify the rec—
ord format of a file as fixed length, vari—
able length, or unstructured. BP 77 of
the EAR specifies the length for fixed—
length records and the maximum
length for variable-length records. A
variable-length record is preceded by a
16-bit integer that specifies its length;
the EAR's Record Format field (81’ 7S)
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Dbase*
programming tools,

*Clipper, FoxBASE+,
dBASE, QuickSilver

The UI Programmer
UI is the first professional code generator; we
wrote UI for programmers who want to automate
their work but cannot use code that is ‘almost'
good enough. If your user interfaces include
bounce—bar menus, pop-up help screens and
the other features of today's best programs, you
will gain an order of magnitude in productivity
with U1.

UI is a second generation. programmable pro-
duct — so your code comes out your way.
Application specific edits, for instance. can be
placed in the UI 'template‘ which controls the
generation. Edit the screen appearance until it
‘looks and feels‘ perfect. Everytime you generate
code. your special logic is preserved.

Speaking of editing the screen, Ul includes a
powerful, 3—D screen editor, so you can draw
pop-up help boxes over your pull-down menus,
over your application.

The Documentor
To run Doc, you just tell it the name of the main-
line routine and make sure your printer has a lot
of paper! (Sure, you can have the output go to
the screen or a file, too.)

You can tailor your documentation to include any
or all of: a table of contents, system tree diagram
(main line is the root), hierarchy (box diagram)
charts for each module. action diagrams (modern
style flow charts) for each PRG or procedure,
DBF listings (structure, indexes, more), where
used/updated listings for fields and all variables
— by module and by line number within each
module.

Our written money-back satisfaction guarantee
set a new standard when we began it in 1985.
(Return rate to date: 9.6% and dropping!) No
copy protection, royalties or other nonsense.

Suggested retail: $295 each, (800) support
included. At your dealer today. Call us for a very
special offer on our latest release! (800) 233-
3569 or. in NY, (212) 406-7026.

WallSoft
The Computer Aided Software

Engineering Corporation
233 Broadway, Suite 869, New York, NY 10279
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TABLE 6: File Permission Flags _
BIT
POSITION WHEN CLEAR WHEN SET

0 (L513) System may read

System may execute

Owner may read

Owner may execute

12 Any user may read

14 Any user may execute

Group member may read

System may not read
Reserved: must be set
System may not execute
Reserved: must be set
Owner may not read
Reserved: must be set
Owner may not execute
Reserved: must be set
Owning group member may read
Reserved: must be set

10 Group member may execute Owning group member may‘execute
Reserved: must be set
Group member may read
Reserved: must be set
Group member may execute
Reserved: must be set

The four levels of file protection offered (system, owner, group, and world) are
similar to those available in UNIX, except that write protection is obviously not
needed. This feature is available only if the operating system supports it.

TABLE 7: Record Format and Record Attributes

RECORD FORMAT ID RECORD FORMAT

0 Does not conform to HSG format
1 Fixed-length records
2 Variable-length records, each preceded by a 16-bit integer

length in 158 format
3 , Variable-length records, length values in MSB format

RECORD A'ITRIBUTE FORMATI'ING CONTROL

by application

0 Precede with LF, follow with CR
1 Formatting specified in first byte of each record, per

ISO/FORTRAN conventions
2 Formatting specified within the record, to be interpreted

If specified in the extended attribute area, these characteristics define the structure
of data records and how to display records on screen or on paper.

indicates whether this integer is written
in LSB or MSB order (see table 7).

A copy of the entire file descriptor
(directory entry) for the file is incorpo-
rated in the EAR. The EAR therefore
provides in one place all the informa—
tion about the file, including the attri—
bute byte, pointer to its location on
disk, file size, and pointer to the parent-
directory entry in the Path Table.

MULTIVOLUME SETS
Multiple sets of CD»ROMs are used
when the information to be recorded
exceeds the capacity of one disk and
when supplementing or replacing infor—
mation on the original disk. Information
defining a multivolume set is located in

three fields of the SFSVD type 1 (see
table 1): the volume—set identification
(BP 215), the number of volumes in the
set (BP 129), and the sequence number
of each disk within the set (BP 155).

If all the volumes of a set are re—
leased together, the directory informa—
tion on each volume describes the en—
tire file structure on all disks of the set.
Thus, the location of any file on any
disk can be determined regardless of
the identity of the disk mounted. The
directory entry for a file contains both
its disk number and a pointer to the
file's starting location. The user may
have to change disks before the file can
be read, but no more than one disk
change is ever necessary.
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TABLE 8: Example ofMultivolume Set 7
VOLUME VOLUME
ID. SET ID

VOLUME
SET SIZE

VOLUME SET
SEQUENCE

INITIAL SET
Disk 1
Disk 2
UPDATE
Disk 3

DISK_A
DISK_B

DISK_C

MY_SET 2 1
MY_SET 2

MY_SET 3 3

The determination of which disk in a set actually contains the valid directory is
made by comparing the volume set size to the volume set sequence number.

Although the information on a CD-
ROM cannot be altered, a multivolume
set can be updated by releasing a new
disk with a different directory structure.
This updated disk then contains the
only valid directory for the entire set:
any files on earlier disks that do not ap—
pear in the updated directory cannot be
accessed and are, in effect, deleted. If
the updated directory contains pointers
to new copies of files, these files appear
to replace the previous files.

When using an updated set on a
single-drive system, it might be neces—
sary to change disks several times to
read one file. In the example in table 8,
the disk set called MY__SET initially con-
sisted of two volumes, each containing
a directory structure so that any file list-
ing could be located using either disk.
When a third disk is issued to update
the set, only that disk contains a correct
directory for the three-disk set. The di—
rectories on disks 1 and 2 are rendered
obsolete and the system must be started
with disk 5 mounted. When disk 3 is
read, the system records that it is part
of a three—volume set.

If a file is needed from disk 1 or 2,
the system prompts the user to mount
the appropriate disk. When the disk is
read, the system records the fact that its
directory is obsolete because its volume
count is less than the current set size.
When the user is finished with the file
on disk 2 and wants to access another,
the system must prompt for disk 3 so as
to access the current version of the di-
rectory. Once it has located the next
file, it may need to prompt for disk 1 or
2 again. The developer of a CD-ROM
application that may be updated should
try to minimize this disk swapping by a
careful layout of files and by maintain-
ing appropriate portions of the direc-
tory structure in memory.

LEVELS OF INTERCHANGE
The HSG proposal defines three possi—
ble levels of implementation or levels of
interchange of the disk format. The pur-
pose is to aCcommodate the widest vari-
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ety of operating systems. Not all of
them can support all features described
in the proposal, but instead of allowing
each implementing party to choose
which features to support, the proposal
defines several acceptable subsets.

In level 1, directory and file names
are limited to eight characters and file
extensions are limited to three. Level 1
does not support file»version numbers,
multiextent files, multivolume sets, hid-
den and associated files, interleaving, or
protection. Level 2 supports interleav—
ing, and file and directory identifiers up
to 31 characters long, but still does not
allow file-version numbers. Level 5 is
the full implementation.

A system can read equal or lower-
level CD—ROMs, but may produce errors
when reading disks prepared to a high-
er level. In the HSG proposal, a retrie—
val system cannot determine the inter—
change level of a particular disk. The
proposal also does not specify how a
system implemented at one level
should react to information recorded at
a higher level. These issues are being
addressed by the standards committees
currently studying the proposal.

MS-DOS EXTENSIONS
One of the first implementations of the
H86 proposal on a popular operating
system is Microsoft‘s CD—ROM exten-
sions for MS—DOS. These extensions,
available only to OEM CD-ROM drive
manufacturers, consist of two compo-
nents: first, specifications for a device
driver that controls the physical device,
and, second, a terminate-and-stay-resi—
dent (TSR) program called MSCDEX
that interfaces between MS-DOS and the
device driver. The end user obtains the
device driver and the program from the
CD-ROM drive manufacturer.

To incorporate a CD-ROM drive
into a PC configuration, the user must
add a DEVICE statement to CONFIGSYS
specifying the CD-ROM device driver
file and the number of physical drives it
supports. He then must run MSCDEX
from the DOS prompt or a batch file.

The device driver is defined as a
character, not a block, device; because
DOS block devices are restricted to file
sizes of 32MB—far from adequate con—
sidering the capacity of a CD-ROM.
Therefore, the CD~ROM drive cannot be
treated as an ordinary disk drive ac-
cessed by a block«device driver.

When the MSCDEX program is in—
stalled, it assigns the next available
drive letter to the CD—ROM using the
DOS Redirection facility available in
MS—DOS versions 3.1 and later. The
LASTDRIVE parameter might need to
be set in CONFIGSYS to assure that
sufficient drive letters are available.

An installation option specifies the
number of sector buffers allocated by
MSCDEX: the more buffers, the less fre-
quently the CD—ROM must be accessed.
This parameter is analogous to the
BUFFERS command in CONFIGSYS.
Sector buffers also can be allocated in
expanded memory (EMS), if available.

The interface between MSCDEX
and EMS memory has two problems.
First, if the read of the CD—ROM drive
fails (because of an open drive door,
for example) and the user answers
“Abort” to the DOS error message, the
EMS memory becomes unusable and
the CD-ROM interface is inoperative un-
til the system is rebooted. Second, on
the next warm reboot after a successful
read of the CD-ROM, the expanded-
memory manager (EMM) does not rec—
ognize the presence of EMS memory
until the reboot is repeated. (Microsoft
is working to correct both problems.)

After MSCDEX is installed, the CD-
ROM drive can be treated like a DOS
disk drive: it can be made the current
drive, its directories can be listed, and
files can be read from it. However, be—
cause DOS treats it like a network
drive, CHKDSK, SUBST, JOIN, and AS»
SIGN, along with a few other com-
mands are not allowed. At the end of a
directory list, the space remaining on
the drive is listed as zero, which is tech-
nically correct—because the drive does
not allow writing, no additional space
can be allocated.

Because the CD-ROM device driver
is a character device, DOS cannot call it
directly to read blocks from CD—ROM.
All calls to the device driver come from
MSCDEX. DOS and MSCDEX communi-
cate by means of undocumented inter-
rupt ZFH (multiplex interrupt) calls:
DOS issues several interrupt ZFH calls
at every disk I/O request. During instal»
lation, MSCDEX hooks itself to interrupt
ZFH and then intercepts all calls from
DOS for disk I/O, processing those that
refer to the CD—ROM drive.
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CD—ROM
Microsoft specifies that a device

driver for use with MS-DOS/CD—ROM
extensions must support the following
commands: INIT, IOCTL INPUT, INPUT
FLUSH, IOCTL OUTPUT, DEVICE OPEN,
DEVICE CLOSE, READ LONG, READ
LONG PREFETCH, SEEK, PLAY, and
STOP PLAY. These commands are im—
plemented by the device-driver manu-
facturer, not the developer of the retrie-
val software. INIT, OPEN, CLOSE, and
FLUSH perform standard functions es-
sentially as documented for any device
driver in the DOS Technical Reference

Manual. IOCL INPUT allows MSCDEX
to request status information from the
device driver, including the address of
the device header, location of the read
head, whether the disk was changed,
and the presence of audio tracks. IOCTL
OUTPUT allows the drive door to be
locked and unlocked, the disk to be
ejected, and the drive to be reset (if the
drive supports these functions under
software control).

READ LONG, which requests the
transfer of data from the CD—ROM to
the system, is the crux of the MSCDEX

READ 9-TRACK
MAINFRAME
DATA...

from any 1600 bpi tape into your IBM PC/XTIAT or compatible with
Digi-Data’s 2000 PCTM. Transfer data at over 1 megabyte/minute,
in up to 64K blocks with our easy to use DOS/XENIX software.
Read entire tapes in EBCDIC or ASCII or select particular files.
Backup your data, either in mirror image or by individual files.

Let Digi-Data, with 25 years experience in the manufacture of
quality tape drives, resolve your data interchange, disc backup
or archival storage needs with a Digi-Data 2000 PC. Call us today
at (301) 498-0200.

Digi-Data also manufactures tape systems for DEC computers
with storage capacity up to 2.5 gigabytes.

DIGI-OATA CORPORATION
8580 Dorsey Run Rood
Jessup, MD 20794-9990
[301) 498-0200
Telex 87-580

_® .. . First In Value

In Europe contact: Digi-Data Ltd. v Unit 4 - Kings Grove - Maidenhead. Berkshire
England SL6 4DP - Telephone No. 0628 29555I6 - Telex 847720

TM 2000 PC is a trademark of Digi-Data Corporation. PCIXT/AT are trademarks at IBM Corporation.
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program: it provides a way to specify a
32bit sector number to an otherwise
straightforward block—device driver.
READ LONG operates in several modes.
Raw data mode returns all 2,552 bytes
of the physical sector, including the
2,048 data bytes of the logical sector
and the error-detection codes (EDC)
and error—correction codes (ECC).
Cooked mode returns only the user
data, leaving the EDC/ECC for the drive
controller to handle. Two options are
available for specifying the address of
data to be read: In HSG addressing
mode, the sector number is specified as
a 32-bit logical sector number; in Red
Boole. addressing mode, sector ad-
dresses are specified in physical format,
as minute:second:sector.

The READ LONG PREFETCH com—
mand helps compensate for the device
driver’s slow average access time. It ini-
tiates a low—priority seek operation and
returns immediately. If a subsequent
command is received by the drive be—
fore the seek is completed, the seek is
canceled and the next command is per-
formed. An option controls whether the
requested sectors are actually read-in if
the seek is successful. According to the
documentation, this command is used
for ”advisory seek” operations to im-
prove drive performance.

The SEEK command performs an
explicit seek. Although the call also re-
turns immediately, any subsequent disk
operation waits until the SEEK opera-
tion is completed. Like the advisory
seek, this command also can be used to
improve performance by sending the
head to the next data area while the
previous input is being processed.

PLAY and STOP PLAY need to be
supported only by an "extended" de—
vice driver. The PLAY cornmand begins
reading audio information at a specified
sector number and sending it to the
drives audio output. Control returns
immediately to the caller, but playback
continues until a specified sector count
is satisfied or 21 STOP PLAY command is
issued. The calling program can moni»
tor the busy bit in the device driver’s
status word to determine when play‘
back has been completed.

The above commands are issued to
the device driver by MSCDEX. Com-
mands to MSCDEX, in turn, usually
come from DOS through interrupt 21H.
However, Microsoft also provides a way
for applications to communicate directly
with MSCDEX, allowing them to obtain
information not available through DOS.

The programming interface with
MSCDEX is implemented through the
multiplex interrupt 2FH with AH =
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15H. Available functions are shown in
table 9. To invoke a function, the appli~
cation loads 15H into the AH register,
the function number into the AL regis-
ter, and other information into other
registers as required, and executes an
interrupt ZFH. Function 0 returns the
number of DOS drive letters assigned
to CD—ROM drives and the starting drive
letter. Function 1 returns, for each DOS
volume, a pointer to the device header
for the CDROM drive and a subunit
number of the drive within the driver.
For example, if one device driver were
supporting three CD-ROM drives, this
function would fill an array with three
subunit numbers 0 through 2 and three
far pointers all set to the same value.

Functions 2, 3, and 4 return the
names of the indicated files from the
type 1 volume descriptor. The copy—
right— and abstract—file names are de-
fined in the I-ISG proposal, and the
bibliographic document file is expected
to appear in the ISO standard. Read
VTOC (function 5) displays the Volume
Table of Contents, Microsoft’s name for
the sequence of volume descriptors at
the front of the data area. Each call to
this command reads the next descriptor
in sequence. Function 9 is analogous to
DOS interrupt 25H: it is directly con-
verted into a READ LONG call to the

TABLE 95 MSCDEX Interface
AL FUNCTION

Get CDROM drive info
Get CDROM drive list
Get copyright file name
Get abstract file name
Get bibliographic documenta—
tion file name

5 Read VTOC
8 Absolute disk read
9 Absolute disk write
These MSCDEX interface functions are
implemented through the multiplex
interrupt 2FH with AH = 15H.

A
W

N
t—

‘O

device driver that reads in sectors iden—
tified by logical sector number.

Although formal CD-ROM standards
do not as yet exist, the process of stan-
dardizing CDROM has been quite suc-
cessful. Because the HSG proposal is al-
ready widely accepted, submissions to
various standard-setting groups are pro—
ceeding at a fast pace. Almost certainly,
the final standard will be modified from
the original. The appearance of CD-
ROM retrieval tools, such as the Micro-
soft DOS extensions, indicates that ap-
plications conforming to a base level
can begin to reach the market.
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FROGRAMMING’FRACTICES

1 Detecting
Display Systems

Tlae variety ofdisplay adapters and monitors
for the PC means that sofi‘ware developers must talee steps

to detect anal select the most suitable combination.

AUGIE HANSEN

he ability to choose among a dozen
PC~display modes (15 counting the

1’e modes) is a mixed blessing. With
so many modes, at least one is bound
to suit the needs of a program; how-
ever, determining the type of hardware
installed in a PC can be difficult.

PCs endowed with multiple display
systems provide versatility for the user,
but pose additional problems for pro— ,
gram developers. Automatic display sys-
tem selection, although desirable, is of-
ten inappropriate;.often, the usermust
be involved in the selection process.

Detecting the presence of various
types of display system hardware, ob-
taining the current video mode, and
switching between display modes and
adapters all can be achieved with the
proper programming tools. This article
presents two such demonstration pro-
grams. The source code is for Microsoft
C 4.0. If the source code files are to be
compiled using other C compilers, mi-
nor modifications may be needed.

Many display adapters and video
monitors are available. Ignoring the
IBM Professional Graphics Controller,
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3270 PC, and other specialty display sys-
tems, the bulk of the display systems in-
stalled in PCs includes the following:
' IBM monochrome display adapter, -

which displays text and contains a
parallel port adapter ‘
IBM Color Graphics Adapte‘rtCGA),
which has RGB (red—green—blue)
and composite video outputs
Hercules Graphics Card, which al-
lows graphics to be displayed on a
monochrome monitor ‘

- IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter
(EGA), which can display a wide
range of colors (dependent on the
amount of EGA memory available)
at higher resolution

Third—party manufacturers offer a
bountiful selection of display adapters
and monitors. However, some combina-
tions will not work together. Table 1 ‘
summarizes the adapter—display combi—
nations that are acceptable.

Access to display systems is han—
dled by the PC‘s BIOS. Supported video
modes are listed in table 2. In addition
to those shown, special video modes
can be set up. The CGA can run in low

resolution, displaying 160-by—100 pixels
per screen. This is actually a text mode,
although it gives the appearance of be-
ing a graphics mode with fat pixels. .
LOW-resolution mode is not supported
by BIOS routines. A mode that displays
43 lines of 80 characterseach can be
programmed into the EGA by loading
an 8-by-8-pixel character set and select-
ing a print-screen routine.

TAKING INVENTORY '
The BIOS data area contains two bytes
that reflect the state of the machine
when it was booted. The bits indicate
how many diSkette drives, parallel
ports, and serial ports are installed,
what the initial video mode is, how
much memory is on the system board,
and whether a game I/O board is pres-

‘ ent. This information can be obtained
by a call to software interrupt 11H. The
information is not sufficient to discern
how- many video adapters are installed,
so another method is needed.

Figure 1 identifies'the primary dis-
play adapter memory allocations. Exam—
ining display memory directly provides
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a means of checking for the presence of
adapters other than the default indi—
‘ated by BIOS. The tool that checks for
memory is an elaboration of BASIC‘s
PEEK function. Listing 1 is the source
code for MEMCHKC, which uses the
movedata runtime libraty routine to
copy data between segments. The
memchk function checks for active
memory at the specified segment and
offset by writing a value into the loca-
tion, reading it back. and, finally, com-
paring the before and after values. It
preserves the original value at the
tested location, thus protecting the
operating system and program code or
screen characters and attributes.

The memory test works fine for
monochrome and CGA hardware, but it
does not work with the EGA. It is de-
tected by using an EGA BIOS routine,
ALTERNATE FUNCTION (service num-
ber 12H under the BIOS video inter-
rupt). One service of this function is to
return EGA information (BL = 10H).

The function EGA_INFO.C (listing
2) returns a 1 if an EGA is installed and
a 0 if not. The four variables, the ad-
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dresses of which are passed as parame-
ters to the function call, are filled in
with the memory size, current mode
(monochrome or color), feature~bit set-
tings, and EGA switch settings. The vari—
ables contain useful data only if the
ega_info function returns a 1.

The BIOS data area is updated
when the display mode is altered. The
BIOS video interrupt service OFH is
used to obtain the current video state.
GETSTATEC (listing 5) uses video ser-
vice OFH to determine which display
adapter is currently active by checking
the video mode.

The program DSI’YINI’O examines
memoty and retrieves data from BIOS
and displays a summary of the display
adapters it finds and the current video
state. The source code for DSPYINFO is
contained in DSPYINFOC (listing 4).
The Microsoft MAKE command will use
the makehle DSPYINFOMK as well as
TOOLSJNI (listings '3 and 6) to compile
and link the program automatically.

When determining what display ad-
apters are installed, the DSI’YINFO first
tests for an EGA. If one is found, the

program looks for a secondary adapter.
If the EGA is in color mode, the pro-
gram tests for a monochrome adapter;
if in monochrome mode, it tests for a
CGA. Figure 2 shows the output from
DSPYINFO when it is run on a system
equipped with both a Quadram EGA+
and an IBM monochrome adapter.

DISPLAY/MODE SWITCHING
When a PC has more than one display
system, the default may not be the one
needed by a program to run success-
fully. The program must intelligently
determine a course of action that will
either make a smooth transition to the
needed display or tell the user to
switch displays and then exit. The dan«
ger of automatically switching to the
needed display is that it may not be
turned on. It is safer to have the user
manually select the needed display.

Manual selection can be achieved
‘asily at the DOS level by using the
MODE command of DOS before rutr
ning a program that needs to be on a
particular display (or that would at least
benefit from being on a color monitor
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The Quality of
the MKS Toolkit

Speaks for Itself.
(Need We Say More? *)
“The MKS Toolkit is a terrific product! I depend
on it every day,"

“This is a very impressive piece of work and it
can truthfully be said that it has made my
PC-clone (NBC \'-20 Cl BSIHZ) into a computer!
There is little doubt that MKS is offering the
package with the most userpowerfor [be dollar
on the market today,"

"I wouldn‘t be without the MKS stuff on a PC. And
the documentation is superb! I use the 3l man
pages to learn how to use awk and sed more
efficiently on our BSD UNIX system at work!“

“The Korn shell is great!"

“This is a solid product. The program that
makes my day is cpio. which allows me to more
files to/from UNIX with minimum hassle and
preservation of mod dates for make use."

“'I'his program is a godsend for anyone who has
to use both [NIX and MS-DOS . . . "

“I like the MKS Toolkit :1 lot. The idea of having
the same editor on the PC and UNIX machines
sure makes my life a lot easier,"

“ , . . at $159.00 the Toolkit is a bargain.
. . .I hope you all reap the rewards ofyour

virtue."

“The MKS Toolkit has provided me with UNIX
capabilities I thought I lost when I moved to my
PC."

“I’m impressed with the MKS tools, in particular
with the breadth of what you provide . . .I can
see an order of quality and completeness in the
3t tools not found in the PC/VI package."

*These are unsolicited comments from MKS
Toolkit users.

Price: $139
Now available in a
separate package:

mew
Price: $75

-Mortlce Kern Systems Inc.
43 Bridgeport Road East. Waterloo. Ontario,

Canada s212j4 (519) 884-2251
For information or ordering call collect.

Prices quoted itt l .S funds. .\laster('_'trtl. VISA: American l§\press. and
purchase orders accepted ()E.\l & dealer inquiries invited [XIX is a
trademark of Bell Labs SIS-DOS i.\ a trademark of.\licrosof1 (Iorp.
Site-licensed to maior:\tnerican corporations No l .\IX licence reqttircd
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PROGRAMMING PRACTICES

TABLE 1: Acceptable Adapter-Display Combinations

DISPLAY TYPE
ADAPTER TYPE IBM MONO RGB COMPOSITE ENHANCED

IBM Monochrome O
CGA O
Hercules O
EGA O

O = Supported O : Not supported
‘1 Supported by most third-party adapters

O
O

0
0

.0

a

Although many adapters and displays are available, some combinations were not
meant to work together. Acceptable combinations are summarized here.

TABLE 2: Video Modes

MODE NUMBER
DECIMAL HEXADECIMAL DESCRIPTION

CGA MODES
0 00 40—by-25 monochrome text

01 40—by—25 color text
02 80—by-25 monochrome text
05 80—by—25 color text
04 320-by—200 4—color graphics
OS 520-by-200 4-color graphics (color burst off)

6 O6 640-by-200 2—color graphics
MONO MODE

7 07 80—by~25 monochrome text
Pe MODES

8 08 160<by—200 16-color graphics
9 09 320—by-200 16—color graphics

10 0A 640-by—200 4-color graphics
RESERVED
l 1 OB N/A
12 0C N/A
EGA MODES
15 0D 320-by-200 16—color graphics
14 0E 640—by—200 16—color graphics
15 OF 640—by-550 monochrome graphics
16 10 640—by-350 4- 0r 16—color graphicsa

_N/A = Not applicable
1' Number of colors depends on amount ofEGA memory

‘J
lA

k
N

N
r—

I

The PC’s BIOS supports several video modes. The programs presented here detect
the current mode and allow switching between display modes and adapters.

rather than a monochrome display, for run on a graphics display, but the de—
example). The command fault is the monochrome mode on a
MODE €080 dual-display system, the program can

sw1tch un1laterally to the graphics
switches to a CGA— or EGA—driven dis- screen, provided that it returns to the
play from a monochrome display sys— monochrome display default when it
tem, and the command terminates: This gives users the oppor—

tunity to exit if they choose not to turn
on the graphics display.

does the opposite. A viable alternative is Even on a single-display system, an
to display a menu on the default display application often must change the Video
that permits choosing the display from mode before it can proceed: DOS runs
within the running program. only in text modes, so a program that

Automatic mode selection has its produces graphics will have to switch to
place as long as simple courtesy is ob— a graphics mode. Methods for switching
served. If, for example, a program must modes, whether from assembly, C, or

MODE MONO
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FIGURE 1: Dslay Adapter Memory Allocations

HERCULES
64KB

MONO
A000:O 4K3

CGA
16KB

EGA
128KB

EGA
64KB

BOOO:0

B800:0

C000:0

:1 Display Memory l: Unused

The primary memory allocation for four adapters is shown. Checking display mem-
ory directly can indicate the presence of an adapter other than the default.

FIGURE 25 Sample DSPYINFO Output

C> dspyi nfo

C>

Enhanced graphics adapter installed
EGA memory size = 256-KB
EGA is in color mode

Monochrome adapter- installed
Video state: mode=3 width=80 page=0

DSPYINFO.C displays the adapters found and the video state. This is the screen
shown when both an EGA and monochrome display adapter are installed.

SOL Compatible Query System adaptable to any
operating environment.

COL Uuery System. A subset of the Structured
English Query Language (SEOUEL, or SOL)
developed by IBM. Linked files, stored views,
and nested queries result in a complete query
capability. File system interaction isolated in an
interface module. Extensive documentation
guides user development of interfaces to other
record oriented file handlers.

Portable Application Support System

Portable Windowlng System. Hardware
independent windowing system with borders,
attributes, horizontal and vertical scrolling.
User can construct interface file for any
hardware. Interfaces provided for PC/XT/AT
(screen memory interface and BIOS only
interface), MS-DOS generic (using ANSI.SYS),
Xenix (both with and without using the curses
interface), and C-Iibrary (no attributes).

Screen l/O. Report, and Form Generation
Systems. Field level interface between
application programs, the Query System, and
the file system. Complete input/output
formatting and control, automatic scrolling on
screens and automatic pagination on forms,
process intervention points. Seven field types:
8-bit unsigned binary, 16 bit signed binary,16
bit unsigned binary, 32 bit signed binary.
Enonetary (based on 32 bit binary), string, and

ate.

Including Source Code

$395.00

File System interfaces include
C-tree and BTFlIEVE.

HARDWARE AND FILE SYSTEM
INDEPENDENT

another high—level language, are all
based'on the video interrupt, service
OOH. A C-language equivalent to the
mode-switching function of BASICS
SCREEN command is handled by the
setvmode function of SETVMODEC
(listing 7). This function first sets the
specified video mode and then updates
the video parameters by calling the
getstate function.

Attempting to change the video
mode by using setvmode when it is
necessary to switch to a different dis-
play adapter (mode 7 to mode 3, for
example) requires additional work. The
equipment flags in the BIOS data area
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also must be modified. Figure 3 depicts
a program reading and writing the
equipment flags at absolute address
0:04101-1. Bits 4 and 5 indicate the initial
display adapter that is specified by the
switches on the system board at boot
time. To indicate the current default
display, a program must alter the moni—
tor bits in the equipment flags while
not disturbing any of the other bits.

Both the to_color and to_mono
functions must be used in conjunction
with the setvmode function when the
mode switch implies an adapter switch.
These two functions use the movedata
intersegment copy function to imple-

KIJRTZBERG
GOMPUTER SYSTEMS

41-19 BELL BLVD.
BAYSIDE, N.Y. H361

VISA/Master Charge accepted

[718] 229-4540

'C-tree is a trademark of FairCom

IBM, SEOUEL. PC. XT. AT are trademarks of IBM Corp.
MS-DOS and Xenix are trademarks of Microsoft Corp.

COL and the COL Logo are trademarks of Kurtzberg Computer
Systems.
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Programmers&
Developers

New
Products!

Distribute Your Demos with
No Royalties

Screen Machine creates interactive demos,
tutorials, menu systems and DOS shells. In-
cludes a text screen editor that optionally
generates source code’ and binary or text
files. Never write code for screen display
again. Capture any program’s text screens for
editing and your own use. Capture CGA com-
patible graphics screens for BLOAD or direct
display. SAVE hundreds of HOURS of work.

Now there’s no need for separate screen and
demo software packages and no need to pay
outrageous royalties. Priced at only $79.00.
'Turbo Pascal. Mach 2 for Turbo, Assembler, dBASE || & III,
BASIC (including The Inside Track and Mach 2).

Supercharge Turbo Pascal
Mach 2 for Turbo Pascal adds assembler
speed to your programs. 90 + subroutines,
most in assembler, give you speed and func-
tionality you never knew was possible. No
knowledge of assembler language required.

INSTANT displays. INSTANT windows (incl.
exploding and boxed). FASTEST sort you've
seen. Read/write files FAST as DOS. IN-
STANT menus, 1-2-3 horizontal and vertical
bar.

TrapAC/‘Break & DOS critical errors so no
more A)bort, R)etry or I)gnore. Emulate
BASIC PRINT USING for FAST formatted
numbers. Execute any prog, batch or DOS
command without ending program.

Read environment. Read file directory.
Get/ set file attributes. Plus too many string
functions to describe here. No royalties when
you distribute COM programs. All source
code included. A true bargain at $69.00.

NOT COPY PROTECTED. 30 Day Money-Back
Performance Guarantee. Requires IBM/com-
patible & DOS 2 +.

Order Now 800-922-3383
We welcome VISA/MC. COD US only $3.
S/H US $3, Canada $5, Elsewhere $18. GA
res. add tax and call 404-973-9272. Demo
available. Send $5 check. Refunded on direct
purchase.

We also publish Stay-Res, Mach 2 for BASIC,
The Inside Track and Peeks ’n Pokes.

MicroHelp, Inc.
2220 Carlyle Drive
Marietta GA 30062
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INITIAL VIDEO MODE:
00 = NONE OR EGA
01 = 40 BY 25 COLOR
10 = 80 BY 25 COLOR
11 = 80 BY 25 MONOCHROME

The equipment flags in the BIOS data area (which can be read or written to) must
be modified to change the video mode when an adapter change is necessary.

TABLE 3: Dual may Use
LOTUS
Lotus 1-2-3. Lotus Access runs on the
default display. Lotus 1—2—3 runs on
the display specified by the installa-
tion (can be the default display). Re-
turns to the default display upon
exit. Lotus 1—2-3 can use both dis-
plays for separate purposes (spread—
sheet on text display and chart on
graphics display, for example).

ASHTON-TATE
dBASE III. Uses the default display.

BORLAND
SideKick. Switches to the display spec—
ified by the configuration (can be
the default display). Returns to the
default display upon exit.
Turbo Pascal. Switches to the display
specified by the configuration (can
be the default display). Returns to
the default display upon exit.

MICROSOFT
PC Paintbrush. Switches to the graphics
display if necessary. Makes the
graphics display the new default.
QuickBASIC. Uses the default display.
Windows. Switches to the graphics dis-
play if necessary. Returns to the de«
fault display upon exit.
Word. Uses the default display.

WORDPERFECT CORP.
WordPerfect. Uses the default display. ‘

Programs behave differently in the
presence of two display systems. In
the ideal situation, the program
should return the system to the de-
fault display upon exiting.

ment memory PEEK and POKE routines.
TO_COLOR.C and TO_MONO.C (list-
ings 8 and 9) give the source code.

Major PC applications handle the
display selection task in a variety of
ways. Table 3 is a summary of selected
programs and their behavior in a dual-
display environment. Text—oriented pro-
grams simply use the currently active
display. Lotus 1—2—3 uses both displays
on a dual-display system for indepen-
dent outputs. Lotus Corporation uses
configuration data and drivers in its
program for the installed displays. The
Borland approach is similar, but works
with only one display at a time. Micro-
soft Windows switches to a graphics dis-
play if one is available and returns to
the default display upon exit. Micro-
soft's PC Paintbrush also switches to a
graphics display (if it must to run at all)
but it changes the default if was a differ-
ent adapter before the program was
started—this is not good behavior.

The demonstration program,
USE_EGA, shows how a program can
switch modes and display adapters in a
controlled and predictable manner.
USE_EGA.C (listing 10) is the source
code for USE_EGA, and its makefile,
USE_EGAMK, is contained in listing 11.
The program switches from the default
video mode (usually 3 or 7) to mode
13, displays a simple message, and waits
for the user to press the Enter key.
Upon exit, the program restores the
user’s previous video mode. Note the
use of to_color and to_mono if an
adapter switch is required. If no EGA
adapter is installed, the program dis-
plays an error message and exits.-

Augie Hansen owns Omniware, a Denver-
based computer consullingfinn. This article
is based on portions ofhis latest boo/e, Profi-
cient C, published by Microsoft Press (1987).
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LISTING 1: MEMCHK.C
/

a:

*/

memchk -- look for random-access memory at
a specified location; return non-zero if found

#include <dos.h>
#include <memory.h> L

int
memchk<seg, os)
unsigned'int seq;
unsigned int 05;
{

LISTING 2EGA_INFOC
w
an

1,,

9 "#include ,<'doa.h>

unsigned char tstval, oldval, neuval;
unsigned int ds;
struct SREGS segregs;

'/* get value of current data segment */
segread(&segregs);
ds = segregs.ds;
/" save current contents of test location */
movedata(seg, 05, ds, (unsigned)&oldval, 1);
/* copy a known value into testlocation */
tstval = Oxic; ,
moVedata(ds,"; (Unsignadixgtstval'; sag, osp’l‘, 4
/"' read test value back and comapre to value written */
movedata(seg, 05, ds, (unsigned)&neuval, 1);
if (neuval != tstval)

return (0);

/" restore original contents of test location *ly
movedata<ds, (unsigned)&oldval, seg, as, 1);

return (1 );

ega_info -- gather information about an EGA;
return a non-zero value if one is found

#define ALT_FUNCTION 0x12
#define EGA_INFO 0x10
Mefine NMODES f 2
#define Human 4
#define VIDEO_IO 0x10

int
ega_info(memsize, mode, features, switches)
int *memsize; /" EGA memory size’ indicator: 0 a 64K 4‘]

/* 1 =‘128K; 2 =1192K; 3 =‘256K ~/- .
int “mode; - /* D = color mode; 1 = none mode *I

/* use getstate function to find out which mode '/
unsigned int

*features, /" feature bit settings */
*suitches; /" EGA switch settings */ ‘

int result = 0;
union REGS inregs, outregs;

/" request EGA information */
inregs.h.ah = ALT_FUNCUON;
inregs.h.bl = EGA_INFO;
intBéWlDEOJO, &inregs, &outregs);

*memsize = outregs.h.bl;
*rnode = outregs.h.bh;
‘features = outregs.h.cb;
|'suitches = outregs.h.cl;

/* return non-zero if EGA installEd */
if (*memsize >= 0 8.8. 'memsize < NMEMSIZ E8.

*mode >= 0 8.8. *mode < NMODES)
result = 1;

return (result);

JULY 1987

Introducmg
mult1-channc
communications
boards 400%
faster than
what you’re.
probably usmg
now 1

Introducing the
DIGIBOARD COM/Xi Series front-end processor.
Intelligent multi-channel communications boards
400% faster than the industry standard.

Like our popular COM/X Series, they provide
users of PC/XT/AT-compatible computers with four
or eight individually addressable serial ports. But
with the new COM/Xi series we’ve added:
0 an 80188 co-processor operating at 10 MHz
0 256K of dual-ported RAM + 16K of ROM, all

accessible to user/ programmers for application
and security software development

0 a modular design that allows us to custom-
tailor I/O to individual customer requirements.
On-board intelligence means more speed for

multi-user operating systems and multi-channel
data collection and dissemination.

And makes the new DIGIBOARD COM/Xi
Series a more intelligent choice for you.

Digl;
Plugging you into TomOrrow.

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-8055.
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LISTING 3: GETSTATE.C
/*
" getstate -- update video state variables
"/

#include <dos.h>

#define GET_STATE DxF
#define VIDEO_lO 0x10

/* current video state/mode information ‘/
short Vmode;
short Vuidth;
short Vpage;

int
getstateO

(
union REGS inregs, outregs;
inregs.h.ah = GET_STATE;
int56(VIDEO_lO, &inregs, &outregs);

Vmode = outregs.h.al;
Vuidth = outregs.h.ah;
Vpage = outregs.h.bh;
return (outregs.x.cflag);

LISTING 4: DSPYINFO.C
/i

" dspyinfo -- display information about installed adapters
*/

#inciude <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>

#define MDA_SEG OXBOOO
#define, CGA_SEG axeaoo

main()

(
int mdaflag, egaflag, cgaflag;
int ega_mem, ega_mode;
unsigned int features, suitches;
static int memtabt] = C

64, 128, 192, 256
);

extern int getstateo;
/* current video mode information (declared in getstate) */
extern short Vmode, Vuidth, Vpage;
extern int ega_info(int *, int *, unsigned *, unsigned *);
extern int memchk(unsigned int, unsigned int);

mdaflag = egaflag = cgaflag = 0;

/" look for display adapters */
if (ega_info(&ege_mem, &ega_mode, &features, &suitches))

++egaflag;
if (egaflag) C

puts("Enhanced graphics adapter installed"):
printf("\tEGA memory size = Xd-KBVI",

memtab [ege_mem] );
printf("\tEGA is in 965 mode\n",

ega_mode ? "monochrome" : "color");

)

if (egaflag && ege_mode == 0) C
I‘ look for [BM monochrome memory */
if (rrlemchk(MDA_SEG, 0))

++mdaflag;

)
else C

/* look for color/graphics nemry ‘/
if (memchk(CGA_SEG, 0))

++c9aflag;

Q‘uickBASiC just got-quicker with

, QuickPak is a' so no collectionof'enhancements. sobroutines, and
instnictional matenai designed'to help you get the most out of pro—
gram ing in BAS

our programs more
,dnfilOS seWicé‘s. *
ommand! Cornpiete

instantly, overlay
nentire array regard-

EAD directories into

irty effing
onlyf$69.00. .
No royalties are required for using any
oftheOuickPak routineslnlyourprov; _ a 4 .
gra Not copyprotectedpofcourse.‘~: ' ,

CRESCENT SOFTWARE .
, 64 Fort Point Street. East Norwaik. CT 06855

‘ , ':. (203)846-2500 . ‘ «
QuickPak reqmres Microsoft QuitASlC or BASCOM, DOS 2.0 or higher. Visa, MIC, C.O.D.. or checks accepted.
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—QBase
Quick screens and moreforBASlC g-

If you program in BASIC. then OBase is your shortest route'to' professional
titles, data entry screens, and even complete applications. Unlike ordinary .
screen builders. OBase is fast, powerful. and very easy to operate. Pull-down
menus and function keys are used throughout. and context sensitive help is
always available. (Though you probably won't ever need it!) ,QBase lets you, ,
draw boxes. copy and paste blocks, color any portion of the screen. and ’ ,
design custom help windows. Creating input fields is as simple as answering '
a few questions. If all you need are quick screens and windows. then look
no further.
Make complete application:

But (Base is much more than just a screen'buiider. becauseitcan also ', ,-
create an entire application. Data entry, editing. searching, and relational file
operations are all handled automatically. Any number of databases may be
combined in a single program, with more ‘
than fifteen screens per database.

OBase can do all this because it‘s really
two separate programs. The screen builder
lets you create and edit screens. which are
saved as form definitions that any program
can readily access. A run-time package
(easily modified] then does all the work of
managing the database.
Everything is Included I, ‘

All of the source code forfhe screen editor ,
and run-time program is included, thoroughly
documented to show how they wont. and where ‘
they may be customized. QBase also includes The
Hardware Tutor — a clear and practical discussion , ”a
of electronic concepts and circuits, but written ,
from a programmer’s perspective. OBase is avail«
able for either Microsoft OuickBASiC or Bonand
Turbo Basic (please specify when ordering). it
costs only $99.00 and comes with a money-back
satisfaction guarantee. No royalties. not copy ‘* ~ . \
protected, of course. \ ‘ . .

CRESCENT SOFTWARE
64 Fort Point Street
East Norwalk. CT 06855 (203) 846—2500

QBase requira DOS 2.0 or higher. and at least 256K. (SI2K recommended.)
Visa. MIC, COD. checks accepted.
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)
if (mdaflag)

puts("Monochrome adapter installed");
if (cgaflag)

puts("CoIar/graphics adapter installed");
/"‘ report video settings */
getstateo;
printt("video state: mode=%d width=2d page=Zd\n“,

Vmode, Vuidth, VpaQE);

exit(0);

LISTING 5: DSPYINFOMK
# makefile for the DSPYINFO program

it! symbolic names
MODEL = 5 ft used by tools.ini
08.18 = ega_info.abj getstate.obj memchk.obj

it the DSPYlNFO program ---
dspyinfo.exe: dspyinfo.obj$(0BJS)

link 9' $(OBJS), 3*, nul;

# linkable objects
egajnfocbj: ega_info.c

getstate.obj: getstate.c

memchk.obj: memchlm:

dspyinfo.obj: dspyinfo.c

LISTING 6: TOOLSINI
[make]

.c.obj:
cl -c -A$(MDDEL) -DLlNT_ARGS $*.c

LISTING 7: SETVMODEC
set the video mode

* (color/graphics systems only)
*/

* setvmode . -

#include <dos.h>

#define VIDEO_10 0x10
#define SET_MODE 0

int
setvmodeWmode)
unsigned int vmode; /* user-specified mode number */
C

union REGS inregs, outregs;
extern int getstateO;

inregs.h.ah = SET__MODE;
inregs.h.al = vmode; /* value not: checked */
int86(VIDEO_IO, &inregs, &outregs);

/* update video data */
getstateo;

return (cutregs.x.cflag);

LISTING 8: TO__COLOR.C
/fi

* to_color
*/

-- switch from MDA to CGA

#include <dos.h>
#inctude <memory.h>

Structured Analysis breakthroughL
THE FIRST COMPLETE
SA SOFTWARE FOR
UNDER S 7,000. Discoverthe powerof
computer-aided Structured Analysis. . .Create specifications
more efficiently, more accurateI , . . .With TeamworkIPCS I,"
a complete, automated SA tool or your PC foronly $995.
No other system includes these features for under $1,000:

FuII support of Yourdon/DeMarco SA techniques
Easy-to-use mouse driven interface with pop-up menus
Includes integrated proiect data dictionary
Includes consistency checking and diagram balancing
Now also includes P-Specs, PostscriptTM output, and
new, easy tutorial

TeamworklPCSA runs on most IBM G—compatible PCs.
It's used by leading developers at Boeing, AT&T, GE, H P,
and Bank of America. And it's the only PC-based software
that offers you a growth path to the Teamwork family of
CASE tools for real-time modeling, system design and life-
cycle management.

222 Richmond St.
Cl \DRE Providence, RI 02903
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines. Postscript is a registered trademark of Adobe
Systems, Inc.
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Cadre Technologies Inc.
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FREE DOMINGO 300k! We'll give you
Mo reasons to order TeamworkIPCSA today. ON E:
you eta 30-day money-back guarantee, so there's
abso utely no risk. TWO: Order now and we'll send you
Structured Analysis and System Specification
by Tom DeMarco. It's the "Bible" of structured analysis
and normally sells for over $40. And it's yours free. For
details or to place your order, call or write today.

CALL (407) 357-CASE.
North American prices only. Volume discounts available, PCT 1
---------------
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#define EQ_FLAGS 0x410
#define VMASK (3c
#define CGA_MODE 0x10

/* mask video bits off */

void
to_color()
C

unsigned int ds;
unsigned char trnp;
struct SREGS segregs;
segread(&segregs);
ds = segregs.ds;
movedata(0, E0_FLAGS, ds, (unsigned)&tmp, 1);

tmp &= VHASK;
tmp |= CGA__MDDE;
movedata<ds, (unsigned)&tmp, 0, ED_FLAGS, 1),-

LISTING 9: TO_MONO.C
/
' to_mono -- switch from CGA to MDA
*/

#include <dos.h>
#include <memry.h>

#define EO_FLAGS 0x410
#define MDLMODE 0x30

void
to.mono()
(

unsigned int ds;
unsigned char tmp;
struct SREGS segregs;
segreadflsegregs);
d5 = segregs.ds;
movedata(0, EO_FLAGS, ds, (unsigned)&tnip, 1);
mp |= MDA_MODE;
movedata(ds, <unsigned)&tmp, 0, E0_FLAGS, 1);

LISTING l0: USE_EGA.C
l!

" use_ega -- Attempt to switch to an EGA graphics mode. Return
* to the default display and mode upon exit.
’/ .

#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>

/* video modes '/
1* cm modes */
#define CGA_M40
#define CGA_C40
#define CGLMBO
#define CGA__C80
#define CGA_CMRES
#define coA_MMREs
#define CGA_HHRES
/* MBA mode */
#define MDA_M80 7
/"' Pe modes */
#define PCJR_CLRES _ 8
#define PCJR_CMRES 9
#define PCJR_CHRES 10
/* modes 11 and 12 are not currently used */
/" EGA modes "/
#define EGA_CMRES 13
#define EGA_CHRES 14
#define EGAJIHRES 15
#define EGA_EHRES 16

o
~

m
s
~

u
~

a
o

/" current video state/mode information (declared in getstate) */
extern short Vmode;
extern short Vuidth;
extern short Vpage;

main()

LISTING 11: USE_EGA.MK
ft makefile for the USE_EGA program

if synbolic names ---
MODEL = S
OBJS = ega_info.obj getstate.obj setvmode.obj to_colar.obj to_mono.obj

# . _

use_ega . exe 2

g ._.

getstate.obj :

setvmode.ob5:

to_color.obj:

to_mono.obj:

use_ega.obj:

objects - - -
ega_info.obj:

int egaflag, oldnode;
int e9a_mem, ega_mode;
unsigned int features, switches;
static int memtabl] = C

64, 128, 192, 256
):

extern int getstate();
extern int ega__info(int ‘, int *, unsigned *, unsigned *);
extern int setvmode(int);
extern void to_color();
extern void to_mono();

egaflag = 0;

/* get video state data */
getstateo;
oldnode = Vmode;

/* look for an EGA */
if (ega_info(&ega_mem, aega_mode, &features, fisuitchesn

++egaflag;

It

* if EGA found, switch video mode, display something, and
" then return to the display mode found upon entry
'I
if (egaflag) (

if (oldmode == MDA_M80)
to_color();

setvmode(EGA_CMREs);
printf("\nTESTiNG EGA 1N GRAPHICS MODE\n");
getstateO; L' * '
print'Current video state:\n\tmode=Ad width=‘/.d page=%d\n",

Vmode, Vuidth, Vpage);
printf("\nPress ENTER to return to DOS:");
/* pause */ ,
while (getchero l= '\n‘>

.
if (oldmode == MDA_M80)

to_mono();
setvmode(oldmode);
getstateO:
printf("current video state:\n\tmode=7(d uidth=Xd page=%d\n",

Vmode, Width, Vpage);

else (
/" write to the default display */
puts("No EGA adapter installed");
exitfl):

exitw);

the USE_EGA program --—
use_ega.obj $(OBJS)

link 3* 5(05JS), $*, nul;

ega_info.c

getstate.c

setvmode.c

to_color.c

to_mono .c

use_ega . c
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THIS IS BBXI“
THE MOST WELL KNOWN

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
YOU’VE NEVER HEARD OF.

; 1.5053214407
8’ I ‘ ed

BBX ls avaslabve on Most popular umx. DOS and ‘ I
, Network environments. Please call for assistance



To Over 30,000 Installations,
MultiLink®

At over 30,000 sites, as many as one-quarter of a million
users tap into the power of MultiLinké Advanced everyday.

Since 1983, they’ve come to rely on our multi-tasking,
multi-user system for compatibility with their favorite
software, and the ability to share disks, files, printers,
and programs in a true PC-DOS environment.

From the largest of the Fortune 500 to the smallest in
small business, MultiLink" has provided a cost-effective
multi-user solution that's available from no one else.

MultiLink“ Means Cost-Effective Timesharing
on a PC. MultiLink" Advanced utilizes the principle of
timesharing by sharing a central PC’s peripherals, files,
and processor time among nine users. Up to eight in-
expensive terminals can be connected to a single non-
dedicated IBM PC, XT, AT or 100% compatible using
standard RS-232 ports. Each terminal effectively emu-
lates a PC having up to 512K RAM.

PC-Shadow“ Workstations, shown below, even have
an AT look—alike, as well as work«alike, keyboard, dis-
play, and serial port. in addition, password-protected
remote access via modem can be made with either dumb
terminals or PCs running ourterminal emulation software.

egistered trademark of
ink. MultiLink-' Advancec‘

‘ z are trademarks of The
Software Lli‘k IBM PC. XT. AT. PC-DOS.
Token Ring. 14 NETBlOS are trademarks of
IBM Corp WorclStar. dBASE Ill, Multimate.
Lotus 12-3 és Symphony are trademarks of
MicroPro. Ashton~Tate. Multimate International.
8. Lotus Development Corp. respectively.

CALL: 800/451-LINK

MultiLinki‘ Means PC-DOS Compatibility with a
Software-Driven System. Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony,
WordStar, dBASE Ill, & Multimate are just a sampling
of the wide variety of PC-DOS software that’s fully
compatible.

Our software-driven system is also IBM NETBlOS
compatible, so programs that are written for IBM’s
Token Ring will run on our multi-user system, as well.

MultiLinkE Means Multi-User to Leading
Computer Publications. Whether you read PC Magazine,
“MultiLinké Advanced delivers on...convenience, speed,
and flexibility,” or InfoWor/d, “If you want a low-cost
multiuser system with up to eight terminals, MultiLinkF
Advanced is worth a serious look’,’ it becomes clear that
MultiLink" Advanced is a formidable contender in the
multi-user marketplace.

See What MultiLink“ Can Mean to You. Learn,
firsthand, how our multi-user system can benefit your
company. Call The Software Link TODAY for complete
information and the authorized dealer nearest you.
MultiLink” Advanced is $595 and comes with a
money-back guarantee.

.. L 7 \ \\< m 7

THE SOFTWARE LINK
3577 Parkway Lane, Atlanta, Georgia 30092
Telex 4996147 SWLINK FAX 404/263-6474

In Georgia: 404/448-LlNK
(Forthe dealer nearest you)

OEM/lnt’l Sales: 404263-1006 Resellers/VARs: 4041448-5465
THE SOFTWARE LINKICANADA CALL: 800/387-0453

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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PRODUCT WATCH

Reviews
and
Updates

“MOTHERCARD 5.0

286 SPEEDCARD
Micro Z

SOTA Technologies, Inc.

HDTEST
Proto PC, Inc.

PRINTQ 3.06
Software Directions, Inc.

\ BOOSTERS 2.0
' George F. Smith (9

Company

286 SPEEDCARD
Micro 1
557 Howard Street ,_
Sam Francisco, CA 94105
415/974—5439

PRICE: $495
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MOTHERCARD 5.0
SOTA Technologies, Inc.
657 N. Pastoria Avenue
Sunnwale, 61194086 '
408/245-3366

PRICE: $1,295
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hree types of accelerators exist for
speeding up an IBM PC: the first

speeds up the original PC hardware
with faster clock rates; the second re«
places the original 8088 microprocessor
with an 8086, which is not only faster,
but also a greater workhorse; the third
replaces the 8088 with an even more
capable processor—the 80286. This
third type of accelerator presents two
different approaches in using the 80286.
At one end are caching boards that pro-
vide a limited amount of high—speed
16-bit memory to augment the slower
memory on the 8«bit bus. At the other
end are boards that provide a full
complement of memory either by re-
placing the original memory or by ad-
ding a separate address space. The two
products reviewed here are examples
of each. Micro 1’5 286 SpeedCard is a
caching board running at 7.2 MHz, and
the MotherCard 5.0 from SOTA (State of
the Art) Technologies, Inc., is a full—
complement coprocessor running at
12.5 MHz—the fastest speed available
on an add-in board. (Eleven other
80286 accelerator boards were re—
viewed in “Speed Infusion, Part 3”, Ted
Mirecki,June 1987, p. 118. For a review
of five 8086 accelerators, see ”Speed In—
fusion, Part 2," Ted Mirecki, April 1987,

JULY 1987

p. 66. For a review of six boards that in—
crease the frequency of the 8088 on the
PC, see “Speed Infusion, Part 1,” Ted
Mirecki, February 1987, p. 126.)

The Micro 1 286 SpeedCard is
identical to the PC Technologies, Inc.
(PCT) 286 Express accelerator board re—
viewed in last month’s article. It pro
vides 8K8 of cache memory and obtains
its synchronous 7.2-MHz clock signal by
halving the frequency of the oscillator
signal from the motherboard. It accepts
an 80287 numeric coprocessor and runs
it either at 4.77 MHZ (the speed of the
8088 clock on the motherboard) or at
the same speed as the 80286.

Before installation, eight DIP
switches need to be set for selecting the
80287’5 operating speed, the total sys-
tem memory, and the purpose of the
toggle switch on the rear bracket. This
last setting determines whether the
switch selects between operation on the
80286 and 8088, or enables and dis—
ables the memory caching.

Installation into a PC follows a pro-
cedure that is standard for most acceler-
ator boards. The 8088 and 8087, if pres—
ent, are removed from the mother—
board. The SpeedCard is inserted into
an expansion slot and connected to the
8088 socket with a ribbon cable; the

8088 is then plugged into a socket on
the end of the cable. A noise suppres-
sor module is inserted into the vacated
8087 socket. This process is adequately
described in the manual, and the rib-
bon cable connector is appropriately
keyed to prevent inserting it backwards.

The documentation consists of a
12—page booklet with adequate installa-
tion instructions, but no information on
the board’s design and very little on its
operation. No clue is given, for exam-
ple, as to Why one function of the tog-
gle switch might be more desirable
than the other. In this respect, PCT pro—
vides much better documentation for its
version of this product.

Switching between processors, if
the board is so configured, causes a re—
boot, but does not require powering
down, as on some other accelerators.
Caching may be turned on and off at
any time. Micro 1 provides a resident
program to control caching with hot
keys, therefore, it is more useful to con-
figure the board to have the toggle
switch select the processor.

The 286 SpeedCard’s performance
is shown in the accompanying table.
The tests used were described at length
in February. They exercise the boards
in several ways, including measuring
the bus bandwidth, testing the 80287,
and timing application programs.

The results for the 286 SpeedCard
are identical to those obtained with its
twin, the PCT 286 Express, and very
similar to the other four synchronous
caching boards. Because the measured
performance of boards of this type is
virtually indistinguishable, the choice
can be made on price, quality of docu-
mentation, and vendor support.

The SOTA MotherCard 5.0, by con-
trast, is an advanced full-complement
coprocessor unlike most other boards
of this type. Because it is available in
several configurations, there is a good
chance that one MotherCard is unlike
another of the same brand.
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The first choice in configuring this
accelerator is the amount of on-board
memory—either 1MB using 256Kbit
chips, or 4MB populated with lit
chips. An optional daughterboard can
raise the on»board memory to a maxi—
mum of 16MB, but its presence will al»
low only short boards in the adjacent
expansion slot. The second option is
the clock speed—a choice of 8, 10, or
12.5 MHz. Both options must be chosen
when the board is purchased.

A third option, the speed of the
80287 numeric coprocessor, can be set
by the user at installation either to 5
MHz or to the same speed as the 80286.
Intel does not make a model of the
80287 guaranteed to run at more than
10 MHz (even though selected samples
may run at over 12 MHz). Thus, it is ad-
visable to purchase the high—speed
MotherCard with an 80287 tested by
SOTA The model tested for this review
had 1MB of memory, a 125—MHz clock,
and an 80287 selected by SOTA for op-
eration at that high speed.

With the 1MB model, the memory
above the 640KB used by DOS is auto—
matically configured as expanded mem-
ory according to the Lotus/Intel/Micro-
soft expanded memory specification
(LIM EMS). Models with more than 1MB
can split it between EMS and extended
memory for protected mode use.

Installation involves removing the
8088 from the system board and plug—
ging it into a socket on the MotherCard.
The accelerator card itself is then
plugged into an expansion slot on the
system board and connected with a rib-
bon cable to the original 8088 socket.
The 8087 need not be removed.

The MotherCard contains a BIOS
that gains control during boot-up and
prompts the user to choose (by press—
ing function keys) between booting up
on the 8088 or on the 80286. Once run-
ning on either processor, the user may
switch to the other one by executing a
program from the DOS prompt. Going
from one processor to the other, in
either direction, reboots the system.
Therefore, although the MotherCard is a
true coprocessor with two distinct ad-
dress spaces, it is not possible to leave
data in one address space while execut-
ing in the other.

In operation, the MotherCard pro-
vides a very noticeable increase in
speed. Screen updating, even on a CGA
(Color Graphics Adapter), is very rapid
yet remains smooth and free of video
interference. The subjective impression,
especially without heavy disk 1/0, is that
the MotherCard is faster than a PC/AT.
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TABLE: Acceiemtor Features and Peifornmnce

MICRO l SOTA TECHNOLOGIES

MODEL“
PRICE
SIZE OF BOARD
MEMORY TYPE

ON-BOARD MEMORY
SWITCH BETWEEN 8088/80286
Toggle switch
Software
Hot key
Switch without reset
Switch without power down
MEASURED CLOCK RATES (MHZ)
80286 clock
80287 clock
MEMORY ACCESS
Wait states
Bus bandwidthb 1
BENCHMARK RESULTS‘7"
ATFLOAT
Assembly of IBM VDISK
Lotus 1-2-3 recalculation
dBASE (Ashton~Tate) sort
Microsoft Word repagination

.0
0

0
.

.:Yes O=No

Mireclei, June 1987, p. 120.

Ted Mireclei, June 1987, p. 134.

286 Speedcard
$495
Half
Cache,
synchronous
8KB

7.2
7.2

2.25
2.07
1.40
1.17
2.38

“Features may be compared with Other 80286 accelerators in Iable 1 of ‘Speed, Infusion, Par! 3, ” Ted

bNmnbers represent the ratio lo the weed ofa standard IBM PC at 4.77 MHz.
CPerformance may be congoared with other 80286 accelerators in table 2 of “Speed Infusion, Part 3, "

MotherCard 5.0
$1 ,295
Full
Full complement,
coprocessor
1MB

0
0

0
.0

12.5
12.5

1
6.70

3.90
5.50
5.65
1.25
4,25

TWO types of 80286 accelerators—a synchronous caching board and a full-comple-
ment coprocessor—show the trade-0&5 of cost, complexity, and performance.

The number in the product’s name,
5.0, refers to the expected version num-
ber of the future protected-mode DOS
—the name of which has since been an—
nounced as Operating System/2 (OS/2).
SOTA, by designing its accelerator with
protectedmode operation in mind, has
tried to build-in insurance for future
compatibility with OS/2. The on—board
BIOS is not permanently burned into
ROM, but resides instead in batteiy-
backed static RAM (SRAM). Any updates
made necessary by the production ver—
sion of 08/2, or any interim bug fixes,
can be distributed on disk much more
economically than on ROM chips. In
current models of the board, the battery
is soldered in; when it runs down, the
board must be returned to SOTA for re—
placement of the battery and reloading
of the SRAM. The expected battery life
is three to five years.

Although it is an actual production
model, some elements of the Mother-
Card package make it resemble a proto»

type. The software is marked ”prelimi—
nary,” and the documentation—stapled
pages from a laser printer—looks like a
final draft, not a finished manual. The
contents, however, are quite good—
especially the installation instructions.
A section on the theory of operation is
not as useful as it might be; instead of
describing the operation of this particu-
lar accelerator, it explains the general
differences between the 8088 and
80286. Given the unusual design of this
board, even a moderately experienced
user would appreciate a more technical
explanation of its operation.

The preliminary nature of the soft-
ware is underlined by a bug in the
EMM (Expanded Memory Manager) de-
vice driver. If the 8088 is activated after
the EM is installed, returning to the
80286 becomes impossible. SOTA is
working to fix this bug.

In light of the promising technical
specifications, the measured results for
the SOTA MotherCard 5.0 are somewhat
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PC-to-Systems 3X
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you need now,

and promise of great

Designed and built by

MUX[AB
l65 Graveline
St. Laurent, Quebec
Canada H4T lR3

things to come

5251 EMULATOR BOARD
Only ACCESS 36 has what it takes to

deliver now and see you into the future.
Its unique advantage: the mighty Motorola

68000 microprocessor. Sheer power, built in,
to provide sustained use of the most
advanced emulation features available
today. . .and power to spare when you're
ready to share (our software-bundled PC
serial clusters and LAN gateways will soon be
ready for release).

Learn more about the advantages of
ACCESS 36: unparalleled speed, ease of use,
versatility, and a future we back with some of
the best technical and sales support in the
business.
— View and use 7 LU ‘s concurrently
— Full windowing of all sessions
—— Unique cut-and-paste feature

User-friendly and menu-driven
Software user update free of charge
File transfer 34/36/38 included
Use as little as IOK of PC memory
IBM—enhanced keyboard support
3|80 display/keyboard supplement
Support of IBM terminals 525l/l & ll,
529| and 5292/l _
IBM printers 52l9, 5224, 5225, 5256
PC, XT, and AT compatible
Full compatibility with PC support 36/38

Call ACCESS INFO toll-free at
l(800)36|-l965, or (5l4)735-274|.
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disappointing. Except for floatingpoint
operations (which it runs at a higher
clock speed than any other board tested
in the accelerator series), the Mother-
Card does not stand out in comparison
with the other full-complement acceler-
ators reviewed last month. The attrac—
tion of this product, however, is not
raw speed, but its promise of flexibility
in adapting to the needs of future pro-
tected-mode operation under OS/2.

—TED MIRECKI

HDTEST
Proto PC, Inc.
2424 Territorial Road
St. Paul, MN55114
612/644—4660

PRICE: $99

\‘5
i
b,
a,
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Dtest, a utility program that per-
forms testing and low-level format—

ting of hard-disk drives, is a product
mainly intended for use when a hard
disk is first installed. It offers both de—
structive (that is, altering the contents of
a disk) and nondestructive disk»testing
options. HDtest’s read-only test is its
only nondestructive option. Destructive
tests include both read and write opera—
tions; these options can detect hard—disk
problems that the read—only test would
miss. The nondestructive test logs bad
track numbers, but the destructive test
actually reformats bad tracks, marking
each of them as ”bad.”

HDtest’s low-level formatting capa-
bilities give the user the ability to mod-
ify many drive and format parameters.
When a hard disk is manufactured, its
magnetic surfaces are completely blank.
The first step in preparing a disk for
use is low—level formatting, which maps
out the disks surface according to pa-
rameters that are set by the formatting
program and disk—controller card. Con—
centric tracks are electronically marked
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on the disks surface; each track is di—
vided into a number of segments that
will eventually hold data. Certain infor-
mation (such as head number, cylinder
number, logical sector number, and er—
ror—correction information) is encoded
on the disk before and after each data
segment. This information and the cor-
responding data segment combine to—
gether to make up each sector.

After low—level formatting, the disk
then must be partitioned and high—level
formatted. These functions are per—
formed by two DOS programs FDISK
(for partitioning) and FORMAT.

Most hard disks are sold with low-
level formatting already performed.
Those that are not preformatted usually
come with the necessary software to
handle this task. Therefore, the exten-
sive formatting capabilities of HDtest
are of no use to most end users. The
program is intended more for those
who need to prepare large numbers of
hard-disk drives, such as manufacturers,
VARs, dealers, and managers of large
MIS departments. HDtest’s ability to
work with a wide variety of controller/
disk combinations makes it particularly
useful for those managers who are try-
ing to stretch their equipment budgets
by purchasing drives and controllers
from various sources.

HDtest permits drives to be auto-
matically configured (autoconfigured).
During normal disk operations, certain
information about the hard disk must
be available—for example, the number
of cylinders and heads, the starting
cylinder number, and error—correction
parameters. On hard disks that are not
autoconfigured, this information is
stored in ROM on the controller card
(in the PC/AT, the active parameter
table is stored in the battery—backed
CMOS RAM parameter area). Each con-
troller card’s ROM contains a number
of configuration tables, each of which
contains a different set of parameters.
The appropriate table is selected, by
means of jumpers or switches on the
controller, to match the characteristics
of the disk that is attached to the con-
troller. Without autoconfiguration, the
disks that can be used with a particular
drive controller are limited by the con—
figuration tables of the controller.

An autoconfigured drive has the
configuration information stored on the
disk itself, written on track 0, and the
information is read from there rather
than from the ROM table on the con—
troller card. The configuration informa-
tion written on track 0 actually may be
identical to that stored in one of the

controller ROM. tables, in which case
autoconfiguration offers no advantage.
However, autoconfiguration becomes
useful when the configuration informa-
tion written on the disk is different
from that available in one of the con-
troller’s ROM tables. In certain situa-
tions, autoconfiguration can enable a
controller to work with a disk that is
not supported by its ROM tables. If
HDtest is used to enter the autoconfigu—
ration information onto the disk from
the keyboard, it is possible to use some
disk/controller combinations that, other—
wise, would be incompatible.

HDtest also permits a disk to be
Virtually configured, which means divid—
ing one physical disk into two DOS vol-
umes. For example, a 40MB hard-disk
drive could be virtually configured as a
30MB C: drive and a 10MB D: drive.

Not all hard—disk drive controllers
support autoconfiguration and virtual
configuration. The HDtest documenta-
tion provides detailed information on
which controllers support which op—
tions. Many PC/XT—compatible control—
lers support autoconfiguration and vir—
tual configuration; at present, AT—
compatible controllers do not.

HDtest can be operated in either
menu or command—line mode. In menu
mode, the menu and data-entry screens
are straightforward and well planned,
allowing the user to move easily be-
tween various parts of the program, but,
fortunately, with little chance of acci—
dentally starting a formatting process.
On—line help also is available.

The command-line mode allows
essentially all program parameters to
be controlled by entries on the com—
mand line when the program is started.
Through this procedure, HDtest can be
run from a batch file, which would be
useful when the same operations need
to be performed on a large number of
drives or when extended tests need to
be run, during which the computer may
be left unattended for several hours.

Two versions of the program are
supplied: HT.EXE for the XT and com-
patibles, and HTA.EXE for the AT and
compatibles. A head-parking program
also is provided, as well as a patch to
the DOS 2.1 FORMAT command that al-
lows proper handling of bad tracks
above 16MB. The manual is very good,
providing clear explanations of program
operation plus examples of how to pro—
ceed in common situations. HDtest will

‘ be welcome by those who need its
high—volume hard—disk formatting and
testing capabilities.

—PETER G. AITKEN
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Printed output is the result of most
computing activity, such as spread-

sheets, reports, and so on. Advances in
computer and printer performance not-
withstanding, dealing with printers and
printing is still one of the most time—
consuming and user-unfriendly aspects
of personal computing.

The crux of the problem is that,
compared to the other parts of a com-
puter system, printers are extremely
slow. For example, a spreadsheet that is
calculated in a few seconds can take
several minutes to print.

Hardware print buffers and mem—
ory—resident print spoolers can help by
quickly swallowing data destined for the
printer and allowing the application to
proceed. This works well enough until
the buffer fills up, whereupon things
slow down to printer speeds again.
Worse, if the power fails in mid~print-
ing, all of the data in the buffer must be
regenerated, possibly from multiple ap-
plications. In addition, other costs (in
money and in time) are incurred: large
external print buffers can cost more
than the printers they feed, and internal
memory has other more valuable uses.

PrintQ implements a spooling strat—
egy more like that used on multiuser
mainframe and minicomputer systems.
In those environments, each user’s
printer output is diverted to a disk file.
When an application program generates
a print file, that print file is placed in a
queue to be printed in turn.

PrintQ functions as a print buffer,
capturing data sent to the printer via
BIOS interrupt 17H and diverting it to a

disk queue file. Queued data is printed
in the background, allowing applica-
tions to run in the foreground.

The size of the queue file can be
set from 1,014 to 65,000 blocks (1 block
= 1,024 characters). The queue file will
never grow beyond the specified size; if
the queue fills up, programs that print
will wait for space to be freed as the
printer empties the queue.

Unlike more simple—minded buf-
fers and spoolers, PrintQ stores each re—
port or document as a separate logical
entity, called aprimfile. PrintQ’s distin-
guishing strength is its ability to control
each printfile separately.

PrintQ deduces printfile bounda-
ries by watching for certain events:
- Program termination
- Time out (no data sent to printer

within a specified time)
- Closing of the DOS PRN: device
- Explicit closing of the current print
file by a user command .

Each printfile in the queue is iden-
tified by the name of the program that
generated the output (or a user—speci—
fied identification string) and a se—
quence number. In addition, each print—
file has an associated priority, form
type, page length, and other attributes
that affect when and how it is printed.
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Individual printfiles can be printed mul-
tiple times, held for later printing,
viewed without printing, and written to
DOS text files. Printfiles are grouped by
the type of form required, and those
that have a high priority are printed
first. PrintQ also has options for pagina—
tion and forms alignment. The current
printfile can be restarted from any page,
which is a big help when the paper
jams or runs out.

A single installation program,
INSTALL, copies the necessary files to
the specified target disk. PrintQ is not
copy protected and can be installed on
either diskettes or hard disks.

The installed PrintQ package con—
sists of four programs: PRINTQEXE,
PQSDCOM, PRTF.COM, and LISTEXE.
PrintQ places these executable files in
the root directory of the target disk.
Hard<disk users will probably want to
place the programs in a subdirectory.
The queue files are always created in a
subdirectory called \PRINTQ.

PRINTQEXE is the actual spooler
program, which captures and prints all
the data. It is a terminate-and-stay-resi-
dent (TSR) program and includes a sta—
tus/control display that can be activated
by pressing Ctrl-Alt—P. PQSDCOM in-
vokes the status/control display just as if
Ctrl—Alt—P were struck This program is
intended for use in batch files to auto-
matically invoke this display. PRTFCOM
allows the printfile options to be set
from the keyboard or from batch files.
LISTEXE copies DOS files into individ-
ual printfiles in the current queue file.
Files are not identified by name, and
wild-card templates are not supported.

The PRINT command of DOS,
which does allow wild-card file names,
can be used with PrintQ. The user
should be sure to start PrintQ before
trying to print any files with DOS
PRINT; if PRINT runs first, it becomes
the resident print multiplexer and
PrintQ will refuse to run. If PrintQ is
loaded first, PRINT will queue files cor»
rectly to the resident PrintQ multi-
plexer. Rebooting is the only way to re—
move the resident portion of PRINT.

The queue portion of the PrintQ
status/control display shows the name
of the current queue file, its current
and maximum size in lKB blocks, and
the current queue and printer status.
The printfile status portion of the dis-
play lists the printfiles in the current
queue in the order in which they will
be printed. For each entry in the queue,
the display shows detailed information
about the printfile. Commands are pro-
vided in an easy-to—use, full—screen in
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teractive display. The commands control
the settings of the various options and
defaults for selecting and controlling
queues and printfiles.

Despite its sophistication and
power, PrintQ does have a few quirks
and deficiencies worth noting. The pop-
up status/control display switches to text
mode and is supposed to restore the
previous application screen before exit«
ing. If the application was in an EGA
(Enhanced Graphics Adapter) high—res-
olution graphics mode, the mode is
restored but the screen image is not—
a blank screen appears.

The status display does not change
automatically to reflect any changes in
printer status or page counts; to see
changes, the F5 function key must be
pressed to redisplay the status screen.

Deleting a printfile from the queue
is not possible unless the status of the
individual printfile is Hld (hold)-—a
minor annoyance. Trying to delete
ready files while the entire queue is
held from printing does not work; the
status of the actual file to be deleted
needs to be changed from ready to
hold before deletion can take place.

PrintQ does not interpret the data
in printfiles, except to count lines and
pages for reporting and restarting pur—
poses. This behavior allows PrintQ to
work with virtually any printer. Because
PrintQ has no idea what a printfile is
supposed to have in it, the page counts
for printfiles that contain graphics out—
put or downloaded fonts are generally
meaningless. For similar reasons, the
option to View a printfile is not useful
for graphics printfiles.

PrintQ could be even more useful
if it added an option to print a text file
paginated with top and bottom margins
(perforation skipping), page title and
subtitle, page numbers, line wrap, and
so forth. This added feature would be
especially useful for program listings
and unformatted reports.

The PrintQ manual is superb. It is
well organized, well written, complete,
easy to use, professionally typeset, and
includes a comprehensive index. Docu—
mentation of this quality is rare.

PrintQ is considerably less expen—
sive and more intelligent than hardware
buffers or simple memory-based FIFO
(first-in, first-out) spoolers. The safety of
spooling to nonvolatile disk storage; the
ability to recover and restart after paper
jams, power failures, or worse; and the
rather complete control over individual
printfiles make PrintQ an attractive pro—
ductivity tool for the PC.

—THOMAS V. HOFFMANN

BOOSTERS 2.0
George F. Smith G Company
609 Candlewick Lane
Lilbum, GA 30247
(404) 923-6879

PRICE: $40
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.peed is the name of the game in the
ability to write attractive screen out-

put, and Boosters, from George F.
Smith & Company, will improve the
screen—writing speed of any Turbo Pas-
cal program. This collection of software
tools for Turbo programmers, originally
a user-supported package, comprises 78
video, heap, string, DOS, and special
routines; demonstration and tutorial
programs; a screen generator; a user’s
manual; and source code.

Boosters accommodates either a
monochrome adapter or a CGA (Color
Graphics Adapter) operating in the 80—
column—by—ZS—line text modes. It does
not support any of the higher-resolution
graphics modes, however, leaving these
tasks to packages such as Borland’s own
Turbo Grafix Toolbox.

The Boosters files come on three
diskettes, which are not copy protected.
The spiral—bound user’s manual is clear
and concise, including a summary of
the Boosters routines, installation in-
structions, and detailed descriptions of
each routine (with examples).

The Microsoft MASM—compatible as—
sembly language source files in Boost-
ers are used to create routines for in
line code in Turbo Pascal programs.
These routines are incorporated using
the {$1} compiler directive. The actual
include files containing INLINE state—
ments also are provided. Unfortunately,
if changes need to be made to a source
file, the file must be reassembled and
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new INLINE statements created manu—
ally from the assembly language listing.
A program to perform this tedious task
would be a greatly appreciated addition
to this package.

Boosters achieves its speed by di—
rectly accessing the display memory and
some BIOS memory. This reduces the
portability of the Turbo programs, but
with some changes, these routines can
be adapted to other memory—mapped
machines. The program’s designers
have included the source code so the
problem is made relatively painless for
the experienced programmer.

The Boosters screen-display rou—
tines are based on a page—data structure
stored on Turbo Pascal‘s heap. Pages
are read or built onto the heap and
may be displayed quickly using video
routines. This allows any time-consum-
ing operations to be performed off—
screen without affecting the display.

The Boosters video utilities address
either monochrome or CGA memory
automatically by examining the BIOS
data stored in low RAM. When writing
into display memory, the routines take
care to ensure that a retrace is in effect.
When moving large blocks of video
data, the 6845 video controller‘s signal
is disabled altogether. This is fine when

an entire screen is being written, but it
results in a choppy, flashing display
when the tile effect is used.

In addition to the screen-drawing
routines, many string utilities are pro-
vided for speeding up such string oper-
ations as centering, copying, pattern
searching, replacement, and type con—
version. Various DOS utilities allow
manipulation of files and directory man-
agement. The Exec utility allows an—
other program to be executed from
within a Turbo Pascal .COM file. Other
routines display pop-up calendars, date,
and time; control the cursor; and pro-
vide filtered input.

One of Booster’s most interesting
features is the screen generator—a
program that allows users to design
screens interactively. Once constructed,
these screens can be saved to disk files
to be loaded and displayed by the heap
and video utilities. The screen genera—
tor, written in Turbo Pascal (with help
from Boosters), can be run from the
Turbo environment or as a .COM file.
The user’s manual contains an instruc-
tive tutorial, and the program also pro—
vides an on-line help facility, making
screen generation effortless.

Most commands are entered using
Alt—key combinations. It is worth noting

that the Turbo Pascal editor uses the
Ctrl key for commands, which makes
using the Alt key for commands awk-
ward. Worse, the screen generator pro-
gram does not use Turbo Pascal’s {$0}
directive to turn off Ctrl—key checking,
so the program “breaks” when Ctrl-C is
pressed. (Alt—C is the copy command.)
Fortunately, the source code for the
screen generator can be used to create
a simple two«line fix to disable Ctrl-C.

Several tutorial programs are in»
cluded with Boosters, along with asso—
ciated source code. Also included is a
job—estimation worksheet program that
illustrates the use of many of the rou—
tines. In addition, a report on a bug in
the Input procedure was included in
the review package. The bug report
contained instructions for a simple fix
and expressed a commitment to sup—
port registered users in fixing bugs.

George Smith 8: Company has put
together a winning package. This inex-
pensive product fills a niche in the
Turbo Pascal world, allowing users to
write aesthetically pleasing, professional
programs easily. The authors are to be
commended for including the source
code as well—an invaluable aid in de-
signing quality software. W

—DOUG ORTEGA

M
Qualstar 1052
0 1600/3200 bpi
o 25/50 in./sec.
- Manual load
- Streaming
Subsystem price:
$3,595.

Cipher Data F-880
- 1600 bpi
. 25/100 in./sec.
- Auto load
0 Start/Stop & Streaming
Subsystem price:
$4,195.

0 50/100 in./sec.
- Auto load

Subsystem price:
$6,495.

Kennedy 9600A”
0 800/1600/3200 bpi

9 Track Tape Drives
For IBM PC/XT/AT and Compaq 386

Anritsu 2620
- 1600/3200/6250 bpi
- Cache buffered
- Auto load

0 Start/Stop & Streaming
Subsystem price:
$9,495.

operating systems.

Program.

Let Overland Data match your specific application needs
to one ofits wide range of 9 Track Tape Subsystems for the
IBM PC/XT/AT and Compaq 386. Subsystem prices
include 9 track tape drive, interface board, cables, data
interchange and backup software for MS-DOS or XENIX

Interface boards are warranted for two years, parts and
labor. Call for specific tape drive warranty-information.
and to find out about our special Demonstration Unit

Fll'll
ULfl

Let Overland Data’s professional technical staff help you
select the right tape drive for your personal computer
system. Additional tape drive models available. Call today.

Overland Data, Inc.
5644 Kearny Mesa Road
San Diego, CA 92111
Tel. (619) 571-5555
Telex 754923 OVERLAND

IBM PC, XT, AT are Registered Trademarks oflnternational Business Machines Corp.
XENIX and MS—DOS are Registered Trademarks of Microsoft Corp. Compaq 386 is a Registered Trademark of Compaq Computers, Inc.
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C it MAIIIIFIIAME
VIA 9-TBAGII TAPE

For Information Interchange — Backup — Archival Storage
IBM format compatible 9—track, 1/2 inch magnetic tape is the universally accepted

media for mainframes and minicomputers. Catamount offers Low Cost, Lightweight
9-track 'I‘ape Subsystems for the IBM-PC/XT/A’l‘ computers which allow:

- Reading tapes generated on mainframes and minicomputers.
' Writing tapes to be read on mainframes and minis.
- ASCII, EBCDIC and Binary tapes accommodated.

- 800 bpi NRZI, "ill/32m bpi PE, and 6250 bpi GCR format systems available.
- Storage capacities up to 270 MB on a single reel.

Systems come complete with comprehensive DOS command syntax oriented
software and an lnstallable Device Driver. For OEM applications,

the tape controller is available separately.

ATAMOCORPORATION
2243 Agate Court
Simi Valley, CA 930654898
(805) 584-2233
FAX: 805-584-0941
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TAPENET
icro-to-Mainframe

~ I _ CONNECTIONS.

In today's information ’
age, sharing data A «

' between your mainframe and PC
is an essential link. Innovative Data

Technology's l/Z-inch, 9-track tape
subsystems feature the new “LEO" intelligent

tape controller for the IBM~PCIXTIAT and
compatibles including the new 386 PC’s. These allow

users to write and read 7 or 9 track, industry standard tapes
, in densities of 200/556/800/ 1600/6250 bpi with either ASCII or
EBCDIC codes compatible with most mini‘s and mainframes. IDT

offers a complete DOS software package of user friendly window
software utilities with help screens that will enable you to move your
mainframe data to your PC. Included are: file transfer utilities for both
IBM labeled or unlabeled tapes, format and dump utilities,
and a comprehensive backup/restore utility. IDT also has software
support for XENIX and PICK operating systems.

IDT manufactures magnetic
tape drives and controllers
offering a single vendor
solution for your data
interchange requirements.
For more information.
contact us today.

' IIIIIIIII
INNO\ATIVE
TECHNOLOGY

5340 Eastgate Mall - San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 5870555 ~ TWX: (910) 335-1610
Regional Offices:
Eastern: (609) 596-4538
Western: (714) 9688082

'DOSlXEHlX/PICKIIBM are registered trademarks of Microsoft/PICK/IBM respectively.
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386
C and Pascal

for MS-DOS
MetaWare Incorporated announces the first
available C and Pascal compilers that generate

protected-mode 80386 code
for running on any 80386 machine that runs MS-DOS (e.g., the
Compaq Deskpro 386 or the IBM Personal System/2 Model 80).
The compilers are functionally identical to our well-respected
8086/286 MS-DOS nh C1” and Professional Pascal T" com-
pilers. but now you can get them generating 80386 code.

There's no reason to wait! Industry leaders such as ANSA and
Fox Software are already convening their 16-bit database products
to 32—bit protected mode, getting increases in speed and function-
ality. Don‘t wait years for Microsoft’s 386008 — your competition
will have a big jump on you!

Expand your application to the large 32-bit address space and
the full 32—bit registers of the 80386. Contact MetaWare for your
80386 software solution today!

(408) 429-6382, telex 493—0879.

lfleta 6% lllarem
INCORPORATED

903 Pacific Avenue. Suite 201 0 Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4429 sa
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VT100/VT52 (S Tektronixw
4010/4014 Terminal Emulator

Excellent emulation and the features you want:

use 4098 X 3120 resolution 4 18 User-definable keys
zoom, pan, and window plots 4 capture plots and text on disk
high resolution printer clumps -’ full or half duplex
choose text and plot color 4 access to DOS commands

.,

I
'
L

t
l
t

transfer files with all VTIDU keypad commands
XMODEM and Kermit protocols command “n3 editing

-' SCPDII ISSt 4 pages Of ‘59”? fast direct screen access
a 132 column VT1UD capability a password security

VTEK makes your PC better than a terminal

$150 from Scientific EndeavorsVT
EK

W
3.1

Publication Duality Graphics for
Scientific and Technical Applications

_, linear, log, is polar plot; + multiple levels of ggrrscripts
.. bar charts s Smith charts —’ 4096 X 3120 resolution
~> contour- plots with labels ., Zoom, pan, window plots
» 3-0 curves, 3-D surfaces .. multiple clots on a page

with hidden line removal » high resolution printer
.. 4 curve types, 9 markers dumps. full or half page
a 14 fonts, rent edltor a plotter support in COLDH
18 color plots on EBA, Sigma, TeleVideo S Tecmar boards
Over 100 routines can be called by your
C program. $350. Demo $8.
SOURCE INCLUDED for private use only.
For DeSmet, C—BS, Aztec, Lattice, and Microsoft C compilers.

Scientific Endeavors
Route 4, Box 79; Kingston, TN 37763

[6153 378—4148
For 256k IBM and Corona PCs, DOS 2.xx,3.xx.
Epsom, Okidoto. Toshiba. C. Itch printers.
Hewlett Pockord, Houston. Sweet—P plotters.

N] Corona Loser printer. IBM. IBM ECA. Siqmo,
£4 TeleVideo, Tecmor. Hercules, Corona graphics.

0 A compatible assembler is required
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EXPERT CONSULTANT: HlflllANFACTORS

An Outstanding Example
The computerized 1984 Olympic Message System employed
humanfactors to thefullest extentpossible.

fter dialing a telephone number,
you hear the following message:

WELCOME TO ELECTRONIC MAIL
PLEASE PRESS
1 For new mail
2 To reply to your mail
3 To send mail
4 To continue
5 To clean up files
6 For help
7 Replay this message

The above is an audio prompt with-
seven choices. After hearing the mes-
sage (that is, hearing all the choices)
you must recall the number that corre-
sponds to your choice. Suppose there
were fifteen choices. Suppose there
were only three. This is the question
with audio messages: how many choices

.can a user handle eflectivebz? '
The answer may or may not be ob-

vious,‘ but the question is an important
one as computers with telephone access
enter the home. Developers may dis-
agree strongly about the answer, but
the process can be put to actual empiri-
cal tests. This kind of testing does pro-
duce an answer (given later).

The subject of this month’s column
on human factors is a paper entitled,
“The 1984 Olympic Message System—
A Test of Behavioral Principles of Sys-
tem Design.” Written by John Gould,
Stephen Boies, Stephen Levy, John Rich-
ards, and Jim Schoonard, it is scheduled
to be published in an upcoming issue
of the Communications of the ACM. My
hope is to encourage you to read this
excellent paper.

I hold that the promulgation of hu—
man engineering is advanced as much
by example as by research. But do not
draw the wrong conclusion. The work
discussed here was performed by a
team, some of the members of which
are recognized scholars in the field.
Years of research are part of the au-
thors qualifications. It is the final work,
not the research, that is'of interest here.

JULY 1987

HENRY F. LEDGARD

llliillilll
I'lllll".

The 1984 Olympic Message System
(OMS) was a small but significant sys-
tem. Basically, it was a limited elec—
tronic mail system operated over tele-
phone lines by voice (see photo). It was
used by people throughout the world
and operated in 12 languages.

From a usability standpoint, the
system was most interesting: It required
public access and handled sensitive in-
formation. If it did not work correctly,
people surely would know it. If it were
too complicated to use, people would
ignore it because substitute ways of
sending messages were available.

The system was also interesting
from a software engineering viewpoint.
Developed by a team of five profes-
sional programmers and implemented
on a network of more than 35 comput-
ers, the OEM certainly had a fixed dead-
line for being ready: the Olympics
could not be postponed for late soft—
ware. The system was designed, devel-
oped, and tested in less than a year.

A typical session with the OMS is
shown in the accompanying figure. Al-
though it may have cost a few million
dollars, the system is beautiful in its
simplicity. This work is significant for
the following reasons
- The authors measured the progress

on their project empirically.
° The work showed a sense of humor.

- The work revealed the power of an
iterative design approach.

- The work demonstrated that larger is
not necessarily better.

- The attention to detail was intense.
- The authors treated human engineer-

ing as seriously as functionality.
- The authors wrote the user manual

before they did anything else.
- The system did not drown in a sea of

cost overruns.
- The authors used prototypes of the

system to great advantage.
- They had win-a-teddy—bear contests.
- They had try—to—crash-it tests.
- OMS was a success.
A great deal could be written on each
of these points, a few of which will be
reviewed here briefly. '

One of the first things that the au-
thors do in their paper is treat, head-on,
the misconceptions that (1) human fac-
tors are obvious—everyone does those
things, and (2) in real life, it is too
expensive—there is not enough time.
These perspectives cannot 'be dismissed;
they are commonplace and represent
the norm. While everyone preaches
good human engineering, issues such
as those listed above separate the faith—
ful from those of little faith.

What have'the authors actually
demonstrated by their work on OMS?
First, the principles listed above are not
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generally followed. They are not ob—
vious and take definite discipline. Hu—
man factors are not a matter of fine tun—
ing. The authors went on numerous
field trips, studied and practiced with
users, listened and learned, and listened
and learned again. Second, and more
significant, the schedule was met.

As far as expense is concerned, the
authors continually point out that re-
solving design choices early provides
for a greater savings later on. The result
is a product more likely to be used or
bought. Even the avoidance of just one
or two false paths can mean great sav—
ings for the project overall, certainly
enough to offset additional initial costs
to support human factors.

This did not mean that putting hu-
man engineering first was easy. The au—
thors submit that it often was hard to
break away from the computer termi—
nal. Inevitable conflicts arose about
spending time on interviews and travel
when a piece of unfinished software
was needed by a colleague. Conflicts
also arose between time spent program-
ming the real system versus time spent
on a simulator.

The design was highly driven by
empirical methods. For some, this con—
jures up the idea of special laboratories,
statistical work, identification of sample
sizes, and so on. But as a design strat—
egy, one need not be so formal. Per-
forming interviews, watching typical us—
ers try out the system, and setting up
benchmark tasks can go a long way to-
ward giving reliable feedback.

Some human factor specialists have
argued that the user manual should be
written first. In OMS, this principle was
very successful. At the outset, the de—
signers prepared printed scenarios de-
scribing how the user interface would
work. These scenarios epitomized the
system by forcing out a type of syntax,
some functionality, and specific meth-
ods of navigating through the system.
The designers forced themselves to ex»
amine and state what they were think—
ing by casting their thoughts in scenario
sessions with the system.

The scenarios thus forced the sys-
tem out into the open where outsiders
and users could criticize, question, and
evaluate its use. It made people con—
sider whether they could use what was
being offered—a critical question for
the system at hand. Moreover, changes
to the scenarios could be made easily.
Such changes, before writing any code,
paid for themselves by simply prevent—
ing code from being written when it
was, in fact, not needed.
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PHOTO: An OMS Kiosk.

These kiosks had a display of the
names of Olympians with messages, a
push—button telephone, and instruc-
tions in 12 languages.

FIGURE: An OMS Session ‘

USER: Dial 740-4560.
OMS: I Olynpic Message System.

Please keypress your 3-letter Olympic
country code.

USER: U S A
OMS: United States. Etats-Unis.

Please keypress your last name.

USER: 5 M l T
OMS: Alexis Smith.

Please keypress your password.

USER: 4 0 5
OMS: New messages sent by Message Center.

"Alexi, all the best. Your family."
End of message.
Press 1 Listen again, 2 Leave a Message,
3 Hang up.

USER: 3
OMS: Bye.

Maximum functionality is achieved on
the OMS with a simple user interface.

Along this line of thought, the au—
thors prepared two actual user guides.
One was a guide for family and friends,
and the other was for Olympians. Again,
changes here were easy to make be-
cause the guide could be altered with—
out writing code. Also, outsiders could
readily respond and influence the de—
sign of the system. One consequence of
having the guides early was that they
served in the role of a functional speci—

fication. The guides became the de-
fining documents for the system rather
than letting the guides trail the actual
implementation of' the system.

Because of the user guides, the
scenarios, the emphasis on earlier em—
pirical testing, the simulation of the sys—
tem with actual users, and the repeated
testing to check the functionality, late
changes to the product were reduced to
a bare minimum. Certainly, people
would have additional ideas later on,
but, as often as not, a late change re-
quest had been considered at an earlier
date and some rationale (possibly em—
pirical data) had suggested that it was ill
advised. It is easy to argue principles,
but difficult to argue with data.

The authors also deal with the
“help” myth. How often has someone
muttered something about a feature be—
ing complex or suggesting that the sys-
tem as a whole might be overwhelming
only to hear, “Don’t worry, we have a
good help system." This is a throwaway
line, a lame excuse. This group of au-
thors did not rely on help to explain or
justify any complexity. The goal was al-
ways the same—simplicity wherever
possible. They made some tough
choices, often in favor of simplicity, at
the expense of functionality.

This brings up a novel point with
respect to OMS. It is one of those rare
times where there was pressure to re—
duce functionality rather than expand it.
Time after time the authors found com»
plexity trying to creep in. Consider the
simple feature to review a message be-
fore sending it. Consider also the fea-
ture to send the same message to multi-
ple users. These seem “trivial” to imple-
ment. Well, perhaps, but they did not
make it to the final system.

The lengths to which the authors
went to promote true human engineer-
ing did not go unrewarded. By most
objective measures, the system was an
unqualified success: A full 40 percent of
the Olympians used the system at least
once. It was in operation 24 hours a
day and was used an average of one or
two times each minute. The authors
have been informally asked to make
systems for similar events, which in-
clude future Olympic games, national
meets, and international events.

I heartily recommend this paper.
And what about the answer to my open—
ing question? Three.

Henry F. Ledgard, PhD, is a consultant, spe—
cializing in software engineering audits,
education, and human factors. He has wn't-
ten several boo/es on programming style
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9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT AND...

For information interchange, backup and archival storage,
IBEX offers a 9-track, IBM format-compatible 1/2” magnetic
tape subsystem for the IBM PC, featuring:

l IBM format 1600/3200 and 800 cpi.
l Software for PC-DOS, MS-DOS.
I Also for DEC, VAX, VME, m

8-100, RS-232, IEEE 488.
IBEX COMPUTER CORR
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 709—8100
TWX: 910-493-2071

Write, phone or TWX for information.

USERS CAN ADD NEW FUNCTIONS
T0 LOTUS, WORDSTAR AND dBASE

Move into

THE WEINER SHELLGET ROOM TO GROW
0 Add your own functions to LOTUS, WORDSTAR, dBASE &

most other programs on the market.

0 Custom-design memory—resident windows, menus, screens &
utilities.

- Run Shell programs without leaving your application.

0 Execute Shell programs automatically, at timed intervals, or
with user-defined hot keys.

- 50K memory required. Supports up to 8M bytes of Lotus-
Intel memory.

o $199 (includes limited no—royalty agreement).

THE FIRST MEMORY-RESIDENT
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

GWHO‘M'.
mrcpop1200ucts

PO. Box 4104/Silver Spring. MD 20904 (301) 384-6868
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International Business Machines Corp:
of k A pie is a registered
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Im- INTERACTIVE MICROWARE. INC.
I I POB 139, Dept. 237, State College, PA 16804
w Phone: (814) 238-8294 - Telex 705250

Need 9 track data exchange
—and more room on your desk?

Designed sleek, with a small
footprint, and placed next to your
IBM PC/XT/AT, M4 Data’s 9800 tape
drive reads 9 track mainframe
1/2 inch tapes.Though compact,
only 9”W x 15”D, this turnkey
system allows low cost,
secure mainframe to
PC data exchange
with many standard
features.

Have your
choice of menu-driven
simplicity, perform
ASCII/EBCDlC code
conversion, and create
tapes for mainframe
use. M4’s package
arrives complete with
automatic self-loading, 9800 tape drive, a controller
card, software, and cable.

For literature, write or call 305/639-6487.

M4 Data Inc.

3815 North U.S.1, Bldg. 14 Cocoa, Florida 32926
Tel: 305/639-6487 Fax: 305/639-9800

IBM, PC, XT, and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Systematic Operation
Although repetitious in its approaclo, tloefirst boo/e to
comparepopular operating systems aids the user in
moving between microcomputer environments.

Guide to Popular Operating
Systems
Gerry Kane (Scott, Foresman and Coni-
pany, 1986) 200 pages, paper, ,319.95

Putting microcom-
puters to work to—
day requires an un—
derstanding of com—
puter software as
well as hardware. A
firm foundation for
understanding soft—
ware begins with an

understanding of computer operating
systems: what they are, why they are
needed, how they work, and how to
work with them. Thus, a book that sum—
marizes, compares, and contrasts the
major operating systems would be use-
ful in gaining this understanding.

The appropriately titled Guide to
Popular Operating Systems by Gerry
Kane is such a book. It summarizes
operating systems in terms that will be
useful to the first-time buyer, the man—
ager who is evaluating different systems,
the systems consultant, and even the ex-
perienced user who needs to move be-
tween computer environments.

The author discusses seven operat-
ing systems: Apple—DOS, Apple ProDOS,
CP/M, MS—DOS, PC-DOS, the p-System,
and UND(. The book’s stated purpose is
to shorten the learning curve on a new
computer system. Operating systems are
discussed from the perspective of the
average applications user, not that of
the system programmer.

Before inexpensive diskette drives
became abundant, there was no need
for sophisticated operating systems. It
was not until Digital Research‘s founder,
Gary Kildall, released CP/M in 1976 spe—
cifically to support IBM’s 8~inch diskette
drive that an operating system became
widespread on the microcomputer. Be-
cause most of an end user‘s interaction
with the operating system will involve
manipulating diskette or hard-disk files,

JULY 1987

it is extremely beneficial to understand
how an operating system structures and
manages its file system

Basic features of the file system are
covered in chapter 2. In it, Mr. Kane
discusses file naming; wild-card naming
conventions; single, multiple, and hier«
archical file directory systems; volumes;
and physical devices. The book clearly
explains files and directories using a
file—cabinet/file—folder analogy, and gives
an exhaustive example of file naming
conventions. The trade-off between us—
ing long file names (harder to manipu—
late, but more accurate) and short file
names (harder to remember, but easier
to control) is examined.

The author continues by describing
the types of commands that an operat-
ing system should provide and develops
a theoretical system with “generic" ver-
sions of each command. These generic
versions consist of a list of desired fea-
tures or capabilities, which the author
has pulled together from the desirable
features of all operating systems cov-
ered. No single operating system sup-
ports all of these features.

The generic commands that are
discussed show the directory (or cata-
log); change devices and directories;
and copy, erase (or delete), rename,
move, lock, and unlock files. The book
describes only those commands that
can be issued from the command line.
It does not go into system calls issued
from within an executing program.

Following chapters on file systems
and generic commands are chapters on
specific operating systems. Each chapter
introduces the particular operating sys-
tem and the file system it supports, then
goes on to compare that system‘s basic
commands with the generic commands
developed earlier. Most chapters con-
tain a section that describes the com—
mands unique to that system.

The book makes extensive use of
bar charts to compare the “relative
power" of different operating system

commands. By relative power, Mr. Kane
means how many of the desirable ge-
neric features he mentioned earlier are
included in that particular operating
system command. This, admittedly, is a
crude method of measuring power
within the context of a given operating
system. The bar charts are simply not
effective: they look almost identical, are
repeated to excess, and do not convey
information that is essential.

It is also somewhat surprising to
see CP/M come out ahead in so many of
the comparisons. While CP/M embodies
simplicity and usefulness (along with a
touch of nostalgia), there can be little
doubt that MS—DOS is at least slightly
more powerful, and UNIX is undoubt—
edly the real powerhouse.

The book has a large set of appen—
dixes, including a cross-referenced
command summary table (perhaps
worth the cost of the book alone), a list
of command syntaxes (a rehash of in-
formation already contained in the
book), a list of common file extension
types, and separate appendixes for the
error messages most likely to be en—
countered with each operating system.

The operating system is the single
most important element to learn in
working with a specific computer.
Guide to Popular Operating Systems
does not try to cover the kind of spe-
cific, technical information needed by
the programmer, and at times it is repe-
titious in its comparisons. It is the first
book, however, to tackle the task of
comparing the important microcom-
puter operating systems. For the user
already familiar with an operating sys-
tem, but who needs to come up to
speed quickly on one of the operating
systems covered, or for the user who
needs to compare the features of differ—
ent operating systems, or for the user
who wants a useful introduction on
how operating systems work and what
they do, this book can help.

—DARROW KIRKPATRICK
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NEED IT FAST?
WANT TO KNOW MORE?

DON’T HAVE TIME TO
SHOP AROUND?

fyou’re like most system pro-
fessionals you’re up-to-date

about the products in the PC
marketplace. You’re aware of
brand and model differences, are
informed about connectivity and
compatibility problems, and you
shop for competitive prices and
fast service.
You’re also probably among the
many PC TECH JOURNAL readers
who purchase by mail. That’s
why we’re starting THE MART—
PC TECH JOURNAL’S First Class
Mail-Order Section.
Starting this month, and every
month hereafter, you’ll find the
products you’re looking for
advertised in THE MART—and
you’ll benefit from the fast
service and helpful support that
identifies PC TECH JOURNAL
advertisers.
If you’re ready for First Class
service, you’re ready for THE
MART.
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computer“ sales
PROFESSIONAL DESKTOP
PUBLISHING SYSTEM:

includes: Su ested list 1211AST Premium 286 Model170 99 $ ’ 5
Amdek 1280 White Monochrome Monitor Now Only
Microsoft Mouse
Texas Instruments Omnilaser 2108 " 5.995
Xerox Ventura Publisher

AST Premium/ZBB-Model 170 comes complete with 1 Megabyte of memory and a large 70
megabyte hard disk for the heaviest storage needs. Other features include 10 Mghz
operation. true zero wait State. serial and parallel printer ports.
Amdek IZBfl-White monochrome monitor specifically designed to support desktop
publishing applications. Features include 1280 x 800 resolution, white phosphor for
realistic page viewing and complete IBM compatibility for more software freedom.
Texas InstrumentsOmnilaser 2108 featuring Postscript for great graphics. other features in-
clude 8 pages per minute. high durability and direct connection to PC. ‘
Zerox-Ventura Publisher is the premiere desktop publishing package on the market today.
Unique features include. predesigned layouts. built-in text editing. single or double sided
printing. true eading and kerning. accepts graphics generated by 1-2-3. Symphony.
AutoCAD and more.
‘ includes shipping and unlimited use of our technical support hat/inelll .

—— BYTE——
CONNECTION INC.

BOTTOM lINE
DDICE BUSTEDS!

Ir t 1k PERSONAL COMPUTERS 1k Ar Ar

Amdek 2400 B wlo software $ 489
Amdek alga-Amiga . g 149 Smartrnodem 2400 $ 589
Amde - m erAmdek 410W-White $ 169 E'ofigg'd“ $ 149
Amdek 410G-Green $ 162 Gra h' C rd $ 89Amdek 600$13”RGB $ 369 P '° a
Amdek 722 FtGB/EGA $ 489 Intel
IWdek 1280 CIHstaI Inboard 386 $1495

hIte(1280x8 0) $ 799 Above Board PS/AT128K$ 449
AST Research Above Board AT128K $ 219
Premium 286 Model 80 $1595 Above Board 286 512K $ 479
Premium 286 Model 90 $1995 Above Board PS/286 512K $ 449
Premium 286 Model 120 $2495 8087(8 a)
Premium 286 Model 140 $2795 8028705 MhZ)
Premium 286 Model 170 $3195 Kensington
Sixpak Premium 256K $ 209 Master Piece
Advantage Premium 512K $ 449 Master Piece Plus
Fourport $ 339 Maynard
TurboScan $1893 Internal 60 Meg Tape
5251/11 $ 579 Backup ' $ 799
5251,11 Plus $ 649 External 60 Meg Tape5251/12 $ 519 Backup $ 9493270 Coax $ 649 -3780 ‘ $ 599 Microsoft:

Microsoft Mouse $ 129

69
6-

)
93

66

Epson NeCFX-86E 359 '
FX-286E 519 Nec Multlsync $ 559$
LQ-800 g 519 Texas Instruments
(3-1000 $ 729 Omnilaser 2108 8pg/1 Min $4595
LQ.2500 $ 999 Omnilaser211515pgl1 Min $5995
Hayes Torington
1200 B with software $ 359 Manager Mouse $ 99
1200 B wlo software $ 339 Video 7
Smartmodem1200 $ 399 Vega $ 299
2400 B with software $ 509 Vega Plus $ 369

IBM Personal System/2 Model 30002. $1449
IBM Personal System/2 Model 80-041 . $4395
IBM AT, 256K. 1.2 Floppy. KB. ................. $2499
IBM AT #339. 1.2 Floppy. IBM 30 MB. K.B. . .. $3675
COMPAQ DESK PRO 286. (12 MH).......... $2175
COMPAQ DESK P80 386. wl1.2 Fl.. 40 MB. . . $4925
COMPAQ PORTABLEnIModeI 20. ....... $4095
SPERHY IT. w/640K 12 Fl. 44 MB. KB. 80287 $2995
AST 286. wl512K. 1.2 Floppy. Keyboard .......... $1649

1k * * PLOTTERS'Ar 1* *
CALCOMP 1043 (A - E) .................... $7095
CALCOMP 1044 (A-E. Roll) $10997
HI DMP 56A (A - E) ...... . . $4595
HI DMP51/52(C-D).... ........ .. $3575
HI DMP41/42 (C - D) .............. .. $2549
HP Color Pro 7440 (A. 8).. ........ .. $ 995
HP 7475 (A - B, 6 Pen) .................... $1495
HP Draft Pro 7570 (C - D, 8 Pen) .......... $4495
HP 75803 (A - D. 8 Pen) ................... $8395
IO LINE LP3700 (A - E) .................. $3149
IO LINE LP4000 (A - E) .................... $4195
ROLAND DXY - 990 (A - B. 8 Pen) ......... $1599

1k t * DIGITIZERS * 1k 1k
CALCOMP12 x12 ........................ $ 709
CALCOMP 44 x 60 ..................... $5099
GTCO 12x12 ........................... $ 525
GTCO 24x36 ................. $2450
HITACHI 15x15 ....................... $1395
KURTA12x12 ......................... $ 580
KURTA12X17 ......................... $ 675
SUMMAGRAPHICS 12 x 12 . ......... $ 435
SUMMAGRAPHICS 12 x 17 ........' ....... $ 735
* 1* GRAPHIC CONTROLLERS 81 MONITORS Ar 1k
NEC JC — 1401 & VEGA DELUXE .......... s 920
MITSUBISHI 6922PLPK 8r ARTIST 1.

(1024x7681) ....................... $3195
HITACHI CM — 20738 8. ARTIST 10/16. . . . . $4349
Samsung EGA. Monitor & EGA Card ...... $ 649
BNW15I (1024 x1024” ...................... $1245
VMI 8825 (1024 x 800M) .............. $2245
ARTIST 10 (1024 x 768M) ................. $2275
PHOTON(1024x512N)800- ............ $ 975

ORDER TOLL FREE — 800-526-531 3
NO-RIsK ao-DAY eATIeFACTION GUARANTEE If you’re not 100%
satisfied with any Hardware or Accessories purchased from CDA Computer
Sales. we will refund your purchase price 100% no questions asked!
FREE TECHNICAL BURRORT HOTLINE We support our customers with
knowledgable technicians on all products we sell. A Technical Support Hotline is
provided for all our customers.
ORDER VIA MAIL - Write: CDA Computer Sales. 31 Marshall Hill Road.
West Milford, New Jersey 07480. Please include full name. address. and phone
number.
ORDER VIA TELEPHONE - 1-800-526-5313
ORDER VIA COMPOSERVE'B ELECTRONIC MALL — 24 hours a day! '
GO woc
FREIGHT - UPS GROUND SHIPPING - Add 2% ($3.50 minimum). UPS BLUELABEL SHIPPING - Add 5% (two-day delivery. $5.50 minimum). APO/FPO SHIP-
PING - Add 4% ($4.50 minimum). ALASKA. HAWAII. PUERTO RICO - Add 6%
($6.50 minimum)- FOREIGN ORDERS - Please call.
MAJOR CREDIT CARDe ACCEPTED — No additional charge! Cashiers
Checks, Money Orders. Personal and Company checks accepted. NO COD's
please! -
In Nu]. ED1-7EB-BDBO — Inqulrles 5 Customer Service
201-7253e Mom-Fri. 5-9 EST sac. 1o—4 EsT

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH .
CAD SYSTEM. Sperry IT. 640K. 44 MB.

80287. Ega. NEC1401. Autocad, Summa-
graphics 12 x12; HI DMP 40...... $7099

* * i SOFTWAREA * *
AUTOCAD 2.6 ............................. $2249
Computer Assoclate. AIR AlP. GlLI/G. . . Each $ 429
VENTURA Desktop Publishing S/W....... $ 625
Lotus ........ $349 Wordstar R4 ........ $285
CYMA Med. Dent. Ortho. Chiro. (Comp. Pkg.) ....... $1625

1' i * PRINTERS Ar Ar *
HEWLETT-PACKARD SERIES]: .......... $1899
OKIDATA LASER PRINTER ............... $1595
ncn LASER PRINTER“... ................. $1845
BROTHER HR 40. with Sheet Feeder .......... $ 675
FUJITSU 2200 ............................ $ 479
NEC P6 ................................. $ 490
OKIDATA 193+............................ $ 550
TOSHIBA P341 e .......................... $ 725

'Ar Ar HARD DRIVES & BACK UP SYSTEMS * t
PRIME V150. 44 MB ....................... $ 695
HARD CARD Plus. 20 MB . . . ........... $ 675
SEAGATE 4096. 96 MB ................ $1295
ARCHIVE 60MB TAPE B/U ................ $ 695

CALL FOR WHAT Is NOT LISTED.
we GUARANTEE THAT YOURCALL WILL NOT BE

AWASTE. LEASING AVAILABLE.
No charges for testing and configuring equipment.

Prices and availability subject to change
without notice.

(714) 778-6496
Telex: 510101 1 636

167 West Cerritos Ave.
'Anaheim, CA 92805

Open 8 - 5 PST
CIRCLE NO. 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD

.200
CIRCLE NO. 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Programmer’s Paradise Gives You Superb Selection,
Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices!

Welcome to Paradise. The MS/PC-DOS and XENIX software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise . . .
0 Huge inventory, immediate shipment
0 Knowledgeable sales staff

0 Lowest price guaranteed
0 Latest versions

We’ll Match Any Nationally Advertised Price.
LIST OURS

C + +
ADVANTAGE C+ -r S I195 479
PFORCE+ + 395 215
C COMPILERS
C86 PLUS 497 379
I)ATA(II.,II_GH'I‘ C DEVELOPERS

DATALIGHT OPTIMUM C 139 109
LATTICE C 500 265

W/SOURCE
LET'S C

WICSD DEBUGGER 150 99
MARK WILLIAMS C 495 289
MICROSOFT C .
986 HIGH C 895 759

WIZARD C 450 299
C INTERPRETERS
C~TERP 300 229
INSTANT C 500 379
INTRODUCING C 125 105
RUN/C
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL 250 155
ASSEMBLERS, LINKERS
ADVANTAGE DISASSEMBLER 295 265
ADVANTAGE LINK 395 359
ASMLIB
MACRO ASSEMBLER 150 93
PASM-Bfi 195 109
PLINK 86 PLUS 495 279
QUELO 68000 X-ASM 595 509
386lASM/LINK 495 889

FREE SCIENTIFIC
& ENGINEERING,

SOLUTIONS CATALOG
Describes 100 oi the best software packages for
solving complex equations, number crunching,
analyzing data. 3vD CAD/CAM design, technical word
processing. circuit desi n, sophisticated graphics and
more. Call for your FR E catalog today!

GRAPHIC ‘
ADVANTA iRAPHICS 250 225
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS 250 189

RAP C
GSS GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT

GSS KERNEL SYSTEM 495 375
GSS METAFILE INTERPRETER 395 235
GSS PLOTTING SYSTEM 495 375
HALO — ONE LANGUAGE 300 205
HALO~ FIVE MICROSOFT

LANGUAGES 595 389
HALO-OPE 195 155
METAWINDOW 195 CALL
METAWINDOW PLUS 275 CALL
METAFONTS 95 CALL
METAFONTS PLUS 275 CALL

C UTILITY LIBRARIES
ASYNCH MANAGER 175 l 19
BASIC—C 175 129
BLACKSTAR FUNCTIONS 99 89
C ESSENTIALS 100 79
C FOOD SMORGASBORD 150 95

W/SOURCE 301) 179

Terms and Policies

LIST
C TOOLS PLUS 175
ESSENTIAL C UTILITY LIBRARY 185
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS 185

COMMUNICATIONS PLUS 251)
GREENLEAF COMM 185

'I‘HE HAMMER 195
TIMESLICER 295

W/SOURCE
TOPVIEW TOOLBASKET 250
SCREEN DISPLAY, WINDOWS FOR C
C WORTHY 295
CURSES 125

W/SOURCE 250
FLASH-UP WINDOWS 90
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS 225

W/SOURC 3 21
MICROSOFT WINDOWS

WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT 500
ON»LINE HELP 149
PANEL 295
PANEL PLUS 495
I’OLYDESK III 99
QUICKSCREEN 295
SCREENPLAY (LATTICE) 150
SOFTSCREEN HELP 195
VIEW MANAGER 275
VITAMIN C 225

VC SCREEN 99
WINDOWS FOR C 250
WINDOWS FOR DATA 1195
Z VIEW 245
FILE MANAGEMENT

M .
BTRIEVE 245
X I RIEVE
REPORT OPTION 145
BTRIEVE/N 595
XTRIEVE/N 595
REPORT OPTION/N 345
C-ISAM 225
C-TREE 5195

R-I'REE
C-TREE/R-TREE BUNDLE 650

W/S URCE
INFORMIX ESQL/C 595
INFORMIXAiGL 995
INFORMIX SOL 795
PHACT 295

MAKE. LINT. PROFILE. UTILITIES
ADVANTAGE MAKE 125
CODE SIFTER 119

POLYMAKE 149
OTHER POLYTRON

PRE-C
SAPIENS MAKE 79
THE PROFILER 125

‘ We honor MC, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS

0 Special orders
0 30—day money—back guarantee

LIST OURS
DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE 86 175 119
BREAKOUT 125 89
C-SPRITE 175 129
CSD DEBUGGER 75 59
PERISCOPEI 345 295
PERISCOPE II 175 145
PERISCOPE ll-X 145 109
PERISCOPE III 995 825
PFIX so PLUS 395 229
XVIEW 86 60 49

LIST OURS

PASCAL COMPILERS
MARSHAL PASCAL 189 169
MICROSOFT PASCAL 300 185
PASCAL-2 350 329
386 PROFESSIONAL PASCAL 895 759
TURBO PASCAL 100

OTHER BORLAND CALL CALL
TOOLS FOR TURBO PASCAL
ALICE 95 59
FLASH-UP WINDOWS 90 79
SCREENPLAY 100 89
SCREEN SCULPTOR 125 95
T—DEBUG PLUS 60 49
TURBO ASM '
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS 100 79
TURBO EXTENDER 85 65
TURBO HALO 12
TURBO NUMERICAL METHODS 100 65
TURBO PROFESSIONAL 7
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS 100 79
TURBO WINDOW 80 65

OTHER TURBO TOOLS CALL CALL

NEW PRODUCTS
ADVANTAGE Disassembler—Provides immedi-
ate feedback as you work. storing results in tables
on disk. Final output is ready for MS assemblen
Handles COM and . EXE files; 8086/186/286 code
and 8087/1287 coprocessors.
List $295 Ours $265
ADVANTAGE Graphics—Lightning-Iast high—pen
Iormance C language graphics toolkit. Sup orts over
30 graphics adaptors. Over 200 functions. including
an extensive set for building multi-window applica-
nuns. 0bject~oriented concepts provide workstation—
like capabilities on your PCIXT/AT—yet no
royalties! _
List $250 Ours $225
Periscope 111— Real—time hardware breakpoint
debugger. Find errors in real—time systems, stop
intermittent failures, interface with undocumented
systems and eliminate bottlenecks in your code
Includes board, break-out switch, software and
manual.
List $995 Ours $825
Turbo C —Long-awaited C compiler Irom Borland.
Complete interactive development environment.
ANSI C compatible; includes editor. MAKE, pull‘
down menus and windows,
List 35100 Ours $65

FEATURED PRODUCT
, OF THE MONTH -

Microport System V/AT6— New release 2.2 of
complete UNIX system has numerous enhance—
ments. faster speed. improved documentation.
Includes free Nutshell guide to UN1X and Sysvision.
{LjuNseg-l‘riendly system administrator from end to /

I .
List $549 Ours $465

EDITORS
195 CALLBRIEF

DBRIEF 95 CALL
BRIEF/DBRIEFBUNDLE 275 CALL
CVUE 75 59

W/SOURCE 250 199
EDIX 195 155
EMACS 295 265
EPSILON 195 149
FIRSTIME(C) 295 229
KEDIT "
LSE 125 99
PC/VI 149 109
PMATE 195 1 15
SPF/PC 195 145
VEDIT
VEDITPLUS 185 129
ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE
ARI” ' MBOPACKCO
ARITY PROLOG 95 79
GOLDEN COMMON LISP 495 CALL
INSIGHT 2+ 485 379
MICROSOFT LISP 250 159
SMALL TALK V 99 85
TURBO PROLOG 100 65
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
COMMAND PLUS 80 ~69
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO

PROGRAM 75 59
DISK OPTIMIZER 60 55
FASTBACK 175 135
LATTICE TEXT MGMT. UTIL. 120 89
NORTON COMMANDER 75 55
NORTON UTILITIES 100 59
PDISK 145 89
PFANTASY PACK
POLYTRON PVCS
SAPIENS V8 300 269
SOURCE PRIN F
TREE DIAGRAMMER . .
VENTURA PUBLISHER (XEROX) 895 695
VENTURA PUBLISHER (TURBO) 1595

Programmer’s Paradise
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591

ASIC
BETTERBASIC 199 129

BETTERBASIC ADD ONS
BETTERTOOLS 95 89
FINALLY 99 89
MICROSOFTQUICKBASIC 99 65
PROFESSIONAL BASIC 99 75
PANEL—BASIC 145 115
TRUE BASIC 150 105
TURBO BASIC 100 65
COBOLCOMPILERS/UTILITIES
COBOLSPII
MICROSOFTCOBOL 700 439
M C OSOF SORT

U
SCREENIO 400 CALL
SCREENPLAY 175 129
VISUAL COBOL (MBP) 795 695
FORTRAN COMPILERS/UTILITIES
ACS TIMES SERIES 495 389
87 SFL 250 225
FOR-WINDS 90 69
FORLIB»PLUS 70 45
FORTRAN SCIENTIFIC

SUBROUTINES 295 249
GRAFMATICS OR PLOTMATICS 135 1 19
GRAFMATICS AND PLOTMATICS 240 219
LAHEY FORTRAN 477 CALL
MICROSOFTFORTRAN 450 269
RM/FORTRAN 595 399
STRINGS AND THINGS 70 49

XENIX/UNIX PRODUCTS
SCO XENIX SYSTEM V-COMPLETE 1295 995
MICROPORT SYSTEM VIAT 549

THER SCO & MICROPORT CALL CALL
ADVANTAGE C+'+ _ .695 C
BTRIEVE ’ 595
C~ISAM 319 285
CvTREE 395
INFORMIX CALL
MICROSOFT BASIC INTERPRETER 350 239
MICROSOFT COBOL 995
MICROSOFTFORTRAN 695 429
MICROSOFTPASCAL 695 429

RM/COBOL
RM/FORTRAN 750 549

OTHER LANGUAGES
*PLUSA 95 429

JANUS/ADAPACKS CALL CALL
LATTICERPGIICOMPILER 750 629
LOGITECH MODULA»2 CAIéL CALL

H 1

No surcharge on credit card or CO. D. Prepayment by check New York State residents add applicable
sales tax. Shipping and handling $8.00 per item, sent UPS ground. Rush service available, prevailing rates.
' Programmer's Paradise will match any current nationally advertised price for the products listed in this ad.
' Mention this ad when ordering—some items are specially priced.
' Prices and Policies subject to change without notice.
' Corporate and Dealer inqumes welcome.
*Ask for details. Some manufacturers will not allow returns once disk seals are broken.

1-800-445-7899 In NY: 914—332-4548

Programmer’s

Paw
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‘Seruing the Nation's Capitol
and the World"

Software
SUPERCALC 4
SUPERPROJEC’I‘ +
WORDPERFECT 4.2
DBASE 3 +
FOXBASE +
FRAMEWORK II
RBASE 5000
RBASE SYSTEM V
CROSSTALK XVI
REFLEX
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PROLOG
TURBO LIGHTNING
NORTON UTILITIES
MS WINDOWS
MS QUICKBASIC
MS C-COMPILER
MS WORD
WORDSTAR 2000
MULTIMATE

$335
$295
$250
$430
$335
$399
$320
$396

$99
$96
$42
$60
$61
$57
$69

$298
$280
$270

Eas Business
Accounting Systems

GENERAL LEDGER $395
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLI $395
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $395
INV. CONTROL $395
RETAIL INVOICING $395
PAYROLL $458
ORDER ENTRY $395
TIME. BILLING & REC. $635

Video Cards
QUAD ECA +
PARADISE AUTO

SWITCH
STB EGA
TECHMAR EGA
VEGA DELUXE

$379

$419

$299
399

NOVELL
NETWORKING

DESIGN &
INSTALLATION

1

Open
(703) 847-4740 (800) 642-2395

Information and Technology Services, Inc.
Micro Systems Specialists

8478A Tyco Rd., Vienna, VA 22180

Drives
20 MB SEAGATE 65MS
30 MB SEAGATE RLL
20 MB ST4026 AT
30 MB ST4038 AT
40 MB ST4051 AT
80 MB ST4096 AT
40MB PRIAM XT
60MB PRIAM XT
40MB PRIAM AT
60MB PRIAM AT
BERNOULLI DUAL 10 $1939
BERNOULLI DUAL 20 $2594
20MB PLUS HARDCARD $695
20MB MAYNARD HCARD $759
[51 WORM 220MB INT. $3295
TEAC 360K DRIVE S89
60MB ARCHIVE TAPE $740
60MB ARCH. EXT. TAPE $740
60MB GENOA TAPE $935
60MB SYSGEN $1089
TOSHIBA 3.5 DRIVE $150
TOSHIBA 10 MB DRIVE $899

‘TOSHIBA 5.25 EXT. $349

Memogl Boards
JRAM 2 $129
JRAM 3 ABOVEBOARD $179
lRAM AT $179
IRAM A13 ABOVEBOARD $239
JLASER MODULE $255
ILASER + AVAIL.
INTEL ABOVEBOARD $438
AST RAMPAGE 512K $485
ORCHID CRAMRAM $291
ZUCKER BOARD $68
AST6 PAK + WI384 $199
QUADBOARD WI384 $189

Chips
64K 150ns set of 9
64K 120ns set of 9
256K1150ns set of 9
256K1120ns set of 9
64 x 4
128K Piggyback
8087-3
80878
80287 SMHZ
80287 6MHZ
80287 8MHz

$399
$499
$573
$651
$792

$1273
$1395
$1450
$1175
$1350

$8
$9

$23
$25
$4
$5

$119
$169
$239
$245
$318

I Prices subject to change
12/18/86

I 10% re-stock fee
on all items

I I

TOSHI
'l—l_'l'—l—7_'1—l—1—'1_I

I | I

BA Lap-Top

I Software non—retumable
if opened

I No surcharge on VISA. MC.
CHOICE. . .AE, 3%

7 days a week

Printers
NEC 1’6
NEC P-T
NEC P5
NEC P-5XL
PANASONIC 1080 I
PANASONIC 1091 I
PANASONIC 1092
PANASONIC 1592
STAR LV1210
STAR NX-IS
STAR ND—15
STAR NR«15
STAR NB 24—15
STAR SD—10
STAR NX-IO
BROTHER 1509
CITIZEN MSP-IO
CITIZEN MSP-15
CITIZEN PREMIER 35
TOSHIBA P341
TOSHIBA P351
FUJITSU DLP24
FUJITSU DM9I
()KII)ATA M182
OKIDATA M192 +
OKIDATA M193 +
OKIDATA M84
OKII)ATA 2410
EPSON FX-286
EPSON Lxso
EPSON FX85
EPSON 1.04100

Laser Printers
CANON A1
CANAON A2
HP LASERJET
QMS KISS
XEROX 4045

Specials
Color RGB Mon.
Amdek 310A
TEAC 1160 Drive
Samsumg Monitor
Amdek 722
NEC MultiSync

‘ ‘Other Systems
Sharp PC 7000
IBM XT
IBM AT
BIOS AT SMHZ

Tiachnical Support and Shipping and Receiving
(703) 761—6177, 78

ITS TEK-NETBBS (703) 690-7462

$480
$685

$1122
$1245
$235 ‘
$299
$360 I
$480
$189
$383
$445
$537
$699
$355
$255
$440
$320
$435
$485
$835

$1227
$1239

$413
$253
$412
5613
$713

$1976
$624
$285
$434
$631

$2095
$3085
$2295
$1995

SCALI.

$305
$150

$89
$89

$549
$631

$ 1095
$ 1 798
52789
S I 769

Visa, MC, CHOICE, AE
Leasing, Renting &
Financing available

‘Editor’s Choice”

, ITS Turbo XT
1 year warranty

30 day
money back
guarantee

The $895 ITS
Turbo XT from
Information and

Technology Services
is our “best buy"
recommendation

with 20MB $1224.00

389 0°PC MAGAZINE
OCT. 14, 1986

[BM® PC Compatible complete

.JL-TSPHRV
PC/IT

Superior to the IBM AT
Rated 8.8 by lnfoWorId

3 Speed Processor
Free 8MHZ Math Coprocessor
1.2MB Floppy . 640K Ram
2 Serial/1 Parallel Ports
Clock/Calendar. AT Keyboard
DOS 3.1, Basic. System Guide

52,89500 ”mm“

44MB, 28ms Access Hard Drive

ITS
SYSTEM 386

BLACKIIAWK

Features:
I INTEL 80386 CPU and support circuits
I INTEL designul motherboard
I Phoenix BIOS
I 18 MIIz clock speed
I PC/AT compatible 8 Mhz winthahle

from keyboard
I 512K RIDI standard up In 14 mImbItes
I Parallel/Seriallt‘lock
I 8 Slot Expansion bus interface

'2— PC Compatible 8 bit bus connectors
2- 32 bit bus connectors

. Hard d'slIoppy disk controller
I 1.2 megabyte tIoppy

Available now

$449500

I l

10 MB D' kT'1100 Plus Drive Now [livaiI(DUAL FLOPPY) $ 169500
I 256K Ram Memory
I CMOS 80C86 Run-
ning at 7.1 MHz I Two
720K 35” Floppy Drives
I One Expansion Slot I

$1995
with
640K

TOSHIBA Keyboard I LCD Display
I Color Graphics/Monochrome Composite
Card I One Parallel and Serial Port I Clock Calendar
I External Floppy Drives Optional I DOS 2.1

1800 +
80286 CPU

IBM AT Compatible".
512K of RAM
expandable to 1MB
1.2MB Floppy :‘\ \_ \
AT Keyboard SP‘ 0 .\ a, \
Documentation and WW .

s l 1950°
\ \

Diagnostics
Made in the USA

T
I
I
P

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
T

I
J
L

I
I
I
T

T
I
I
I
I
I
T

I
I
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MICROWAYACCELERATES YOUR PC!
FastCACHE-286"

Runs your PC Faster than an AT!
Runs the 80286 at 9 or 12 MHz and the
80287 at 8, 9 or 12 MHZ Includes 8
kbytes of 55ns CACHE

Compatible with Leading Edge Model D,
Compaq, and Turbo motherboards In-
cludes 8088 Reboot Switch, DCache, Print
Spooler and Diagnostics... From $399

LOTUS/ INTEL EMS
SPECIFICATION BOARDS

MegaPage'“ The only EMS board which
comes populated with two megabytes of
cool-running, low power drain CMOS
RAM installed Includes RAM disk, print
spooler, disk cache and EMS drivers. For
the IBM PC, XT and compatibles...$549
MegaPage with ¢K............... $149
MegaPage with 2 megabytes of HMOS
RAM.............................. $419
MegaPage AT/ECCm EMS card for the
PC AT and compatibles includes Error
Correction Circuitry. With ECC, 11 RAM
chips cover 256K so the user never en-
counters RAM errors With 1 megabyte
CMOS RAM ...................... $699
INTEL, JRAM, or Maynard ..... CALL

NUMBER
SMASHER/ ECM”
Triples the speed of CAE
and all applications!
From
$599

1 2 MHz
8086/8087
Accelerator

Plus
A Megabyte for DOS!

For the IBM PC, XTand compatibles

PC Magazine “Editor’s Choice”

8087 SOFIWARE
IBM BASIC COMPILER .......... $465
MICROSOFT QUICK BASIC ....... $79
87BASIC COMPILER PATCH..... $150
87 BASIC/INLINE................. $200
IBM MACRO ASSEMBLER....... $155
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER ......... $99
87 MACRO/DEBUG............... $199
MICROSOFT FORTRAN V4 ...... $299
RM FORTRAN....... ‘............. $399
LAH EY FORTRAN F77 L ......... $477
MS or LA'I‘I'ICE C ................ CALL
STSC APLir PLUS/PC ............ $450
STSC STATG RAPHICS ........... $675
SPSS/PC+ ....................... $695
87SFL Scientific Functions ....... $250
87FFT............................ $200
08.] _, ASM ...................... $200
PHOENIX PRODUCTS ........... CALL

INTEL INBOARD 386 OK...... $1325

‘ 287 Turbo”-10/1 2

287Turbo runs the 80287
at 10 or 12 MHz in the IBM
PC AT, compatibles and the
new Compaq 386 with 100%
software compatibility.
10 MHz ............. $450
12 MHz ............. $550

PC Magazine “Editor’s Choice”

8087 UPGRADES
AII MicroWay 80873 include a one year
warranty, complete MicroWay Test
Program and installation instructions
8087 5 MHz ................... $99
For the IBM PC, XT and compatibles

8087-2 8 MHz.............. 3. $154
For Wang, AT8IT, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge
80287-3 5 MHz.............. $179
For the IBM PC AT and 286 compatibles
80287-6 6 MHz ............. $229
For 8 MHz AT and compatibles
80287-8 8 MHz ............. $259
For the 8 MHz 80286 accelerator cards and
Compaq 386
80387-16 16 MHz ..... CALL
PC-PAL'" Programmer ....... $395

Call for great prices on V20, V30,
64K, 128K and 256K RAM

AT8'"
Tums your AT into a high speed, multi-
user Xenix business system!

8 port, intelligent serial controller with 8%
response degradation Includes 8 MHz
80186 with built in DMA ........ $1299

MICROWAY SOFTWARE
FOR LOTUS 1-2-3”

FASTBREAK’“ employs the 8087 to in-
crease the speed of Lotus 1 -2-3'“ Version
1A or 1 A*. Users are reporting speed ups
of between 3 and 36 to 1. When run with
our NUMBER SMASHER accelerator
Card recalculation speed ups of 10 to 30
are being reported ................. $79
PowerDialer‘D Add-In for Lotus 1-2-3
Release 2. Automated telephone dialing
from within 1 —2-3. Adds least cost routing,
automatic carrier selection and auto-
mated phone book worksheet. Builds
customized dialing applications Can_be
used with DesqView ; .............. $79
HOTLINK’“ adds easy linking of spread
sheets to Lotus 1-2-3 Version 1A.. $99

287 TURBO- PLUST"
Speeds up your AT

Adjustable 80286 Clock 6-12 MHZ
10 MHZ 80287 Clock
Plus Full Hardware Reset......... $149
Optional 80286-10 ..... $175

287TURBO- PLUS
With 80287 10 MHZ.................... $549
With 80287 12 MHZ................. 2. . . $629

CALL (617) 746-7341 FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG
l

Micros-5:21:55
Wa 02364 USA

y (617)746-7341

You Can
Talk To Us! _

MicroWay Europe
32 High Street
Kingston-Upon-Thames
Surrey England KT1 1 HL
Telephone: 01 -541 -5466
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CANADA'S SOURCE
FOR C

Compilers . Utilities &Aids 0 ‘ Editors
Interpreters - De-Bugging Tools
File Access Systems . Graphics

‘AZTEC

LIFEBDAT

GREENLEAF ’ O
SOI-TWAREe 3.3

KM" Lattice
Complete Line of Programming Development Tools

Full Service and Support - Fast Delivery
CORPORATE DISCOUNTS

Mastercard

(416) 449-9252/5
SCANTEL SYSTEMS LTD.

801 YORK MlLLs RD., 201, DON MILLS, ONT M38 1x7

Please write to: PC TECH
JOURNAL Magazine,
PO. Box 2968, Boulder,
CO 80322.

Include your mailing
label from a recent issue
of PC TECH JOURNAL for
faster service. Please
allow up to 60 days for
change of address to
take place.

CIRCLE NO. 240 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MULTI USER SYSTEMS

UNISYS
' MONITORS
TERMINALS

LASER PRINTERS
OPTICAL SCANNER

CAD & DESKTOP
PUBLISHING
ram-ran:

Panasonic.
fiTeleVideo'
% cordata
_
PACKARD BELL
_

WYSE 286
DIGITIZERS

Kurta 12x12 .......... S 454
Hitachi ............... CALL
Houston Instruments ..... CALL
Cal Comp ............. CALL CITIZEN
Summagraphic512x12 ...... 409 33,30- - - ~ 1:33 (9:: 3:33

ELECTRONIC DlGlTlZING MSP_15 _____ 160 cps 3,9;
CAMERA 5‘ 3°" WARE MSP—20 ..... zoo cps ' 2 : 329

MSP—25 ..... 200 cps . . 495.
PLOI IE“ 35 cps .. 485iPremier .....

DMP-29 ............. 5 1699 ' PANASONIC
DMP-41/42 ............. 2439 KXP10801 . . _ 120 CPS _ _ _ $219;
DMP-51/52 ............. 3650 KXP 1091 l . . . 160 CPS . . . 275'
DMP—51/52 MP .......... 4199 KXP 1092 l . . . 240 CPS . . 357
DMP-40 ................ 950 KXP 1592 . . . . 180 CPS . . . 420
DMP-56A .............. 4599 KXP 1595 - . - . 240 CPS . . 551
Roland DXY—880 ........ CALL KXP 3131 - - - - 17 CPS - - - 259
Roland DXY-980 ........ CALL KXP 3151 - - . - 22 CPS - - - 395
Calcomp All NEC Printers ........ CALL
1041 GT ............... 5729 All Okidata ............ CALL
1041 GTO W/Plot Mgr ..... 6169 Fujitsu ............... CALL
1042 GT W/Plot Mgr ...... 8729 Canon ............... CALL
1043 GT W/Plot Mgr ...... 7849 AIDS ................. CALL
1044 GT W/PlOt Mgr _____ 12249 Selkosha .............. CALL

loline ................ CALL 0- ”0h --------------- CA”-
Plotter Software ........ CALL Star """"""""" CALL

Egg Scottsdale Systems
617 N. Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale. AZ 65257

602-941-5856 ' 1-800-367-2369
For Inquiries Since 1980 For Orders

CIRCLE NO. 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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asmTREETM
Database Development System

A database system is the heart of just about every
successfull software package ! Accounting systems,
Mailing programs, Analysis software, plus many other
types of packages have reaped the benefits of a database.

NOW you too can utilize a sophisticated B+Tree
database for your programming needs. Whether you
program in Assembler, C, PASCAL, or FORTRAN, you can
have all the advanced capabilities of asmTREE at your
finger tips. asmTREE is written in assembly language for
fast execution and small code size — for the 005 2.xx or
newer environment.

ISAM Functions - NO ROYALTIES - Full SOURCE CODE
asmTREE“ - The Programmer's Database

Only $395.00 - Complete
other fine development tools -

'ASMLIB - The Programmer's Library - Over 210 functions for Assembler, C,
PASCAL, and FORTRAN. NO ROYALTIES. With SOURCE CODE ................ $149
-FPL|B - IEEE FLoatlng Point for REALlA'“ COBOL .......................... $149
-Turbo.ASM - Assembly Langauge interfacing made easy for TURBO PASCAL
599.95

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-252-8010
in Calif. CALL 1-714-526-5151

BC Associates
1,.— C 3261 N. Harbor Blvd - Suite B
_ * Fullerton, CA 92635

PC TECH JOURNAL
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HARDWARE

ACCESSORY CARDS

PC-PROMPAK
HOM Expansion for PC!
Aldia systems introduces PC—PROMPAK. a "half-
sized" PROM/ROM expansion board for IBM and
IBM compatible PCs. PC—PFIOMPAK will sup-
port up to six 28-pin JEDEC compatible devices
(ex: 2764. 27128. 27256. 27512. 6264. etc.) with
individually selectable address ranges. Prices
start at $125 for single units. Quantity discounts
and OEM arrangements available. MC/VISA.
ALDIA SYSTEMS. Inc.
PO. Box 37634

Truly Low Cost PC Imagingl

$29500
— complete —

Video Capture System
- Digitize video from cameras.

tuners. and VCRs directly to
your IBM PC display

. 320 x 200 x 4 levels
- 1.3 sec. full screen capture
- Complete with hardware card.

software. cable. and manual

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The Model 10 coprocessor board is based on the
16/32 bit Tl TMS 32010 and is designed for ap-
plications in communications. speech, instru-
mentation, and numeric processing. A 1K
complex FFT takes 90ms. Offered with onboard
12 bit 80 Khz A/D and D/A. Includes all utility
and applications software. $650-$850.
DALANCO SPRY
Suite 241 2900 Connecticut Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 232-7999

TECH MARKETPLACE
THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE MS DOS MARKET
—

ADD 4 SLOTS T0 IBM-PC!
The Addcard allows updating your IBM—PC sys—
tem by adding 4 more card slots It easily in-
stalls in the 5 slot motherboard providing 8 slots
total, Accepts many boards including turbo,
modern. floppy or hard disk controllers ram,
serial-parallel ports. security & others. Only
$79.00 + $3 P&H. Visa 8 WC accepted.
Merak Industries
8704 Edna
Warren. MI 48093
1—800—231 -4310 Ext 768 or 3136629768

Fastand
{Bylosnégefigseoeg |_O dge EIECTRONICS

PO. Box 338 - Streamwood, IL 60103
(312) 837-6553

CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM-AT
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE

TM .

SpeedIn/ector from Ariel
Id accept.

— . . at the top speed that the system wou

RgiflEeEaIrfy doubled the AT’s processrng speed. — PaultaBsnnszzg

Engineering excellence and a proven track record has es

Ariel as the Industry‘s recognized leader in AT performance. ‘

’ A fully automatic Speedlniector
”I’i

WC XCELXO teirlg'ttlreae'ttecert
W frequency synthesis for total

ClgoTFiIiteibiiiiEBEaEX' I16|10%/ln(iglsti1$iijit§l8_sriy RErialaige-frgrfig‘cya‘flgfl

I ‘7‘? 7\\ 33°iii"e3513iiiitiiisiiiiiibfisrt32:31.;isles
I; spriéagjp_lngctgmg‘sfr6m standard % CRgSIIJeeed(.#§€£8%1A2). gggagg

16 MHz actual 80287 speed. The fastest 80287 speeds :Zgimiemor. With software mat

' eed Utilities® — The Sp .

fli‘ mihjgiasriigfgasci, XCELX speeds A Speedup hard d|s(§)€/t8§f93%1§3%93§

‘ 6 ’ disk access A Speedup the keyboard .. . ..5 .........

L (Suggested dealer installation charge $49.9 )

/\ FAST 80286-10 — Replacement CPU for speeds of

L» 10 MHz and above. .............. .S . d. $8.1 ..
. e s

" / FAST “287 - 8' 10' 12' 14 3”“? , .pe ............. (#MP1) SCaII
\,./-/ rated & guaranteed. ....... Call

<1 FAST RAM 128K 8 256K, 100NS & 120NS .............. (#FIPIé S ta”

"7- MIL-SPEC CRYSTALS — The Famous Ariel Gay's/tail: Choose from I rys

i CPU speed) 16/8, 17/85, 18/9. 19/95. 20/1(#CA1-16/17/18/19/20) $19-95

INCREASE OVERALL SPEED UP TO 300%
Order Line:
800-641-3322 ext. 1110
Direct Line:
201-788-9002
FULL 2-YEAR WARRANTY

ON ALL PRODUCTS

(#CUI—A) $259.95

COMPUTER CORPORATION

Ariel Computer Corporation
Post Office Box 866 A Flemington, NJ 08822

CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Fac' tating.
DISKETTE DUPLICATION
All formats. Quality tested. From 25
to 1000 duplicated in 24 hours—25.000
per week.

COPY PROTECTION
NoClone copy protection. Each appli-
cation uniquely encripted.

DOCUMENTATION PRODUCTION
Complete coordination service. Text
printing. Custom sleeves. labels and
tabs.

PACKAGING ASSEMBLY
Full turnkey service. All types of
binders. Shrink wrapping and ship-
ping cartons.

DELIVERY FULFILLMENT
Computerized inventory. Pick and
ship to your customer list. National
delivery service.

6275410176"
DISKETTE DUPLICATION AND PRODUCTION

1050 North Fifth Street, San Jose. California 95112
(408) 947-1161 OUTSIDE CA: 1-800-826-4296

CIRCLE 353 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TECH MARKETPLACE . . .
The Home Of the Power Buyer

Listings are grouped by classification
and sold by column inches.

Second color Option available.

For information:

Call (212) 503-5115

PC TECH JOURNAL



TECH MARKETPLACE
THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE MS DOS MARKET

PC-SPRINT
One of the only slot/e55
speedups chosen by PC
Magazine.

0 Run your PC, XT or clone
at 7.38 mhz.

0 280% Speedup (Norton
SI rating)

0 Speeds up all software—
you can see the difference

0 External speed switch
0 External reset button
0 Change speed “on the fly"
0 Compatible with 8087
0 Works with all color or

mono displays
0 “Slotless” plug—in on most

PCs
0 Includes: Selectable top

speed. instructions, war-
ranty. tool. remote mount
switch. free BBS
subscription

$8995 V20 add $10 Call forintor-
matron on other products

Exec-PC, Inc.
P.O. Box 11268 Shorewood, VI! 532”
(4141 242-2173
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COMPATIBLES

TURBO
lDMHz

OPEN 7 DAYS
n sum 51.350 w susm — 4038 30m
wins 1720 i 1501 AMBER momma . mm apes-sun um - Ultt
III am on BOARD - PNOIIIX ems - HERCULES tuuunon
ommcsmo 1. PARALLEL Pom - DIE 52am Pom - OPERATES
Its-DOS Ps-oos mu UIIX cw BASIE . a 31a - wu
CDIIRUIIEII tin/21m - Hum KEYBOARD/I LIBS - zooms
POWER - 12 It! in: FIIIPPY - on BOARD CLOCK/LAIIIIIJAR .
NARUMRt RESH - m7 socxu - ornom [GA on CUIGII -
UPIIUIAI n WAII sun on 12 um - run so u? IISIID -
MAIUAtS - out vun PARIS/neon
XI "so :1 Inn in artistic an ma I. I in
wins 1720 l 3501 watt IDIIIUR - IIIEL m2 011 IEC v.20
RUIIIIG mm 3:01 Min rm on PC - m on BOARD - Him
£IIIPIIIlliti BIOS - Wflltts wuunon 5mm: um i.
PARALLEL mm -OPERA11$ Isms Pc-Dlls 5w EASIE -asinrs -
msx no mu m contour 252nm 2:11 am PARALLEL
mi CLOCKIEAIIIDAR 5mm m 9151 PSPDDl . n
KIYBUARD/t [IDS - 150 ms - no new rurrsu nmvrs - soar
50cm - NAIUAIS - rum Sil-UP/IESIEB - on ma PARIS!
uaoa -

PORTABLE XT/AT svsrms T00!
PCPIO svsrms. me.

800-451-5279
135w 26TH STREET8THFLOOFI
NEW vonx NEW voax 10001 am nuwm amps
(212) 527-4435 [213) 923-5052
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HARDWARE/ACCESSORY CARDS

I— 1:"....unqAX
”nu TurboMax is an accelerator board which increases your

/ LEADING EDGE. IBM PC/XT. and clones to 9.54MH1
optimizing performance. while maintaining 100% compati-
bility with all hardware and software.

FEATURES: ‘ No expansion slot required ' Totally
"transparent" to system and user - no DOS patches ‘ Speeds
up operation ofthe new high capacity memory boards and high
resolution graphic boards ‘ No modification to hardware orM ”my”:

SPECIFICATIONS: ‘ CPU IOMHz 8088 running at 9.54MH1 in high speed mode. 4.77MHz
in normal mode

Pemmnce COMPARISON
The table below compares the performance of the TurboMax with other products. The PC

Magazine Laboratories Bench Mark Tests were selected because oftheir wellinown accuracy. The
numbers Indicate speed relative to I “stock" IBM pc. For example. factor of 1.67 in a category
means the system is running 1.67 times faster than a stock pc

’“TurboMax Surprise fast 88
Test #1: NOP executive spanning 128K [.67 1.31 1.43
Test #2: "do nothing" I NOP loop [.80 1.59 1.53
Test #3: Integer add from memory 1.85 1.53 1.56
Test *4: Integer multiply from memory . 3.13 2.80 2.64
Test *5: Floating point without 8087 1197 1.59 1.66
Test *6: Floating point With 8087 ‘1.95 — "1.43
Norton Utilities SYSINI-‘O index 3.2 2.8 2.6

Note: ' require: optional 808 7<l IUMHz mall! eta-processor chip
" require: optional 80874 JMHI math L‘D-pFOCtISoI' chip
““ Formerly Supercharger

ONLY .278.“ COMPLETE
Visa. MC. COD. and Checks Accepted
Full 1 Yr. Warranty

Order Desk; Tel. LEGO-4434217
Servtce And Info: (412) 882-6700

K & L DISTRIBUTORS Inc.
J Munsey Ave. 0 Pittsburgh. PA 15227

Dealer Inquiries Welcomed
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OMS KISS LASER PRINTER W/ JLASER MEMORY BOARD
CANON IX—12 SCANNER (W/ CABLE TO JLASER BOARD) $819
AMDEK1280 MONITOR W/DISPLAY BOARD $859
VENTURA PUBLISHER $595

GENERAL

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
$2599

MEGAMEMDBY BOARDS
TALL TREE SYSTEMS:

JRAM—2 2MB $369
JRAM—3 2MB LlM—EMS S419
JRAM»AT—3 2MB 120ns S459
JLASER‘ PC 2mb S719
JLASER~ AT 120ns S799

INTEL:
INTEL 286 (10MZ)

BOCA RESEARCH:
BOCARAM XT(1MB)12MZ S289
BOCARAM AT (2MB) 16MZ $399
BOCARAM AT (4MB) 16MZ S729

SCALL

THE LOWEST PRICES IN USA!
RAM (703) 941-9006
EXPLOSION 5119»A LEESBURG PIKE. #260. FALLS CHURCH. VA 22041
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PERIPHERALS

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SynPhonix: TRUE Unlimited Speech Synthesrzv
erfor IBM»PC/XT/AT/jr &compatibles.This low
power short card includes an SSi263 speech
chip, amplifier and speaker. Software includes
Text—toSpeech, Phonetic Editor, Talking Clock
& demos. Can be programmed with BASIC and
other languages. Prices start below $200.

SM”
Electronic Speech Articulator

Artic Technologies
1311 N. Main St.
Clawson. MI 48017
(313) 435-4222

CREATE A DISKLESS PC!
PC—ROMDRIVE allows users to create a "Disk—
Iess PC" capable of booting a ROMresident copy
01 MS-DOS and/or user application programs.
PC-ROMDRIVE consists of a PC-compatible
ROM/PROM expansron board and the PC-
ROMDRIVE software. PC~ROMDFIIVE is priced
at $195 for single units. Quantity discounts and
OEM arrangements available. MC/VISA
ALDIA SYSTEMS. Inc.
PO. Box 37634
Phoenix, Az. 85069
(602) 856—1786

9 TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

FOR IBM PC/XT/AT

- Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
- High Speed Backup
- All Software, Complete System
- Service and Support. easy

Installation

call (818) 343-6505 or write to:
Contact: Computer Corp.
P.O.Box153 Tarzana,Ca|iI. 91356
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Tech
Marketplace

Second Color
Option Available

For More Information
or to Place Your Ad

Call (212) 503-5115
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SOFTWARE

BUSINESS

Auto-Pilot”
Put your responsibilities on Auto-Pilot: ToDo list,
sophisticated Tickler lile, appointment calendar.
Tracks employee assignments/action items.
Windows display iuture, present, and uncom-
pleted past events. Multi-users, multi-liles. pe-
riodic & one time events. DOS 2.0+ PC/XT/AT/
compatible $2995 Check/Visa/MC
Advanced Concepts
PO. Box 246
Ironia, NJ. 07845
1—800 235-6646 Ext 852 1-800-235-6647(CA)

LPBB—SPREADSHEET LP
Our best—selling menu—driven linear program-
ming system now solves problems with 1000
constraints and 5000 variables up to 30 times
faster. New version reads/writes Lotus work-
sheets. Use 1—2—3/Symphony as a matrix gen-
erator or post processor. Many other features
including interactive and batch operation,
spreadsheet-style display, equation processor.
problem/basis storage, tile l/O, Simplex restart,
report generator, sensitivity analysis. lENews says
"the flexibility and leatures of this program are a
bargain at its low pricei‘ $149 with 8087 support
and 100-page manual. $29 for working demo and
mini-manual.
Eastern Soltware Products, Inc,
P0. Box 15328
Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 549-5469

COMMUNICATIONS

PC SERIAL DATA ANALYZER
Use your IBM PC or compatible to analyze data
streams between serial devices. Windows show
each devices transmissions in ASCII or HEX. 64K
buffer, Signal line monitoring, disk save, "Lotus"
style interface, an invaluable tool for debugging
serial interfaces. DISK and MANUAL $150.00
TRIPLE C SOFTWARE
1827 SW. 24th Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(305) 5830687

Tech
Marketplace . . .
The comprehensive
guide to products
and services for

the MS DOS market.
To place your ad

Call
(212) 503-5115

ENGINEERING

METAL FABRICATORS
PC/Cultist takes input from your bill of mate»
rial—Detail drawing and calculates the best
cutting combination for any length stock and
prints a shop ready cutting list and scrap report.
Also an optimization Ieature linds best multi
length for mill orders. Price $300.
Demo Disk $25.00
THE JOSEPH ALBERT CO.
PO. Box 611
Blue Island, Illinois 60406
(312) 349—9032

GENERAL

TAPE/DISK CONVERSIONS
Conversion services to or from over 800 com—
putersystems:
- Magtapes
0 Micro Computers
0 Mini Computers
- Word Processors
0 Typesetters
Our conversion capabilities surpass most in the
industry.
PIVAR COMPUTING SERVICES, INC.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd. #T
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(312) 459-6010

ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSLATION
SERVICES

Solving data incompatibilities requires more
than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer.
We can convert all 01 the parameters involved
in making it compatible among mainframes,
minis, micros, dedicated word processors,
and typesettersl

- Translation of formatting and text en-
hancement features (control characters)
of word processing documents
(dedicated machines or sotlvere-based).
eg. Even from Radio Shack’s Scripsit,
TRSDOS to 382, 01, UNIX, and so on.

0 Database restructuring (including from
word processors‘ File and List
Managers) — Extractions, merging and
reconstructions, filtering, field ad-
justments (spaces and blanks, additions,
deletions and unpacking), sorting,
delimiter replacements, etc.

- Spreadsheet translations (NOT just the
reports or mlues) — Labels, cell referen-
cing codes, and formulas too. eg.
Visicalc or MultiPIan, Apple DOS to
Lotus, Symphony or Jazz.

ADAPSO member

CompuDala Translators, Inc 6565 Sunset Blvd,
Suite 301, Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 402-0222
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MetaNDOW"/TurboWINDOW"‘
Advanced graphics toolkit provides Xerox Star/
Apple Macintosh style graphics on your IBM PC.
Supports most popular graphics cards. Allows
you to create pop-up menus, windows 8. icons:
use proportionally spaced fonts; rubberband &
rag lines, text or bitmap images: supports mouse»
cursor tracking. Tightly optimized for use with
Turbo Pascal, IBM Pascal, C, Fortran.

WIT METAGRAPHICS
SOFTWARE CORPORATION

METAGRAPHICS SOFTWARE CORP
4575 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(403) 436-1550
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FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY
GRAFMATIC (screen graphics): 75 MS
FORTRAN/Pascal, R-M/Prolort, Lahey FORTRAN
callable subroutines. Fully documented, prof.
graphics capabilities, inc. general utility, 2-D in-
teractive, total 2-D plots. 3-D plots and solid
models. $135. H—P or H-I plotter? get
PLOTMATIC, complete plotter graphics library.
Interlaces w/GRAFMATIC. $135. Both $240.
MICROCOMPATIBLES, INC.
301 Prelude Drive Deptd
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

35mm SLIDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS converts graphic
liles produced on the IBM PC into brilliant 35mm
color slides with color resolution 400% better
than your monitor. Leave your printouts behind,
Use high resolution color slides up to 4000 line.
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS $9/slide,
VISUAL HORIZONS
180 Metro Park
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 4245300

C GRAPHICS. ONLY $89!
GRAF-PAC: Over 90 fast functions.
0 Complete window management
0 Point, line, lineto, polyline
- Circle, ellipse, blocktill, blocksave
0 Fonts and font editor
0 Requires: IBM CGA, lattice C or MS 0
Send check, MO, Visa/MC accepted.
The Enaar Software House
PO. Box 10072
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(714) 631-2140

PC PEN-PLOTTER EMULATION
FORTRAN callable, Versatec/Calcomp compat—
ible (PLOTS, PLOT, AXIS, LINE, SYMBOL, etc. plus
extras) plotter emulation for CGA, EGA, Herc,
Eoson, C. Itoh and compatibles. Libraries for MS
3.3/4.0 and Lahey F77L. Includes 100+ page
manual, complete examples on disk, Only $150,
call for educational discount and P80 prices.
F and S SoItware
7604 Peacock Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35802

PRODUCT
CATEGORIES

HARDWARE

ACCESSORY CARDS

COOLING DEVICES

COMMUNICATIONS

COMPATIBLES

GENERAL

MASS STORAGE

PERIPHERALS

SECURITY DEVICES

USED EQUIPMENT

SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BUSINESS

COMMUNICATIONS

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

EDUCATIONAL

ENGINEERING

EXPERT SYSTEMS

FINANCIAL

GENERAL

GRAPHICS

LANGUAGES

MULTI/USER SYSTEMS

NETWORKING

OPERATING SYSTEMS

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

PUBLIC DOMAIN

SCIENTIFIC

SECURITY DEVICES

STATISTICS

TERMINAL EMULATION

UTILITIES

WORD PROCESSING

MISCELLANEOUS

BAR CODING

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PUBLICATIONS

(205) 881 -6268 ' —
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GRAPHICS NETWORKING

Sp
ec

ific
He

at
IlJ

/IO
IE

-K
I

For APS talk: and journal:
with I Tap of a Function Key :
LOG - LOG, SEMI - LOG, ZOOM, SCALING; SIZE AND LOCATION-OF LABELS, LEGENDS.
FRAME; GRIDS, SUBSCRIPTS, SUPERSCRIPTS, TEXT CHARTS... AND MUCH MORE

TEMPLE DATATAPTM GRAPHC...forIBM XT,AT..

JOURNAL GRAPHS, TRANSPARENCIESQUICKLY & EAsILv
WYSIWYG , NTERACTNE, LEW DRIVEN TEWLATE HACKS. B IW or 2-8 PEN COLOR PLOTTER or PRINTER

1.5.7!

5 2 3 4

Temperature (K)

Developed at
TEMPLE UNIV
PHYSICS DEPT

’4
CONTACT: MIHALISIN ASSOCIATES

600 HONEY RUN ROAD
AMBLER, PA 19002
215-646-3814

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$99.00
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LANGUAGES
—

FINALLY! MODULES
Add class to yourcompiled BASIC programs with
FINALLY ! MODULES. Use pull-down WIN—
DOWS, horizontal menus, pop-up help screens,
input screen and directory managers. For use
with FINALLY! Library and Quick Basic 2.0 or IBM
compiler 2.0. 30 day MoneyBack guar. Visa/MC/
CK/MO. FINALLY! MODULES is $99+$4 s/h.
Komputerwerk Inc. Dept PCT
851 Parkview Blvd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
(412) 7820384

Tech Marketplace . . .
the comprehensive
guide to products and
services for the MS
DOS market.

JULY 1987

FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT IN C
REX-C/BS 0 package supports ROM code gen-
eration. Includes X086 C compiler which imple—
ments draft ANSCI C standard. supports-ln-llne
assembly, produces optimized 8086/87/186
reentrant code for real-time environment, gen-
erates separate segment for initialized data and
string constants for ROM—based applications,
produces object file in Intel OMF with debug in»
formation, global and local symbols with data
type and line numbers for high-level debugging.
Price is $750 which includes X086. linker, loca-
tor. librarian, hex formatters, and run-lime li-
brary source.

“/Tgfisf‘ilfiq «x
“g“w

PC TCP/IP UNIX
Networkingfor the IBM PC, AT, and
compatibles with the ARPA TCP/IP
protocol family, including Berkeley
4.2 enhancements.

0 File transfer: ftp, rcp, tftp
0 Remote Iogin: telnet, rlogin
0 Electronic mail: smtp, mail
0 Remote printing: lpr
0 Information: finger, whois
0 Remote execution: rexec, rsh

Requires 256K, 1 floppy, and one Of:

0 3COM 3C500 Ethernet Interface
0 Interlan Ethernet Interface
0 Proteon p1300 Ring Interface

Binary $400; Site licenses, program-
ming libraries, and VARs available.

Software. Inc. F.o. Bax Iso
KendIIl Squlr- Brlnm

Boston. MA 02142
(517) 858»4E7E
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Tech
Marketplace

Second Color
Option Available

Call (212) 503-5115

SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE, INC.
3303 Harbor Blvd, C11
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 241 -8650

NETWORKING
_

NOVELL NETWORKING PRODUCTS
When reliability and performance really counl you
can't allord anything less than Novell. We offer
quality Novell products and accessories, last
courteous service and competitive pricing for all
your networking needs. Our experienced staff is
waiting to serve you. Call today for information
and quotes.
BENEDEK ENTERPRISES
104 Cool Springs Road
White Oak. PA 15131
412-751-8381

OPERATING SYSTEMS

KADA K’s
engineers brlng

years of practical real-time
experience to this mature

MULTI-TASKING SYSTEM
(version 2.0)

for the |BM® PC. PC/XT and PC/AT
I No royalties
I IBM PC Dose) support
I C language support
I Preemptive scheduler
I Time slicing available
I Intertask message passmg
I Dynamic operations:

- task create/delete
- task priorities
- memory allocation

I Event Manager
I Semaphore Manager

Demo package $25 US
Manual only $15 us Aixoavavizmuluraaau
AMXBG system $2195 Us 250 65000
AMXM" aplrllll on my 5066/“, Miss/u, 502“ Iy'tlm.

# KADAK Products Ltd.
206-1847 W. Broadway. Vancouver,

B C. Canada VGJ 1Y5
Tel: (604') 7234—2796 Telex: 04-55670
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Category

continued on next page
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OPERATING SYSTEMS

can be nested.

files can program or exec func keys
511 byte Keyboard buffer

404-977-0152

Multitasking with MS-DOS
is possible NOW!

A full multitasking extension for DOS 2.1 on a PC, will also run
DOS 3.0 - 3.1 and run on a 286,386 in real mode [Fast, 100% assembly)

Easy command line or pgm interface to: Exec up to 23 pgms concurrently; Make a
program resident; Modify a program to be re-entrant; Exec a resident pgm as sub-
routine; Program and use all 40 func keys; Save screen & keyboard before exec.

Func keys can substitute data or exec a pgm 8t substitute returned data; func keys

BAT files can be nested; BAT files can be run concurrently; BAT files can accept
data from STDIN or data returned from a pgm; IF’s 8t FOR’s can be nested; BAT

Pgms can be grouped & execute as ”applications”
Allocation of devices through “logical devices”
l’gm interface to Microsoft 81 Lattice “C” with ”On Error branch”
Pop up Console screen menu to vary devices, remove tasks, etc.

“Extended DOS" $159 Distributed Software

MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.

CIRCLE 376 ON READER SERVICE CARD

3951 Emerson St.
Marietta, Ga. 30062

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

ROMabIe CODE on PC!
PCLOCATE allows PC users to develop ROM-
based software from MS-DOS “Exe” tiles. The
user specifies the physical location of all seg-
ments. Output files are compatible with most
PROM programmers. PCLOCATE supports the
8086. 8088. 80186. 80188. and 80286 proces—
sors. MC/VISA.
ALDIA SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
PO. Box 37634
Phoenix. AZ 85069
(602) 8661786

Turbo Pascal Pro rammers:
15 MINUTES = 0 HOURS!

with new turboMAGIC
code generator.

Input Iorms and help wrndows up to 66 lines
long Scrolling wrtnin framed Windows Pop-
up menus Pulldown menu systems And
much more!
Read what protessronals say "Fast automatic
updating of dependent fields adds flair to your
Input screens .turboMAGlC Will be a bless-
ing for programmers who would rather not
wme the user interface for every program
Neil Rubenking PC Magazrne. 24 Feb 87
Order your more today‘ Just $99 Call
800-225-3165 Money Back Guarantee Re-
quires 256K IBM PC compatible

(0,6

Sophisticated Software Inc.
6586 Old Shell Road
Mobile. AL 36608
205-3427026
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VERSION CONTROL SYSTEM
TLIB'” stores ALL versions ol your source in ONE
compact library file. even with hundreds of re—
visions Updates (deltas). 5-7 times taster than
Unix SCCS. Date & comments for each version.
easy retrieval. LAN»shared libraries. Free public
domain MAKE (with source) by Landon Dyer.
DOS 2.x/3x $99.95 $3 s/h VISA/MC.
BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
PO. Box 4156»TJ
Cary. NC 27511-4156
(919) 469-3068

Crash the 64K Barrier

Try TURBO PACKAGE now!
90 day money back guarantee!

Modular Programming!
Promotes REUSE of working CODE

CUTS development TIME
IMPROVES system RELIABILITY

SIMPLIFIES program MAINTENANCE
FILL 640KB with code/data any way you want

VERY FEW CODE CHANGES.
FASTER than chaining or overlaying

SUPERMATH, FREE!
With purchase of Turbo Package

40 plus LONG (32-bit math) routines
Faster than real - big enough for $.

ASM coding insures top performance

Just $49.95 (in TX add tax)
Visa/MC Outside USA add $5.00 shipping

IBM/PC. xr. AT or compatible MSIDOS machine and 2100
Write or call for more information

5371 Verbena Rd.
San Antonio. TX 78240
Phone: (512) 692-0353
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CONVERSAZNAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ATTENTION TURBO PASCAL USERS!

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TOOL
VersiCREF‘“ creates a sorted Master Cross-
Reference Listing of an entire application from
the MASM CRF files. Pinpoints which source
modules are affected by changes to common
PROC's. variables. etc. Handles 100+ separate
program source files. Full X-Retorjust PUBLIC
symbols. $55 MC/VlSA/COD

SUMMIT INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC.
73 East Lane
Willingboro. NJ 08046
1—800-334-4096 (in NJ 609-871—0202)

PASCAL-lo-C TRANSLATOR
Industrial strength conversion from Turbo. Mi-
crosoft. UCSD. MT+. Apollo, Macintosh, and
other Pascals to Kim C. Handles nested proce-
dures. intrinsic functions. separately compiled
units and modules. all data types including long
integers.
Requires 512K IBM PC/XT/AT. Send up to 500
lines of Pascal and we will convert it for FREE.
Site licensing from $5,000. Conversions 50
cents/line.
TGL Inc.
27096 Forest Springs Ln.
Corvallis. OR 97330
(503) 745-7476

Tools IorAPL!!!!
Quality tools for APL'PLUSI Interface C and
APL’PLUS: APLZC $195. with Datalighl C
Compiler. Full-featured screen manager:
FULLSCREEN Panels $150, design flashy
screens popup menus, scrolling fields. more!
Fast, efficient tile manager based on binary trees:
APLZBTREE $195. index files. fast retrieval.
Lauer Software
PO Box 728
Newlown. PA 18940—0728
(215) 860-9764

ETHERNET
FOR PCs.
PC/TCP is a complete
ethernet package for PCS.
Connects PCS to other
PCs or UNIX hosts.
Runs on any PC
or compatible and requires
a 300M, Inter/an, Proteon,
or 8/00 board.
Price: $400 per P0.
élniPrcssSoF wore

mime Sure hr rm Sofia

2025 Lincoln Hwy.
Edison. NJ 08817
800-222-0550 (Outside NJ)
201—985-8000
Telex: 709418
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NETWORK FILE SHARING TOOLBOX
Easy to Use—Pascal NETTOOL -
TURBO Pascal source library. Provides proce-
dures for accessing files and locking records in
a file sharing environment. Perfect for network
database applications.
Price: $69.00
SYNPHERON, INC.
30 Clairmont Ave.
Thornwood. NY 10594
(914) 769-7904

FORTRAN Developers
Essentials for documenting and debugging large
FORTRAN programs. DOCUMENT‘er: prepares
x-references and symbol tables for an ENTIRE
program with ALL routine, COMMON. defini-
tions + ALL uses. DIAGRAM'er: draws cleardia~
gram(s) of complex code and data structures of
your code. Interactive + many display options.
Needs only existing source, MAP. and library files.
All compilers supported. Both $128.75

IMPULSE
ENGINEERING

Ray Strong. (415) 788-4611
IMPULSE Engineering
PO. Box 3540
San Francisco, CA 94119—3540

IBM PC X-ASSEIVmLERS
Develop MPU products on your
PC! 2] different fast cross-
assemblers. Both absolute and
relocatable. Linker. Locater.
Librarian. Format Converter.
X—ret‘erencc. Macros. Public.
Local symbols and more.

calms
RELMS'“ PO BOX 6719
SAN JOSE. CA. 95150

TWX 910-379-0014
(408) 265-5411
(800) 448-4880
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UNBEATABLE DEBUGGER
90% the power of a $5.000 logic analyzer for only
$99. VIM interprets machine code in its own vir-
tual memory space. allowing any code to be easily
traced (device drivers. copy protection. ram-
resident utilities, even operating systems). Runs
on any PC. AT or compatible. 005 2.0. 640K
recommended.

Digital Dispatch, Inc. (DDI)
1580 Rice Creek Road
Minneapolis, MN 55432
1-800—221-8091 or (612) 571-7400
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

BASIC DATABASE
BASIC Base is a powerful database develop-
ment environment for only $45. This includes
menus, last query. professional library. easy
programming, and expert utilities. The library
contains subroutines tor multl indexed data-
bases. data windows, and more. 30 day money

COMMAND HISTORY EDITOR
Increase your productivity by typing less! Fie—
place MS-DOS command line editor with our full-
featured one. Editor has cursor left, right, begin-
ning, end, search, delete, and insert or typeover
modes. History buffer retains commands which
may be recalled for editing and execution by line
number. $49.95.
Marcus and Associates
17744 Skypark Blvd, Suite 230
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 250-1992

back guarantee. Requires Quick Basic or BASICA.
Application Microcomputers, Inc.
1663 Bachan Ct.
Reston, VA 22090
(703)471-1471

TURBO PASCAL GENERATOR
GTP APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Builds complete, working applications.
You give it spec's, it writes error-free code
. indexed Data Bases - Multiple Screens
0 Report Generator 0 Menu Generator

PROFESSIONAL PROLOG TOOLS
A power packed collection of invaluable predi- .
cales for speeding up A! application develop- ' CODIGXI’3903- Help ' GIPUHI 393100100
ment. Uncomplled code supplied with copious Easy to use Price $20000 Visa/MC,ck,MO
examples. No royalties. (Requires Turbo Prolog). AEF

PO. BOX 928
Katy, TX 77492PRICE$79VISA/MC/CHECI< (713) 391-857030 day money back guarantee.

GRYDEN SOFTWARE
PO. Box 238
Santa Barbara, CA 93102
t805) 683-1650

lnlineTooIs 2.0
Assembly programming In Turbo Pascal is easy
with IT Just write assembly code as comments,
and let IT append inline machine code for you
instantly No more DEBUG and MASM. Write at
ease DOS calls, and critical statements in tight
and fast assembly, as illustrated in IT manual.
$69.95 + $5 s/h
Dr. Jiann Jou
PO. Box 460969
Garland, TX 75045
(214) 495-8862

CROSS-TRANSLATION UTILITIES
Convert 8085, Z80 Assembly language pro—
grams to 8086 assembly language programs.
2500 lines converted and rte—assembled on IBM
PC in 20 minutes. With a error-free listing. Also,
8080/8085 to Z80 or NSCBOD conversion. Use
Microsoft MASM! Ask for what you need!

elms
RELATIDNAL MEMORV svsrms, INC

HELMS‘“
PO BOX 6719
SAN JOSE, CA. 95150
Call (800) 448-4880 (408) 265-5411
TWX 910-379-0014

DOCUMENT YOUR
SOFTWARE!

When they ask about your man-
ual . . . Do you politely change the
subject? No more! Give them doc-
umentation you can be proud of, at
a cost you can afford. Fixed price
contract, professional quality,
quick turnaround. Call today for a
free estimate.

DOCUMENTATION-BY-MAIL
20370 SW 84 Avenue

Miami, FL 33189
(305) 253-2317
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M Street Software

SCRUTINY
Advanced Symbolic Debugger

for all MS-DOS computers
M Street Software 5400 E. Mockingbird, Suite 114
214-827-4908 Dallas, Texas 75206

information also available via our
24-hour 300/1200 modem: 214-669-1882
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IOTools Library
or

Modula—Z

SCREEN MANAGER
SAVE TIME! Powerful Screen
Designer and Data Entry Mana-
ger Increases Your Productivity!
Interfaces to most languages.

BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, C,
PASCAL, PLM86, ASM. Not a
Code Generator! No Royalties.

The West Chester Group
PO. Box 1304

West Chester, Pa 19380
(215) 644-4206

FREE DEMO DISK
CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD

$79
VISA MC

Superior Handling for
Both Console and Terminals

Multi—tasking.
Can use same application code for
both consoles and terminals.
30 day money back guarantcell
For Logitech and Pecan.
Available from:
Rhoads Associates

(215) 388—2626
CIRCLE 298 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LINK&
LOCATE
LINK & LOCATE
enables PC users
to produce ROM-
based firmware for 8086/87/186 from object files
generated by popular C compilers, such as from
Wizard, Microsoft and Lattice, and MASM assembler
from Microsoft. Provides full control of segment
placement anywhere in memory. Supports output of
Intel HEX file for PROM programmers, Intel OMF
absolute object file for symbolic debuggers and
in-circuit emulators Includes Intel compatible linker,
Iocator, librarian and hex formatters. $350.
Systems & Software, Inc.
3303 Harbor Blvd., 011, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Phone (714) 241 -8650 FAX (71 4) 241 0377 TWX 910-695-0125
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r I DProductrvrty Tools1
Software Revision Management System

SRMS is a full featured version control
system featuring:
' 10 Integrated Utilities with user shell
‘ Capability for hundreds ofvcrsions/Iibrary
‘ Mcrgc utility resolves parallel effort Conflicts
’ Report Generation Utilitics
‘ Typeset dommcnuuion and much more!
Aw:—

QMAKETM
‘ Program generation utility patterned after

UNIX make: to aid in rebuilding sytems
‘ Rccompilcs only routines news
‘ Support for macros and multiple cnuy points
' Integratm fully with SRMS

V .
TX'I'I'OOLS

‘ QDIFP - Windowed File DLtIcrc Utility
‘ QSE - Quill. Strum Editor
~e1cr-I-unumxcnar $85

7048 Smtford Road [w
Quilt Computing

StruBAS
Structured BASIC Development System

QuickBASIC - IBM BASIC 2.0

Design screens In minutes With powerful
screen designer usmg any edItor Modify

most features Without recompiling
Interface to Btrteve, ISAM. and Screens
with srngle commands Offers program

generators. menu utility, subroutine
library, utility programs, network

support lhru Btrleve, and preprocessor to
extend BASIC and enhance struCILIre.

NOT COPY PROTECTED
Site and (inmnrntc [Ice 5 :I\.Iti;Ih|t-.

IANI'IY SYSTEMS. INC.
3 Office Park Drive, Ste. 100
Little Rock. Arkansas 72211

501-225-7755
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 8495/85 demo

F R E E 50 DAY TRIAL
CIRCLE 296 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Woodbury. MN 55125 CIRCLE 283 ON
(6.13) 739-4650 READER SERVICE CARD)

ROM 8086 CODE
ROM KIT locates EXE mod-
ules developed on a PC. ROM
KIT is ROMable so 8086
developers can use existing
linkers, compilers, etc. to
embed EXE format files in
applications. Bonus HEX-
DUMPutility&HEX-ASCIIfor-
matter. No Royalties.
$9 V058 (602)864-1298
LUCTOR CORPORATION

2311-104 Royal Palm Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
FULL SOURCE CODE

CIRCLE 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

ECHO DISK COPY
Public domain software for your IBM or com-
patible. Hundreds of programs. $3 per disk. Send
#10 SASE or two stamps for free catalog.
Echo Disk Copy
PO. Box 50132
Mobile. AL 36605

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE IN C
Over 115 volumes of public domain software in
CP/M and MSDOS format.
0 editors. compilers. text lormatters
0 many UNIX-like tools 8 misc. utilities
0 communications packages. etc.
Write or call for more details. Send $10 tor com-
pehensive directory.

Users’
Group

THE C USERS' GROUP
PO. Box 97
McPherson. KS 67460
(316) 241-1065

TURBO PASCAL $2.50 - disk
TSS. the BBS—by—mail. 120+ disks of com-
pressed tiles. Membership fee ($25) incl starter
pkg + 2 FREE disks with ist order. Cat list $5.
Anniversary sale: $250 for full membership PLUS
lull. library thru disk 150, Visa/MC/COD + $5.
Non US. + $10 US. funds only. Call our online
BBS (617) 545-9131. All files online!
TURBO SOURCE SEARCH
PO, Box 876
Scituate. MA 02066
(VOICE) 617-545—6677

SCIENTIFIC

SCI/ENG GRAPHICS
OMNIPLOT [S] (screen graphics) & OMNIPLOT
[P] (plotter driver) provide integrated engineer-
lng/screntific 2-D 8. 3—D graphics with N0 PRO-
CRAMMING! Menu-driven. flexible, professional.
Choice of formats: tabular/line. contour. bar. pie,
30 wire frame 8 much more! OMNIPLOT [8]
$195. Add OMNIPLOT [P]. both $295.
MICROCOMPATIBLES. INC.
301 Prelude Dr. Det
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

NUMERICAL C SOFTWARE
Computationally stable numerical routines for C
software developers. LINLIB contains complex
arithmetic, solutions to equations. approxima-
tions. LU. OR. Cholesky lactors of matrices. least
squares solutions. eigenvalues. LINLIB has
splines. B—spline routines. spline interpolation.
spline approximation of data. $165.
INFORMATION AND GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
15 Normandy Court
Atlanta. GA 30324
Call (404) 231 -9582
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SCIENTIFIC

SCI-GRAF and SCI-CALC
SCI—GRAF produces huge hi-res graphs thru easy
menus or linkable C libraries. Supports log scales.
error bars. poinl labeling. screen and printer
output. SCI-CALC is a pop—up calculator with
complete expression editing. scientific. statisti-
cal. and logical functions Requires IBM PC
compatibility, Prices start at $79.95.
Microcomputer Systems Consultants
32 West Anapamu. Suite 190
Santa Barbara. CA 93101
(805) 963-3412

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The SOLVER system integrates coupled-difler-
entlal equations. with or without time delays and
nonintegrable points. Developed at the Appl.
Physics Dept, Strathclyde Univ, SOLVER sys-
tem ($150) is a professional solution for your
simulation needs. Requires Turbo Pascal and
Graphix Toolbox.
ANALYSIS RESOURCES
Box 91847
Santa Barbara. Ca 93190
(805) 963-0914

SECURITY DEVICES

BIT-LOCKS) SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves eftectiveness
of powerful mullilayered security. Rapid decryp~
tion algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent
security device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port.
Countdown and timeout options also available.
KEY-LOK"‘ security at about ‘/2 BIT~LOCK cost.
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
7805 S. Windermere Circle
Litlleton. CO 80120
(303) 922-6410 or 798-7683

EVERLOCK COPY PROTECTION
Desrgned for user-transparency. clone compat-
ibility & strength. It features:
—n0 I/0 plugs or special media
—FULL hard disk & cartridge support
afiIe—server network support
evariable number of installs (0-99)
—demo diskette option with unlock
iprotected upgrades by modem/BBS
All this for $495 with no meter counts. Free info
8 demo disk.
(Duplication services also available.)

Az~Tech Soltware. Inc.
305 East Franklin Suite A4A
Richmond, MO 64085
(816) 776-2700

STATISTICS

P-STAT®
Full mainframe package tor IBM PC/XT/AT &
compatibles. Combines data 8 file manage—
ment. data display, statistical analysis. report-
writing 8 survey analysis in a single package.
40L programming language. online HELP. menu
or command driven with interactive EDITOR. $95
demo and Site License available.
PVSTAT Inc.
471 Wall Street. PO. Box AH
Princeton. NJ. 08542 _
Telephone: 609-924-9100 Telex: 466452

RATS! New Version 2.10
Full function regression. time series and tore-
casting program. Mulliple regressions. includ-
ing stepwise. Non—linear least squares. ARIMA
models, transfer functions 8. intervention anal-
ysrs. Exponential smoothing. spectral analysis.
Kalman filter, model simulations and much more!
High—quality graphics to screen. plotter. printer.
$200»$300. Visa/MC.
VAR Econometrics. Inc.
PO. Box 1818
Evanslon. IL 60204—1818
(312) 864-8772; (800) 822—8038

StatPac GoldTM with the
Forecast PlusTM Option isthe

Most Powerful Statistical
Analysis and Forecasting

Package Available
for the Microcomputer

FREE Comprehensive Brochure:
I 800-328-4907
WALONICK ASSOCIATES, INC.

6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 866-9022

POWEI'Stat
An extremely powerlul program with a
good user interface PC Tech journal
Excellent analysis of variance routines

0 Basic Statistics
0 Regression
0 Multivariate
0 Counted Data
0 Analysis of Varian'
Analytlcal Englneefing . - ration

R0. Box 9, Station P,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M55 256(416) 960-3030
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TECH MARKETPLACE . . .
Listings are grouped by category

and sold by column inches.
Second color option available.

TERMINAL EMULATION

PCBTAM
Communications Access

Method
General purpose binary synchronous
access method for custom tile transfer
or terminal emulation on PC/XT/AT
with IBM BSCA card.
- high performance. l'ull featured
- object ($300.00) or source

($2500.00) license
- link with ASM. Lattice or Microsoft

programs
- Z-SIO version available
Symbiotic, lnc.
l035 Route 46 East
CIil'ton. NJ 07013
201-777-6454 C'RCLE ”6 0”READER SERVICE CARD

BARR/HASP INTELLIGENT RJE
WORKSTATION
Hardware and software communications pack-
age for IBM PC. XT and AT. Simultaneously
transmits data to host and receives output di-
rectly to MVS/JESZ. MVS/JESS, VS/RSCS, and
CDC/NOS. bypassing T80 and CMS. Emulates
IBM 3777-2 and HASP on IBM 360/20. Line
speed: 1.200 to 19.200 baud (56000 bps on AT).
Supports multiple high—speed printers beyond
2.400lpm. (6.0001pm on AT). Features:
concurrent DOS. LAN support. printer forms
control. plotter support. unattended operation.
easy installation. $1.290 includes Hardware
8 Software.

—
BARR SYSTEMS. INC.
2830 NW 41 st Street, Building M
Gainesville. FL 32606
(800)-BARR-SYS/(904) 371 —3050

PC TECH JOURNAL
(212) 503-5115

Advertising Director
Kathryn J. Cumberlander

Sales Manager
Daniel L. Rosensweig

Account Manager
Lisa B. Stick

Account Manager
Stanley H. Robinson

Production Manager
Anne R. Brockinton l
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Ll MSIM
Expanded Memory Simulator for the POW and
compatible 286 machines. Use the extended
memory you already have as Lotus style Ex-
panded Memory. Fully supports EMS version 3.2.
Requires 70k of conventional memory. $50 ($75
with assembler source) plus $5 s/h. 30 day
money back guarantee. Visa/MC accepted.
Larson Computing
1556 Halford Ave. #142
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 737-0627

SPEED UPYOUR HARD DISK!

I“

A ; I)I.\'I\()R(i\\l‘l.l~lk

For fast, efficient, time-saving use,
organize your hard disk with
Vopt!
Vopt consolidates the fragmented
files that slow down and wear down
your disk. Now your hard disk can
find what it’s looking for — all in
one place!

Vopt is fast! Initial organization
averages under5 minutes! Daily
runs from the AUTOEXEC file
average undert minute!

Vopt includes — Vmap for graphic
display of HD utilization, Vseek for
HD seek times, Vmarkbad to flag
bad clusters, plus much more!

Get Vopt and get going!

ONLY 549.95
Add $3 shipping & handling '

CA residents add 6% sales tax

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 Fifth Avenue
Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103

a 619/298-9349
Vopt is atrademark of Golden Bow Systems
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Compress Your Data 10X FASTERII
0 PKARC & PKXARC can compress your files even smaller and up to

TEN TIMES FASTER than the other ARChive program.
0 “PKARC/PKXARC is the system to use.”

—Dr. Dobbs Journal of Software Tools
Only $45 + 3.50 s/h. WI res. add 5% tax.
7032 N. Ardara Ave., Glendale, WI 53209 (414) 352-3670

uaid Analyzer
the tool

that created
CopyWrite

Now you can debug your own programs
with a professional quality debugger -
the one that unraveled every form of
copy-protection used on the PC.

With the Quaid Analyzer, you can:
El See occurrences of any interrupt, with its

meaning shown on the screen.
C! View memory as text or instructions,

scrolling as easily as you do with an editor.
D Run until a memory location or IIO port is

changed.
l1 Protect your hard disk from accidental

destruction.
El Analyze software without the source, even

when it uses countermeasures to thwart
tracing.

El See all stages of the boot load.

We kept the Quaid Analyzer off the
market to avoid helping publishers with
copy-protection. Now that copy-
protection is gone, we can sell it to
you.
The Quaid Analyzer is a software tool occupying 100K bytes. It
runs on any IBM PC and most MS-DOS systems without hard-
ware modification.

Q Quaid Software Limited
$99 U.S. T0 Call (416) 961-8243at
All orders shipped at 0‘d or write to:
our expense within a 45 Charles St. East
day. All major credit Third Floor, Dept. 602
cards accepted. Toronto, Ontario. M4Y 152

Ask about Disk Explorer the program that takes over
where Quaid Analyzer leaves off.
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PHwore Inc.

THE MS DOS MARKET

DISK ACCELERATOR V2.0
DiskCache speeds up your hard disk access. Disk
caching and ram disk in one package. Ram disk
shares cache space. Transparent, flexible. con-
figurable, no h/w changes. RAM, EMS, and AT
extended memory versions incl. Not copy pro-
tected. VISA, MC, volume discounts. No PO's
w/o prior approval. $49.00
DATAMORPHICS LTD..
P.0. Box 820
Stiltsville, Ontario, Canada KOA 300
Or call (613) 836—2670

HARD DISK EXPANSION!
Disk Manager allows the installation of any
ST506 hard disk on PC,XT,AT and compatibles.
Volumes up to 256mb! Menu driven/auto in-
stall, compatible w/ all vers of MS/PC DOS (does
not modify DOS), up to 16 volumes, easy to use!
$125+ ship. Ask about Novel! product! Dealer
inquiries invited.

QNTRFICH
— COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.

ONTRACK COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
6222 Bury Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612)937-1107 1-800—752-1333

RECORD/PLAYBACK KEYSTROKES
SAVE MY DAY records your keystrokes to a disk
file. Playback keystrokes at 4 speeds N times.
Edit recorded keystrokes. Magically send key-
strokes lo any program! Recover from mistakes.
Test scripts, batch, demonstrations. 60 page
manual. Pop up menu. Works with most pgms.
PC/XT/AT Compat. $79 VISA/MC. $ bk. guar.
COMPUTER FOUNDATIONS
2604 Elmwood Avenue Suite 320
Rochester, New York 14625
(716) 586-9756

The "WIZ" is a DISK l/0 accelerator
program Iorthe IBM PC family which
can unleash your disk-bound programs
to run up to 10 times faster by caching
Ihru HAM.

DISK WIZARD" M FEATURES
- Disk data write caching makes the

WIZ at least twice as fast as the
competition.
A pop-up screen displays statistics in
color for each disk unit.
Supports up to 24 mb of cache in any
mix of: Normal, EMS, or AT extended
RAM.
The WIZ will optionally cache floppy
data, so your floppy only PC can
really go!

CD ' Ed
2538 E Terrace. 8A. Anaheim, CA 92806

$59.95 (714) 656-2238 $59.95
Plus $3 8 H~ CA res. 6°; tar Int! orders add $5

UTILITIES Category
continued on II£‘.\'I page
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UTILITIES

XT/AT HARD DISK DIAGNOSTICS!
Disk Manager Diagnostics performs extensive
tests on your ST412/506 hard disks. Areas tested
are: Controller, data write/read, seek test, auto-
matic error correction(ECC). random reads and
media detects. Interactive help. Excellent error
detection and isolation. $49.95 + ship.
VISA/MC accepted.

QNTRHCH
= COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.

ONTFIACK COMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
6222 Bury Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612)937-1107 14800-752-1333

THE COMPLETE DISK UTILITY
ll it‘s on a disk or diskette, Disk Explorer will find
and display it. Disk Explorer. the complete disk
utility: Recovers tiles. Displays. changes, cre-
ates and compares sectors. Creates tracks that
can't be duplicated by DOS, locates the precise
end ot a track. creates specialized track formats.
Allows viewrng and moving of clusters Reports
on disk drive speed, increases the speed at
reading data and much more. lBM PC. XT or AT.
12Bkb and one diskette drive. $75.00 0.8. Check/
Credit card welcome.

’ \\
Quaid Software Limited

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. East, Third iloor
Toronto, Ontario WY 182
(416) 961 >8243

MEASURE EXECUTION
TIME TO THE

MICROSECOND

—
I No mods to your program Just type

CTL l~M instead ol lENTERi to measure
execution time to the next display output

I Use With MS debuggers to measure time
lor your program lrom go ‘to breakpoint

I Independent of CPU type and clockspeed
I Disk l/O time broken out separately

us
Only 559 +3 50 5&h +6010 NJ tax
MC/VISA
CUSTOM REAL-TIME SOFTWARE, INC.
P 0 Box 1106 West Caldwell, NJ 07007
U S BOO-3450167 - NJ 201228 7623

'“sroMcH Is a Trademark or Cusruw Rut rim: Sullware Inc

VIEW ANY DOS FILE
View, print, modify, or search the contents of any
tile. File Dump 2.0 lets you view a tile continu-
ously or as lixed length records. Record lengths
up to 50K are supported. Select any record.
Search and update in hex and ASCII. Prints
mainframe-style dumps. Search 8 modify. EXE
liles easily. $49.95+$4 s/h. CT add 7.5
LASOR Computer Specialists
R0. Box 5137
Rocky Hill, CT 06067

ASCII FILE COMPARISON
Side by side comparison in sliding windows;
printed record of program updates. Highlights
labels. subroutine names, line numbers. Cus-
tom or standard label, statement and remark
delimiters. Matches out-ot—seouence sections.
$35.00 includes shipping.
Opus—1 Systems, Inc.
300 108th Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98004
(205) 4544879

Tech Marketplace . . .
the comprehensive
guide to products and
services for the MS
DOS market.

L}

(203) 721 -0261

AT’s DON’T NEED 360KB DRIVES
The 1.2MB drive has long been known to READ but NOT reliably

WRITE on 360KB floppies. With "CPYATZPC" 1.2MB drives CAN
reliably WRITE 360KB floppies saving a slot for a second hard
disk or backup tape. ”CPYATZPC” (Not Copy Protected] offers
the preferable SOFTWARE SOLUTION.

- NO software or hardware modification
0 A 360K drive is NOT required
- “CPYATZPC” program MAY reside on hard disk
0 Runs on IBM PC/AT and COMPATIBLES

i.e. Compaq Deskpro 286/386. AT&T 6300 +.
HP Vectra. Sperry PC/IT. Tandy 3000

Only $79.00 + $4.00 S/H VISA, MC. COD, UPS-B/R
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-621-0851 XT777

'l TELEX EZLINK 62873089 . . i
l VISA' l Dealer Inquiries Invited m
l ‘ MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

655 Skyway #125
San Carlos, CA

CA 415-593-8777
NY 212-334-1858
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Compress your data
into 1/10th the space!

introducing ARC. It's used to create and main-
tain data file archives tor computers operating
under any DOS system.

But it does something that other archive
and library utilities cent. It automatically
squeezes the tiles being saved so they
take up less space. Like a can of con-
centrated orange juice.

From 20% to 90% less. depending on
the kind of data being saved!

80 there's more room to store data.
no matter what media it's stored on! And
thatS like giving a shot of vitamin C to
your savings on equipment and supplies.

This compressed data can be trans-
mitted over telephone lines in a lot less
time than it takes to transmit uncom-
pressed data. So you can beat the high
cost 01 phone bills to a pulp. as well.

ARC has a full range of functions for are 9
creation and maintenance. lncluding password
encryption to protect data from unauthorized use.

Typical Com-ressiun Bates
Program ASCII Spread-
files text Sheets
20°.o to A 50% to 50% to
30%. 50%. 90%.

sea9:. a
System Enhancementkssociates - 21 Newsneet, Wayne, NJ07470 - (201)473-5153
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TallScreen®
Because Nobody Ever Said
DOS Was Perfect:
- Recall commands/directories
0 Scroll back thru screen output
I Resident tullscreen text editor
I Capture screens lrom application

programs
0 Save screen text to file
“Only a law utility programs become
indispensible too/s . . ."iPC Magazine

$49 I 95 VISA’MC
Dualitas, Inc. 8314 Thoreau DR

Bethesda, MD 20817
301 ~469-8848
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QUALITAS

PRODUCT
CATEGORIES

HARDWARE
ACCESSORY CARDS
COOLING DEVICES
COMMUNICATIONS
COMPATIBLES
GENERAL
MASS STORAGE
PERIPHERALS
SECURITY DEVICES
USED EQUIPMENT

SOFTWARE
ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
EDUCATIONAL
ENGINEERING
EXPERT SYSTEMS
FINANCIAL
GENERAL
GRAPHICS
LANGUAGES
MULTI/USER SYSTEMS
NETWORKING
OPERATING SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMERS TOOLS
PUBLIC DOMAIN
SCIENTIFIC
SECURITY DEVICES
STATISTICS
TERMINAL EMULATION
UTILITIES
WORD PROCESSING

MISCELLANEOUS
BAR CODING
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PUBLICATIONS
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UTILITIES

~Speed up screen writing 2-6 times!
I -Add zip to cursor keys 2-5 times!

' Get back up to 800 scrolled pages!
- Save valuable scrolled info to disk
0 Free your eyes from scroll blinking

rfilh“---1
I “BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY WITH A BUNDLE OFI

FAST, POWERFUL
I SCREEN AND KEYBOARD UTILITIES!”

~Get 43 line EGA support
- Extend your ANSI.SYS to VTTOO
-Over 60 useful options!
- Works well w/thousands of programs
- Used by thousands since 1984!

“A fine enhancement to any IBM system"—PC Tech Journal Jan 87 pg 180.
"The implementation of all the services provided are at least as good in
Fansi-Console as in any competitor"—Capital PC Monitor May 86 pg 25.
"Another of those unheralded gems I would not wish to live without"

I “Clear. readable. highly prolessional manual. excellently typeset"
I —Computing Canada Feb 5. 87 pg 25.

I §ANSL CONSOLE TM
The Integrated Console UtilitM

I Pay Less and Get More! ORIy $75! (plus $4 s/h in 48 states)
400p Manual (w/slip case) & 2 Copyable Disks

I With No Risk. 60 Day Money-Back Satisfaction Guarantee
CALL (313) 994-3259 NOW TO ORDER (Visa/MC/AmEx)
HERSEY MICRO CONSULTING. INC. Box 8276. Ann Arbor. MI 48107

CIRCLE and 0N READER SERVICE CARD To Get FREE Brochure w/Reprints
-----------------

Hard Disk
Partitioning
Software

Breaks the
32 MB Barrier...
EFFORTLESSLY!
I For PC-ATs, XTs, and compatibles.
l Creates multiple DOS partitions, s

up to 2,048 MB each. 79
I Supports ST4IZ, RLL, ESDI and

SCSI controllers.
”SpeedStor software makes installation simple and
painless...lts user interface is a joy to work with. "-Pc WEEK

I Recommended and used by major disk drive,
controller, LAN and PC manufacturers.

l The industry standard: over 100,000 units sold.

Now includes SpeedCache caching soft-
ware and Disk Drive diagnostics uni-"REE

STORAGE
DIMENSIONS

—

/Th’e'gxperts in High Capacity PC Storage

(408] 395-2688
981 Universrry Ave.

Los Gatos. CA 95030

$533CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD (608) 233-4324 -
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MISCELLANEOUS

BAR CODING

$99 BAR CODE READERS
We need Distributors & OEMs worldwide. Our
readers are IBM PC/XT/AT & Tandy 1000/2000
keyboard compatible. convertible to R8232 in-
terface. have auto code distinction. need no ad-
ditional software and are available from
assembled board to fully packaged units. From
US$99 plus wand in modest OEM quantities.
ASP MICROCOMPUTERS
PO. Box 259, Caulfield East 3145
VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA
Phone 011 61 35000628 (note time difference)

BAR CODE READERS
- IBM. AT&T. Link, Kimtron. TeleVideo.
- Alloy. DEC keyboard interlaces or RS—2320
- Need others? Call.

‘ 0 NO programming Reads dot matrix
0 Auto—recognition and single code decoding
- Reads Code 39. UPC A/E. Codabar it | 2 of 5
0 Units in stock. 2 year warranty
0 Bar code printing software. call for info

P E R C O N®
PERCON. Inc.
2190W.11lh
Eugene. OR 97402
(503) 344-1189

PC TECH JOURNAL
MARKETPLACE is a
special economical
section for product and
service listings.

Listings are grouped by
category and sold by
column inches.

Second color option
available.

Standard Directory
Listings are also available
for a minimum Of 3 issues
at $170 per issue
($510 total).

BAR CO DE &
MAGNETIC STRIPE

READERS
for the IBM PC & AT
Simple & quick installation

No additional software or port
Metal wand & case

Also available:
Bar code printing software
Magnetic stripe encoders

Units for other computers & terminals
GSA approved

TPS ELECTRONICS
4047 Transport Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Telephone: 415-856-6833
Telex: (Graphnet) 371-9097 TPS PLA

FAX: 415-856-3843
CIRCLE 379 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PUBLICATIONS

DATABASE INDEX OF PCTJ
The program contains a database of titles ol
feature articles. letters. etc. for 4 years (vol 1-1
to 5-6) of PCTJ cross referenced and indexed with
key words. User supplies a set of key words to
search the database for titles with matching
keywords. $16.95 (WI + 5% tax).
...LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE LOOKING...
Bit-Stream Products
5302 Burnett Drive
Madison. Wisconsin 53705

PC TECH
JOURNAL

Classified
Advertising Staff

Advertising Director
Kathryn J. Cumberlander

Sales Manager
Daniel L. Roscnsweig

Sr. Advertising
Coordinator

Monica Dixon

Advertising Coordinator
Angela Kiffin

Production Manager
Anne R. Brockinton

Production Coordinator
Elliot Appel
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JULY
July 21—23
Optical Drive and Media Manu-
facturing Conference
San Francisco, CA (Rothchild
Consultants) Contact: Judith
Hanson, Conference Coordina-
tor, Rothchild Consultants, 256
Iaguna Honda Blvd., San Francis—
co, CA 941164496; 415/681-3700

July 27—31
SIGGRAPH ’87
Anaheim, CA (ACM SIGGRAPH) Con-
tact: SIGGRAPH ‘87 Conference
Management, Smith, Bucklin,
and Associates, 111 E. Wacker
Dr., Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60601;
312/644-6610

July 29-31
AI and Knowledge-based Sys-
tems: Realizmg the Potential
San Francisco, CA (Decision Sup-

; port Technology) Contact: Deci-
sion Support Technology, Con-
ference Registration Office, 51
Church St., Boston, MA 02116;
800/843-3263; in Massachusetts,
617/4823596

AUGUST

August 6—7
Microcomputer Security
San Francisco, CA (MIS Training
Institute) Contact: Michael I.
Sobol, MIS Training Institute, 4
Brewster Road, Framingham, MA
01701; 617/879-7999

August 17—20
CAD/CAM ’87 -
Boston, MA (National Computer
Graphics Association) Contact:
National Computer Graphics As»
sociation, 2722 Merrilee Drive,
Suite 200, Fairfax, VA 22031; _
800/225-6242; in Virginia,
703/698-9600
August 19-21
COMDEX/Australia
Sydney, Australia (Interface
Group) Contact: The Interface
Group, Inc., 300 First Ave., Need-
ham, MA 02194; 617/449-6600

216

August 23—28
IJCAI ’87
Milan, Italy (International Joint
Conferences on Artificial Intelli—
gence) Contact: John McDer-
mott, CS Dept, Carnegie—Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213;
415/328-3125

August 24—28
AAAI ’87
Seattle, WA (American Associa-
tion for Artificial Intelligence)
Contact: Lorraine Cooper, AAAI,
445 Burgess, Menlo» Park, CA
94025; 415/528-3123

SEPTEMBER

September 1-3
PC EXPO
New York, NY (PC EXPO) Con—
tact: Jim Mion, PC EXPO, 333
Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ
07652; 800/922-0524; in New
Jersey, 201/569-8542

September 15—16
Systems Network Architecture
New York, NY (New York Uni—
versity) Contact: NYU, School of
Continuing Education, Seminar
Center, 575 Madison Ave, New
York, Ny 10022; 212/580—5200

September 21—23
Software Maintenance
Austin, TX (National Bureau of
Standards, DPMA, and mcs)
Contact: Roger Martin, National
Bureau of Standards, Building
225, Room B266, Gaithersburg,
MD 20899; 301/921-3545

September 23 —25
PC Tecbjoumal Systems Forum
San Diego, CA (PC Tecbjour»
nal) Contact: Marti Cunha, PC
Tech journal, Suite 800, Little
Patuxent Parkway, Columbia, MD
21044; 301/740-8300

September 28—October 1
Conference on Electronic/
Desktop Publishing
San Francisco, CA (National
Computer Graphics Association)
Contact: National Computer
Graphics Association, 2722 Mer-

rilee Dr., Suite 200, Fairfax, VA
22031; BOO/2256242; in Virginia,
703/698-9600

Tower Conference Management,
331 W. Wesley St., Wheaton, IL
60187; 312/668—8100

OCTOBER

October 4—8
OOPSLA ’87 ,
Kissimmee, FL (ACM SIGPIAN) Con-
tact: Object Oriented Program—
ming: Systems, languages, and
Applications Conference; ACM,
11 W. 42nd St., New York, NY
10036; 212/869-7440

October 5—8
ASPLOS-II
Palo Alto, CA (ACM SIGPIAN) Con—

. tact: Architectural Support for
Programming languages and
Operating Systems Conference,
ACM, 11 W. 42nd St., New York,
NY 10036; 212/869-7440

October 13—15
PC EXPO/Chicago
Chicago, IL (PC EXPO) Contact.-
Jim Mion, PC EXPO, 333 Sylvan
Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; ,
800/922-0324; in NewJersey,
201/569-8542

October 15—17
Northeast Computer Faire
Boston, MA (Interface Group)
Contact: The Interface Group,
Inc., 300 First Ave., Needham,
MA 02194; 617/449-6600

October 20—22
NetWorId ’87
Dallas, TX (PC EXPO) Contact.-
Annie Zdinak, PC EXPO, 333 Syl-
van Ave., Englewood Clilfs, NJ
07632; 800/526-3247; in New Jer—
sey, 201/5696409
October 27—29
UNIX EXPO
New York, NY (National Exposi-
tions Co.) Contact: National Ex-
positions Co., Inc, 49 W. 38th
St., Suite 12A, New York, NY
10018; 212/391-9111

October 28—30
AI/East ’87
Atlantic City, NJ (Tower Confer-
ence Management) Contact.-

NOVEMBER

' November 3—5
COMDEX/Fall
Las Vegas, NV (Interface Group)
Contact: The Interface Group,
Inc., 300 First Ave., Needham,
MA 02194; 617/449-6600

November 9—11
Symposium on Operating
System Principles
Austin, TX (ACM SIGOPS) Contact:
Les Belady, MCC, 9430 Research
Blvd, Echelon 1, Suite 200,
Austin, TX 78759; 512/834-3350

November 9—12
ICCAD-87
Santa Clara, CA (tEEEcs) Contact.-
Intemational Conference on
Computer—aided Design, IEEE—CS,
1730 Massachusetts Ave. NW,
Washington, DC 20036-1903;
202/371-0101

‘ DECEMBER

December 1—3
Optical Information Systems ’87
New York, NY (Conference Man-
agement Corporation) Contact.-
Meckler Publishing, 11 Ferry
lane W, Westport, CT 06880;
203/226-6967

December 6—9
International Conference on
Information Systems
Pittsburgh, PA (Society for Infor- I
mation Management) Contact.-
William D. King, Graduate
School of Business, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260;
412/648—1587

December 16—18
Microcomputer Graphics ’87
New York, NY (Expoconsul In-
ternational) Contact: Expoconsul
International, Inc., 3 Indepen—
dence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540;
609/987-9400 ' EDT-11mg
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Use thee reaer sevice cards to get
3

he and services
in this issue of TECH JOURNAL

Learning more about a product that’s advertised or mentioned in an article
in this month’s issue 18 as 31mple as 1-2—3. And absolutely free.

Print or type your name Circle the numbers on the card that
and address on correspond to the numbers at the hot—
the attached card. tom ofthe advertisements or articles

Use only one card per person. for which you want more information.
(Key numbers for advertised products also appear in
the Advertisers’ index.)

Simply mail the card,
and the literature
will be mailed to you free

ofcharge by the manufacturer.

Are you personally involved in
the selection of microcomputers
and related products for:
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Please print clearly—Use only one card per person. V°'d afie' ocmbe’ 31' 1957
Your company or
organization?
AC! Yes BE! No
Your client companies or
organizations?
CE] Yes DC] No
Are you planning to purchase
in the next 6 months:
EC] PC Hardware?
FE] PC Software?
GE] PC Peripherals?

1
2

Name

Title Phone ( )

Company

Address

City State Zip
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery.)

Please send me 1 year (13 issues) of PC Tech Journal for $26.70 and bill me.
I’ll save 50% off the single-copy price. “7372

Apt.
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Are you personally involved in
the selection of microcomputers
and related products for: Please print clearly—Use only one card per person. V0“ am" ocmbe’ 3" ‘987

Your company or Phone ( )
organization?
Al] Yes BC] No
Your client companies or

Name1
Title

2 organizations?
CE] Yes DC] No
Are you planning to purchase
in the next 6 months:
El] PC Hardware?
FD PC Software? '
GE! PC Peripherals?

Company

Address

City

Apt.

State Zip
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery.)

4 D Please send me 1 year (13 issues) of PC Tech Journal for $26.70 and bill me.
TJ7871I’ll save 50% off the single-copy price._
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HIEE ’ SUBSCRIBE
IMORMATION NOW!

Now’s an ideal time to
consider having us start

FOIIOW the instructions you as .3 PC Tech Journal
on the reverse Slde of subscriber.

13 issues cost you onlythls card to $26.70...a savings of 50%
' ' ’ off the single copy price.

I'CCCIVC .adVCI‘tlSCTS Special PC Tech Journal
prOdUCt Informatlon. Directory published in

FREE November included with
' your subscription! Just

check the box at the
bottom of the reply card.

| u I l I NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED

IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS R * LY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 27346 PHILADELPHIA, PA

Postage will be paid by addressee

TE@HJOURNAL
PO. Box 40086
Philadelphia, PA 19106-9931
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Announcing the first second-
generation 80386 systems.

w " 3

Eatiltv'immi unnam—'-

EL: ' ' i @fimflgfi 7‘
Last year, Advanced Logic
Research introduced the first
80386 systems. Now we’re
introducing the ALR 386/2?M
the second generation.

Until now, if you wanted three times
the speed of an ATTM you paid about three
times the price of an AT. Now Advanced
Logic Research announces second—genera—
tion 386 systems—designed to do to the
price barrier what our first
generation did to the
performance barrier.
Annihilate it.

Starting at $1990,
ALR’s totally new 386/2
systems couple the
power of 32—bit processing with true 32-
bit memory Even the system and graphics
BIOS are implemented in a 32-bit
architecture. That simply means your
applications will run faster on a 386/2

than any other available
computer. And ALR 386/2
systems let you use all the

ROM BIOS peripherals, graphics,
enhancements and applica-

tions developed for the most
widely adopted computer operating en-
vironment in history.

Which makes you wonder why others
want thousandsmore for less flexible,
first-generation 386 systems.

How to run circles around the
competition.

Sure, Compaq and IBM use
the fastest available hard

-Advanced Logic
Research
Compaq

- IBM

disks and controllers with 1:1 interleaving,
just like Advanced Logic Research. But
they don’t buffer a full 17~sector hard disk
track, settling for sector by sector buffering.
Our way makes the fastest even faster
where it counts— in the real world.

And with up to 2 MB of RAM on the
motherboard, you get flexibility with
your power.

Naturally the raw speed of the 80386
means the 386/2 series make great EGA
graphic workstations
for CAD/CAM. Or
choose enhanced -
EGATM or GA 786'”I ,1
graphics from ALR ‘
and a variety of
sources and get the aw”, ,
most advanced resolutions available.

You can even run up to nine applica—
tions at once. Without memory limitations.
Because all enhanced ALR systems
include the bestselling multitasking soft—
ware Desqview,TM as well as QEMMIM an
EMS management utility.

Tbe 386/2 series makes the .‘
best use of floor or desk space

Speed to burn. Without having
money to burn.

Read the reviews and compare the 386/2
to the others. Then compare more. If
you find more power, flexibility and quality
somewhere else, buy somewhere else.

You won’t find a more competitive price
anywhere else—the ALR 386/2 Model 10
delivers 80386 power and 1 MB of RAM
for $1990 and includes a 1.2 MB floppy disk

drive and controller. Models with hard
X? disk storage to 130 MB and included

EMS and multitasking software
reaffirm ALR’s ability to define
leading edge performance. At

leading edge prices.

Specifications, configurations and prices SubjCCl to change without noliCC. Copyright 1987 Advanced logic Research. All rights reserved.
386/2 and GA 786 are trademarks of Advanced Logic Research, inc. AT a trademark of international Business Machines Corp. Dcsqview a trademark of Quarterdeck Office Systems. Phoenix a tndemark of Phoenix Technolog‘y'. Ltd.

Circle No. 116 for Re-seiler, No. 121 for End-user.

Starting at $1990.
A full range of high—performance

communications, memory and storage
enhancements are available from ALR.

I Advanced
Logic
Research
554389

- IBM
$6995
Compaq
$7094

The ALR 386/2 Model 40 wit/9 EGA adapter is
similar to [be IBM Model 80-041 and Compaq
Des/epro 386Model 40 with EGA adapter. Except
for a lowerprice and twice theirstandard RAM.

Advanced Logic Research.
Faster, first.

Advanced Logic Research got its start
designing high—performance microcom—
puters for customers that demanded
more power than they could get off the
shelf. We designed one of the first IBM
PC—compatibles. Developed the enhanced
performance AT—compatible PC Maga-
zine called . .the most judicious
choice. . And introduced the first 386
system, which PC Tee/9 journal said

. .brings up—to-date technology to
affordable 386 systems?‘

Our complete line of performance XT
and AT—compatible systems offers the
advanced technology of one of the world’s
most experienced PC design teams and a
growing international network of ALR
dealers chosen for their ability to deliver
full service and support. Simply more,
for less.

Call Advanced Logic Research today for
the name of your local ALR dealer. And
discover the price of power isn’t as high
as it used to be.

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
10 Chrysler, lrvine, CA 92718 (714) 581-6770
FAX: (714) 581-9240 TELEX: 5106014525,
Answer back Advanced Logic
From Asia or Europe call ALR/Wearnes Technology
Phone: (65) 2592521 TELEX: RS38113WRNTEC



NO: matter where youtake
\‘ CRoss'rALIcMk4 . »

Youwon 't encounter aPC communications program with as much versatility 'as
CROSSTALK'DMk. 4. It has eyerything we could imagine you needing today. More
protocOls — X.PC, Xmodem, Kermit, and our Own CROSSTALK. More terminal
emulations, including 'COmplete IBM 3 l0 l , DEC-VT- I00.' and TeleVideo 900 -

series. Concurrent communications capability :— up to 1'05 sessions, each
\ displayed in its own expandable window, pr-onsepa‘rate “ 'pages. ' ' Error

‘3 checking at high spe‘e& :Prepared scriptfiles-to \ '_ ct information from
\ most popular information utilities. A pOWerful prog amming language

‘ to createcustomizedscripts. Finally, Wewebuilt-in a bit of tomorrow.
‘2. ‘\ CROSSTAIK Mk. 415 based on a modular architecture that means we , ‘-

' can add new capabilities by phone, as they come along“. So you’re ’ ~ '
getting {whammy'5 standard in comrtiunications software. ‘
You're getting tomorrow’s as ell. ‘ - _

“I I ‘ ’ ' Co munications,.&‘ss(‘)ciates. Inc. _


